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Notice
The Project Management Institute, Inc. (PMI) standards and guideline publications, of which
the document contained herein is one, are developed through a voluntary consensus standards
development process. This process brings together volunteers and/or seeks out the views of persons
who have an interest in the topic covered by this publication. While PMI administers the process
and establishes rules to promote fairness in the development of consensus, it does not write the
document and it does not independently test, evaluate, or verify the accuracy or completeness of any
information or the soundness of any judgments contained in its standards and guideline publications.
PMI disclaims liability for any personal injury, property or other damages of any nature
whatsoever, whether special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting
from the publication, use of application, or reliance on this document. PMI disclaims and makes no
guaranty or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any information
published herein, and disclaims and makes no warranty that the information in this document will
fulfill any of your particular purposes or needs. PMI does not undertake to guarantee the performance
of any individual manufacturer or seller’s products or services by virtue of this standard or guide.
In publishing and making this document available, PMI is not undertaking to render professional
or other services for or on behalf of any person or entity, nor is PMI undertaking to perform any
duty owed by any person or entity to someone else. Anyone using this document should rely on his
or her own independent judgment or, as appropriate, seek the advice of a competent professional
in determining the exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstances. Information and other
standards on the topic covered by this publication may be available from other sources, which the
user may wish to consult for additional views or information not covered by this publication.
PMI has no power, nor does it undertake to police or enforce compliance with the contents of
this document. PMI does not certify, test, or inspect products, designs, or installations for safety or
health purposes. Any certification or other statement of compliance with any health or safety-related
information in this document shall not be attributable to PMI and is solely the responsibility of the
certifier or maker of the statement.
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Preface
Each time work begins on a new edition of The Standard for Project Management and the
PMBOK® Guide, there is an opportunity to consider global perspectives on changes in project
management and the approaches used for realizing benefits and value from project outputs. In
the time between every edition, a world of change has occurred. Some organizations have ceased
to exist, and new organizations have emerged. Older technologies have reached end of life while
technologies offering completely new capabilities have evolved. People who continue in the
workforce have advanced their thinking, skills, and capabilities as new entrants focus on quickly
understanding their professional language, building their skills, developing their business acumen,
and contributing to the objectives of their employers.
Even in the midst of such changes, though, there are fundamental concepts and constructs
that remain in place. The understanding that collective thinking produces more holistic solutions
than the thoughts of one individual continues. And the fact that organizations use projects as
a vehicle for delivering a unique result or output endures.

CU STOME R- AN D E N D -US E R - C E N T E R E D DE S I G N
While the Sixth Edition of the PMBOK® Guide was under development and throughout development
of this Seventh Edition, PMI has actively engaged with a broad range of global stakeholders on their
experiences with using The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide. These engagements
have included:
▶

Online surveys to representative samples of PMI stakeholders;

▶

Focus groups with PMO leaders, project managers, agile practitioners, project team
members, and educators and trainers; and

▶

Interactive workshops with practitioners at various PMI events around the globe.
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The feedback and inputs collectively emphasized four key points:
▶

Maintain and enhance the credibility and relevance of the PMBOK® Guide.

▶

Improve the readability and usefulness of the PMBOK® Guide while avoiding overstuffing
it with new content.

▶

Sense stakeholder information and content needs and provide vetted supplemental
content supporting practical application.

▶

Recognize that there is continued value for some stakeholders in the structure and content
of previous editions so that any shifts enhance without negating that value.

SUSTAIN IN G T H E RE L E VAN C E O F T HE P M B O K ® G U I DE
Since its inception as the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) in 1987, A Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) has evolved while recognizing that fundamental
elements of project management endure. Its evolution has not just involved an increase in the page
count, it has also involved significant and substantive changes in the nature of the content. A sampling
of some of those key changes is reflected in the following table:

viii
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Evolution of Key Changes in the PMBOK® Guide

PMBOK® Guide
Edition

Key Evolutionary Changes

1996

• Distinguished as “a guide to the body of knowledge,” rather than the body of knowledge for project
management.
• Reflected the subset of the project management body of knowledge that is “generally accepted,”
meaning applicable to most projects most of the time with widespread consensus that practices have
value and usefulness.
• Defined project management as “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project
activities in order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and expectations [emphasis added] from
a project.”
• Specific decision to shift to a process-based standard driven by a desire to show interactions among
Knowledge Areas; create a robust and flexible structure; and recognize that ISO and other standards
organizations were establishing process-based standards.

Third (2004)

• First edition to incorporate the “ANSI Standard” logo on the cover.
• First edition to formally designate The Standard for Project Management of a Project separate and
distinct from the Project Management Framework and Body of Knowledge.
• Included material “generally recognized as good practice on most projects most of the time.”
• Defined project management as “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project
activities to meet the project requirements.”

Sixth (2017)

• First edition to make a distinct separation between the ANSI standard and the guide.
• First time “agile” content is incorporated into the text, not just referenced in examples.
• Expansion of Knowledge Area front material, including key concepts, trends and emerging practices,
tailoring considerations, and considerations for agile/adaptive environments.
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Like previous editions of The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide, this
edition recognizes that the project management landscape continues to evolve and adapt. Over the
past 10 years alone, the advancement of software into all types of products, services, and solutions
has grown exponentially. What software can enable continues to change as artificial intelligence,
cloud-based capabilities, and new business models drive innovation and new ways of working.
Transformed organizational models have yielded new project work and team structures, the need
for a broad range of approaches to project and product delivery, and a stronger focus on outcomes
rather than deliverables. Individual contributors can join project teams from anywhere in the world,
serve in a broader array of roles, and enable new ways of thinking and working collaboratively.
These changes and more have created this opportunity to reconsider perspectives to support the
continued evolution of The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide.

SUMMARY O F C H AN GE S
Since 1987, The Standard for Project Management has represented a process-based standard.
The Standard for Project Management included in the PMBOK® Guide aligned the project management
discipline and function around a collection of business processes. Those business processes enabled
consistent and predictable practices:
▶

That could be documented;

▶

Through which performance against the processes could be assessed; and

▶

Through which improvements to the process could be made to maximize efficiency
and minimize threats.

While effective in supporting good practice, process-based standards are prescriptive by their
very nature. With project management evolving more rapidly than ever before, the process-based
orientation of past editions cannot be maintained in a manner conducive to reflecting the full value
delivery landscape. Therefore, this edition shifts to a principles-based standard to support effective
project management and to focus more on intended outcomes rather than deliverables.

x
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A global community of practitioners from different industries and organizations, in different
roles, and working on different types of projects have developed and/or provided feedback on drafts
of the standard as it has evolved for this edition. In addition, the PMBOK® Guide – Seventh Edition
coleaders and staff reviewed other bodies of knowledge and works focused on project management
to identify principle concepts embedded in those texts. These combined efforts showed strong
alignment and supported the validation that the guiding principles in this edition of the standard
apply across the spectrum of project management.
To date, the global project management community has embraced the shift of this standard
toward a set of principle statements. The principle statements capture and summarize generally
accepted objectives for the practice of project management and its core functions. The principle
statements provide broad parameters within which project teams can operate and offer many ways
to remain aligned with the intent of the principles.
Using these principle statements, PMI can reflect effective management of projects across the
full value delivery landscape: predictive to adaptive and everything in between. This principles-based
approach is also consistent with the evolution of The Standard for Program Management (Third and
Fourth Editions) and The Standard for Portfolio Management – Fourth Edition. The Standard for Risk
Management in Portfolios, Programs, and Projects and Benefits Realization Management: A Practice Guide
represent new standard products intentionally developed with a principles-based focus by global
teams of subject matter experts.
Nothing in this edition of The Standard for Project Management or A Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge negates alignment with the process-based approach of past
editions. Many organizations and practitioners continue to find that approach useful for guiding
their project management capabilities, aligning their methodologies, and evaluating their project
management capabilities. That approach remains relevant in the context of this new edition.
Another significant change with this edition of the PMBOK® Guide is a systems view of project
management. This shift begins with a systems view of value delivery as part of The Standard for
Project Management and continues with the presentation of the PMBOK® Guide content. A systems
focus for value delivery changes the perspective from one of governing portfolios, programs, and
projects to focusing on the value chain that links those and other business capabilities to advancing
organizational strategy, value, and business objectives. In the context of project management,
The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide emphasize that projects do not simply
produce outputs, but more importantly, enable those outputs to drive outcomes that ultimately
deliver value to the organization and its stakeholders.
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This systems view reflects a shift from the Knowledge Areas in past editions of the PMBOK® Guide
to eight project performance domains. A performance domain is a group of related activities that are
critical for the effective delivery of project outcomes. Collectively, the performance domains represent
a project management system of interactive, interrelated, and interdependent management capabilities
that work in unison to achieve desired project outcomes. As the performance domains interact and react
to each other, change occurs. Project teams continuously review, discuss, adapt, and respond to such
changes with the whole system in mind—not just the specific performance domain in which the change
occurred. Aligned with the concept of a system for value delivery in The Standard for Project Management,
teams evaluate effective performance in each performance domain through outcomes-focused
measures, rather than through adherence to processes or the production of artifacts, plans, etc.
Previous editions of the PMBOK® Guide emphasized the importance of tailoring the project
management approach to the unique characteristics of each project and its context. The Sixth
Edition specifically incorporated considerations to help project teams think about how to tailor their
approach to project management. That content was included in the front matter of each of the
Knowledge Areas and provided considerations for all types of project environments. This edition
further expands upon that work with a dedicated section on Tailoring in the PMBOK® Guide.
A new section on Models, Methods, and Artifacts provides a high-level grouping of models,
methods, and artifacts that support project management. This section maintains linkages to
tools, techniques, and outputs from previous editions that support project management without
prescribing when, how, or which tools teams should use.
The final change reflects the most significant advancement in the PMBOK® Guide’s history—
the creation of PMIstandards+™, an interactive digital platform that incorporates current, emerging,
and future practices, methods, artifacts, and other useful information. The digital content better
reflects the dynamic nature of a body of knowledge. PMIstandards+ provides project practitioners
and other stakeholders with access to a richer and broader range of information and resources
that can more quickly accommodate advances and changes in project management. The content
explains how specific practices, methods, or artifacts apply to projects based on industry segments,
project types, or other characteristics. Starting with the inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs
from the PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition, PMIstandards+ will continue to incorporate new resources
that support continued evolution in project management. Going forward, users of The Standard
for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide can find information in PMIstandards+ that will
supplement the information included in the printed publication.
The following figure illustrates the revision to The Standard for Project Management and
migration from the Sixth to the Seventh Edition of the PMBOK® Guide, along with the connection
to the PMIstandards+ digital platform.

xii
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PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition
A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge:
• Introduction, Project Environment, and Role of the
Project Manager
• Knowledge Areas
• Integration
• Scope
• Schedule
• Cost
• Quality
• Resources
• Communications
• Risk
• Procurement
• Stakeholders

The Standard for Project Management:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiating
Planning
Executing
Monitoring and Controlling
Closing

Appendixes, Glossary, and Index

PMBOK® Guide – Seventh Edition
The Standard for Project Management:
• Introduction
• System for Value Delivery
• Project Management Principles
• Stewardship
• Tailoring
• Team
• Quality
• Stakeholders
• Complexity
• Value
• Risk
• Systems Thinking • Adaptability and Resiliency
• Leadership
• Change

A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge:
• Project Performance Domains:
• Stakeholders
• Planning
• Team
• Project Work
• Development
• Delivery
Approach and
• Measurement
Life Cycle
• Uncertainty
• Tailoring
• Models, Methods, and Artifacts

Appendixes, Glossary, and Index

PMIstandards+TM Digital Content Platform
• The platform links to the PMBOK® Guide via the Models, Methods, and Artifacts section while further expanding on that content.
• Platform incorporates content from all PMI standards as well as content developed specifically for the platform.
• Content reflects “how to…” in actual practice, including emerging practices.

Revision to The Standard for Project Management and Migration from the Sixth Edition to the Seventh
Edition of the PMBOK® Guide and the PMIstandards+TM Digital Content Platform
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xiii

CONCL US IO N
The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide – Seventh Edition respond to all four
elements that stakeholders have emphasized in their feedback. The revision maintains and enhances
the credibility and relevance of the PMBOK® Guide. It improves the readability and usefulness of the
PMBOK® Guide. It recognizes that there is continued value for some stakeholders in the structure and
content of previous editions and enhances the content in this edition without negating that value.
Most importantly, it links with the PMIstandards+ digital content platform to respond to stakeholders’
needs with vetted supplemental content that supports practical application.

xiv
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1
Introduction
The Standard for Project Management identifies project management principles that guide the
behaviors and actions of project professionals and other stakeholders who work on or are engaged
with projects.
This introductory section describes the purpose of this standard, defines key terms and
concepts, and identifies the audience for the standard.
The Standard for Project Management consists of the following sections:
▶

Section 1 Introduction

▶

Section 2 A System for Value Delivery

▶

Section 3 Project Management Principles

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STANDARD FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The Standard for Project Management provides a basis for understanding project management
and how it enables intended outcomes. This standard applies regardless of industry, location, size,
or delivery approach, for example, predictive, hybrid, or adaptive. It describes the system within
which projects operate, including governance, possible functions, the project environment, and
considerations for the relationship between project management and product management.
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1.2 K EY T E RM S AN D C O N C E P T S
The Standard for Project Management reflects the progression of the profession. Organizations
expect projects to deliver outcomes in addition to outputs and artifacts. Project managers are
expected to deliver projects that create value for the organization and stakeholders within the
organization’s system for value delivery. The following terms are defined to provide context for the
content in this standard.

4

▶

Outcome. An end result or consequence of a process or project. Outcomes can include
outputs and artifacts, but have a broader intent by focusing on the benefits and value that
the project was undertaken to deliver.

▶

Portfolio. Projects, programs, subsidiary portfolios, and operations managed as a group
to achieve strategic objectives.

▶

Product. An artifact that is produced, is quantifiable, and can be either an end item in itself
or a component item.

▶

Program. Related projects, subsidiary programs, and program activities that are managed
in a coordinated manner to obtain benefits not available from managing them individually.

▶

Project. A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result.
The temporary nature of projects indicates a beginning and an end to the project work or
a phase of the project work. Projects can stand alone or be part of a program or portfolio.

▶

Project management. The application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to
project activities to meet project requirements. Project management refers to guiding the
project work to deliver the intended outcomes. Project teams can achieve the outcomes
using a broad range of approaches (e.g., predictive, hybrid, and adaptive).

▶

Project manager. The person assigned by the performing organization to lead the project
team that is responsible for achieving the project objectives. Project managers perform
a variety of functions, such as facilitating the project team work to achieve the outcomes
and managing the processes to deliver intended outcomes. Additional functions are
identified in Section 2.3.
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▶

Project team. A set of individuals performing the work of the project to achieve
its objectives.

▶

System for value delivery. A collection of strategic business activities aimed at building,
sustaining, and/or advancing an organization. Portfolios, programs, projects, products,
and operations can all be part of an organization’s system for value delivery.

▶

Value. The worth, importance, or usefulness of something. Different stakeholders perceive
value in different ways. Customers can define value as the ability to use specific features
or functions of a product. Organizations can focus on business value as determined with
financial metrics, such as the benefits less the cost of achieving those benefits. Societal
value can include the contribution to groups of people, communities, or the environment.

For other terms used in this standard, refer to the Glossary and the PMI Lexicon of Project
Management Terms [1].1

1.3 AUDIE N C E FO R T H IS STA NDA R D
This standard provides a foundational reference for stakeholders participating in a project.
This includes, but is not limited to, project practitioners, consultants, educators, students, sponsors,
stakeholders, and vendors who:

1

▶

Are responsible or accountable for delivering project outcomes;

▶

Work on projects full or part time;

▶

Work in portfolio, program, or project management offices (PMOs);

▶

Are involved in project sponsorship, product ownership, product management,
executive leadership, or project governance;

▶

Are involved with portfolio or program management;

▶

Provide resources for project work;

▶

Focus on value delivery for portfolios, programs, and projects;

▶

Teach or study project management; and

▶

Are involved in any aspect of the project value delivery chain.

The numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of this standard.
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A System for Value Delivery
The information in this section provides a context for value delivery, governance, project
functions, the project environment, and product management.
▶

Section 2.1 Creating Value. This section describes how projects operate within a system
to produce value for organizations and their stakeholders.

▶

Section 2.2 Organizational Governance Systems. This section describes how governance
supports a system for value delivery.

▶

Section 2.3 Functions Associated with Projects. This section identifies the functions
that support projects.

▶

Section 2.4 The Project Environment. This section identifies internal and external
factors that influence projects and the delivery of value.

▶

Section 2.5 Product Management Considerations. This section identifies the ways
portfolios, programs, projects, and products relate.

2.1 CR EAT IN G VAL UE
Projects exist within a larger system, such as a governmental agency, organization, or contractual
arrangement. For the sake of brevity, this standard uses the term organization when referring to
government agencies, enterprises, contractual arrangements, joint ventures, and other arrangements.
Organizations create value for stakeholders. Examples of ways that projects produce value include, but
are not limited to:
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▶

Creating a new product, service, or result that meets the needs of customers or end users;

▶

Creating positive social or environmental contributions;

▶

Improving efficiency, productivity, effectiveness, or responsiveness;

▶

Enabling the changes needed to facilitate organizational transition to its desired future
state; and

▶

Sustaining benefits enabled by previous programs, projects, or business operations.

2.1.1 VA L U E DE LIVE RY COMPO NENT S
There are various components, such as portfolios, programs, projects, products, and
operations, that can be used individually and collectively to create value. Working together, these
components comprise a system for delivering value that is aligned with the organization’s strategy.
Figure 2-1 shows an example of a system to deliver value that has two portfolios comprised of
programs and projects. It also shows a stand-alone program with projects and stand-alone projects
not associated with portfolios or programs. Any of the projects or programs could include products.
Operations can directly support and influence portfolios, programs, and projects, as well as other
business functions, such as payroll, supply chain management, and so forth. Portfolios, programs,
and projects influence each other as well as operations.

8
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System for Value Delivery
Portfolio A
Program A.1

Portfolio B

Program A.2

Program N.1

Program B.1
Projects

Projects
Projects

Projects

Projects

Operations

Figure 2-1. Example of a System for Value Delivery

As shown in Figure 2-2, a system for value delivery is part of an organization’s internal
environment that is subject to policies, procedures, methodologies, frameworks, governance
structures, and so forth. That internal environment exists within the larger external environment,
which includes the economy, the competitive environment, legislative constraints, etc. Section 2.4
provides more detail on internal and external environments.
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External Environment
Internal Environment
System for Value Delivery
Portfolio A
Program A.1

Portfolio B

Program A.2

Program N.1

Program B.1
Projects

Projects
Projects

Projects

Projects

Operations

Figure 2-2. Components of a Sample System for Value Delivery

The components in a value delivery system create deliverables used to produce outcomes. An
outcome is the end result or consequence of a process or a project. Focusing on outcomes, choices,
and decisions emphasizes the long-range performance of the project. The outcomes create benefits,
which are gains realized by the organization. Benefits, in turn, create value, which is something of
worth, importance, or usefulness.

10
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2.1.2 I NFOR MATION FLOW
A value delivery system works most effectively when information and feedback are shared
consistently among all components, keeping the system aligned with strategy and attuned to
the environment.
Figure 2-3 shows a model of the flow of information where black arrows represent information
from senior leadership to portfolios, portfolios to programs and projects, and then to operations.
Senior leadership shares strategic information with portfolios. Portfolios share the desired outcomes,
benefits, and value with programs and projects. Deliverables from programs and projects are passed
on to operations along with information on support and maintenance for the deliverables.
The light gray arrows in Figure 2-3 represent the reverse flow of information. Information
from operations to programs and projects suggests adjustments, fixes, and updates to deliverables.
Programs and projects provide performance information and progress on achieving the desired
outcomes, benefits, and value to portfolios. Portfolios provide evaluations on portfolio performance
with senior leadership. Additionally, operations provide information on how well the organization’s
strategy is advancing.

Deliverables with support
and maintenance information

Desired outcomes,
benefits, and value

Strategy

Senior
Leadership

Programs
and Projects

Portfolios

Portfolio performance
information

Performance information
and progress

Operations

Information for updates,
fixes, and adjustments

Outcomes, Benefits, Value Performance Analysis

Figure 2-3. Example of Information Flow
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2.2 OR GA N IZ AT IO N AL GO V E R NA NC E S Y ST EM S
The governance system works alongside the value delivery system to enable smooth workflows,
manage issues, and support decision making. Governance systems provide a framework with functions
and processes that guide activities. A governance framework can include elements of oversight, control,
value assessment, integration among components, and decision-making capabilities.
Governance systems provide an integrated structure for evaluating changes, issues, and risks
associated with the environment and any component in the value delivery system. This includes
portfolio objectives, program benefits, and deliverables produced by projects.
Projects can operate within a program or portfolio or as a stand-alone activity. In some
organizations, a project management office might support programs and projects within a
portfolio. Project governance includes defining the authority to approve changes and make other
business decisions related to the project. Project governance is aligned with program and/or
organizational governance.

2.3 FU NCT IO N S AS S O C IAT E D W I T H P RO J E C T S
People drive project delivery. They do so by fulfilling functions necessary for the project to run
effectively and efficiently. Functions related to the project can be fulfilled by one person, by a group
of people, or combined into defined roles.
Coordinating a collective work effort is extremely important to the success of any project.
There are different types of coordination suitable for different contexts. Some projects benefit from
decentralized coordination in which project team members self-organize and self-manage. Other
projects benefit from centralized coordination with the leadership and guidance of a designated
project manager or similar role. Some projects with centralized coordination can also benefit from
including self-organized project teams for portions of the work. Regardless of how coordination takes
place, supportive leadership models and meaningful, continuous engagements between project
teams and other stakeholders underpin successful outcomes.

12
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Regardless of how projects are coordinated, the collective effort of the project team delivers the
outcomes, benefits, and value. The project team may be supported by additional functions depending
on the deliverables, industry, organization, and other variables. Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.8 provide
examples of functions that are often found on projects, though these are not a comprehensive list.
In addition to these functions, other functions may be necessary to enable project deliverables that
produce the desired outcomes. The needs of the project, organization, and environment influence
which functions are used on a project and how those functions are carried out.

2.3.1 P R OVIDE OVE R S IGHT AND C O O RDINAT IO N
People in this function help the project team achieve the project objectives, typically by
orchestrating the work of the project. The specifics of how this function is carried out within the
project team can vary among organizations, but can include leading the planning, monitoring, and
controlling activities. In some organizations, this function may involve some evaluation and analysis
activities as part of pre-project activities. This function includes monitoring and working to improve
the health, safety, and overall well-being of project team members.
Coordination includes consulting with executive and business unit leaders on ideas for advancing
objectives, improving project performance, or meeting customer needs. It can also include assisting in
business analysis, tendering and contract negotiations, and business case development.
Oversight can be involved in follow-on activities related to benefits realization and sustainment
after the project deliverables are finalized but before formal closure of the project. This function can
support portfolios and programs within which the project is initiated. Ultimately, the function is tailored
to fit the organization.

2.3.2 P R E SE N T OBJ E CTIVE S A ND F EEDBA C K
People in this function contribute perspectives, insights, and clear direction from customers and
end users. The customer and end user are not always synonymous. For the purpose of this standard,
the customer is defined as the individual or group who has requested or is funding the project. The
end user is the individual or group who will experience the direct use of the project deliverable.
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Projects need clear direction from customers and end users regarding project requirements,
outcomes, and expectations. In adaptive and hybrid project environments, the need for ongoing
feedback is greater because the project teams are exploring and developing product elements within
specific increments. In some project environments, the customer or end user engages with the
project team for periodic review and feedback. In some projects, a representative of the customer
or client participates on the project team. The customer and end user input and feedback needs are
determined by the nature of the project and the guidance or direction required.

2.3.3 FACILITATE AN D S UP P ORT
The function of facilitation and support may be closely related to providing oversight and
coordination, depending on the nature of the project. The work involves encouraging project team
member participation, collaboration, and a shared sense of responsibility for the work output.
Facilitation helps the project team create consensus around solutions, resolve conflicts, and make
decisions. Facilitation is also required to coordinate meetings and contribute in an unbiased way
to the advancement of project objectives.
Supporting people through change and helping address obstacles that can prevent success is
also required. This can include evaluating performance and providing individuals and project teams
with feedback to help them learn, adapt, and improve.

2.3.4 P E R FOR M WOR K AN D C O NT RIBUT E INSIGH T S
This group of people provides the knowledge, skills, and experience necessary to produce the
products and realize the outcomes of the project. Work can be full time or part time for the duration
of the project or for a limited period, and the work can be colocated or virtual, depending on the
environmental factors. Some work can be highly specialized, while other work can be done by project
team members who have broad skill sets.
Gaining insights from cross-functional project team members representing different parts of
the organization can provide a mix of internal perspectives, establish alliances with key business
units, and encourage project team members to act as change agents within their functional areas.
This work can extend into support functions (during or after the project) as the project deliverables
are implemented or transitioned into operations.

14
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2.3.5 A P P LY E XP E RTISE
People in this function provide the knowledge, vision, and expertise in a specific subject for
a project. They offer advice and support throughout the organization, and contribute to the project
team’s learning process and work accuracy. These people can be external to the organization
or can be internal project team members. They can be required for the whole project or during
a specific time frame.

2.3.6 P R OVIDE BUS IN E SS DIREC T IO N A ND INSIGHT
People in this function guide and clarify the direction of the project or product outcome.
This function involves prioritizing the requirements or backlog items based on business value,
dependencies, and technical or operational risk. People in this function provide feedback to project
teams and set direction for the next increment or element to be developed or delivered. The function
involves interacting with other stakeholders, customers, and their project teams to define the
product direction. The goal is to maximize the value of the project deliverable.
In adaptive and hybrid environments, direction and insight can be provided using a specific
cadence. In predictive environments, there can be designated checkpoints for presentation of and
feedback on project progress. In some instances, business direction can interact with funding and
resourcing functions.

2.3.7 P R OVIDE R E SOUR CE S A ND DIREC T IO N
People in this function promote the project and communicate the organization’s vision, goals,
and expectations to the project team and broader stakeholder community. They advocate for the
project and the project team by helping to secure the decisions, resources, and authority that allow
project activities to progress.
People in this function serve as liaisons between senior management and the project team,
play a supporting role in keeping projects aligned to business objectives, remove obstacles, and
address issues outside the bounds of the project team’s decision authority. People in this function
provide an escalation path for problems, issues, or risks that project teams cannot resolve or manage
on their own, such as a shortage of funding or other resources, or deadlines that cannot be met.
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This function can facilitate innovation by identifying opportunities that arise within the project
and communicating these to senior management. People in this function may monitor project
outcomes after project closure to ensure the intended business benefits are realized.

2.3.8 M A I NTAIN GOVE R N AN CE
People who fill a governance function approve and support recommendations made by
the project team and monitor project progress in achieving the desired outcomes. They maintain
linkages between project teams and strategic or business objectives that can change over the course
of the project.

2.4 THE PRO J E C T E N V IRO NM E NT
Projects exist and operate within internal and external environments that have varying degrees
of influence on value delivery. Internal and external environments can influence planning and other
project activities. These influences can yield a favorable, unfavorable, or neutral impact on project
characteristics, stakeholders, or project teams.

2.4.1 I N T E R N AL E N VIR ON M E NT
Factors internal to the organization can arise from the organization itself, a portfolio, a
program, another project, or a combination of these. They include artifacts, practices, or internal
knowledge. Knowledge includes lessons learned as well as completed artifacts from previous
projects. Examples include but are not limited to:

16
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▶

Process assets. Process assets may include tools, methodologies, approaches, templates,
frameworks, patterns, or PMO resources.

▶

Governance documentation. This documentation includes policies and processes.

▶

Data assets. Data assets may include databases, document libraries, metrics, data, and
artifacts from previous projects.

▶

Knowledge assets. Knowledge assets may include tacit knowledge among project team
members, subject matter experts, and other employees.

▶

Security and safety. Security and safety measures may include procedures and practices
for facility access, data protection, levels of confidentiality, and proprietary secrets.

▶

Organizational culture, structure, and governance. These aspects of an organization
include the vision, mission, values, beliefs, cultural norms, leadership style, hierarchy and
authority relationships, organizational style, ethics, and code of conduct.

▶

Geographic distribution of facilities and resources. These resources include work
locations, virtual project teams, and shared systems.

▶

Infrastructure. Infrastructure consists of existing facilities, equipment, organizational and
telecommunications channels, information technology hardware, availability, and capacity.

▶

Information technology software. Examples include scheduling software, configuration
management systems, web interfaces to online automated systems, collaboration tools,
and work authorization systems.

▶

Resource availability. Examples include contracting and purchasing constraints, approved
providers and subcontractors, and collaboration agreements. Availability related to both
people and materials includes contracting and purchasing constraints, approved providers
and subcontractors, and time lines.

▶

Employee capability. Examples include general and specialized expertise, skills,
competencies, techniques, and knowledge.
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2.4.2 E X TE R N AL E N VIR ON M ENT
Factors external to the organization can enhance, constrain, or have a neutral influence on
project outcomes. Examples include but are not limited to:
▶

Marketplace conditions. Marketplace conditions include competitors, market share,
brand recognition, technology trends, and trademarks.

▶

Social and cultural influences and issues. These factors include political climate,
regional customs and traditions, public holidays and events, codes of conduct, ethics,
and perceptions.

▶

Regulatory environment. The regulatory environment may include national and regional
laws and regulations related to security, data protection, business conduct, employment,
licensing, and procurement.

▶

Commercial databases. Databases include standardized cost estimating data and
industry risk study information.

▶

Academic research. This research can include industry studies, publications, and
benchmarking results.

▶

Industry standards. These standards are related to products, production, environment,
quality, and workmanship.

▶

Financial considerations. These considerations include currency exchange rates,
interest rates, inflation, taxes, and tariffs.

▶

Physical environment. The physical environment pertains to working conditions
and weather.

2.5 PR ODUC T M AN AGE M E N T C O N S I DE R AT I O NS
The disciplines of portfolio, program, project, and product management are becoming more
interlinked. While portfolio, program, and product management are beyond the scope of this
standard, understanding each discipline and the relationships between them provides a useful
context for projects whose deliverables are products.

18
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A product is an artifact that is produced, is quantifiable, and can be either an end item itself
or a component item. Product management involves the integration of people, data, processes, and
business systems to create, maintain, and develop a product or service throughout its life cycle. The
product life cycle is a series of phases that represents the evolution of a product, from introduction
through growth, maturity, and to retirement.
Product management may initiate programs or projects at any point in the product life cycle to
create or enhance specific components, functions, or capabilities (see Figure 2-4). The initial product
may begin as a deliverable of a program or project. Throughout its life cycle, a new program or project
may add or improve specific components, attributes, or capabilities that create additional value for
customers and the sponsoring organization. In some instances, a program can encompass the full life
cycle of a product or service to manage the benefits and create value for the organization more directly.

Portfolio Governance

Project Usage, Sales, Impact

Program A

Program B

Project 3
(Additions)

Project 4
(Revisions)

Project 5
Project 2
(More Features)

(Revisions)

Project 6
(Revisions)

Project 1

Project 7

(Initial Creation)

(Retirement)

Time
Product
Life Cycle
Phases:

Introduction

Growth

Maturity

Decline/Retirement

Figure 2-4. Sample Product Life Cycle
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Product management can exist in different forms, including but not limited to:
▶

Program management within a product life cycle. This approach incorporates related
projects, subsidiary programs, and program activities. For very large or long-running
products, one or more product life cycle phases may be sufficiently complex to merit a set
of programs and projects working together.

▶

Project management within a product life cycle. This approach oversees development
and maturing of product capabilities as an ongoing business activity. Portfolio governance
charters individual projects as needed to perform enhancements and improvements or to
produce other unique outcomes.

▶

Product management within a program. This approach applies the full product life cycle
within the purview and boundaries of a given program. A series of subsidiary programs
or projects will be chartered to achieve specific benefits for a product. Those benefits can
be enhanced by applying product management competencies like competitive analysis,
customer acquisition, and customer advocacy.

While product management is a separate discipline with its own body of knowledge,
it represents a key integration point within the program management and project management
disciplines. Programs and projects with deliverables that include products use a tailored and
integrated approach that incorporates all of the relevant bodies of knowledge and their related
practices, methods, and artifacts.
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Project Management
Principles

3

Principles for a profession serve as foundational guidelines for strategy, decision making, and
problem solving. Professional standards and methodologies are often based on principles. In some
professions, principles serve as laws or rules, and are therefore prescriptive in nature. The principles
of project management are not prescriptive in nature. They are intended to guide the behavior of
people involved in projects. They are broadly based so there are many ways individuals and
organizations can maintain alignment with the principles.
Principles can, but do not necessarily, reflect morals. A code of ethics is related to morals.
A code of ethics for a profession can be adopted by an individual or profession to establish
expectations for moral conduct. The PMI Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct [2] is based on
four values that were identified as most important to the project management community:
▶

Responsibility,

▶

Respect,

▶

Fairness, and

▶

Honesty.

The 12 principles of project management are aligned with the values identified in the PMI Code
of Ethics and Professional Conduct. They do not follow the same format, and they are not duplicative,
rather the principles and the Code of Ethics are complementary.
The principles of project management were identified and developed by engaging a global
community of project practitioners. The practitioners represent different industries, cultural
backgrounds, and organizations in different roles and with experience in various types of projects.
Multiple rounds of feedback resulted in 12 principles that provide guidance for effective project
management.
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Because the principles of project management provide guidance, the degree of application
and the way in which they are applied are influenced by the context of the organization, project,
deliverables, project team, stakeholders, and other factors. The principles are internally consistent,
meaning that no principle contradicts any other principle. However, in practice there may be times
when the principles can overlap. For example, guidance for navigating complexity can present
information that is useful in recognizing, evaluating, and responding to system interactions or
optimizing risk responses.
Principles of project management can also have areas of overlap with general management
principles. For example, both projects and business in general focus on delivering value. The
methods may be somewhat different in projects as opposed to operations, but the underlying
principle associated with focusing on value can apply to both. Figure 3-1 demonstrates this overlap.

Project
Management
Principles

General
Management
Principles

Figure 3-1. Overlap of Project Management and General Management Principles
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The principle labels are listed here without any specific weighting or order. The principle
statements are presented and described in Sections 3.1 through 3.12. Each section begins with a
figure that provides the principle label across the top with the principle and key points under the
label. Following the figure, each principle is elaborated in the text. The principle labels are:
▶

Be a diligent, respectful, and caring steward (see Section 3.1).

▶

Create a collaborative project team environment (see Section 3.2).

▶

Effectively engage with stakeholders (see Section 3.3).

▶

Focus on value (see Section 3.4).

▶

Recognize, evaluate, and respond to system interactions (see Section 3.5).

▶

Demonstrate leadership behaviors (see Section 3.6).

▶

Tailor based on context (see Section 3.7).

▶

Build quality into processes and deliverables (see Section 3.8).

▶

Navigate complexity (see Section 3.9).

▶

Optimize risk responses (see Section 3.10).

▶

Embrace adaptability and resiliency (see Section 3.11).

▶

Enable change to achieve the envisioned future state (see Section 3.12).
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3.1 BE A D IL IGE N T, RE S P E C T F U L , A N D C A R I NG S T E WA R D

STEWARDSHIP
Stewards act responsibly
to carry out activities
with integrity, care, and
trustworthiness while
maintaining compliance
with internal and external
guidelines. They demonstrate a broad commitment to financial, social,
and environmental
impacts of the projects
they support.

Stewardship encompasses responsibilities within and
external to the organization.
Stewardship includes:
• Integrity,
• Care,
• Trustworthiness, and
• Compliance.
A holistic view of stewardship considers financial, social,
technical, and sustainable environmental awareness.

Figure 3-2. Be a Diligent, Respectful, and Caring Steward
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Stewardship has slightly different meanings and applications in different contexts. One aspect
of stewardship involves being entrusted with the care of something. Another aspect focuses on the
responsible planning, use, and management of resources. Yet another aspect means upholding
values and ethics.
Stewardship encompasses responsibilities both within and external to the organization. Within
the organization, stewardship includes:
▶

Operating in alignment with the organization, its objectives, strategy, vision, mission,
and sustainment of its long-term value;

▶

Commitment to and respectful engagement of project team members, including their
compensation, access to opportunity, and fair treatment;

▶

Diligent oversight of organizational finances, materials, and other resources used within
a project; and

▶

Understanding the appropriate use of authority, accountability, and responsibility,
particularly in leadership positions.

Stewardship outside the organization includes responsibilities in areas such as:
▶

Environmental sustainability and the organization’s use of materials and natural resources;

▶

Organization’s relationship with external stakeholders such as its partners and channels;

▶

Impact of the organization or project on the market, social community, and regions
in which it operates; and

▶

Advancing the state of practice in professional industries.

Stewardship reflects understanding and acceptance of trust as well as actions and decisions
that engender and sustain that trust. Stewards also adhere to both implicit and explicit duties. These
can include the following:
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▶

Integrity. Stewards behave honestly and ethically in all engagements and communications.
Stewards hold themselves to the highest standards and reflect the values, principles, and
behaviors expected of those in their organization. Stewards serve as role models, building
trust by living and demonstrating personal and organizational values in their engagements,
work activities, and decisions. In the project management context, this duty often requires
stewards to challenge team members, peers, and other stakeholders to consider their
words and actions; and to be empathetic, self-reflective, and open to feedback.

▶

Care. Stewards are fiduciaries of the organizational matters in their charge, and they
diligently oversee them. Higher-performing projects feature professionals who diligently
oversee those matters, beyond the confines of strictly defined responsibilities. Stewards
pay close attention and exercise the same level of care over those matters as they would
for their personal matters. Care relates to the internal business affairs of the organization.
Care for the environment, sustainable use of natural resources, and concern for the
conditions of people across the planet should be reflected in the organizational policies
and principles.
Projects bring about changes that may have unanticipated or unwanted consequences.
Project practitioners should identify, analyze, and manage the potential downsides of
project outcomes so that stakeholders are aware and informed.
Care includes creating a transparent working environment, open communication channels,
and opportunities for stakeholders to raise concerns without penalty or fear of retribution.
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▶

Trustworthiness. Stewards represent themselves, their roles, their project team, and
their authority accurately, both inside and outside of the organization. This behavior
allows people to understand the degree to which an individual can commit resources,
make decisions, or approve something. Trustworthiness also entails individuals proactively
identifying conflicts between their personal interests and those of their organization or
clients. Such conflicts can undermine trust and confidence, result in unethical or illegal
behaviors, create confusion, or contribute to suboptimal outcomes. Stewards protect
projects from such breaches of trust.

▶

Compliance. Stewards comply with laws, rules, regulations, and requirements that are
properly authorized within or outside of their organization. However, high-performing
projects seek ways to integrate compliance more fully into the project culture, creating
more alignment with diverse and potentially conflicting guidelines. Stewards strive for
compliance with guidelines intended to protect them, their organization, their stakeholders,
and the public at large. In instances where stewards face conflicting guidelines or questions
regarding whether or not actions or plans align with established guidelines, stewards seek
appropriate counsel and direction.

Stewardship requires leadership with transparency and trustworthiness. Projects affect the
lives of the people who deliver them as well as those who are affected by the project deliverables
and outcomes. Projects can have effects, such as easing traffic congestion, producing new medications,
or creating opportunities for people to interact. Those effects can produce negative impacts and
consequences, such as reduced green space, side effects from medications, or disclosure of personal
information. Project teams and their organizational leaders carefully consider such factors and
impacts so they can make responsible decisions by balancing organizational and project objectives
with the larger needs and expectations of global stakeholders.
Increasingly, organizations are taking a holistic view to business that considers financial,
technical, social, and environmental performance simultaneously instead of sequentially. Since the
world is interconnected now more than ever and has finite resources and a shared environment,
stewardship decisions have ramifications beyond the project.
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3.2 CR EAT E A C O L L ABO RAT I V E P R O J E C T T E A M E N V I R O NM ENT

TEAM
Project teams are made
up of individuals who
wield diverse skills,
knowledge, and experience. Project teams that
work collaboratively can
accomplish a shared
objective more effectively
and efficiently than
individuals working on
their own.

Projects are delivered by project teams.
Project teams work within organizational and professional
cultures and guidelines, often establishing their own “local”
culture.
A collaborative project team environment facilitates:
• Alignment with other organizational cultures and guidelines,
• Individual and team learning and development, and
• Optimal contributions to deliver desired outcomes.

Figure 3-3. Create a Collaborative Project Team Environment

Creating a collaborative project team environment involves multiple contributing factors,
such as team agreements, structures, and processes. These factors support a culture that enables
individuals to work together and provide synergistic effects from interactions.
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▶

Team agreements. Team agreements represent a set of behavioral parameters and
working norms established by the project team and upheld through individual and project
team commitment. The team agreement should be created at the beginning of a project
and will evolve over time as the project team continues to work together and identify
norms and behaviors that are necessary in order to continue to work together successfully.

▶

Organizational structures. Project teams use, tailor, and implement structures that help
coordinate the individual effort associated with project work. Organizational structures are
any arrangement of or relation between the elements of project work and organizational
processes.
These structures can be based on roles, functions, or authority. They can be defined as
being external to the project, tailored to fit the project context, or newly designed to meet
a unique project need. An authority figure may formally impose a structure, or project team
members may contribute to its design in alignment with organizational structures.
Examples of organizational structures that can improve collaboration include, but are not
limited to:

▹
▹
▹
▹
▶

Definitions of roles and responsibilities,
Allocation of employees and vendors into project teams,
Formal committees tasked with a specific objective, and
Standing meetings that regularly review a given topic.

Processes. Project teams define processes that enable completion of tasks and work
assignments. For example, project teams may agree to a decomposition process using
a work breakdown structure (WBS), backlog, or task board.

Project teams are influenced by the culture of the organizations involved in the project, the
nature of the project, and the environment in which they operate. Within these influences, project
teams establish their own team cultures. Project teams can tailor their structure to best accomplish
the project objective.
By fostering inclusive and collaborative environments, knowledge and expertise are more freely
exchanged, which in turn enable better project outcomes.
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Clarity on roles and responsibilities can improve team cultures. Within project teams, specific
tasks may be delegated to individuals or selected by project team members themselves. This includes
the authority, accountability, and responsibility related to tasks:
▶

Authority. The condition of having the right, within a given context, to make relevant
decisions, establish or improve procedures, apply project resources, expend funds, or
give approvals. Authority is conferred from one entity to another, whether done explicitly
or implicitly.

▶

Accountability. The condition of being answerable for an outcome. Accountability
is not shared.

▶

Responsibility. The condition of being obligated to do or fulfill something. Responsibility
can be shared.

Regardless of who is accountable or responsible for specific project work, a collaborative
project team takes collective ownership of the project outcomes.
A diverse project team can enrich the project environment by bringing together different
perspectives. The project team can be comprised of internal organizational staff, contracted
contributors, volunteers, or external third parties. Additionally, some project team members join the
project on a short-term basis to work on a specific deliverable while other members are assigned to
the project on a longer-term basis. Integrating these individuals with a project team can challenge
everyone involved. A team culture of respect allows for differences and finds ways to leverage them
productively, encouraging effective conflict management.
Another aspect of a collaborative project team environment is the incorporation of practice
standards, ethical codes, and other guidelines that are part of the professional work within the
project team and the organization. Project teams consider how these guides can support their efforts
to avoid possible conflict among the disciplines and the established guidelines they use.
A collaborative project team environment fosters the free exchange of information and individual
knowledge. This, in turn, increases shared learning and individual development while delivering
outcomes. A collaborative project team environment enables everyone to contribute their best
efforts to deliver the desired outcomes for an organization. The organization, in turn, will benefit from
deliverables and outcomes that respect and enhance its fundamental values, principles, and culture.
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3.3 EFFEC T IV E LY E N GAGE W I T H S TA KE HO L DE R S

STAKEHOLDERS
Engage stakeholders
proactively and to the
degree needed to
contribute to project
success and customer
satisfaction.

Stakeholders influence projects, performance, and outcomes.
Project teams serve other stakeholders by engaging with them.
Stakeholder engagement proactively advances value delivery.

Figure 3-4. Effectively Engage with Stakeholders

Stakeholders can be individuals, groups, or organizations that may affect, be affected by,
or perceive themselves to be affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a portfolio, program, or
project. Stakeholders also directly or indirectly influence a project, its performance, or outcome in
either a positive or negative way.
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Stakeholders can affect many aspects of a project, including but not limited to:
▶

Scope/requirements, by revealing the need to add, adjust, or remove elements of the scope
and/or project requirements;

▶

Schedule, by offering ideas to accelerate delivery or by slowing down or stop delivery of key
project activities;

▶

Cost, by helping to reduce or eliminate planned expenditures or by adding steps,
requirements, or restrictions that increase cost or require additional resources;

▶

Project team, by restricting or enabling access to people with the skills, knowledge, and
experience needed to deliver the intended outcomes, and promote a learning culture;

▶

Plans, by providing information for plans or by advocating for changes to agreed activities
and work;

▶

Outcomes, by enabling or blocking work required for the desired outcomes;

▶

Culture, by establishing or influencing—or even defining—the level and character
of engagement of the project team and broader organization;

▶

Benefits realization, by generating and identifying long-term goals so that the project
delivers the intended identified value;

▶

Risk, by defining the risk thresholds of the project, as well as participating in subsequent
risk management activities;

▶

Quality, by identifying and requiring quality requirements; and

▶

Success, by defining success factors and participating in the evaluation of success.

Stakeholders may come and go throughout the life cycle of the project. Additionally, the degree
of a stakeholder’s interest, influence, or impact may change over time. Stakeholders, especially those
with a high degree of influence and who have an unfavorable or neutral view about a project, need to
be effectively engaged so that their interests, concerns, and rights are understood. The project team
can then address these concerns through effective engagement and support leading to the probability
of a successful project outcome.
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Identifying, analyzing, and proactively engaging with stakeholders from the start to the end
of the project helps to enable success.
Project teams are a group of stakeholders. This group of stakeholders engages other
stakeholders to understand, consider, communicate, and respond to their interests, needs,
and opinions.
Effective and efficient engagement and communication include determining how, when,
how often, and under what circumstances stakeholders want to be—and should be—engaged.
Communication is a key part of engagement; however, engagement delves deeper to include
awareness of the ideas of others, assimilation of other perspectives, and collective shaping of a shared
solution. Engagement includes building and maintaining solid relationships through frequent, twoway communication. It encourages collaboration through interactive meetings, face-to-face meetings,
informal dialogue, and knowledge-sharing activities.
Stakeholder engagement relies heavily on interpersonal skills, including taking initiative,
integrity, honesty, collaboration, respect, empathy, and confidence. These skills and attitudes can
help everyone adapt to the work and to each other, increasing the likelihood of success.
Engagement helps project teams detect, collect, and evaluate information, data, and opinions.
This creates shared understanding and alignment, which enables project outcomes. Additionally,
these activities help the project team to tailor the project to identify, adjust, and respond to changing
circumstances.
Project teams actively engage other stakeholders throughout the project to minimize potential
negative impacts and maximize positive impacts. Stakeholder engagements also enable opportunities
for stronger project performance and outcomes in addition to increasing stakeholder satisfaction.
Finally, engaging other stakeholders helps the project team to find solutions that may be more
acceptable to a broader range of stakeholders.
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3.4 FOCU S O N VAL UE

VALUE
Continually evaluate and
adjust project alignment
to business objectives and
intended benefits and
value.

Value is the ultimate indicator of project success.
Value can be realized throughout the project, at the end of
the project, or after the project is complete.
Value, and the benefits that contribute to value, can be
defined in quantitative and/or qualitative terms.
A focus on outcomes allows project teams to support the
intended benefits that lead to value creation.
Project teams evaluate progress and adapt to maximize the
expected value.

Figure 3-5. Focus on Value

Value, including outcomes from the perspective of the customer or end user, is the ultimate
success indicator and driver of projects. Value focuses on the outcome of the deliverables. The value
of a project may be expressed as a financial contribution to the sponsoring or receiving organization.
Value may be a measure of public good achieved, for example, social benefit or the customer’s
perceived benefit from the project result. When the project is a component of a program, the
project’s contribution to program outcomes can represent value.
Many projects, though not all, are initiated based on a business case. Projects may be
initiated due to any identified need to deliver or modify a process, product, or service, such as
contracts, statements of work, or other documents. In all cases, the project intent is to provide
the desired outcome that addresses the need with a valued solution. A business case can contain
information about strategic alignment, assessment of risk exposure, economic feasibility study,
return on investments, expected key performance measures, evaluations, and alternative
approaches. The business case may state the intended value contribution of the project outcome
in qualitative or quantitative terms, or both. A business case contains at least these supporting
and interrelated elements:
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▶

Business need. Business provides the rationale for the project, explaining why the project
is undertaken. It originates with the preliminary business requirements, which are reflected
in the project charter or other authorizing document. It provides details about the business
goals and objectives. The business need may be intended for the performing organization,
a client organization, a partnership of organizations, or public welfare. A clear statement
of the business need helps the project team understand the business drivers for the future
state and allows the project team to identify opportunities or problems to increase the
potential value from the project outcome.

▶

Project justification. Project justification is connected to business need. It explains why
the business need is worth the investment and why it should be addressed at this time.
The project justification is accompanied by a cost-benefit analysis and assumptions.

▶

Business strategy. Business strategy is the reason for the project and all needs are
related to the strategy to achieve the value.

Together, the business need, project justification, and business strategy, in addition to benefits
and possible agreements, provide the project team with information that allows them to make
informed decisions to meet or exceed the intended business value.
Desired outcomes should be clearly described, iteratively assessed, and updated throughout
the project. During its life cycle, a project may undergo change and the project team then adapts in
response. The project team continuously evaluates project progress and direction against the desired
outputs, baselines, and business case to confirm that the project remains aligned to the need and will
deliver its intended outcomes. Alternatively, the business case is updated to capture an opportunity
or minimize a problem identified by the project team and other stakeholders. If the project or its
stakeholders are no longer aligned with the business need or if the project seems unlikely to provide
the intended value, the organization may choose to terminate the effort.
Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness of something. Value is subjective, in the sense
that the same concept can have different values for different people and organizations. This occurs
because what is considered a benefit depends on organizational strategies, ranging from short-term
financial gains, long-term gains, and even nonfinancial elements. Because all projects have a range of
stakeholders, different values generated for each group of stakeholders have to be considered and
balanced with the whole, while placing a priority on the customer perspective.
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Within the context of some projects, there may be different forms of value engineering that
maximize value to the customer, to the performing organization, or other stakeholders. An example
of this includes delivering the required functionality and level of quality with an acceptable risk
exposure, while using as few resources as possible, and by avoiding waste. Sometimes, especially in
adaptive projects that do not have a fixed, up-front scope, the project team can optimize value by
working with the customer to determine which features are worth investment and which may not be
valuable enough to be added to the output.
To support value realization from projects, project teams shift focus from deliverables to
the intended outcomes. Doing so allows project teams to deliver on the vision or purpose of the
project, rather than simply creating a specific deliverable. While the deliverable may support
the intended project outcome, it may not fully achieve the vision or purpose of the project. For
example, customers may want a specific software solution because they think that the solution
resolves the business need for higher productivity. The software is the output of the project, but
the software itself does not enable the productivity outcome that is intended. In this case, adding a
new deliverable of training and coaching on the use of the software can enable a better productivity
outcome. If the project’s output fails to enable higher productivity, stakeholders may feel that the
project has failed. Thus, project teams and other stakeholders understand both the deliverable and
the intended outcome from the deliverable.
The value contribution of project work could be a short- or long-term measure. Because value
contribution may be mixed with contributions from operational activities, it may be difficult to isolate.
When the project is a component of a program, evaluation of value at the program level may also
be necessary to properly direct the project. A reliable evaluation of value should consider the whole
context and the entire life cycle of the project’s output. While value is realized over time, effective
processes can enable early benefit realization. With efficient and effective implementation, project
teams may demonstrate or achieve such outcomes as prioritized delivery, better customer service,
or an improved work environment. By working with organizational leaders who are responsible
for putting project deliverables into use, project leaders can make sure that the deliverables are
positioned to realize the planned outcomes.
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3.5 RECO GN IZ E , E VAL UAT E , A N D R E S P O ND T O S Y S T E M
INTERAC T IO N S

SYSTEMS THINKING
Recognize, evaluate, and
respond to the dynamic
circumstances within
and surrounding the
project in a holistic way
to positively affect project
performance.

A project is a system of interdependent and interacting
domains of activity.
Systems thinking entails taking a holistic view of how project
parts interact with each other and with external systems.
Systems are constantly changing, requiring consistent attention
to internal and external conditions.
Being responsive to system interactions allows project teams to
leverage positive outcomes.

Figure 3-6. Recognize, Evaluate, and Respond to System Interactions

A system is a set of interacting and interdependent components that function as a unified
whole. Taking a holistic view, a project is a multifaceted entity that exists in dynamic circumstances,
exhibiting the characteristics of a system. Project teams should acknowledge this holistic view of
a project, seeing the project as a system with its own working parts.
A project works within other larger systems, and a project deliverable may become part of
a larger system to realize benefits. For example, projects may be part of a program which, in turn,
may also be part of a portfolio. These interconnected structures are known as a system of systems.
Project teams balance inside/out and outside/in perspectives to support alignment across the
system of systems.
The project may also have subsystems that are required to integrate effectively to deliver the
intended outcome. For example, when individual project teams develop separate components of
a deliverable, all components should integrate effectively. This requires project teams to interact and
align subsystem work on a regular basis.
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Systems thinking also considers timing elements of systems, such as what the project delivers
or enables over time. For example, if project deliverables are released incrementally, each increment
expands the cumulative outcomes or capabilities of previous versions. Project teams should think
beyond the end of the project to the operational state of the project’s deliverable, so that intended
outcomes are realized.
As projects unfold, internal and external conditions are continuously changing. A single change
can create several impacts. For example, on a large construction project, a change in requirements can
cause contractual changes with the primary contractor, subcontractors, suppliers, or others. In turn,
those changes can create an impact on project cost, schedule, scope, and performance. Subsequently,
these changes could invoke a change control protocol for obtaining approvals from entities in external
systems, such as the service providers, regulators, financiers, and government authorities.
While it is possible to predict some of the changes in advance, many of the changes that can
impact the project during its life cycle emerge in real time. With systems thinking, including constant
attention to internal and external conditions, the project team can navigate a wide spectrum of
changes and impacts to keep the project in agreement with the relevant stakeholders.
Systems thinking also applies to how the project team views itself and its interactions within
the project system. The project system often brings together a diverse project team engaged in
working for a common objective. This diversity brings value to project teams, but they need to
consider how to leverage those differences effectively, so that the project team works cohesively.
For example, if a government agency contracts with a private company for development of a new
technology, the development team may consist of project team members from both organizations.
Those project team members may have assumptions, ways of working, and mental models related
to how they function within their home organization. In this new project system, which combines the
cultures of a private company and a government agency, the project team members can establish a
synthesized team culture that creates a common vision, language, and toolset. This can help project
team members to engage and contribute effectively and help to increase the probability that the
project system works.
Because of the interactivity among systems, project teams should operate with awareness of,
and vigilance toward, changing system dynamics. The following skills support a systems view
of the project:
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▶

Empathy with the business areas;

▶

Critical thinking with a big picture focus;

▶

Challenging of assumptions and mental models;

▶

Seeking external review and advice;

▶

Use of integrated methods, artifacts, and practices so there is a common understanding
of project work, deliverables, and outcomes;

▶

Use of modeling and scenarios to envision how system dynamics may interact
and react; and

▶

Proactive management of the integration to help achieve business outcomes.

Recognizing, evaluating, and responding to system interactions can lead to the following
positive outcomes:
▶

Early consideration of uncertainty and risk within the project, exploration of alternatives,
and consideration of unintended consequences;

▶

Ability to adjust assumptions and plans throughout the project life cycle;

▶

Provision of ongoing information and insights that inform planning and delivery;

▶

Clear communication of plans, progress, and projections to relevant stakeholders;

▶

Alignment of project goals and objectives to the customer organization’s goals,
objectives, and vision;

▶

Ability to adjust to the changing needs of the end user, sponsor, or customer
of the project deliverables;

▶

Ability to see synergies and savings between aligned projects or initiatives;

▶

Ability to exploit opportunities not otherwise captured or see threats posed to
or by other projects or initiatives;

▶

Clarity regarding the best project performance measurement and their influence
on the behavior of the people involved in the project;

▶

Decisions that benefit the organization as a whole; and

▶

More comprehensive and informed identification of risks.
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3.6 DEMO N S T RAT E L E AD ER S HI P B E HAV I O R S

LEADERSHIP
Demonstrate and adapt
leadership behaviors to
support individual and
team needs.

Effective leadership promotes project success and contributes
to positive project outcomes.
Any project team member can demonstrate leadership
behaviors.
Leadership is different than authority.
Effective leaders adapt their style to the situation.
Effective leaders recognize differences in motivation among
project team members.
Leaders demonstrate desired behavior in areas of honesty,
integrity, and ethical conduct.

Figure 3-7. Demonstrate Leadership Behaviors

Projects create a unique need for effective leadership. Unlike general business operations,
where roles and responsibilities are often established and consistent, projects often involve multiple
organizations, departments, functions, or vendors that do not interact on a regular basis. Moreover,
projects may carry higher stakes and expectations than regular operational functions. As a result,
a broader array of managers, executives, senior contributors, and other stakeholders attempt to
influence a project. This often creates higher degrees of confusion and conflict. Consequently, higherperforming projects demonstrate effective leadership behaviors more frequently, and from more
people than most projects.
A project environment that prioritizes vision, creativity, motivation, enthusiasm, encouragement,
and empathy can support better outcomes. These traits are often associated with leadership.
Leadership comprises the attitude, talent, character, and behaviors to influence individuals within
and outside the project team toward the desired outcomes.
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Leadership is not exclusive to any specific role. High-performing projects may feature
multiple people exhibiting effective leadership skills, for example, the project manager, sponsors,
stakeholders, senior management, or even project team members. Anyone working on a project can
demonstrate effective leadership traits, styles, and skills to help the project team perform and deliver
the required results.
It is important to note that more conflict and confusion can emerge when too many participants
attempt to exert project influence in multiple, misaligned directions. However, higher-performing
projects show a paradoxical combination of more influencers, each contributing more leadership skills
in a complementary fashion. For example: if a sponsor articulates clear priorities, then a technical lead
opens the discussion for delivery options, where individual contributors assert pros and cons until
the project manager brings the conversation to a consensus strategy. Successful leadership enables
someone to influence, motivate, direct, and coach people under any condition. It also incorporates
characteristics derived from an organization’s culture and practices.
Leadership should not be confused with authority, which is the position of control given to
individuals within an organization to foster overall effective and efficient function. Authority is the
right to exercise power. Authority is usually delegated to a person by formal means such as a charter
document or designated title. This person may then have a role or position description that indicates
their authority. Authority denotes accountability for certain activities, actions of individuals, or decision
making in certain circumstances. While individuals may use their authority to influence, motivate,
direct others, or act when others do not perform or act as directed or requested, this is not the same
as leadership. For example, organizational executives may grant someone the authority to form
a project team to deliver an outcome. However, authority alone is insufficient. It takes leadership to
motivate a group toward a common goal, influence them to align their individual interests in favor
of collective effort, and achieve success as a project team rather than as individuals.
Effective leadership draws from or combines elements of various styles of leadership.
Documented leadership styles range from autocratic, democratic, laissez-faire, directive, participative,
assertive, supportive, and autocratic to consensus. Of all these, no single leadership style has proven
to be the universally best or recommended approach. Instead, effective leadership is shown when
it best fits a given situation. For example:
▶

In moments of chaos, directive action creates more clarity and momentum than collaborative
problem solving.

▶

For environments with highly competent and engaged staff, empowered delegation elicits
more productivity than centralized coordination.
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When senior managers suffer conflict over priorities, neutral facilitation helps more than detailed
recommendations. Effective leadership skill is grown. It can be learned and developed so that it
becomes a professional asset to the individual, as well as a benefit to the project and its stakeholders.
High-performing projects show a pervasive pattern of continuous improvement down to the personal
level. A project team member deepens leadership acumen by adding or practicing a combination of
various skills or techniques, including but not limited to:
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▶

Focusing a project team around agreed goals,

▶

Articulating a motivating vision for the project outcomes,

▶

Seeking resources and support for the project,

▶

Generating consensus on the best way forward,

▶

Overcoming obstacles to project progress,

▶

Negotiating and resolving conflict within the project team and between the project team
and other stakeholders,

▶

Adapting communication style and messaging so that they are relevant to the audience,

▶

Coaching and mentoring fellow project team members,

▶

Appreciating and rewarding positive behaviors and contributions,

▶

Providing opportunities for skill growth and development,

▶

Facilitating collaborative decision making,

▶

Employing effective conversations and active listening,

▶

Empowering project team members and delegating responsibilities to them,

▶

Building a cohesive project team that takes responsibility,

▶

Showing empathy for project team and stakeholder perspectives,

▶

Having self-awareness of one’s own bias and behaviors,

▶

Managing and adapting to change during the project life cycle,

▶

Facilitating a fail-fast/learn quickly mindset by acknowledging mistakes, and

▶

Role modeling of desired behaviors.
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Personal character matters in a leader. A person may have strong ability in leadership skills
but then have their influence undermined by the perception of being self-serving or untrustworthy.
Effective leaders seek to be a role model in areas of honesty, integrity, and ethical conduct. Effective
leaders focus on being transparent, behave unselfishly, and are able to ask for help. Effective leaders
understand that project team members scrutinize and emulate the values, ethics, and behaviors
that leaders exhibit. Therefore, leaders have an additional responsibility to demonstrate expected
behaviors through their actions.
Projects work best when leaders understand what motivates people. Project teams can thrive
when project team members use appropriate leadership traits, skills, and characteristics that match the
specific needs and expectations of stakeholders. Knowing how to best communicate with or motivate
people, or take action when required, can help improve project team performance and manage
obstacles to project success. When practiced by more than one person on a project, leadership can
foster shared responsibility toward the project goal, which in turn can foster a healthy and vibrant
environment. Motivators include such forces as finances, recognition, autonomy, compelling purpose,
growth opportunity, and personal contribution.
Effective leadership promotes project success and contributes to positive project outcomes.
Project teams, individual project team members, and other stakeholders are engaged throughout
a well-led project. Each project team member can focus on delivering results using a common vision
and working toward shared outcomes. Effective leadership is essential in helping project teams
maintain an ethical and adaptable environment.
Additionally, business obligations can be fulfilled based on delegated responsibility and authority.
Shared leadership does not undermine or diminish the role or authority of a leader designated by the
organization, nor does it diminish the need for that leader to apply the right leadership style and skills
at the right time.
By blending styles, continuing skill growth, and leveraging motivators, any project team member
or stakeholder can motivate, influence, coach, and grow the project team, regardless of role or position.
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3.7 TAIL O R BAS E D O N C O NT E XT

TAILORING
Design the project development approach based
on the context of the
project, its objectives,
stakeholders, governance,
and the environment using
“just enough” process to
achieve the desired
outcome while maximizing
value, managing cost, and
enhancing speed.

Each project is unique.
Project success is based on adapting to the unique context of
the project to determine the most appropriate methods of
producing the desired outcomes.
Tailoring the approach is iterative, and therefore is a continuous
process throughout the project.

Figure 3-8. Tailor Based on Context

Adapting to the unique objectives, stakeholders, and complexity of the environment contributes
to project success. Tailoring is the deliberate adaptation of approach, governance, and processes to
make them more suitable for the given environment and the work at hand. Project teams tailor the
appropriate framework that will enable the flexibility to consistently produce positive outcomes within
the context of the life cycle of the project. The business environment, team size, degree of uncertainty,
and complexity of the project all factor into how project systems are tailored. Project systems can be
tailored with a holistic perspective, including the consideration of interrelated complexities. Tailoring
aims to maximize value, manage constraints, and improve performance by using “just enough”
processes, methods, templates, and artifacts to achieve the desired outcome from the project.
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Together with the PMO and considering governance, project teams discuss and decide on the
delivery approach and resources required for producing outcomes on a project-by-project basis. This
includes the selection of the processes to use, development approach, methods, and artifacts needed
to deliver the project outcomes. Tailoring decisions can be an implicit action of accepting an established
methodology. Conversely, tailoring can be an explicit action of selecting and mixing specific elements
to suit the unique characteristics of the project and the project environment. Tailoring is necessary
to some degree in every project, because each project exists in a particular context.
Projects are often unique, even when the deliverable of the project does not seem unique.
This is because project contexts differ in that the organization, its customers, its channels, and
its environment are dynamic elements. Those changes and ongoing learning may cause project
teams to use or develop different methods or approaches in pursuit of success. The project team
should examine the unique set of conditions for each project, so that they can determine the most
appropriate methods of producing the desired outcomes.
An existing methodology or common way of working can inform the way in which a project
is tailored. A methodology is a system of practices, techniques, procedures, and rules used by
those who work in a discipline. Project teams may be required to assume the methodology of the
parent organization. That is, the project team adopts a system of processes, governance, methods,
and templates that provide guidance on how to run the project. While this provides a degree of
consistency to projects within an organization, the methodology itself may still need tailoring to suit
each project. Organizational policies and procedures prescribe authorized boundaries within which
the project team can tailor.
Project teams can also factor in the time and cost of project management processes. Processes
that are not tailored may add little value to the project or its outcomes while increasing cost and
lengthening schedule. Tailoring the approach along with appropriate processes, methods, and
artifacts can help project teams make decisions about process-related costs and the related value
contribution to project outcomes.
In addition to deciding on how to tailor an approach, project teams communicate the tailoring
decisions to stakeholders associated with that approach. Each member of the project team is aware
of the chosen methods and processes that relate to those stakeholders and their role.
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Tailoring the project approach to suit the unique characteristics of the project and its
environment can contribute to a higher level of project performance and an increased probability of
success. A tailored project approach can produce direct and indirect benefits to organizations, such as:
▶

Deeper commitment from project team members because they took part in defining
the approach,

▶

Reduction in waste in terms of actions or resources,

▶

Customer-oriented focus, as the needs of the customer and other stakeholders are
an important influencing factor in the tailoring of the project, and

▶

More efficient use of project resources, as project teams are conscious of the weight
of project processes.

Tailoring projects can lead to the following positive outcomes:
▶

Increased innovation, efficiency, and productivity;

▶

Lessons learned, so that improvements from a specific delivery approach can be shared
and applied to the next round of work or future projects;

▶

Further improvement of an organization’s methodology, with new practices, methods,
and artifacts;

▶

Discovery of improved outcomes, processes, or methods through experimentation;

▶

Effective integration within multidisciplinary project teams of methods and practices used
to deliver project results; and

▶

Increased adaptability for the organization in the long term.

Tailoring an approach is iterative in nature, and therefore is a constant process itself during
the project life cycle. Project teams collect feedback from all stakeholders on how the methods and
tailored processes are working for them as the project progresses to evaluate their effectiveness and
add value to the organization.
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3.8 BU IL D Q UAL IT Y IN T O P R O C E S S E S A ND DE L I V E R A B L E S

QUALITY
Maintain a focus on
quality that produces
deliverables that meet
project objectives and
align to the needs, uses,
and acceptance requirements set forth by relevant
stakeholders.

Project quality entails satisfying stakeholders’ expectations and
fulfilling project and product requirements.
Quality focuses on meeting acceptance criteria for deliverables.
Project quality entails ensuring project processes are appropriate and as effective as possible.

Figure 3-9. Build Quality into Processes and Deliverables

Quality is the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics of a product, service, or result
fulfills the requirements. Quality includes the ability to satisfy the customer’s stated or implied needs.
The product, service, or result of a project (referred to here as deliverables) is measured for the quality
of both the conformance to acceptance criteria and fitness for use.
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Quality may have several different dimensions, including but not limited to the following:
▶

Performance. Does the deliverable function as the project team and other stakeholders
intended?

▶

Conformity. Is the deliverable fit for use, and does it meet the specifications?

▶

Reliability. Does the deliverable produce consistent metrics each time it is performed
or produced?

▶

Resilience. Is the deliverable able to cope with unforeseen failures and quickly recover?

▶

Satisfaction. Does the deliverable elicit positive feedback from end users? This includes
usability and user experience?

▶

Uniformity. Does the deliverable show parity with other deliverables produced in the
same manner?

▶

Efficiency. Does the deliverable produce the greatest output with the least amount
of inputs and effort?

▶

Sustainability. Does the deliverable produce a positive impact on economic, social,
and environmental parameters?

Project teams measure quality using metrics and acceptance criteria based on requirements.
A requirement is a condition or capability that is necessary to be present in a product, service, or
result to satisfy a need. Requirements, either explicit or implicit, may come from stakeholders, a
contract, organizational policies, standards, or regulatory bodies, or a combination of these. Quality
is closely linked to the product acceptance criteria, as described in the statement of work or other
design documents. These criteria should be updated as experimentation and prioritization occur and
validated as part of the acceptance process.
Quality is also relevant to the project approaches and activities used to produce the project’s
deliverables. While project teams evaluate the quality of a deliverable through inspection and testing,
project activities and processes are assessed through reviews and audits. In both instances, quality
activities may focus on detection and prevention of errors and defects.
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The objective of quality activities is to help ensure that what is delivered meets the objectives
of the customer and other relevant stakeholders in the most straightforward path. The intention is
to minimize the waste of resources and maximize the probability of attaining the desired outcome.
This results in:
▶

Moving the deliverables to the point of delivery quickly, and

▶

Preventing defects in the deliverables or identifying them early to avoid or reduce the need
for rework and scrap.

The objective of quality activities is the same whether dealing with an up-front, well-defined set
of requirements or a set of requirements that are progressively elaborated and incrementally delivered.
Quality management processes and practices help produce deliverables and outcomes that
meet project objectives and align to the expectations, uses, and acceptance criteria expressed by
the organization and relevant stakeholders. Close attention to quality in project processes and
deliverables creates positive outcomes, including:
▶

Project deliverables that are fit for purpose, as defined by acceptance criteria,

▶

Project deliverables that meet stakeholder expectations and business objectives,

▶

Project deliverables with minimal or no defects,

▶

Timely or expedited delivery,

▶

Enhanced cost control,

▶

Increased quality of product delivery,

▶

Reduced rework and scrap,

▶

Reduced customer complaints,

▶

Good supply chain integration,

▶

Improved productivity,

▶

Increased project team morale and satisfaction,

▶

Robust service delivery,

▶

Improved decision making, and

▶

Continually improved processes.
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3.9 NAVI GAT E C O M P L E X IT Y

COMPLEXITY
Continually evaluate
and navigate project
complexity so that
approaches and plans
enable the project team
to successfully navigate
the project life cycle.

Complexity is the result of human behavior, system interactions,
uncertainty, and ambiguity.
Complexity can emerge at any point during the project.
Complexity can be introduced by events or conditions that
affect value, scope, communications, stakeholders, risk, and
technological innovation.
Project teams can stay vigilant in identifying elements of
complexity and use a variety of methods to reduce the amount
or impact of complexity.

Figure 3-10. Navigate Complexity

A project is a system of elements that interact with each other. Complexity is a characteristic of
a project or its environment that is difficult to manage due to human behavior, system behavior, and
ambiguity. The nature and number of the interactions determine the degree of complexity in a project.
Complexity emerges from project elements, interactions between project elements, and interactions
with other systems and the project environment. Though complexity cannot be controlled, project
teams can modify their activities to address impacts that occur as a result of complexity.
Project teams often cannot foresee complexity emerging because it is the result of
many interactions such as risks, dependencies, events, or relationships. Alternatively, a few
causes may converge to produce a single complex effect, which makes isolating a specific cause
of complexity difficult.
Project complexity occurs as the result of individual elements within the project and project
system as a whole. For example, complexity within a project may be amplified with a greater number
or diversity of stakeholders, such as regulatory agencies, international financial institutions, multiple
vendors, numerous specialty subcontractors, or local communities. These stakeholders can have a
significant impact on the complexity of a project, both individually and collectively.
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Some of the more common sources of complexity are:
▶

Human behavior. Human behavior is the interplay of conduct, demeanors, attitudes, and
experience of people. Human behavior can also contribute to complexity by introducing
elements of subjectivity such as personal agendas that conflict with the project’s goals and
objectives. Stakeholders located in remote locations may have different time zones, speak
different languages, and have different cultural norms.

▶

System behavior. System behavior is the result of dynamic interdependencies within
and among project elements. For example, the integration of different technology systems
may cause threats that could impact project outcomes and success. The interactions
among components of the project system may lead to interconnected risk, create emerging
or unforeseeable issues, and produce unclear and disproportional cause-and-effect
relationships.

▶

Uncertainty and ambiguity. Ambiguity is a state of being unclear, of not knowing what
to expect or how to comprehend a situation. Ambiguity can arise from having many options
or a lack of clarity on the optimal choice. Unclear or misleading events, emerging issues,
or subjective situations can also lead to ambiguity.
Uncertainty is the lack of understanding and awareness of issues, events, paths to follow, or
solutions to pursue. Uncertainty deals with the probabilities of alternative actions, reactions,
and outcomes. Uncertainty includes unknown unknowns and black swans, which are
emerging factors that are completely outside of existing knowledge or experience.
Within a complex environment, uncertainty and ambiguity can combine to blur causal
relationships to the point where probabilities and impacts are ill defined. It becomes
difficult to reduce uncertainty and ambiguity to the point where relationships can be well
defined and therefore addressed effectively.

▶

Technological innovation. Technological innovation can cause disruption to products,
services, ways of working, processes, tools, techniques, procedures, and more. The
introduction of desktop computing and social media are examples of technological
innovations that have fundamentally changed the way project work is performed. New
technology, along with the uncertainty of how that technology will be used, contributes
to complexity. Innovation has the potential to help move projects toward a solution,
or to disrupt the project when associated uncertainties are not defined, leading to
increased complexity.
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Complexity may emerge and impact the project in any area and at any point in the project life
cycle. Project teams can identify elements of complexity throughout the project by continually looking
at the project component as well as the project as a whole for signs of complexity. Knowledge of
systems thinking, complex adaptive systems, experience from past project work, experimentation,
and continuous learning related to system interaction leads to the project team’s increased ability to
navigate complexity when it emerges. Being vigilant for indications of complexity allows project teams
to adapt their approaches and plans to navigate potential disruption to effective project delivery.
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3.10 OPT IM IZ E RIS K RE S P O NS E S

RISK
Continually evaluate
exposure to risk, both
opportunities and threats,
to maximize positive
impacts and minimize
negative impacts to the
project and its outcomes.

Individual and overall risks can impact projects.
Risks can be positive (opportunities) or negative (threats).
Risks are addressed continually throughout the project.
An organization’s risk attitude, appetite, and threshold influence
how risk is addressed.
Risk responses should be:
• Appropriate for the significance of the risk,
• Cost effective,
• Realistic within the project context,
• Agreed to by relevant stakeholders, and
• Owned by a responsible person.

Figure 3-11. Optimize Risk Responses

A risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, can have a positive or negative effect
on one or more objectives. Identified risks may or may not materialize in a project. Project teams
endeavor to identify and evaluate known and emergent risks, both internal and external to the
project, throughout the life cycle.
Project teams seek to maximize positive risks (opportunities) and decrease exposure to negative
risks (threats). Threats may result in issues such as delay, cost overrun, technical failure, performance
shortfall, or loss of reputation. Opportunities can lead to benefits such as reduced time and cost,
improved performance, increased market share, or enhanced reputation.
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Project teams also monitor the overall project risk. Overall project risk is the effect of uncertainty
on the project as a whole. Overall risk arises from all sources of uncertainty, including individual risks,
and represents the exposure of the stakeholders to the implications of variations in project outcome,
both positive and negative. Management of overall project risk aims to keep project risk exposure
within an acceptable range. Management strategies include reducing drivers of threats, promoting
drivers of opportunities, and maximizing the probability of achieving overall project objectives.
Project team members engage with relevant stakeholders to understand their risk appetite
and risk thresholds. Risk appetite describes the degree of uncertainty an organization or individual
is willing to accept in anticipation of a reward. Risk threshold is the measure of acceptable variation
around an objective that reflects the risk appetite of the organization and stakeholders. The risk
threshold reflects the risk appetite. Therefore, a risk threshold of ±5% around a cost objective reflects
a lower risk appetite than a risk threshold of ±10%. The risk appetite and risk threshold inform how
the project team navigates risk in a project.
Effective and appropriate risk responses can reduce individual and overall project threats and
increase individual and overall opportunities. Project teams should consistently identify potential risk
responses with the following characteristics in mind:
▶

Appropriate and timely to the significance of the risk,

▶

Cost effective,

▶

Realistic within the project context,

▶

Agreed to by relevant stakeholders, and

▶

Owned by a responsible person.

Risks can exist within the enterprise, portfolio, program, project, and product. The project
may be a component of a program in which the risk can potentially enhance or diminish benefits
realization and, therefore, value. The project may be a component of a portfolio of related or
unrelated work in which the risk can potentially enhance or diminish overall value of the portfolio
and realization of business objectives.
Organizations and project teams that employ consistent risk evaluation, planning, and
proactive risk implementation often find the effort to be less costly than reacting to issues when
the risk materializes.
More information on risk management may be found in The Standard for Risk Management
in Portfolios, Programs, and Projects [3].
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3.11 EMB RAC E AD AP TABIL I T Y A N D R E S I L I E N C Y

ADAPTABILITY AND RESILIENCY
Build adaptability and
resiliency into the organization’s and project team’s
approaches to help the
project accommodate
change, recover from
setbacks, and advance
the work of the project.

Adaptability is the ability to respond to changing conditions.
Resiliency is the ability to absorb impacts and to recover
quickly from a setback or failure.
A focus on outcomes rather than outputs facilitates adaptability.

Figure 3-12. Embrace Adaptability and Resiliency

Most projects encounter challenges or obstacles at some stage. The combined attributes of
adaptability and resiliency in the project team’s approach to a project help the project accommodate
impacts and thrive. Adaptability refers to the ability to respond to changing conditions. Resiliency
consists of two complementary traits: the ability to absorb impacts and the ability to recover quickly
from a setback or failure. Both adaptability and resiliency are helpful characteristics for anyone
working on projects.
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A project rarely performs exactly as initially planned. Projects are influenced by internal and
external factors—new requirements, issues, stakeholder influences, among other factors—which
exist in a system of interactions. Some elements within a project may fail or fall short of expectations,
requiring the project team to regroup, rethink, and replan. On an infrastructure project, for example,
a court decision during project execution could change the designs and plans. In a technology project,
a computerized model of the technology might show that the components work together properly,
but the real-world application fails. In both cases, the project team will need to address the situation in
order to move the project forward. The view that projects should hold firm to plans and commitments
made during the early stages, even after new or unforeseen factors emerge, is not beneficial to
stakeholders, including customers and end users, as this limits the potential for generating value.
However, adapting should be done with a holistic view, such as a proper change control process, to
avoid problems such as scope creep. In a project environment, capabilities that support adaptability
and resilience include:
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▶

Short feedback loops to adapt quickly;

▶

Continuous learning and improvement;

▶

Project teams with broad skill sets, coupled with individuals having extensive knowledge
in each required skill area;

▶

Regular inspection and adaptation of project work to identify improvement opportunities;

▶

Diverse project teams to capture a broad range of experiences;

▶

Open and transparent planning that engages internal and external stakeholders;

▶

Small-scale prototypes and experiments to test ideas and try new approaches;

▶

Ability to leverage new ways of thinking and working;

▶

Process design that balances velocity of work and stability of requirements;

▶

Open organizational conversations;

▶

Diverse project teams with broad skill sets, cultures, and experience, coupled with subject
matter experts in each required skill area;

▶

Understanding from past learning of the same or similar endeavors;
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▶

Ability and willingness to anticipate multiple potential scenarios and prepare for multiple
eventualities;

▶

Deferring decision making to the last responsible moment;

▶

Management support; and

▶

Open-ended design that balances speed and stability.

Envisioning outcomes rather than deliverables can enable solutions, harnessing a better
result than the one originally planned. For example, a project team may find an alternative solution
that would provide stronger outcomes than the original defined deliverable. While exploration of
alternatives is usually the purview of the business case, technologies and other capabilities are
evolving so rapidly that a solution could emerge at any time between completion of the business case
and project closure. Opportunities for adaptation may emerge during a project, at which time the
project team should make a case to the project sponsor, product owner, or customer for capturing
the opportunity. Depending on the type of contract, the customer’s approval may be needed for
some of the changes that result from the adaptation. The project team should be prepared to adapt
its plans and activities to take advantage of the opportunity, with the support of the project sponsor,
product owner, or customer.
Unexpected changes and circumstances in a project system can also present opportunities.
To optimize value delivery, project teams should use problem solving as well as a holistic-thinking
approach to changes and unplanned events. When an unplanned event occurs, project teams should
look for potential positive outcomes that might be gained. For example, incorporating a change that
occurs late in a project time line could add competitive advantage by being the first product in the
market to offer the feature.
Building adaptability and resiliency in a project keeps project teams focused on the desired
outcome when internal and external factors change, and it helps them recover from setbacks. These
characteristics also help project teams learn and improve so that they can quickly recover from
failures or setbacks and continue making progress toward delivering value.
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3.12 ENABL E C H AN GE T O A C HI E V E T HE E N V I S I O NE D
FU TURE S TAT E

CHANGE
Prepare those impacted
for the adoption and
sustainment of new and
different behaviors and
processes required for the
transition from the current
state to the intended
future state created by the
project outcomes.

A structured approach to change helps individuals, groups, and
the organization transition from the current state to a future
desired state.
Change can originate from internal influences or external
sources.
Enabling change can be challenging as not all stakeholders
embrace change.
Attempting too much change in a short time can lead to
change fatigue and/or resistance.
Stakeholder engagement and motivational approaches assist in
change adoption.

Figure 3-13. Enable Change to Achieve the Envisioned Future State

Remaining relevant in today’s business environment is a fundamental challenge for all
organizations. Relevance entails being responsive to stakeholder needs and desires. This requires
continually evaluating offerings for the benefit of stakeholders, rapidly responding to changes, and
acting as agents for change. Project managers are uniquely poised to keep an organization prepared
for changes. Projects, by their very definition, create something new: they are agents of change.
Change management, or enablement, is a comprehensive, cyclic, and structured approach for
transitioning individuals, groups, and organizations from a current state to a future state in which
they realize desired benefits. It is different from project change control, which is a process whereby
modifications to documents, deliverables, or baselines associated with the project are identified and
documented, and then are approved or rejected.
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Change in an organization can originate from internal sources, such as the need for a new
capability or in response to a performance gap. Change can also originate from external sources such
as technological advances, demographic changes, or socioeconomic pressures. Any type of change
involves some level of adaptability or assimilation by the group experiencing the change as well as the
industries with which the group interacts.
Change may be implemented by and have consequences for stakeholders. Enabling
stakeholder change is part of facilitating the project to provide the required deliverable as well
as the intended outcome.
Enabling change in an organization can be challenging. Some people may seem inherently
resistant to change or risk averse, and environments may display a conservative culture, among
other reasons. Effective change management uses a motivational strategy rather than a forceful
one. Engagement and two-way communication create an environment in which adoption and
assimilation of change can occur or identify some valid concerns from the resistant users that
may need to be addressed.
Project team members and project managers can work with relevant stakeholders to address
resistance, fatigue, and change absorption to increase the probability that change will be adopted
or assimilated successfully by customers or recipients of project deliverables. This includes
communicating the vision and goals associated with the change early in the project to achieve
buy-in for the change. The benefits of the change and the impact on work processes should be
communicated to all levels of the organization throughout the project.
It is also important to adapt the speed of change to the change appetite, cost, and ability of
the stakeholders and the environment to assimilate change. Attempting to create too many changes
in too short a time can lead to resistance because of change saturation. Even when stakeholders
unanimously agree that change will produce more value or enhance outcomes, they often still have
difficulty working through the actions that will deliver enhanced benefits. To foster benefits realization,
the project may also include activities to reinforce the change after its implementation in order
to avoid people returning to the initial state.
Recognizing and addressing the needs of stakeholders to embrace change throughout the
project life cycle helps to integrate the resulting change in the project work, making a successful
outcome more likely.
More information on organizational change management may be found in Managing Change
in Organizations: A Practice Guide [4].
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1
Introduction
This section describes important information about A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Seventh Edition. It describes the relationship of the PMBOK® Guide
to The Standard for Project Management [1],1 changes to the PMBOK® Guide, the relationship to
PMIstandards+™ (PMI’s digital platform for standards), and provides a brief overview of the content.

1.1 STRU C T URE O F T H E P M B O K ® G U I DE
In addition to this Introduction, this edition of the PMBOK® Guide contains three sections:

1

▶

Section 2 Project Performance Domains. This section identifies and describes eight
project performance domains that form an integrated system to enable successful delivery
of the project and intended outcomes.

▶

Section 3 Tailoring. This section describes what tailoring is and presents an overview
of what to tailor and how to go about tailoring individual projects.

▶

Section 4 Models, Methods, and Artifacts. This section presents a brief description
of commonly used models, methods, and artifacts. These models, methods, and artifacts
illustrate the range of options project teams can use to produce deliverables, organize
work, and enable communication and collaboration.

The numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the PMBOK® Guide.
PMI Seventh Edition July 2021
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1.2 REL AT IO N S H IP O F T H E P M B O K ® G U I DE A ND
THE S TAN D ARD FO R P R O J E C T M A N A G E M E N T
Work in the project performance domains is guided by the principles of project management.
As described in The Standard for Project Management [1], a principle is a fundamental norm, truth,
or value. The principles for project management provide guidance for the behavior of people
involved in projects as they influence and shape the performance domains to produce the intended
outcomes. While there is conceptual overlap between the principles and the performance domains,
the principles guide behavior, while the performance domains present broad areas of focus in which
to demonstrate that behavior. Figure 1-1 shows how the project management principles sit above
the performance domains, providing guidance to activities in each performance domain.

4
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Principles of Project Management
Be a diligent, respectful,
and caring steward

Create a collaborative
team environment

Effectively engage
with stakeholders

Focus on value

Recognize, evaluate,
and respond to
system interactions

Demonstrate leadership
behaviors

Tailor based on context

Build quality into
processes and deliverables

Navigate complexity

Optimize risk responses

Embrace adaptability
and resiliency

Enable change to achieve
the envisioned future state

Guide Behavior

Stakeholders
Uncertainty

Measurement

Team

Project
Performance
Domains

Delivery

Development
Approach
and
Life Cycle

Planning
Project Work

Figure 1-1. Relationship between Project Management Principles and Project Performance Domains
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1.3 CHA N G E S T O T H E P M B O K ® G U I DE
This edition of the PMBOK® Guide focuses on delivering outcomes regardless of the approach
used by the project team. However, project practitioners using the PMBOK® Guide also benefit from
some level of understanding of how to deliver projects.
This edition is very different from the inputs, tools/techniques, and outputs (ITTOs) from
previous editions of the PMBOK® Guide. In the previous editions, the ITTOs supported implementation
of various processes used in project management. The shift from a process-based standard to one
based on principles necessitates a different approach for thinking about the various aspects of
project management. Thus, the project performance domains represent a group of related activities
that are critical for the effective delivery of project outcomes. There are eight project performance
domains in this guide.
Tailoring is the deliberate adaptation of the project management approach, governance,
and processes to make them more suitable for the given environment and the work at hand. The
tailoring process is driven by the guiding project management principles, organizational values, and
organizational culture.
In embracing the full spectrum of project approaches, this edition of the PMBOK® Guide
recognizes that no publication can capture every tool, technique, or practice that project teams
might use. Therefore, this edition presents an array of commonly used models, methods, and
artifacts that project practitioners can use to accomplish their work.

1.4 REL AT IO N S H IP T O P M I s t a n d a rd s +
Information in this guide is further elaborated on PMIstandards+, PMI’s digital content platform.
The digital platform encompasses current and emerging practices and other useful information
related to PMI’s library of standards products. It also includes practical examples of application within
various contexts and industry segments. PMIstandards+ evolved in response to advances and changes
in how projects can be delivered. It offers a dynamic body of knowledge with real-time access and
in-depth information that is aligned to PMI standards and carefully vetted by a panel of subject matter
experts representing a wide range of expertise.

6
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Project
Performance Domains

2

A project performance domain is a group of related activities that are critical for the effective
delivery of project outcomes. Project performance domains are interactive, interrelated, and
interdependent areas of focus that work in unison to achieve desired project outcomes. There are
eight project performance domains:
▶

Stakeholders,

▶

Team,

▶

Development Approach and Life Cycle,

▶

Planning,

▶

Project Work,

▶

Delivery,

▶

Measurement, and

▶

Uncertainty.

Together the performance domains form a unified whole. In this way, the performance domains
operate as an integrated system, with each performance domain being interdependent of the other
performance domains to enable successful delivery of the project and its intended outcomes.
Performance domains run concurrently throughout the project, regardless of how value is
delivered (frequently, periodically, or at the end of the project). For example, project leads spend
time focused on stakeholders, the project team, the project life cycle, the project work, and so forth,
from the outset of the project to its closure. These areas of focus are not addressed as siloed efforts
because they overlap and interconnect. The ways in which the performance domains relate are
different for each project, but they are present in every project.
The specific activities undertaken within each of the performance domains are determined
by the context of the organization, the project, deliverables, the project team, stakeholders, and
other factors. The performance domains are presented in the following sections without specific
weighting or order.
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2.1 STAK E H O L D E R P E RFO R M A N C E DO M A I N

STAKEHOLDER PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Stakeholder
Performance Domain
addresses activities and
functions associated
with stakeholders.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
A productive working relationship with stakeholders
throughout the project.
Stakeholder agreement with project objectives.
Stakeholders who are project beneficiaries are supportive
and satisfied while stakeholders who may oppose the
project or its deliverables do not negatively impact project
outcomes.

Figure 2-1. Stakeholder Performance Domain

The following definitions are relevant to the Stakeholder Performance Domain:
Stakeholder. An individual, group, or organization that may affect, be affected by, or perceive
itself to be affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a project, program, or portfolio.
Stakeholder Analysis. A method of systematically gathering and analyzing quantitative and
qualitative information to determine whose interests should be taken into account throughout
the project.

8
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Projects are performed by people and for people. This performance domain entails working
with stakeholders to maintain alignment and engaging with them to foster positive relationships
and satisfaction.
Stakeholders include individuals, groups, and organizations (see Figure 2-2). A project can
have a small group of stakeholders or potentially millions of stakeholders. There may be different
stakeholders in different phases of the project, and the influence, power, or interests of stakeholders
may change as the project unfolds.

• Suppliers
• Customers
• End Users
• Regulatory Bodies

• Governing Bodies
• PMOs
• Steering Committees

• Project Manager
• Project Management
Team
• Project Team

Figure 2-2. Examples of Project Stakeholders
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Effective stakeholder identification, analysis, and engagement includes stakeholders who are
internal and external to the organization, those who are supportive of the project, and those who
may not be supportive or are neutral. While having relevant technical project management skills is
an important aspect of successful projects, having the interpersonal and leadership skills to work
effectively with stakeholders is just as important, if not more so.

2.1.1 S TA KE H OLD E R E N G AGEMENT
Stakeholder engagement includes implementing strategies and actions to promote productive
involvement of stakeholders. Stakeholder engagement activities start before or when the project
starts and continue throughout the project.

Identify

Monitor

Understand

Engage

Analyze

Prioritize

Figure 2-3. Navigating Effective Stakeholder Engagement
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Defining and sharing a clear vision at the start of the project can enable good relationships
and alignment throughout the project. Establishing a clear vision that key stakeholders agree on can
entail some challenging negotiations, especially with stakeholders who are not necessarily in favor
of the project or its intended outcomes. As shown in Figure 2-3, there are several steps to engage
stakeholders effectively.

2.1.1.1 Identify
High-level stakeholder identification may be carried out prior to forming the project team.
Detailed stakeholder identification progressively elaborates the initial work and is a continuous activity
throughout the project. Some stakeholders are easy to identify, such as the customer, sponsor,
project team, end users, and so forth, but others can be difficult to identify when they are not directly
connected to the project.

2.1.1.2 Understand and Analyze
Once stakeholders are identified, the project manager and the project team should seek
to understand stakeholders’ feelings, emotions, beliefs, and values. These elements can lead to
additional threats or opportunities for the project outcomes. They can also change quickly, and as
such, understanding and analyzing stakeholders is an ongoing action.
Related to understanding the project stakeholders is the need to analyze aspects of each
stakeholder’s position on and perspective of the project. Analyzing stakeholders considers several
stakeholder aspects, such as:
▶

Power,

▶

Impact,

▶

Attitude,

▶

Beliefs,

▶

Expectations,

▶

Degree of influence,

▶

Proximity to the project,

▶

Interest in the project, and

▶

Other aspects surrounding stakeholder interaction with the project.
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This information helps the project team consider interactions that may influence the
motivations, actions, and behaviors of stakeholders. In addition to individual analysis, the project
team should consider how stakeholders interact with each other, as they often form alliances that
help or hinder the project’s objectives. For example, if the project team believes a key business
manager is highly influential but has negative perceptions related to the project, they can explore
how to detect the business manager’s perceptions and respond appropriately as the project unfolds.
In all cases, the analysis work should be held in confidence by the project team since the information
could be misinterpreted outside the context for the analysis.

2.1.1.3 Prioritize
On many projects, there are too many stakeholders involved for the project team to engage
directly or effectively with all of them. Based on its analysis, the project team can complete an initial
prioritization of stakeholders. It is common to focus on stakeholders with the most power and interest
as one way to prioritize engagement. As events unfold throughout the project, the project team may
need to reprioritize based on new stakeholders or evolving changes in the stakeholder landscape.

2.1.1.4 Engage
Stakeholder engagement entails working collaboratively with stakeholders to introduce the
project, elicit their requirements, manage expectations, resolve issues, negotiate, prioritize, problem
solve, and make decisions. Engaging stakeholders requires the application of soft skills, such as
active listening, interpersonal skills, and conflict management, as well as leadership skills such as
establishing the vision and critical thinking.
Communication with stakeholders can take place via written or verbal means, and it can be
formal or informal. Examples of each type of communication are shown in Table 2-1.

12
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Table 2-1. Types of Communication

Type

Formal

Informal

Verbal

Presentations
Project reviews
Briefings
Product demos
Brainstorming

Conversations
Ad hoc discussions

Written

Progress reports
Project documents
Business case

Brief notes
Email
Instant messaging/texting
Social media

Communication methods include push, pull, and interactive communication:
▶

Push. Communication sent to stakeholders such as memos, emails, status reports,
voice mail, and so forth. Push communication is used for one-way communications with
individual stakeholders or groups of stakeholders. Push communication inhibits the ability
to immediately gauge reaction and assess understanding; therefore, it should be used
deliberately.

▶

Pull. Information sought by the stakeholder, such as a project team member going to an
intranet to find communication policies or templates, running internet searches, and using
online repositories. Pulling information is used for indirect sensing of stakeholder concerns.

Engagement goes deeper than pushing or pulling communication. Engagement is interactive.
It includes an exchange of information with one or more stakeholders such as conversations, phone
calls, meetings, brainstorming, product demos, and the like.
With all forms of communication, quick feedback loops provide useful information to:
▶

Confirm the degree to which the stakeholder(s) heard the message.

▶

Determine if stakeholders agree with the message.

▶

Identify nuanced or other unintended messages the recipient detected.

▶

Gain other helpful insights.
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2.1.1.5 Monitor
Throughout the project, stakeholders will change as new stakeholders are identified and others
cease to be stakeholders. As the project progresses, the attitude or power of some stakeholders may
change. In addition to identifying and analyzing new stakeholders, there is an opportunity to assess
whether the current engagement strategy is effective or if it needs to be adjusted. Therefore, the
amount and effectiveness of stakeholder engagement is monitored throughout the project.
The degree of stakeholder satisfaction can often be determined by having a conversation with
stakeholders to gauge their satisfaction with the project deliverables and the overall management of
the project. Project and iteration reviews, product reviews, stage gates, and other methods are ways
to obtain periodic feedback. For large groups of stakeholders, a survey can be used to assess the
degree of satisfaction. Where necessary, the stakeholder engagement approach can be updated to
achieve higher stakeholder satisfaction.

2.1.2 I N T E R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMANC E DO MA INS
Stakeholders permeate all aspects of the project. They define and prioritize the requirements
and scope for the project team. They participate in and shape the planning. They determine
acceptance and quality criteria for the project deliverables and outcomes. Much of the project work
is around engaging and communicating with stakeholders. Throughout the project or at its closure,
they use the project deliverables and influence the realization of project outcomes.
Some stakeholders can assist in lowering the amount of uncertainty present on a project while
others may cause an increase in uncertainty. Stakeholders such as customers, senior management,
project management office leads, or program managers will focus on measures of performance for
the project and its deliverables. These interactions are samples of how the Stakeholder Performance
Domain integrates and interweaves with other performance domains, though they are not inclusive
of all the ways stakeholder concerns interact throughout the performance domains.

14
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2.1.3 C H E C KIN G R E SULTS
Table 2-2 identifies the outcomes on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-2. Checking Outcomes—Stakeholder Performance Domain

Outcome

Check

A productive working relationship
with stakeholders throughout the
project

Productive working relationships with stakeholders can be observed. However,
the movement of stakeholders along a continuum of engagement can indicate
the relative level of satisfaction with the project.

Stakeholder agreement with project
objectives

A significant number of changes or modifications to the project and product
requirements in addition to the scope may indicate stakeholders are not
engaged or aligned with the project objectives.

Stakeholders who are project
beneficiaries are supportive
and satisfied; stakeholders who
may oppose the project or its
deliverables do not negatively
impact project results

Stakeholder behavior can indicate whether project beneficiaries are satisfied
and supportive of the project or whether they oppose it. Surveys, interviews,
and focus groups are also effective ways to determine if stakeholders are
satisfied and supportive or if they oppose the project and its deliverables.
A review of the project issue register and risk register can identify challenges
associated with individual stakeholders.
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2.2 TEA M P E RFO RM AN C E DO M A I N

TEAM PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Team Performance
Domain addresses
activities and functions
associated with the
people who are responsible for producing project
deliverables that realize
business outcomes.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
Shared ownership.
A high-performing team.
Applicable leadership and other interpersonal skills
demonstrated by all team members.

Figure 2-4. Team Performance Domain

This performance domain entails establishing the culture and environment that enables
a collection of diverse individuals to evolve into a high-performing project team. This includes
recognizing the activities needed to foster project team development and encouraging leadership
behaviors from all project team members.

The following definitions are relevant to the Team Performance Domain:
Project Manager. The person assigned by the performing organization to lead the project team
that is responsible for achieving the project objectives.
Project Management Team. The members of the project team who are directly involved in project
management activities.
Project Team. A set of individuals performing the work of the project to achieve its objectives.
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2.2.1 P R OJ E CT TE AM M AN AGEMENT A ND LEA DERSHIP
Project management entails applying knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques for management
activities as well as leadership activities. Management activities focus on the means of meeting
project objectives, such as having effective processes, planning, coordinating, measuring, and
monitoring work, among others. Leadership activities focus on people. Leadership includes
influencing, motivating, listening, enabling, and other activities having to do with the project team.
Both are important in delivering the intended outcomes.

2.2.1.1 Centralized Management and Leadership
While leadership activities should be practiced by all project team members, management
activities may be centralized or distributed. In an environment where management activities are
centralized, accountability (being answerable for an outcome), is usually assigned to one individual,
such as the project manager or similar role. In these situations, a project charter or other authorizing
document can provide approval for the project manager to form a project team to achieve the
project outcomes.

2.2.1.2 Distributed Management and Leadership
Sometimes project management activities are shared among a project management team,
and project team members are responsible for completing the work. There are also situations where
a project team may self-organize to complete a project. Rather than having a designated project
manager, someone within the project team may serve as facilitator to enable communication,
collaboration, and engagement. This role may shift among project team members.
Servant leadership is a style of leadership that focuses on understanding and addressing the
needs and development of project team members in order to enable the highest possible project
team performance. Servant leaders place emphasis on developing project team members to their
highest potential by focusing on addressing questions, such as:
▶

Are project team members growing as individuals?

▶

Are project team members becoming healthier, wiser, freer, and more autonomous?

▶

Are project team members more likely to become servant leaders?
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Servant leaders allow project teams to self-organize when possible and increase levels of
autonomy by passing appropriate decision-making opportunities to project team members. Servant
leadership behaviors include:
▶

Obstacle removal. Since it is the project team who generates the majority of business
value, a critical role for the servant leader is to maximize delivery by removing impediments
to their progress. This includes solving problems and removing obstacles that may be
hampering the project team’s work. By solving or easing these impediments, the project
team can deliver value to the business faster.

▶

Diversion shield. Servant leaders protect the project team from internal and external
diversions that redirect the project team from the current objectives. Time fragmentation
reduces productivity, so shielding the project team from noncritical, external demands
helps the project team stay focused.

▶

Encouragement and development opportunities. The servant leader also provides
tools and encouragement to keep the project team satisfied and productive. Learning what
motivates project team members as individuals and finding ways to reward them for good
work helps keep project team members satisfied.

2.2.1.3 Common Aspects of Team Development
Regardless of how the management activities are structured, there are common aspects
of project team development that are relevant for most project teams. These include:
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▶

Vision and objectives. It is essential that everyone is aware of the project vision and
objectives. The vision and objectives are communicated throughout the project. This
includes referencing the intended outcomes when the project team is engaged in making
decisions and solving problems.

▶

Roles and responsibilities. It is important to make sure project team members
understand and fulfill their roles and responsibilities. This can include identifying gaps
in knowledge and skills as well as strategies to address those gaps through training,
mentoring, or coaching.
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▶

Project team operations. Facilitating project team communication, problem solving, and
the process of coming to consensus may include working with the project team to develop
a project team charter and a set of operating guidelines or project team norms.

▶

Guidance. Guidance can be directed to the overall project team to keep everyone headed
in the right direction. Individual project team members may also provide guidance on
a particular task or deliverable.

▶

Growth. Identifying areas where the project team is performing well and pointing out areas
where the project team can improve helps the project team to grow. Working collaboratively,
the project team can identify goals for its improvement and take steps to meet those goals.
This also applies to each individual on the project team. Individuals may want to grow their
skills and experience in certain areas, and the project manager can assist with that.

There are several models that describe the stages of project team growth included in Section 4.

When project teams form across different organizations based on a contract, strategic
partnership, or other business relationship, specific roles that perform various functions may be
more formalized and less flexible depending on the contract or other terms. Such arrangements
often require more up-front work to establish a “one team” mindset, ensure project team
members understand how everyone contributes to the project, and establish other enablers
that integrate skills, capabilities, and processes.
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2.2.2 P R OJ E CT TE AM CULTURE
Each project team develops its own team culture. The project team’s culture may be established
deliberately by developing project team norms, or informally through the behaviors and actions of its
project team members. The project team culture operates within the organization’s culture but reflects
the project team’s individual ways of working and interacting.

Human beings have a set of biases, some of them unconscious and some of them conscious.
For example, one person may feel that unless a schedule is displayed using a software-generated
Gantt chart, that it is not a true or valid schedule. Another person may have a contrasting
bias that detailed planning any further out than 30 days is a waste of time. Being open and
transparent about biases up front establishes a culture of openness and trust that can enable
consensus and collaboration.

The project manager is key in establishing and maintaining a safe, respectful, nonjudgmental
environment that allows the project team to communicate openly. One way to accomplish this is by
modeling desired behaviors, such as:
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▶

Transparency. Being transparent in how one thinks, makes choices, and processes
information helps others identify and share their own processes. This can extend to being
transparent about biases as well.

▶

Integrity. Integrity is comprised of ethical behavior and honesty. Individuals
demonstrate honesty by surfacing risks, communicating their assumptions and basis
of estimates, delivering bad news early, ensuring status reports provide an accurate
depiction of the project’s status, and in many other ways. Ethical behavior can include
surfacing potential defects or negative effects in product design, disclosing potential
conflicts of interest, ensuring fairness, and making decisions based on environmental,
stakeholder, and financial impacts.
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▶

Respect. Demonstrating respect for each person, how the person thinks, the person’s
skills, and the perspective and expertise the person brings to the project team sets the
stage for all project team members to adopt this behavior.

▶

Positive discourse. Throughout the project, diverse opinions, different ways of
approaching situations, and misunderstandings will occur. These are a normal part of
conducting projects. They present an opportunity to have a dialogue rather than a debate.
A dialogue entails working with others to resolve divergent opinions. The goal is to arrive
at a resolution that all parties can embrace. A debate, on the other hand, is a win-lose
scenario where people are more interested in winning personally than they are in being
open to alternative solutions to a problem.

▶

Support. Projects can be challenging from the perspectives of technical challenges,
environmental influences, and interpersonal interactions. Supporting project team
members through problem solving and removing impediments builds a supportive culture
and leads to a trusting and collaborative environment. Support can also be demonstrated
by providing encouragement, showing empathy, and engaging in active listening.

▶

Courage. Recommending a new approach to a problem or a way of working can be
intimidating. Likewise, it can be challenging to disagree with a subject matter expert or
someone with greater authority. However, demonstrating the courage that it takes to make
a suggestion, disagree, or try something new enables a culture of experimentation and
communicates to others that it is safe to be courageous and try new approaches.

▶

Celebrating success. Focusing on project goals, challenges, and issues often sidelines
the fact that individual project team members and the project team as a whole are steadily
progressing toward those goals. Because work takes priority, project team members may
defer recognizing demonstrations of innovation, adaptation, service to others, and learning.
However, recognizing such contributions in real time can keep the project team and
individuals motivated.
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2.2.3 H I G H-P E R FOR M IN G P R OJEC T T EA MS
One goal of effective leadership is to create a high-performing project team. There are a number
of factors that contribute to high-performing project teams. The list below is not comprehensive, but
it identifies some of the factors associated with high-performing project teams.
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▶

Open communication. An environment that fosters open and safe communication
allows for productive meetings, problem solving, brainstorming, and so forth. It is also the
cornerstone for other factors, such as shared understanding, trust, and collaboration.

▶

Shared understanding. The purpose for the project and the benefits it will provide are
held in common.

▶

Shared ownership. The more ownership of the outcomes that project team members
feel, the better they are likely to perform.

▶

Trust. A project team in which its members trust each other is willing to go the extra distance
to deliver success. People are less likely to do the extra work it may take to succeed if they
do not trust their project team members, project manager, or the organization.

▶

Collaboration. Project teams that collaborate and work with each other rather than work
in silos or compete tend to generate more diverse ideas and end up with better outcomes.

▶

Adaptability. Project teams that are able to adapt the way they work to the environment
and the situation are more effective.

▶

Resilience. When issues or failures occur, high-performing project teams recover quickly.

▶

Empowerment. Project team members who feel empowered to make decisions about the
way they work perform better than those who are micromanaged.

▶

Recognition. Project teams who are recognized for the work they put in and the
performance they achieve are more likely to continue to perform well. Even the simple
act of showing appreciation reinforces positive team behavior.
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2.2.4 L E AD E R S HIP SKILLS
Leadership skills are useful for all project team members whether the project team is operating
in an environment with a centralized authority or a shared leadership environment. The following
sections describe some of the traits and activities associated with leadership.

2.2.4.1 Establishing and Maintaining Vision
Every project has a purpose. Understanding that purpose is critical for people to commit
their time and energy in the right direction toward achieving the project purpose. The project vision
summarizes the project’s purpose clearly and succinctly. It describes a realistic, attractive view of the
future project outcomes.
In addition to briefly describing the desired future state, the vision is a powerful motivational
tool. It is a way to create passion and meaning for a project’s envisioned goal. A common vision helps
keep people pulling in the same direction. When immersed in the details of everyday work, a clear
understanding of the end goal can help guide local decisions toward the desired project outcome.
A vision developed collaboratively between project team members and key stakeholders should
answer these questions:
▶

What is the project purpose?

▶

What defines successful project work?

▶

How will the future be better when the project outcomes are delivered?

▶

How will the project team know that it is drifting from the vision?

A good vision is clear, concise, and actionable. It does the following:
▶

Summarizes the project with a powerful phrase or short description,

▶

Describes the best achievable outcome,

▶

Creates a common, cohesive picture in project team members’ minds, and

▶

Inspires passion for the outcome.
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2.2.4.2 Critical Thinking
Throughout the various project performance domains, there is a need to recognize bias,
identify the root cause of problems, and consider challenging issues, such as ambiguity, complexity,
and so forth. Critical thinking helps to accomplish these activities. Critical thinking includes
disciplined, rational, logical, evidence-based thinking. It requires an open mind and the ability to
analyze objectively. Critical thinking, especially when applied to discovery, can include conceptual
imagination, insight, and intuition. It can also include reflective thinking and metacognition (thinking
about thinking and being aware of one’s awareness).
Project team members apply critical thinking to:
▶

Research and gather unbiased, well-balanced information;

▶

Recognize, analyze, and resolve problems;

▶

Identify bias, unstated assumptions, and values;

▶

Discern the use of language and the influence on oneself and others;

▶

Analyze data and evidence to evaluate arguments and perspectives;

▶

Observe events to identify patterns and relationships;

▶

Apply inductive, deductive, and abductive reasoning appropriately; and

▶

Identify and articulate false premises, false analogy, emotional appeals, and other faulty logic.

2.2.4.3 Motivation
Motivating project team members has two aspects: the first is understanding what motivates
project team members to perform, and the second is working with project team members in such
a way that they remain committed to the project and its outcomes.
Motivation to perform can be intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation comes from inside the
individual or is associated with the work. It is associated with finding pleasure in the work itself rather
than focusing on rewards. Extrinsic motivation is performing work because of an external reward such
as a bonus. Much of the work done on projects is aligned with intrinsic motivation.

24
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Examples of intrinsic motivation factors include:
▶

Achievement,

▶

Challenge,

▶

Belief in the work,

▶

Making a difference,

▶

Self-direction and autonomy,

▶

Responsibility,

▶

Personal growth,

▶

Relatedness, and

▶

Being part of a project team.

People are not motivated by just one thing; however, most people have a dominant motivator.
To effectively motivate project team members, it is helpful to know each member’s dominant
motivator. For example, a project team member who is motivated by challenge will respond well to
stretch goals and problems to solve. A project team member who is motivated by relatedness will
respond to being part of a dynamic working group. Project team members who thrive on autonomy
will perform better if they can establish their own ways of working and even their own work hours
and cadence. Therefore, tailoring motivation methods based on individual preferences helps to elicit
the best individual and project team performance.

2.2.4.4 Interpersonal Skills
Interpersonal skills that are used frequently in projects include emotional intelligence, decision
making, and conflict resolution among others.
▶

Emotional intelligence. Emotional intelligence is the ability to recognize our own emotions
and those of others. This information is used to guide thinking and behavior. Recognition of
personal feelings, empathy for the feelings of others, and the ability to act appropriately are
the cornerstones for effective communication, collaboration, and leadership.
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Since projects are undertaken by people and for people, emotional intelligence—the ability
to understand one’s self and effectively sustain working relationships with others—is critical
in project team environments.
There are multiple models for defining and explaining emotional intelligence. They converge
on four key areas:

▹

Self-awareness. Self-awareness is the ability to conduct a realistic self-assessment.
It includes understanding our own emotions, goals, motivations, strengths, and
weaknesses.

▹

Self-management. Self-management, also known as self-regulation, is the ability to
control and redirect disruptive feelings and impulses. It is the ability to think before
acting, suspending snap judgments and impulsive decisions.

▹

Social awareness. Social awareness is about empathy and understanding and
considering other people’s feelings. This includes the ability to read nonverbal cues
and body language.

▹

Social skill. Social skill is the culmination of the other dimensions of emotional
intelligence. It is concerned with managing groups of people, such as project teams,
building social networks, finding common ground with various stakeholders, and
building rapport.

Self-awareness and self-management are required to remain calm and productive during
difficult project circumstances. Social awareness and social skills allow for better bonds with project
team members and project stakeholders. Emotional intelligence is a basis of all forms of leadership.
Figure 2-5 shows the key points for each of the four aspects of emotional intelligence and how
they relate. The aspects having to do with oneself are on the top, and the social aspects are on the
bottom. Awareness is on the left side, and management and skill are on the right side.
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Self-Awareness

Self-Management

• How do you affect
the team?
• How does the team
affect you?

• Think before you act
• Build trust

Social Awareness

Social Skill

• Be empathetic
• Employ active
listening

• Establish rapport
• Build effective
teams
• Manage attitude

Figure 2-5. Components of Emotional Intelligence

Some models for emotional intelligence include a fifth area for motivation. Motivation in this
context is about understanding what drives and inspires people.
▶

Decision making. Project managers and project teams make many decisions daily. Some
decisions may be fairly inconsequential to the project outcome, such as where to go for a
team lunch, and others will be very impactful, such as what development approach to use,
which tool to use, or what vendor to select.
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Decisions can be made unilaterally. This has the advantage of being fast but is prone
to error when compared to engaging the wisdom of a diverse set of people. Unilateral
decision making can also demotivate people who are impacted by the decision since they
may feel their views and concerns were not considered.
Group-based decision making has the benefit of tapping into the broad knowledge base
of a group. Engaging people in the decision-making process also increases buy-in to the
outcome, even if the option selected may not have been everyone’s first choice. Generally,
inclusion increases commitment to the decision. The downside of group decision making
is the time required and interruption to teamwork that can occur when taking people away
from their work to be consulted in a decision.
Project team decision making often follows a diverge/converge pattern. This means
stakeholders are first engaged to generate a broad set of solution alternatives or approaches.
This is often done individually to avoid the effect of senior or charismatic stakeholders unduly
influencing other stakeholders. Then, after a broad spectrum of decision alternatives have
been generated, the project team converges on a preferred solution.
The goal is to make decisions quickly while engaging the diverse knowledge of a group in
an inclusive and respectful manner. Some decisions may be made in a different direction
than some people prefer, but everyone has an opportunity to explain their position. In the
end, the deciding authority, whether an individual or a group, makes a decision based on
the presented analysis and with consideration for stakeholder expectations.
Careful selection of which decisions should go for group discussion and voting limits the
interruptions and task switching experienced by the project team. Many approaches such
as Roman voting, wideband Delphi estimating, and fist of five voting use the diverge/
converge pattern. They aim to engage individual input while voting at the same moment,
which minimizes groupthink.
For those decisions that are beyond the authority of the project team to decide, the project
team can investigate alternatives, consider impacts of each alternative, and escalate the
decision to someone with the proper authority. This process aligns with the philosophy of
“don’t bring me problems, bring me solutions,” while remaining aligned with organizational
governance regarding decision-making authority.
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▶

Conflict management. Conflict happens on all projects. Projects operate in dynamic
environments and face many mutually exclusive constraints including budget, scope,
schedule, and quality, which can lead to conflicts. It is not uncommon to want to avoid
conflict, but not all conflict is negative. How conflict is handled can either lead to more
conflict or to better decision making and stronger solutions.
Addressing conflict before it escalates beyond useful debate leads to better outcomes.
The following approaches can help:

▹

Keep communications open and respectful. Because conflict can cause anxiety, it is
important to keep a safe environment to explore the source of the conflict. Without a
safe environment, people will stop communicating. Make sure words, tone of voice,
and body language remain nonthreatening.

▹

Focus on the issues, not the people. Conflict is based on people perceiving situations
differently. It should not be personal. The focus is on resolving the situation,
not casting blame.

▹

Focus on the present and future, not the past. Stay focused on the current situation,
not past situations. If something similar happened previously, bringing up the past will
not resolve the current situation. In fact, it can serve to intensify the current situation
even more.

▹

Search for alternatives together. Damage incurred from conflict can be repaired by
looking for resolutions and alternatives together. It can also create more constructive
relationships. This moves the conflict into more of a problem-solving space where
people can work together to generate creative alternatives.

There are several models for addressing and resolving conflict. Some of them are discussed
in Section 4.
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2.2.5 TA I L O R IN G LE ADE R S HIP ST YLES
As with all aspects of projects, leadership styles are also tailored to meet the needs of the
project, the environment, and the stakeholders. Some of the variables that influence tailoring of
leadership styles include:
▶

Experience with the type of project. Organizations and project teams with experience
on a specific type of project may be more self-managing and require less leadership. When
a project is new to an organization, the tendency is to provide more oversight and to use
a more directive leadership style.

▶

Maturity of the project team members. Project team members who are mature in the
technical field may need less oversight and direction than project team members who are
new to the organization, the team, or the technical specialty.

▶

Organizational governance structures. Projects operate within a larger organizational
system. There may be the expectation that the organizational leadership style of top
management is recognized and reflected in the team’s leadership. The organizational
structure influences the degree to which authority and accountability are centralized
or distributed.

▶

Distributed project teams. A global project workforce is more common today than in the
past. In spite of the best efforts to connect people virtually, it can be challenging to create
the same level of collaboration and relatedness that is achieved when working face to face.
To minimize the pitfalls of distributed project teams, technology can be used to increase
and improve communication. Examples include:

▹
▹
▹
▹
▹
▹
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Ensure there are collaboration sites for working together.
Have a project team site to keep all relevant project and project team
information available.
Use audio and video capabilities for meetings.
Use technology to maintain ongoing contact, such as messaging and texting.
Build in time to get to know remote project team members.
Have at least one face-to-face meeting to establish relationships.
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2.2.6 I NTE R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
The Team Performance Domain emphasizes the skills used by project managers and project
team members throughout the project. These skills are woven into all other aspects of the project.
Project team members are called on to demonstrate leadership qualities and skills throughout
the project. Communicating the project vision and benefits to stakeholders while planning and
throughout the life cycle is one example. Another example is employing critical thinking, problem
solving, and decision making while engaging in project work. Accountability for outcomes is
demonstrated throughout the Planning and Measurement Performance Domains.

2.2.7 C H E C KIN G R E SULTS
Table 2-3 identifies the outcomes from effective application of the Team Performance Domain
on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-3. Checking Outcomes—Team Performance Domain

Outcome

Check

Shared ownership

All project team members know the vision and objectives. The project team
owns the deliverables and outcomes of the project.

A high-performing team

The project team trusts each other and collaborates. The project team adapts
to changing situations and is resilient in the face of challenges. The project
team feels empowered and empowers and recognizes members of the
project team.

Applicable leadership and other
interpersonal skills are demonstrated
by all project team members

Project team members apply critical thinking and interpersonal skills. Project
team member leadership styles are appropriate to the project context and
environment.
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2.3 DEVEL O P M E N T AP P RO A C H A N D L I F E C Y C L E
PERF O RM AN C E D O M A I N

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH AND LIFE CYCLE PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Development
Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain
addresses activities and
functions associated
with the development
approach, cadence, and
life cycle phases of the
project.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
Development approaches that are consistent with project
deliverables.
A project life cycle consisting of phases that connect the
delivery of business and stakeholder value from the
beginning to the end of the project.
A project life cycle consisting of phases that facilitate the
delivery cadence and development approach required to
produce the project deliverables.

Figure 2-6. Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance Domain

This performance domain entails establishing the development approach, delivery cadence,
and project life cycle needed to optimize project outcomes.
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The following definitions are relevant to the Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance
Domain:
Deliverable. Any unique and verifiable product, result, or capability to perform a service that is
required to be produced to complete a process, phase, or project.
Development Approach. A method used to create and evolve the product, service, or result during
the project life cycle, such as a predictive, iterative, incremental, adaptive, or hybrid method.
Cadence. A rhythm of activities conducted throughout the project.
Project Phase. A collection of logically related project activities that culminates in the completion
of one or more deliverables.
Project Life Cycle. The series of phases that a project passes through from its start to
its completion.

2.3.1 D E V E LOP ME N T, CAD E NC E, A ND LIF E C YC LE RELAT IO NSHIP
The type of project deliverable(s) determines how it can be developed. The type of deliverable(s)
and the development approach influence the number and cadence for project deliveries. The
deliverable approach and the desired delivery cadence determine the project life cycle and its phases.

2.3.2 D E L IVE RY CAD E N CE
Delivery cadence refers to the timing and frequency of project deliverables. Projects can have
a single delivery, multiple deliveries, or periodic deliveries.
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▶

Single delivery. Projects that have a single delivery deliver at the end of the project. For
example, a process reengineering project may not have any deliveries until near the end of
the project when the new process is rolled out.

▶

Multiple deliveries. Some projects have multiple deliveries. A project may have multiple
components that are delivered at different times throughout the project. A project to
develop a new drug may have multiple deliveries, such as preclinical submissions, Phase 1
trial results, Phase 2 trial results, Phase 3 trial results, registration, and then launch. In this
example, the deliveries are sequential. Some projects have deliveries that are developed
separately rather than sequentially, such as a project to update building security. Deliveries
may include physical barriers to entry, new badges, new key code pads, and so forth. Each
of these is a separate delivery, but they do not need to come in a specific order. All of the
deliveries are concluded before the project is considered to be completed.

▶

Periodic deliveries. Periodic deliveries are like multiple deliveries, but they are on a
fixed delivery schedule, such as monthly or bimonthly. A new software application may
have internal deliveries every two weeks, and then periodically release the deliveries
into the market.

Another delivery option is called continuous delivery. Continuous delivery is the practice of
delivering feature increments immediately to customers, often through the use of small batches
of work and automation technology. Continuous delivery can be used for digital products.
From the product management perspective, the emphasis is on delivering benefits and value
throughout the product life cycle. Similar to a project, there are aspects that are development
oriented. However, similar to a program, there can be many development cycles as well as
maintenance activities. This type of undertaking works better with project teams that are
stable and remain intact. Because the project teams are focused on one product, they can
apply learning about the product, the stakeholders, and the market. This allows the team to
respond to market trends and stay focused on value delivery. This practice is included in several
approaches such as DevOps, #noprojects and Continuous Digital, for example.
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2.3.3 D E V E LOP ME N T AP P R OAC HES
A development approach is the means used to create and evolve the product, service, or result
during the project life cycle. There are different development approaches, and different industries
may use different terms to refer to development approaches. Three commonly used approaches
are predictive, hybrid, and adaptive. As shown in Figure 2-7, these approaches are often viewed as a
spectrum, from the predictive approach on one end of the spectrum, to the adaptive on the other end.

Development Approaches

Predictive

Hybrid

Adaptive

Increasingly Iterative and Incremental

Figure 2-7. Development Approaches

▶

Predictive approach. A predictive approach is useful when the project and product
requirements can be defined, collected, and analyzed at the start of the project. This may
also be referred to as a waterfall approach. This approach may also be used when there
is a significant investment involved and a high level of risk that may require frequent
reviews, change control mechanisms, and replanning between development phases. The
scope, schedule, cost, resource needs, and risks can be well defined in the early phases
of the project life cycle, and they are relatively stable. This development approach allows
the project team to reduce the level of uncertainty early in the project and do much of
the planning up front. Predictive approaches may use proof-of-concept developments to
explore options, but the majority of the project work follows the plans that were developed
near the start of the project. Many times, projects that use this approach have templates
from previous, similar projects.
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A project to develop a new community center might use a predictive approach for the
construction of the grounds and facilities. The scope, schedule, cost, and resources would be
determined up front, and changes would likely be minimal. The construction process would
follow the plans and blueprints.

▶

Hybrid approach. A hybrid development approach is a combination of adaptive and
predictive approaches. This means that some elements from a predictive approach are
used and some from an adaptive approach are used. This development approach is useful
when there is uncertainty or risk around the requirements. Hybrid is also useful when
deliverables can be modularized, or when there are deliverables that can be developed
by different project teams. A hybrid approach is more adaptive than a predictive approach,
but less so than a purely adaptive approach.
Hybrid approaches often use an iterative or incremental development approach. An
iterative approach is useful for clarifying requirements and investigating various options.
An iterative approach may produce sufficient capability to be considered acceptable prior
to the final iteration. An incremental approach is used to produce a deliverable throughout
a series of iterations. Each iteration adds functionality within a predetermined time frame
(a timebox). The deliverable contains the capability to be considered as completed only
after the final iteration.
The differences and interactions between iterative and incremental development are
shown in Figure 2-8.
An example of a hybrid approach could be using an adaptive approach to develop a
product that has significant uncertainty associated with the requirements. However, the
deployment of the product can be done using a predictive approach. Another example is
a project with two main deliverables where one deliverable is developed using an adaptive
approach and the other using a predictive approach.
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Voice
Transcription

Iterative
Try different
ideas to
clarify scope,
approach, and
requirements
Customer:
I need a
method to
capture ideas
that might
change.

Feedback and adapt

Feedback and adapt

Feedback and adapt

Feedback and adapt

Feedback and adapt

Feedback and adapt

Incremental
Progressively
develop features
and functions

Figure 2-8. Iterative and Incremental Development
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As part of the community center, a project to establish senior services could be developed and
deployed iteratively. For example, the first iteration could be a Meals on Wheels program. This
could be followed by a transportation service, then group outings and events, caregiver relief,
adult day care, and so forth. Each service would be complete on its own and could be deployed
when it was available. Each additional service would improve and increase the senior services
for the community.
A project to establish training for community action patrol volunteers could use an incremental
approach. The training, comprised of basic training, logistics training, and patrol training, can
be developed by different people. It can be developed at the same time in modules, or one
module can be developed, feedback gathered, and then subsequent modules can be developed.
However, the community action patrol training program will only be complete after all the
modules are developed, integrated, and deployed.

▶

Adaptive approach. Adaptive approaches are useful when requirements are subject to
a high level of uncertainty and volatility and are likely to change throughout the project. A
clear vision is established at the start of the project, and the initial known requirements are
refined, detailed, changed, or replaced in accordance with user feedback, the environment,
or unexpected events.
Adaptive approaches use iterative and incremental approaches. However, on the far side
of the adaptive methods, the iterations tend to get shorter and the product is more likely
to evolve based on stakeholder feedback.
While agility is a wide mindset that is broader than a development framework, agile
approaches can be considered adaptive. Some agile approaches entail iterations that are
1 to 2 weeks in duration with a demonstration of the accomplishments at the end of each
iteration. The project team is very engaged with the planning for each iteration. The project
team will determine the scope they can achieve based on a prioritized backlog, estimate the
work involved, and work collaboratively throughout the iteration to develop the scope.
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The community center will need a website so community members can access information
from their home computer, phone, or tablet. The high-level requirements, design, and page
layouts can be defined up front. An initial set of information can be deployed on the website.
User feedback, new services, and internal stakeholder needs would provide content for a
backlog. The backlog information would be prioritized, and the web team would develop and
deploy new content. As new requirements and new scope emerge, the estimates for the work
would be developed, the work would be done, and once tested, it would be demonstrated for
stakeholders. If approved, the work would be deployed to the website.

2.3.4 C O NSIDE R ATION S FOR SELEC T ING A DEVELO PMENT A PPRO A C H
There are several factors that influence the selection of a development approach. They can
be divided into categories of the product, service, or result; the project; and the organization. The
following subsections describe the variables associated with each category.

2.3.4.1 Product, Service, or Result
There are many variables associated with the nature of the product, service, or result that
influence the development approach. The following list outlines some of the variables to consider
when selecting the development approach.
▶

Degree of innovation. Deliverables where the scope and requirements are well
understood, that the project team has worked with before, and that allow for planning
up front are well suited to a predictive approach. Deliverables that have a high degree of
innovation or where the project team does not have experience are better suited to a more
adaptive approach.

▶

Requirements certainty. When the requirements are well known and easy to define, a
predictive approach fits well. When requirements are uncertain, volatile, or complex and are
expected to evolve throughout the project, a more adaptive approach may be a better fit.
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▶

Scope stability. If the scope of the deliverable is stable and not likely to change, a predictive
approach is useful. If the scope is expected to have many changes, an approach that is closer
to the adaptive side of the spectrum can be useful.

▶

Ease of change. Related to the requirements certainty and the scope stability, if the nature
of the deliverable makes it difficult to manage and incorporate changes, then a predictive
approach is best. Deliverables that can adapt easily to change can use an approach that is
more adaptive.

▶

Delivery options. As described in Section 2.3.2 on Delivery Cadence, the nature of the
deliverable and whether it can be delivered in components influences the development
approach. Products, services, or results that can be developed and/or delivered in pieces
are aligned with incremental, iterative, or adaptive approaches. Some large projects
may be planned using a predictive approach, but there may be some pieces that can be
developed and delivered incrementally.

▶

Risk. Products that are inherently high risk require analysis before choosing the
development approach. Some high-risk products may require significant up-front planning
and rigorous processes to reduce threats. Other products can reduce risk by building them
modularly and adapting the design and development based on learning to take advantage
of emerging opportunities or reduce the exposure to threats.

▶

Safety requirements. Products that have rigorous safety requirements often use a
predictive approach as there is a need for significant up-front planning to ensure that all
the safety requirements are identified, planned for, created, integrated, and tested.

▶

Regulations. Environments that have significant regulatory oversight may need to use a
predictive approach due to the required process, documentation, and demonstration needs.

2.3.4.2 Project
Project variables that influence the development approach are centered around stakeholders,
schedule constraints, and funding availability.
▶

40

Stakeholders. Projects that use adaptive methods require significant stakeholder
involvement throughout the process. Certain stakeholders, such as the product owner,
play a substantial role in establishing and prioritizing work.
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▶

Schedule constraints. If there is a need to deliver something early, even if it is not
a finished product, an iterative or adaptive approach is beneficial.

▶

Funding availability. Projects that work in an environment of funding uncertainty can
benefit from an adaptive or iterative approach. A minimum viable product can be released
with less investment than an elaborate product. This allows for market testing or market
capture with minimum investment. Further investments can be made based on the market
response to the product or service.

2.3.4.3 Organization
Organizational variables such as the structure, culture, capability, project team size, and
location influence the development approach.
▶

Organizational structure. An organizational structure that has many levels, a rigid
reporting structure, and substantial bureaucracy frequently uses a predictive approach.
Projects that use adaptive methods tend to have a flat structure and may operate with selforganizing project teams.

▶

Culture. A predictive approach fits better in an organization with a culture of managing
and directing, where the work is planned out and progress is measured against baselines.
Adaptive approaches fit better within an organization that emphasizes project team selfmanagement.

▶

Organizational capability. Transitioning from predictive development approaches to
adaptive approaches and then to using agile methods is more than just stating that the
organization will now be agile. It entails shifting the mindset starting at the executive level
throughout the organization. Organizational policies, ways of working, reporting structure,
and attitude should all be aligned in order to employ adaptive methods successfully.

▶

Project team size and location. Adaptive approaches, especially agile methods, often
work better with project teams of 7 ± 2. Adaptive approaches also favor project teams that
are located in the same physical space. Large project teams and project teams that are
mostly virtual may do better by using an approach that is closer to the predictive side of the
spectrum. However, there are approaches that seek to scale up the adaptive approaches to
work with large and dispersed project teams.
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2.3.5 L I F E CY CLE AN D P H ASE DEF INIT IO NS
The type and number of project phases in a project life cycle depend upon many variables,
chief among them the delivery cadence and the development approach, as described previously.
Examples of phases in a life cycle include:
▶

Feasibility. This phase determines if the business case is valid and if the organization has
the capability to deliver the intended outcome.

▶

Design. Planning and analysis lead to the design of the project deliverable that will be
developed.

▶

Build. Construction of the deliverable with integrated quality assurance activities is
conducted.

▶

Test. Final quality review and inspection of deliverables are carried out before transition,
go-live, or acceptance by the customer.

▶

Deploy. Project deliverables are put into use and transitional activities required for
sustainment, benefits realization, and organizational change management are completed.

▶

Close. The project is closed, project knowledge and artifacts are archived, project team
members are released, and contracts are closed.

Project phases often have a phase gate review (also known as stage gate) to check that the
desired outcomes or exit criteria for the phase have been achieved before proceeding to the next
phase. Exit criteria may tie to acceptance criteria for deliverables, contractual obligations, meeting
specific performance targets, or other tangible measures.
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Figure 2-9 shows a life cycle where one phase finishes before the next one begins. This type of
life cycle would fit well with a predictive development approach since each phase is only performed
once, and each phase focuses on a particular type of work. However, there are situations, such as
adding scope, a change in requirements, or a change in the market that cause phases to be repeated.

Sample Predictive Life Cycle
Feasibility
Design
Build
Test
Deploy
Close

Figure 2-9. Sample Predictive Life Cycle
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Figure 2-10 shows a life cycle with an incremental development approach. There are three
iterations of plan, design, and build shown in this example. Each subsequent build would add
functionality to the initial build.

Sample Life Cycle with an Incremental Development Approach
Concept

Plan

Plan

Design

Plan

Design

Build

Design

Build

Build

Close

Figure 2-10. Life Cycle with an Incremental Development Approach
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Figure 2-11 shows a life cycle using an adaptive development approach. At the end of each
iteration (sometimes known as a sprint), the customer reviews a functional deliverable. At the review,
the key stakeholders provide feedback, and the project team updates the project backlog of features
and functions to prioritize for the next iteration.

Life Cycle Using Adaptive Development Approach
Define Project
and
Product Vision

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Feedback
Backlog
Prioritization

Iteration 3

Feedback
Backlog
Prioritization

Figure 2-11. Life Cycle with Adaptive Development Approach

This approach can be modified for use in continuous delivery situations, as described in
Section 2.3.2 on Delivery Cadence.

Several adaptive methodologies, including agile, use flow-based scheduling, which does not use
a life cycle or phases. One goal is to optimize the flow of deliveries based on resource capacity,
materials, and other inputs. Another goal is to minimize time and resource waste and optimize
the efficiency of processes and the throughput of deliverables. Projects that use these practices
and methods usually adopt them from the Kanban scheduling system used in lean and just-intime scheduling approaches.
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2.3.6 A L I GN IN G OF DE LIVE RY C A DENC E, DEVELO PMENT A PPRO A C H,
A ND LIFE CY CLE
The community center examples described in Section 2.3.3 will be revisited to demonstrate
how the delivery cadence, development approach, and life cycle fit together. In this example, there
are four products and services: the building, the community action patrol (CAP) training, the senior
services, and the website. Table 2-4 describes the delivery cadence and the development approach.

Table 2-4. Delivery Cadence and Development Approach

Deliverable

Delivery Cadence

Development Approach

Building

Single delivery

Predictive

Senior services

Multiple deliveries

Iterative

Website

Periodic deliveries

Adaptive

Community action patrol training

Multiple deliveries

Incremental

Based on this information, a potential life cycle might be:
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▶

Start Up. Entry criteria for this phase are that the business case has been approved and
the project charter has been authorized. In this phase, the high-level roadmap is developed,
initial funding requirements are established, project team and resource requirements are
defined, a milestone schedule is created, and planning for a procurement strategy is defined.
These deliverables should be complete prior to exiting the start-up phase. Exit criteria will be
reviewed at an origination phase gate review.

▶

Plan. In this phase, the high-level information for the building is decomposed into detailed
plans. A detailed design document for the CAP training is completed. An analysis of the
senior services offering is completed along with a gap analysis. The initial wireframe for
the website is created. These deliverables should be complete prior to exiting the planning
phase. Exit criteria will be reviewed at a planning phase gate review.
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▶

Development. This phase will overlap with the test and deploy phases since the
deliverables have different delivery cadences and different approaches. The website will
have early deliveries to inform the public of the progress for the community center. Some
senior services and the CAP training may begin prior to the opening of the community
center. Each deliverable may have a separate review prior to entering the testing phase.

▶

Test. This phase will overlap with the development and deploy phases. The type of test
will depend on the deliverable. This phase includes inspections for the building, a beta
delivery of the CAP courses, small-scale trials for the senior services, and operating in a
test environment for each release for the website. Each deliverable will go through the
applicable testing prior to moving to the deploy phase.

▶

Deploy. This phase will overlap with the development and test phases. The first deployment
of the website may be somewhat early in the project. Activities in this phase will iterate as
more deliverables become available. The final deployment for the project will be the opening
of the community center. Ongoing updates to the website and the senior services will be
part of operations once the community center is open.

▶

Close. This phase takes place periodically as deliverables are completed. When the initial
website has been deployed, project personnel (including contractors) will be released and
retrospectives or lessons learned for each deliverable will be completed. When the entire
project is done, information from the various phase gate reviews and an overall evaluation
of project performance compared to baselines will be conducted. Prior to final closeout,
the project charter and the business case will be reviewed to determine if the deliverables
achieved the intended benefits and value.
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Figure 2-12 shows a possible life cycle for the community center project. The start-up and
planning phases are sequential. The development, test, and deploy phases overlap because
the different deliverables will be developed, tested, and deployed at different times, and some
deliverables will have multiple deliveries. The development phase is shown in more detail to
demonstrate different timing and delivery cadence. The test phase cadence would follow the
development phase cadence. The deliveries are shown in the deploy phase.

Community Center Life Cycle

Origination
Review

Planning
Review

Start Up
Plan

Development
Community
Center Open

Test
Deploy
Website
Release 1

Senior
Offerings

Community Action
Patrol Training Launch

Close

Website Development and Deliveries
Senior Service Iterations
Senior Service
Release 1

Senior Service
Release 2

Senior Service
Release 3

Senior Service
Release 4

KEY:
Milestone

Community Action Patrol Training Increments
Module 1:
Basic Training

Module 2:
Logistics Training

Module 3:
Patrol Training

Deliveries
Integration

Community Center Construction

Figure 2-12. Community Center Life Cycle
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What’s in a Name? Not all project practitioners differentiate between the development
approach and the life cycle. Some practitioners will say a project follows an agile life cycle when
they are actually talking about the development approach. Some practitioners refer to predictive
approaches as waterfall. Adaptive development approaches may also be known as evolutionary
approaches.
Because project management is evolving, the language used continues to evolve. The best
way to understand what a person is referring to is to determine how they are developing
deliverables and ask them the names of the phases in the life cycle. This can help frame the
project and understand how people are using terms.

2.3.7 I NTE R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
The Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance Domain interacts with the
Stakeholder, Planning, Uncertainty, Delivery, Project Work, and Team Performance Domains. The
life cycle selected impacts the way in which planning is undertaken. Predictive life cycles undertake
the bulk of the planning up front and then continue to replan by using rolling wave planning and
progressive elaboration. Plans are also updated as threats and opportunities materialize.
The development approach and delivery cadence is one way to reduce uncertainty on projects.
A deliverable that has a lot of risk associated with meeting regulatory requirements may choose a
predictive approach to build in extra testing, documentation, and robust processes and procedures.
A deliverable that has a lot of risk associated with stakeholder acceptance may choose an iterative
approach and release a minimum viable product to the market to get feedback before developing
additional features and functions.
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The Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance Domain has significant overlap with
the Delivery Performance Domain when considering delivery cadence and development approach.
The delivery cadence is one of the main drivers of delivering value in alignment with the business
case and the benefits realization plans. Eliciting the product requirements and meeting the quality
requirements as described in the Delivery Performance Domain have a significant influence on the
development approach.
The Team Performance Domain and the Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance
Domain interact when it comes to project team capabilities and project team leadership skills. The
project team’s way of working and the project manager’s style vary significantly depending on the
development approach. A predictive approach usually entails more emphasis on up-front planning,
measurement, and control. On the other end of the spectrum, an adaptive approach, especially
when using agile methods, requires more of a servant leadership style and may have self-managing
project teams.

2.3.8 M E ASUR IN G OUTCOM E S
Table 2-5 identifies the outcomes on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-5. Checking Outcomes—Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance Domain

Outcome

50

Check

Development approaches that are
consistent with project deliverables

The development approach for deliverables (predictive, hybrid, or adaptive)
reflects the product variables and is appropriate given the project and
organizational variables.

A project life cycle consisting of
phases that connect the delivery of
business and stakeholder value
from the beginning to the end of
the project

Project work from launch to close is represented in the project phases.
Phases include appropriate exit criteria.

Project life cycle phases that
facilitate the delivery cadence and
development approach required to
produce the project deliverables

The cadence for development, testing, and deploying is represented in the life
cycle phases. Projects with multiple deliverables that have different delivery
cadences and development methods are represented by overlapping phases
or phase repetitions, as necessary.
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2.4 PL A N N IN G P E RFO RM A NC E DO M A I N
Planning organizes, elaborates, and coordinates project work throughout the project.

PLANNING PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Planning Performance
Domain addresses
activities and functions
associated with the initial,
ongoing, and evolving
organization and
coordination necessary
for delivering project
deliverables and
outcomes.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
The project progresses in an organized, coordinated, and
deliberate manner.
There is a holistic approach to delivering the project
outcomes.
Evolving information is elaborated to produce the
deliverables and outcomes for which the project was
undertaken.
Time spent planning is appropriate for the situation.
Planning information is sufficient to manage stakeholder
expectations.
There is a process for the adaptation of plans throughout
the project based on emerging and changing needs or
conditions.

Figure 2-13. Planning Performance Domain
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The following definitions are relevant to the Planning Performance Domain:
Estimate. A quantitative assessment of the likely amount or outcome of a variable, such as
project costs, resources, effort, or durations.
Accuracy. Within the quality management system, accuracy is an assessment of correctness.
Precision. Within the quality management system, precision is an assessment of exactness.
Crashing. A method used to shorten the schedule duration for the least incremental cost
by adding resources.
Fast Tracking. A schedule compression method in which activities or phases normally done
in sequence are performed in parallel for at least a portion of their duration.
Budget. The approved estimate for the project or any work breakdown structure (WBS)
component or any schedule activity.

2.4.1 P L A NN IN G OVE R VIE W
The purpose of planning is to proactively develop an approach to create the project
deliverables. The project deliverables drive the outcomes the project was undertaken to achieve.
High-level planning may begin prior to project authorization. The project team progressively
elaborates initial project documents, such as a vision statement, project charter, business case,
or similar documents to identify or define a coordinated path to achieve the desired outcomes.
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It is becoming more common for initial planning to consider social and environmental impacts
in addition to the financial impacts (sometimes referred to as the triple bottom line). This may
take the form of a product life cycle assessment which evaluates the potential environmental
impacts of a product, process, or system. The product life cycle assessment informs the design
of products and processes. It considers the impacts of materials and processes with regards to
sustainability, toxicity, and the environment.

The amount of time spent planning, both up front and throughout the project, should be
determined by the circumstances. It is inefficient to spend more time planning than is needed.
Therefore, the information gained from planning should be sufficient to move forward in an
appropriate manner but not more detailed than necessary. Project teams use planning artifacts to
confirm stakeholder expectations and provide stakeholders with the information they need to make
decisions, take action, and maintain alignment between the project and stakeholders.

2.4.2 P L A NN IN G VAR IABLE S
Because each project is unique, the amount, timing, and frequency of planning varies. Variables
that influence how project planning is conducted include, but are not limited to:
▶

Development approach. The development approach can influence how, how much, and
when planning is conducted. Examples include:

▹

A specific phase for planning or organizing early in the life cycle. In these situations, much
of the planning is performed up front. The initial plans are progressively elaborated with
more detail throughout the project, but there is little change to the original scope.

▹

An approach with high-level planning up front, followed by a design phase where
prototyping is used. After the project team and stakeholders agree to the design,
the project team completes more detailed planning.

▹

Adaptive approaches where the project team conducts iterations. Some planning
occurs up front to establish release plans and further planning occurs at the
beginning of each iteration.
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▶

Project deliverables. Often the project deliverables necessitate planning in a specific way.
Construction projects require significant up-front planning to account for design, approvals,
materials purchasing, logistics, and delivery. Product development or high-technology
projects may use continuous and adaptive planning to allow for evolution and changes
based on stakeholder feedback and technological advances.

▶

Organizational requirements. Organizational governance, policies, procedures, processes,
and culture may require project managers to produce specific planning artifacts.

▶

Market conditions. Product development projects can take place in a highly competitive
environment. In these situations, project teams can undertake a minimum amount of
up-front planning as the emphasis is on speed to market. The cost of delay that extensive
planning entails exceeds the risk of potential rework.

▶

Legal or regulatory restrictions. Regulatory agencies or statutes may require specific
planning documents before granting an authorization to proceed or to secure approval to
release the project deliverable into the market.

2.4.2.1 Delivery
Planning begins with understanding the business case, stakeholder requirements, and the
project and product scope. Product scope is the features and functions that characterize a product,
service, or result. Project scope is the work performed to deliver a product, service, or result with the
specified features and functions.
Predictive planning approaches start with the high-level project deliverables up front and
decompose them into more detail. This approach can employ a scope statement and/or a work
breakdown structure (WBS) to decompose the scope into lower levels of detail.
Projects that use iterative or incremental approaches can have high-level themes or epics
that are decomposed into features, which are then further decomposed into user stories and
other backlog items. Work that is unique, significant, risky, or novel can be prioritized to reduce the
uncertainty associated with project scope at the start of the project before significant investment has
taken place. Project teams plan routine work based on the concept of last responsible moment. This
approach defers a decision to allow the project team to consider multiple options until the cost of
further delay would exceed the benefit. It reduces waste by not expending time in developing plans
for work that may change or may not be needed.
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2.4.2.2 Estimating
Planning entails developing estimates for work effort, duration, costs, people, and physical
resources. Estimates are a quantitative assessment of the likely amount or outcome of a variable,
such as project costs, resources, effort, or duration. As the project evolves, the estimates can change
based on current information and circumstances. The project’s phase in the life cycle impacts four
aspects associated with estimating:
▶

Range. Estimates tend to have a broad range at the start of the project when there is not
much information about the project and product scope, stakeholders, requirements, risks,
and other information. Figure 2-14 shows a range of -25 to +75% at the start of exploring
a project opportunity. Projects that are well along in their life cycle may have an estimating
range of -5 to +10%.

▶

Accuracy. Accuracy refers to the correctness of an estimate. Accuracy is linked to range
in that the lower the accuracy, the larger the potential range of values. An estimate
at the start of the project will have less accuracy than one that is developed halfway
through the project.

▶

Precision. Precision is different from accuracy (see Figure 2-15). Precision refers to the
degree of exactness associated with the estimate. For example, an estimate of 2 days is
more precise than “sometime this week.” The precision of estimates should be compatible
with the desired accuracy.

▶

Confidence. Confidence increases with experience. Experience working on a previous,
similar project can help with the level of confidence required. For new and evolving
technology components, the confidence in estimates is expected to be low.
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Figure 2-14. Estimate Range Decreases over Time
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Figure 2-15. Low Accuracy, High Precision
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There are different ways of presenting and/or adjusting estimates:
▶

Deterministic and probabilistic estimating. Deterministic estimates, also known as
point estimates, present a single number or amount, such as 36 months.
Probabilistic estimates include a range of estimates along with the associated probabilities
within the range. They can be developed manually by (a) developing a weighted average
based on multiple likely outcomes, or (b) running a simulation to develop a probability
analysis of a particular outcome, usually in terms of cost or schedule.

A probabilistic estimate derived from a computer simulation has three associated factors:
1. A point estimate with a range such as 36 months +3 months/-1 month.
2. A statement of confidence such as a 95% confidence level.
3. A probability distribution describing the dispersion of the data within and around the given range.
Together these three items form a complete metric describing a probabilistic estimate.

▶

Absolute and relative estimating. Absolute estimates are specific information and use
actual numbers. An absolute estimate for effort might be shown as 120 hours of work. One
person working full time could accomplish the work in 15 workdays, assuming 8 hours of
productivity per workday.
While absolute estimates are specific, relative estimates are shown in comparison to other
estimates. Relative estimates only have meaning within a given context.
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One form of relative estimating is planning poker. In planning poker, the project team performing
the work comes to a consensus on the effort that is necessary to deliver value. Using story
points to estimate work could result in 64 story points being assigned for that work. New work
is estimated using the amount of estimated work compared to points assigned to previous work.
Therefore, new work effort is compared to previously known work effort.

▶

Flow-based estimating. Flow-based estimates are developed by determining the cycle
time and throughput. Cycle time is the total elapsed time it takes one unit to get through a
process. Throughput is the number of items that can complete a process in a given amount
of time. These two numbers can provide an estimate to complete a specified quantity of work.

▶

Adjusting estimates for uncertainty. Estimates are inherently uncertain. Uncertainty
by definition is associated with risk. Key deliverable dates or budget estimates may
be adjusted, or contingency time or funds may be added, based on the outcomes
of a simulation conducted to establish the range of uncertainty for these parameters.

2.4.2.3 Schedules
A schedule is a model for executing the project’s activities, including durations, dependencies,
and other planning information. Schedule planning can use predictive or adaptive approaches.
Predictive approaches follow a stepwise process as follows:
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▶

Step 1. Decompose the project scope into specific activities.

▶

Step 2. Sequence related activities.

▶

Step 3. Estimate the effort, duration, people, and physical resources required to complete
the activities.

▶

Step 4. Allocate people and resources to the activities based on availability.

▶

Step 5. Adjust the sequence, estimates, and resources until an agreed-upon schedule
is achieved.
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If the schedule model does not meet the initial desired end date, schedule compression
methods are applied. Crashing is a schedule compression method that seeks to shorten the duration
for the least incremental cost. Crashing can include adding people to activities, working overtime, or
paying to expedite deliveries.
Fast tracking is a schedule compression method in which activities or tasks that are normally
done in sequence are performed in parallel, at least for a portion of their duration. Fast tracking
often entails applying leads and lags along a network path. A lead is where the work of a successor
activity is accelerated, such as starting a successor activity before the predecessor has finished. In
Figure 2-16, there is a lead between the finish of Task 2 and the start of Task 4.
A lag is a delay of a successor activity. An example of using a lag would be changing the type
of relationship between activities, and then applying a lag. For example, rather than waiting for an
activity to finish before the next one starts (a finish-to-start relationship), change the relationship
to have the end of the successor activity finish a determined amount of time after the end of the
predecessor (a finish-to-finish relationship). The network logic would show a lag between the finish
of the predecessor and the finish of the successor activities. There is an example of a finish-to-finish
relationship with a lag in Figure 2-16 between Task 8 and Task 7. A lag can also be applied between
the start of one activity and the start of another activity (a start-to-start relationship).
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Figure 2-16. Fast Tracking Examples

When compressing the schedule, it is important to determine the nature of the dependencies
between activities. Some activities cannot be fast tracked due to the nature of the work—others can.
The four types of dependencies are:
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▶

Mandatory dependency. A relationship that is contractually required or inherent in the
nature of the work. This type of dependency usually cannot be modified.

▶

Discretionary dependency. A relationship that is based on best practices or project
preferences. This type of dependency may be modifiable.

▶

External dependency. A relationship between project activities and non-project activities.
This type of dependency usually cannot be modified.

▶

Internal dependency. A relationship between one or more project activities. This type
of dependency may be modifiable.
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Adaptive schedule planning uses incremental planning. One such scheduling approach is
based on iterations and releases (see Figure 2-17). A high-level release plan is developed that
indicates the basic features and functionality to be included in each release. Within each release,
there will be two or more iterations. Each iteration adds business and/or stakeholder value. Value
may include features, risk reduction, experimentation, or other ways of delivering or protecting
value. The planning for the work in future releases is kept at a high level so the project team does
not engage in planning that could change based on feedback from earlier releases.

Product vision drives
product roadmap

Release 1

Release 2

Release 3

Product roadmap
drives release plans
Release Plan
Release plan
establishes
the iterations

Iteration plans
schedule feature
development
Prioritized features
delivered by user
stories (estimated
in story points)
Tasks (estimated in
hours) created to
deliver user stories

Iteration 0

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration n

Iteration Plan
Feature A

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

(User Story 1)

(User Story 2)

(User Story 3)

(User Story 4)

(User Story 5)

Task A

5 Hours

Task B

8 Hours

Task C

4 Hours

Task D

12 Hours

Figure 2-17. Release and Iteration Plan
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Adaptive approaches often use timeboxes. The work in each timebox is based on a prioritized
backlog. The project team determines the amount of work they can do in each timebox, estimates
the work, and self-manages to accomplish the work. At the end of the timebox, the project team
demonstrates the work completed. At that point, the backlog and estimates of work available to be
done may be updated or reprioritized for the next timebox.
Determining the schedule involves using the information in the estimating section to determine
overall duration and effort estimates. Regardless of the scheduling approach used, the relationship
between effort and duration needs to be addressed. Some activities are effort driven, which means
that the duration can be reduced by adding people. This approach can work up to a point, after
which adding people might actually extend duration. Framing a building is effort driven. If more
people are added, the duration can be reduced. Some activities are fixed duration, such as running
a test or conducting employee training.
The nature of the work determines if and how much the duration can be reduced by adding
people before increasing the time due to coordination, communication, conflict, and potential rework.
There is no fixed formula to determine the reduction in duration due to the addition of people.

2.4.2.4 Budget
The project budget evolves from the agreed estimates for the project. The information in
Section 2.4.2.2 on Estimating is applied to project costs to develop cost estimates. Cost estimates
are then aggregated to develop the cost baseline. The cost baseline is often allocated across the
project schedule to reflect when the costs will be incurred. This practice allows project managers to
balance the funds approved in a specific budget period with the scheduled work. If there are funding
limitations for a budget period, the work may need to be rescheduled to meet those limitations.
The project budget should include contingency reserve funds to allow for uncertainty.
Contingency reserves are set aside to implement a risk response or to respond to risk events
should they occur.
Management reserves are set aside for unexpected activities related to in-scope work. Depending
on the organization’s policies and organizational structure, management reserves may be managed
by the project, the sponsor, product owner, or the PMO at the program and portfolio level. Figure 2-18
shows the budget build up.
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Management
Reserve
Contingency
Reserve

Cost
Baseline

Total Amount

Work Cost
Estimates

Project
Budget

Project Budget Component

Figure 2-18. Budget Build Up

2.4.3 P R OJ E CT TE AM COM P O SIT IO N A ND ST RU C T U RE
Planning for project team2 composition begins with identifying the skill sets required to accomplish
the project work. This entails evaluating not only the skills, but also the level of proficiency and years
of experience in similar projects.
There are different cost structures associated with using internal project team members versus
securing them from outside the organization. The benefit that outside skills bring to the project are
weighed against the costs that will be incurred.

2
This topic is about planning for the project team. Topics associated with project team leadership are addressed
in the Team Performance Domain.
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When planning for the project team, the project manager considers the ability and necessity for
the project team to work in the same location. Small project teams that can work in the same room
are able to take advantage of osmotic communication and can solve problems as they arise. Some
project teams are physically dispersed. Project team members may be in different cities, time zones,
or countries. On projects where project team members work virtually, more time is spent connecting
people through technology.

2.4.4 C O MM UN ICATION
Communication planning overlaps with stakeholder identification, analysis, prioritization, and
engagement as described in the Stakeholder Performance Domain (Section 2.1). Communication is
the most important factor in engaging with stakeholders effectively. Planning communication for the
project entails considering the following:
▶

Who needs information?

▶

What information does each stakeholder need?

▶

Why should information be shared with stakeholders?

▶

What is the best way to provide information?

▶

When and how often is information needed?

▶

Who has the information needed?

There may be different categories of information, such as internal and external, sensitive
and public, or general and detailed. Analyzing the stakeholders, information needs, and categories
of information provides the foundation for establishing the communications processes and plans
for the project.
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2.4.5 P H Y SICAL R E SOUR CE S
Physical resources apply to any resource that is not a person. It can include materials,
equipment, software, testing environments, licenses, and so forth. Planning for physical resources
entails estimating, as described in Section 2.4.2.2, as well as supply chain, logistics, and management.
Projects with significant physical resources, such as engineering and construction projects, will need
to plan for procurement activities to acquire the resources. This may be as simple as utilizing a basic
ordering agreement or as complicated as managing, coordinating, and integrating several large
procurement activities.
Planning for physical resources includes taking into account lead time for delivery, movement,
storage, and disposition of materials, as well as a means to track material inventory from arrival on
site to delivery of an integrated product. Project teams whose projects require significant physical
materials think and plan strategically about the timing from order, to delivery, to usage. This can
include evaluation of bulk ordering versus cost of storage, global logistics, sustainability, and
integrating management of physical assets with the rest of the project.

2.4.6 P R OCUR E ME N T
Procurements can happen at any time during a project. However, up-front planning helps
to set expectations that ensure the procurement process is performed smoothly. Once the highlevel scope is known, project teams conduct a make-or-buy analysis. This includes identifying
those deliverables and services that will be developed in-house, and those that will be purchased
from external sources. This information impacts the project team and the schedule. Contracting
professionals need advance information on the type of goods needed, when they will be needed,
and any technical specifications required for the procured goods or services.
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2.4.7 C H AN GE S
There will be changes throughout the project. Some changes are a result of a risk event
occurring or a project environment change, some are based on developing a deeper understanding
of requirements, and others are due to customer requests or other reasons. Therefore, project teams
should prepare a process for adapting plans throughout the project. This may take the form of a
change control process, reprioritizing the backlog, or rebaselining the project. Projects that have a
contractual element may need to follow a defined process for contract changes.

2.4.8 M E TR ICS
There is a natural linkage between planning, delivering, and measuring work. That linkage is
metrics. Establishing metrics includes setting the thresholds that indicate whether work performance
is as expected, trending positively or negatively away from expected performance, or unacceptable.
Deciding what to measure and how often is best informed by the phrase “only measure what matters.”
Metrics associated with the product are specific to the deliverables being developed. Metrics
associated with schedule and budget performance are often driven by organizational standards
and are related to a baseline or an approved version of the schedule or budget against which actual
results are compared.
As part of planning, the metrics, baselines, and thresholds for performance are established, as
well as any test and evaluation processes and procedures that will be used to measure performance
to the specification of the project deliverable. The metrics, baselines, and tests are used as the basis
to evaluate variance of actual performance as part of the Measurement Performance Domain.
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2.4.9 A L I GN ME N T
Planning activities and artifacts need to remain integrated throughout the project. This means
that planning for the performance in terms of scope and quality requirements aligns with delivery
commitments, allocated funds, type and availability of resources, the uncertainty inherent in the
project, and stakeholder needs. Project teams can require additional planning artifacts depending
on the type of project. For example, logistics plans will need to integrate with material and delivery
needs, testing plans will need to align with quality and delivery needs, and so forth.
Work on one project often occurs in parallel with other projects in a program or a release.
The timing of the work of a single project should align with the needs of the work on related projects
and the operations work of the organization.
Large projects may combine the planning artifacts into an integrated project management
plan. For smaller projects, a detailed project management plan will be inefficient. Regardless of the
timing, frequency, and degree of planning, the various aspects of the project need to remain aligned
and integrated.

2.4.10 I N T E R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
Planning occurs throughout the project and integrates with each performance domain. At the
start of the project, the expected outcomes are identified and high-level plans to achieve them are
developed. Depending on the selected development approach and life cycle, intensive planning may
be conducted up front, and then plans may be adjusted to reflect the actual environment. Other life
cycles encourage just enough planning at various points throughout the project with the expectation
that plans will evolve.
Throughout the project, planning guides the project work, delivery of outcomes, and business
value. Project teams and stakeholders establish measures of progress and success, and performance
is compared to plans. Uncertainty and planning interact as project teams plan for how to address
uncertainty and risks. Plans may need to be revised or new plans developed to account for events or
conditions that emerge. The project team members, environment, and project details influence plans
for working effectively with the project team and engaging proactively with stakeholders.
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2.4.11 CH ECKIN G R E S ULTS
Table 2-6 identifies the outcomes on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-6. Checking Outcomes—Planning Performance Domain

Outcome
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Check

The project progresses in an
organized, coordinated, and
deliberate manner.

A performance review of project results against the project baselines and
other measurement metrics demonstrates that the project is progressing as
planned. Performance variances are within thresholds.

There is a holistic approach to
delivering the project outcomes.

The delivery schedule, funding, resource availability, procurements, etc.,
demonstrate that the project is planned in a holistic manner with no gaps or
areas of misalignment.

Evolving information is elaborated
to produce the deliverables and
outcomes for which the project was
undertaken.

Initial information about deliverables and requirements compared to current
information demonstrates appropriate elaboration. Current information
compared to the business case indicates the project will produce the
deliverables and outcomes it was undertaken to deliver.

Time spent planning is appropriate
for the situation.

Project plans and documents demonstrate that the level of planning is
appropriate for the project.

Planning information is sufficient to
manage stakeholder expectations.

The communications management plan and stakeholder information indicate
that the communications are sufficient to manage stakeholder expectations.

There is a process for the
adaptation of plans throughout the
project, based on emerging and
changing needs or conditions.

Projects using a backlog show the adaptation of plans throughout the project.
Projects using a change control process have change logs and documentation
from change control board meetings that demonstrate the change control
process is being applied.
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2.5 PR OJ E C T W O RK P E RFO R M A N C E DO M A I N

PROJECT WORK PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Project Work
Performance Domain
addresses activities and
functions associated with
establishing project
processes, managing
physical resources, and
fostering a learning
environment.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
Efficient and effective project performance.
Project processes are appropriate for the project and the
environment.
Appropriate communication with stakeholders.
Efficient management of physical resources.
Effective management of procurements.
Improved team capability due to continuous learning and
process improvement.

Figure 2-19. Project Work Performance Domain

Project work is associated with establishing the processes and performing the work to enable
the project team to deliver the expected deliverables and outcomes.
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The following definitions are relevant to the Project Work Performance Domain:
Bid Documents. All documents used to solicit information, quotations, or proposals from
prospective sellers.
Bidder Conference. The meetings with prospective sellers prior to the preparation of a bid
or proposal to ensure all prospective vendors have a clear and common understanding of the
procurement. Also known as contractor conferences, vendor conferences, or pre-bid conferences.
Explicit Knowledge. Knowledge that can be codified using symbols such as words, numbers,
and pictures.
Tacit Knowledge. Personal knowledge that can be difficult to articulate and share such as
beliefs, experience, and insights.

Project work keeps the project team focused and project activities running smoothly. This
includes but is not limited to:
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▶

Managing the flow of existing work, new work, and changes to work;

▶

Keeping the project team focused;

▶

Establishing efficient project systems and processes;

▶

Communicating with stakeholders;

▶

Managing material, equipment, supplies, and logistics;

▶

Working with contracting professionals and vendors to plan and manage procurements
and contracts;

▶

Monitoring changes that can affect the project; and

▶

Enabling project learning and knowledge transfer.
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2.5.1 P R OJ E CT P R OCE SS E S
The project manager and the project team establish and periodically review the processes
the project team is using to conduct the work. This can take the form of reviewing task boards to
determine if there are bottlenecks in the process, if work is flowing at the expected rate, and if there
are any impediments that are blocking progress.
Process tailoring can be used to optimize the process for the needs of the project. In general,
large projects have more process compared to small projects, and critical projects have more process
than less significant projects. Tailoring takes into consideration the demands of the environment.
Ways of optimizing the processes for the environment include:
▶

Lean production methods. Lean production uses techniques such as value stream
mapping to measure the ratio of value-adding activities and non-value-adding activities.
The metrics calculated form a basis and measurement system for identifying and removing
waste from production systems.

▶

Retrospectives or lessons learned. These meetings provide an opportunity for the
project team to review the way in which it works and to suggest changes to improve
process and efficiency.

▶

Where is the next best funding spent? Asking this question can help project teams
determine if they should continue with the current task or move onto the next activity to
optimize value delivery.

Reviewing processes can entail determining if processes are efficient, or if there is waste in
the process that can be eliminated. Time spent tracking conformance to process is time the project
team cannot spend on delivering the outcomes for which the project was commissioned. Therefore,
project teams utilize just enough time reviewing process conformance to maximize the benefits
delivered from the review while still satisfying the governance needs of process.
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Example of non-value-added work. A PMO wants to track the type of work project team
members are doing. They ask the project team to record the type of work they are doing in
specific categories on their time sheets. The time taken to categorize and record their time can
be viewed as non-value-added work.

In addition to being efficient, processes should be effective. This means they need to comply
with quality requirements, regulations, standards, and organizational policies in addition to
producing the desired outcome. Process evaluation can include process audits and quality assurance
activities to ensure processes are being followed and are accomplishing the intended outcomes.

2.5.2 B AL AN CIN G COM P E TING C O NST RA INT S
Successfully leading a project includes understanding the constraints associated with the work.
Constraints can take the form of fixed delivery dates, compliance to regulatory codes, a predetermined
budget, quality policies, considerations of the triple bottom line, and so forth. The constraints may shift
and change throughout the project. A new stakeholder requirement may entail expanding the schedule
and budget. A reduction in budget may entail relaxing a quality requirement or reducing scope.
Balancing these shifting constraints, while maintaining stakeholder satisfaction, is an ongoing
project activity. At times, it may include meeting with the customer, sponsor, or product owner to
present alternatives and implications. Other times, the decisions and potential variances may be
within the project team’s authority to make trade-offs to deliver the end result. Either way, this
balancing activity is ongoing throughout the project.
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2.5.3 M A I NTAIN IN G P R OJ E CT T EA M F O C U S
Project managers have a responsibility for assessing and balancing the project team focus and
attention. This involves evaluating short- and long-term projections of progress toward delivery goals.
Leading the project team includes balancing the workload and assessing if project team members
are satisfied with their work so they remain motivated. To maximize business and stakeholder value
delivered throughout the project, project team attention needs to be kept in a healthy balance. Leading
with a goal of maximizing overall delivered value involves focusing on production (delivering value) and
protecting the project team’s production capability (project team health and satisfaction). The goal is to
keep the project team focused on delivering value and maintain awareness of when potential issues,
delays, and cost overruns enter the project.

2.5.4 P R OJ E CT COMMUN ICAT IO NS A ND ENGA GEMENT
Much of the project work is associated with communication and engagement, especially work
associated with maintaining project team member and other stakeholder engagement. As described in
the Stakeholder Performance Domain, communication entails formal and informal communication, in
addition to verbal and written communication. Information can be collected in meetings, conversations,
and by pulling information from electronic repositories. Once collected, it is distributed as indicated in
the project management communications plan.
On a day-to-day basis, there are ad hoc requests for information, presentations, reports, and
other forms of communication. An abundance of ad hoc communication requests may indicate that
the communication planning was not sufficient to meet stakeholder needs. In this situation, further
stakeholder engagement may be necessary to ensure stakeholder information requirements are met.

2.5.5 M A NAG IN G P HY SICAL RESO U RC ES
Some projects require materials and supplies from third parties. Planning, ordering, transporting,
storing, tracking, and controlling these physical resources can take a large amount of time and effort.
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Large amounts of physical resources require an integrated logistics system. This is usually
documented in company policies that are then implemented in projects. A logistics plan describes
how the company policy will be implemented on the project. Supporting documentation includes
estimates for the type of material, basis of estimates, expected usage over time, specifications for
grade, and the time and location for deliveries.
The objectives from a physical resource perspective are to:
▶

Reduce or eliminate the material handling and storage on site,

▶

Eliminate wait times for materials,

▶

Minimize scrap and waste, and

▶

Facilitate a safe work environment.

All of this work is integrated with the master project schedule to provide clear expectations and
communications for all parties involved.

2.5.6 W O RKIN G WITH P R OCU REMENT S
Many projects involve some form of contracting or procurement. Procurement can cover
everything from material, capital equipment, and supplies to solutions, labor, and services. In most
organizations, project managers do not have contracting authority. Rather, they work with contracting
officers or other people with expertise in contracts, laws, and regulations. Organizations usually
have rigorous policies and procedures associated with procurements. The policies identify who has
authority to enter into a contract, the limits of authority, and the processes and procedures that
should be followed.
Prior to conducting a procurement, the project manager and technically qualified project team
members work with contracting professionals to develop the request for proposals (RFP), statement
of work (SOW), terms and conditions, and other necessary documents to go out to bid.
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2.5.6.1 The Bid Process
The bid process includes developing and publicizing bid documents, bidder conferences, and
selecting a bidder.
Bid documents can include:
▶

Request for information. A request for information is used to gather more information
from the market prior to sending out bid documents to a set of selected vendors.

▶

Request for proposal. This bid document is used for complex or complicated scope where
the buyer is looking for the vendor to provide a solution.

▶

Request for quote. This bid document is used when price is the main deciding factor, and
the proposed solution is readily available.

These three types cover the majority of bidding needs. There are other bid documents;
however, they tend to be industry specific.
Once the bid documents are distributed, the buyer generally has a bidder conference to
respond to bidder questions and provide clarifying information. Then the bidders develop their
responses and deliver them to the buyer by the date specified in the bid documents.
Choosing the best vendor, sometimes known as source selection, is often based on a number
of criteria, such as experience, references, price, and timely delivery. These variables may be
weighted to reflect the relative importance of each. The buyer evaluates vendor bids against the
criteria to select an appropriate vendor(s). The buyer and vendor negotiate terms and conditions.
Most everything can be negotiated, from cost to delivery and payment dates, to location of work,
ownership of intellectual property, and so forth.

2.5.6.2 Contracting
Eventually, the parties reach agreement and enter into a contract. The type of contracting
vehicle depends on the size of the purchase, the stability of the scope of work, and the risk
tolerances of the organizations.
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For projects that use an adaptive approach for some deliverables and a predictive approach
for others, a master agreement may be used for the overall contract. The adaptive work may be
placed in an appendix or supplement. This allows the changes to occur on the adaptive scope
without impacting the overall contract.

Once the vendor is selected, the project plans and documents are updated to incorporate
vendor dates, resources, costs, quality requirements, risks, etc. From that point, the vendor becomes
a project stakeholder. Information in the Stakeholders Performance Domain and Measurement
Performance Domain will apply to the vendor(s) throughout the project.
Procurements can take place at any point during the project. All procurement activities are
integrated into the project operations.

2.5.7 M O NITOR IN G N E W WO RK A ND C HA NGES
In adaptive projects, there is an expectation that work will evolve and adapt. As a result, new
work can be added to the product backlog, as needed. However, if more work is added than is being
completed, or if the same amount of work is added that is being completed, the project will continue
without end. The project manager works with the product owner to manage expectations around
adding scope, the implications to the budget, and the availability of project team members. The
product owner prioritizes the project backlog on an ongoing basis so that high-priority items are
completed. If the schedule or budget is constrained, the product owner may consider the project
done when the highest priority items are delivered.
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In predictive projects, the project team actively manages changes to the work to ensure only
approved changes are included in the scope baseline. Any changes to the scope are then accompanied
by appropriate changes to the people, resources, schedule, and budget. Scope changes can add to
uncertainty; therefore, any change requests should be accompanied by an evaluation of any new risks
that are introduced due to the addition to or change in scope. The project manager works with the
change control board and the change requestor to guide change requests through the change control
process. Approved changes are integrated into the applicable project planning documents, product
backlog, and project scope. The changes are also communicated to the appropriate stakeholders.

2.5.8 L E AR N IN G TH R OUG H OUT T HE PRO JEC T
Periodically, the project team may meet to determine what they can do better in the future
(lessons learned) and how they can improve and challenge the process in upcoming iterations
(retrospectives). Ways of working can evolve to produce better outcomes.

2.5.8.1 Knowledge Management
A lot of learning takes place during projects. Some of the learning is project specific, such as
a faster way to accomplish specific work. Some learning can be shared with other project teams to
improve outcomes, such as a quality assurance approach that results in fewer defects. Still other
learning can be shared throughout the organization, such as training users how to work with a new
software application.

2.5.8.2 Explicit and Tacit Knowledge
Throughout the project, project teams develop and share explicit knowledge. Explicit
knowledge can be readily codified using words, pictures, or numbers. For example, the steps to a
new process are explicit knowledge that can be documented. Explicit knowledge can be distributed
using information management tools to connect people to information, such as manuals, registers,
web searches, and databases.
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Another type of knowledge is tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is challenging to express as it
cannot be codified. Tacit knowledge is comprised of experience, insights, and practical knowledge or
skill. Tacit knowledge is shared by connecting the people who need the knowledge with people who
have the knowledge. This can be accomplished via networking, interviews, job shadowing, discussion
forums, workshops, or other similar methods.
Because projects are temporary endeavors, much of the knowledge is lost once the project is
completed. Being attentive to knowledge transfer serves the organization by not only delivering the
value that the project was undertaken to achieve, it also allows the organization to gain knowledge
from the experience of running projects.

2.5.9 I NTE R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
The Project Work Performance Domain interacts and enables other performance domains
on the project. Project work enables and supports efficient and effective planning, delivery, and
measurement. It provides the environment for project team meetings, interactions, and stakeholder
engagement to be effective. Project work supports navigating uncertainty, ambiguity, and complexity;
and it balances their impacts with the other project constraints.
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2.5.10 CH ECKIN G R E S ULTS
Table 2-7 identifies the outcomes on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-7. Checking Outcomes—Project Work Performance Domain

Outcome

Check

Efficient and effective project
performance

Status reports show that project work is efficient and effective.

Project processes that are
appropriate for the project and
the environment

Evidence shows that the project processes have been tailored to meet the
needs of the project and the environment. Process audits and quality
assurance activities show that the processes are relevant and being used
effectively.

Appropriate communication and
engagement with stakeholders

The project communications management plan and communication artifacts
demonstrate that the planned communications are being delivered to
stakeholders. There are few ad hoc requests for information or misunderstandings that might indicate engagement and communication activities are not
effective.

Efficient management of physical
resources

The amount of material used, scrap discarded, and amount of rework indicate
that resources are being used efficiently.

Effective management of
procurements

A procurement audit demonstrates that appropriate processes utilized were
sufficient for the procurement and that the contractor is performing to plan.

Effective handling of change

Projects using a predictive approach have a change log that demonstrates
changes are being evaluated holistically with consideration for scope,
schedule, budget, resource, stakeholder, and risk impacts. Projects using an
adaptive approach have a backlog that shows the rate of accomplishing
scope and the rate of adding new scope.

Improved capability due to
continuous learning and process
improvement

Team status reports show fewer errors and rework with an increase in velocity.
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2.6 DEL IV E RY P E RFO RM AN C E DO M A I N

DELIVERY PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Delivery Performance
Domain addresses
activities and functions
associated with delivering
the scope and quality
that the project was
undertaken to achieve.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
Projects contribute to business objectives and advancement
of strategy.
Projects realize the outcomes they were initiated to deliver.
Project benefits are realized in the time frame in which they
were planned.
The project team has a clear understanding of requirements.
Stakeholders accept and are satisfied with project
deliverables.

Figure 2-20. Delivery Performance Domain

Projects support strategy execution and the advancement of business objectives. Project
delivery focuses on meeting requirements, scope, and quality expectations to produce the expected
deliverables that will drive the intended outcomes.
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The following definitions are relevant to the Delivery Performance Domain:
Requirement. A condition or capability that is necessary to be present in a product, service,
or result to satisfy a business need.
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). A hierarchical decomposition of the total scope of work to
be carried out by the project team to accomplish the project objectives and create the required
deliverables.
Definition of Done (DoD). A checklist of all the criteria required to be met so that a deliverable
can be considered ready for customer use.
Quality. The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements.
Cost of Quality (COQ). All costs incurred over the life of the product by investment in preventing
nonconformance to requirements, appraisal of the product or service for conformance to
requirements, and failure to meet requirements.

Projects provide business value by developing new products or services, solving problems,
or fixing features that were defective or suboptimal. Projects often deliver multiple outcomes that
stakeholders may value differently. For example, one group may value ease of use or the time-saving
aspects of a deliverable while another group values its economic return or market differentiation.

2.6.1 D E L IVE RY OF VALUE
Projects that use a development approach that supports releasing deliverables throughout the
project life cycle can start delivering value to the business, customer, or other stakeholders during
the project. Projects that deliver the bulk of their deliverable at the end of the project life cycle
generate value after the initial deployment.
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Business value often continues to be captured long after the initial project has ended.
Frequently, longer product and program life cycles are used to measure the benefits and value
contributed by earlier projects.
A business case document often provides the business justification and a projection of
anticipated business value from a project. The format of this business case varies based on the
development approach and life cycle selected. Examples include business case documents with
detailed estimates of return on investment or a lean, start-up canvas that describes high-level
elements such as the problem, solution, revenue streams, and cost structures. These business
documents demonstrate how the project outcomes align with the organization’s business objectives.
Project-authorizing documents attempt to quantify the project’s desired outcomes to allow for
periodic measurement. These documents may range from detailed, baselined plans or high-level
roadmaps that provide an overview of the project life cycle, major releases, key deliverables, reviews,
and other top-level information.

2.6.2 D E L IVE R ABLE S
In this context, deliverable refers to the interim or final product, service, or results from
a project. The deliverables enable the outcomes that the project was undertaken to create.
Deliverables reflect the stakeholder requirements, scope, and quality, along with the long-term
impacts to profit, people, and the planet.

2.6.2.1 Requirements
A requirement is a condition or capability that is necessary to be present in a product, service,
or result to satisfy a business need. Requirements can be very high level, such as those found
in a business case, or they can be very detailed, such as those found in acceptance criteria for a
component of a system.
Projects that have a well-defined scope, which is relatively stable, generally work with project
stakeholders to elicit and document the requirements during up-front planning. Projects that have a
high-level understanding of the requirements at the start of a project may evolve those requirements
over time. Some projects discover requirements during project work.
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▶

Requirements elicitation. To elicit means to draw out, bring forth, or evoke. There is
more to collecting requirements than interviewing or conducting focus groups. Sometimes
requirements are drawn out by analyzing data, observing processes, reviewing defect logs,
or other methods.
Part of eliciting requirements is documenting them and gaining stakeholder agreement.
Well-documented requirements meet the following criteria:

▹
▹
▹
▹
▹

Clear. There is only one way to interpret the requirement.

▹

Traceable. Each requirement can be recognized by a unique identifier.

Concise. The requirement is stated in as few words as possible.
Verifiable. There is a way to verify that the requirement has been met.
Consistent. There are no contradictory requirements.
Complete. The set of requirements represents the entirety of the current project
or product needs.

▶

Evolving and discovering requirements. On projects that do not have clearly defined
requirements up front, prototypes, demonstrations, storyboards, and mock-ups can be
used to evolve the requirements. In these situations, stakeholders are more likely to take
an “I’ll know it when I see it” approach to developing requirements. Evolving requirements
are common in projects using iterative, incremental, or adaptive development approaches.
In some cases, new opportunities arise that change requirements.

▶

Managing requirements. Regardless of whether requirements are documented up
front, evolved along the way, or discovered, there is a need to manage them. Ineffective
requirements management can lead to rework, scope creep, customer dissatisfaction,
budget overruns, schedule delay, and overall project failure. Therefore, many projects
have one accountable person for requirements management. This person may serve as
business analyst, product owner, value engineer, or other title. Those individuals managing
requirements may use specialized software, backlogs, index cards, traceability matrices, or
some other method to ensure there is an appropriate level of requirement flexibility versus
stability, and that new and changing requirements are agreed to by all relevant stakeholders.
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2.6.2.2 Scope Definition
As requirements are identified, the scope that will meet them is defined. Scope is the sum of
the products, services, and results to be provided as a project. As scope is defined, it creates the need
for more requirements identification. Therefore, like requirements, scope can be well defined up
front, it can evolve over time, or it can be discovered.
▶

Scope decomposition. Scope can be elaborated using a scope statement to identify
the major deliverables associated with the project and the acceptance criteria for each
deliverable. Scope can also be elaborated by decomposing it into lower levels of detail
using a work breakdown structure (WBS). A WBS is a hierarchical decomposition of the total
scope of work to be carried out by the project team to accomplish the project objectives
and create the required deliverables. Each level down in the hierarchy represents a greater
level of detail of the deliverable and work required to produce it.
Another way to elaborate scope is by identifying the themes of the project in an agile
charter, roadmap, or as part of the product hierarchy. Themes represent large groups
of customer value reflected as user stories associated by a common factor, such as
functionality, data source, or security level. To accomplish themes, the project team
develops epics, which are logical containers for a large user story that is too big to complete
within an iteration. Epics may be decomposed into features, a set of related requirements
typically described as a short phrase or function, which represent specific behaviors of
a product. Each feature will have multiple user stories. A user story is a brief description
of an outcome for a specific user, which is a promise for a conversation to clarify details.
The project team defines story details at the last responsible moment to avoid wasteful
planning should the scope change. The story is a clear and concise representation of
a requirement written from the end user’s perspective.
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▶

Completion of deliverables. Depending on the approach used, there are different ways
to describe component or project completion:

▹

Acceptance or completion criteria. The criteria required to be met before the customer
accepts the deliverable or before the project is considered complete are often
documented in a scope statement.

▹

Technical performance measures. The technical specifications for a product may be
documented in a separate specifications document, or they may be documented as
an extension to the WBS. This extension, known as a WBS dictionary, elaborates the
information for each deliverable (work package) in the WBS.

▹

Definition of done. The definition of done is used with adaptive approaches, particularly
in software development projects. It is a checklist of all the criteria required to be met
so that a deliverable can be considered ready for customer use.

2.6.2.3 Moving Targets of Completion
Projects that operate in uncertain and rapidly changing environments face the situation that
a “good enough for release” or “done” goal may be subject to change. In markets where competitors
are releasing new products frequently, the features planned for a new release may be updated.
Likewise, new technology trends, such as mobile devices or wearable devices, might trigger a change
in direction or introduce new requirements.
In these environments, the definition of the project goal being delivered or “done” is constantly
moving. Project teams track the planned rate of project goal achievement relative to the rate of
progress toward completion. The longer the project takes to complete, the further the project goal
of “done” is likely to move. This is sometimes referred to as “done drift.”
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Figure 2-21 shows a scenario for developing a new smart watch. The initial schedule shows
12 months to develop the watch with the initial set of capabilities and features. As competitors
launch similar products, the initial set of capabilities and features increases to stay relevant
with the market. This pushes the launch date to Month 14. At 13 months, another competitor
launches a product with even more capabilities. Adding these capabilities would delay the launch
to Month 16. At some point, a decision will be made whether to release the product as is, even
though it doesn’t have the latest features, or continue to update the features prior to launch.
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Figure 2-21. Scenario for Developing a Smart Watch
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Projects that operate in a more stable environment often face “scope creep.” This is when
additional scope or requirements are accepted without adjusting the corresponding schedule,
budget, or resource needs. To combat scope creep, project teams use a change control system where
all changes are evaluated for the potential value they bring to the project and the potential resources,
time, and budget needed to realize the potential value. The project team then presents the changes
to the project governance body, product owner, or executive sponsor for formal approval.

2.6.3 Q U A LITY
Delivery is more than just scope and requirements. Scope and requirements focus on what
needs to be delivered. Quality focuses on the performance levels that are required to be met. Quality
requirements may be reflected in the completion criteria, definition of done, statement of work, or
requirements documentation.
Much of the costs associated with quality are born by the sponsoring organization and are
reflected in policies, procedures, and work processes. For example, organizational policies that
govern how work is performed and procedures that prescribe work processes are often part of
the organization’s quality policy. The cost of overhead, training, and process audit are born by the
organization, though they are employed by the project. Inherent in projects is balancing the quality
needs of the processes and products with the costs associated with meeting those needs.
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2.6.3.1 Cost of Quality
The cost of quality (COQ) methodology is used to find the appropriate balance for investing
in quality prevention and appraisal to avoid defect or product failures. This model identifies four
categories of costs associated with quality: prevention, appraisal, internal failure, and external failure.
Prevention and appraisal costs are associated with the cost of compliance to quality requirements.
Internal and external failure costs are associated with the cost of noncompliance.
▶

▶
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Prevention. Prevention costs are incurred to keep defects and failures out of a
product. Prevention costs avoid quality problems. They are associated with the design,
implementation, and maintenance of the quality management system. They are planned
and incurred before actual operation. Examples include:

▹

Product or service requirements, such as the establishment of specifications for incoming
materials, processes, finished products, and services;

▹

Quality planning, such as the creation of plans for quality, reliability, operations,
production, and inspection;

▹
▹

Quality assurance, such as the creation and maintenance of the quality system; and
Training, such as the development, preparation, and maintenance of programs.

Appraisal. Appraisal costs are incurred to determine the degree of conformance to
quality requirements. Appraisal costs are associated with measuring and monitoring
activities related to quality. These costs may be associated with evaluation of purchased
materials, processes, products, and services to ensure that they conform to specifications.
They could include:

▹

Verification, such as checking incoming material, process setup, and products against
agreed specifications;

▹
▹

Quality audits, such as confirmation that the quality system is functioning correctly; and
Supplier rating, such as assessment and approval of suppliers of products and services.
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▶

▶

Internal Failure. Internal failure costs are associated with finding and correcting defects
before the customer receives the product. These costs are incurred when the results
of work fail to reach design quality standards. Examples include:

▹

Waste, such as performance of unnecessary work or holding enough stock to account
for errors, poor organization, or communication;

▹
▹
▹

Scrap, such as defective product or material that cannot be repaired, used, or sold;
Rework or rectification, such as correction of defective material or errors; and
Failure analysis, such as activities required to establish the causes of internal product
or service failure.

External Failure. External failure costs are associated with defects found after the
customer has the product and with remediation. Note that to consider these failures
holistically requires thinking about the project's product while it is in operation after
months or years, not just at the handover date. External failure costs occur when products
or services that fail to reach design quality standards are not detected until after they have
reached the customer. Examples include:

▹
▹

Repairs and servicing, for both returned products and those that are deployed;

▹

Complaints, for all work and costs associated with handling and servicing customers’
complaints;

▹

Returns, for handling and investigation of rejected or recalled products, including
transport costs; and

▹

Reputation, where reputation and public perception can be damaged depending on the
type and severity of defects.

Warranty claims, such as failed products that are replaced or services that are
reperformed under a guarantee;

To optimize delivered value, early inspection and review work focused on finding quality issues as
soon as possible are good investments. Attempts to “test-quality-in” late in the development life cycle
are likely to fail because discovering quality issues late in development is time- and cost-prohibitive due
to high rates of scrap and rework, along with the ripple effect to downstream outputs and stakeholders.
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2.6.3.2 Cost of Change
The later a defect is found, the more expensive it is to correct. This is because design and
development work have typically already occurred based on the flawed component. Also, activities
are more costly to modify as the life cycle progresses since more stakeholders are impacted. This
phenomenon is characterized by the cost of change curve (see Figure 2-22).

Cost of Change
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Production

Phase Detected
Boehm’s Cost of Change Curve: Change gets more expensive over time

Figure 2-22. Cost of Change Curve
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To counter the impacts of the cost of change curve, project teams design project processes
to build in quality. This approach can include quality analysts working with designers and engineers
to understand and determine how best to achieve quality during each step in the project life cycle.
Being proactive about quality work helps avoid the high cost of change associated with fixing quality
issues discovered later in the life cycle. It is quicker and more cost efficient to fix a design problem
between two engineers than a component problem affecting hundreds of units or to recall a product
impacting thousands of customers.

2.6.4 S UB O P TIMAL OUTCOMES
All projects attempt to deliver outcomes, though some may fail to do so or may produce
suboptimal outcomes. The potential for suboptimal outcomes exists in every project. In the case of
a fully experimental project, the organization is attempting to achieve a breakthrough, such as the
creation of a completely new technology, for example. This requires deliberate investment in an
uncertain outcome. Companies that produce new medicines or compounds may experience several
failures before finding a successful formula. Some projects may fail to deliver outcomes because the
market opportunity has passed or competitors were first to market with their offering. Effective project
management can minimize negative outcomes, but such possibilities are part of the uncertainty of
attempting to produce a unique deliverable.

2.6.5 I NTE R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
The Delivery Performance Domain is the culmination of the work done in the Planning
Performance Domain. The delivery cadence is based on the way work is structured in the
Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance Domain. The Project Work Performance
Domain enables the deliveries by establishing processes, managing physical resources, managing
procurements, and so forth. Project team members perform the work in this performance domain
for the relevant stakeholders. The nature of the work to create the deliveries will influence how the
project team navigates uncertainty that impacts the project.
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2.6.6 C H E C KIN G R E SULTS
Table 2-8 identifies the outcomes on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-8. Checking Outcomes—Delivery Performance Domain

Outcome
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Check

Projects contribute to business
objectives and advancement of
strategy

The business plan and the organization’s strategic plan, along with the project
authorizing documents, demonstrate that the project deliverables and
business objectives are aligned.

Projects realize the outcomes they
were initiated to deliver

The business case and underlying data indicate the project is still on track to
realize the intended outcomes.

Project benefits are realized in the
time frame in which they were
planned

The benefits realization plan, business case, and/or schedule indicate that the
financial metrics and scheduled deliveries are being achieved as planned.

The project team has a clear
understanding of requirements

In predictive development, little change in the initial requirements reflects
understanding. In projects where requirements are evolving, a clear understanding of requirements may not take place until well into the project.

Stakeholders accept and are
satisfied with project deliverables

Interviews, observation, and end user feedback indicate stakeholder
satisfaction with deliverables. Levels of complaints and returns can also
be used to indicate satisfaction.
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2.7 MEA S URE M E N T P E RFO R M A N C E DO M A I N

MEASUREMENT PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Measurement
Performance Domain
addresses activities and
functions associated
with assessing project
performance and taking
appropriate actions to
maintain acceptable
performance.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
A reliable understanding of the status of the project.
Actionable data to facilitate decision making.
Timely and appropriate actions to keep project performance
on track.
Achieving targets and generating business value by making
informed and timely decisions based on reliable forecasts
and evaluations.

Figure 2-23. Measurement Performance Domain

Measurement involves assessing project performance and implementing appropriate
responses to maintain optimal performance.

The following definitions are relevant to the Measurement Performance Domain:
Metric. A description of a project or product attribute and how to measure it.
Baseline. The approved version of a work product used as a basis for comparison to actual results.
Dashboard. A set of charts and graphs showing progress or performance against important
measures of the project.
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The Measurement Performance Domain evaluates the degree to which the work done in the
Delivery Performance Domain is meeting the metrics identified in the Planning Performance Domain.
For example, performance can be measured and evaluated using baselines identified in the Planning
Performance Domain. Having timely and accurate information about project work and performance
allows the project team to learn and determine the appropriate action to take to address current or
expected variances from the desired performance.
Measures are used for multiple reasons, including:
▶

Evaluating performance compared to plan;

▶

Tracking the utilization of resources, work completed, budget expended, etc.;

▶

Demonstrating accountability;

▶

Providing information to stakeholders;

▶

Assessing whether project deliverables are on track to deliver planned benefits;

▶

Focusing conversations about trade-offs, threats, opportunities, and options; and

▶

Ensuring the project deliverables will meet customer acceptance criteria.

The value of measurements is not in the collection and dissemination of the data, but rather
in the conversations about how to use the data to take appropriate action. Therefore, while much of
this performance domain addresses various types of measurements that can be captured, use of the
measures occurs within the context of activities in other performance domains, such as project team
and stakeholder discussions, coordinating project work, and so forth.
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This performance domain focuses on measures for active projects. A portfolio leader may
want to include measures that address the success of the project after it is completed, such
as whether the project delivered the intended outcomes and benefits. Portfolio leaders may
assess if the project outcome increased customer satisfaction, decreased cost per unit, or
other measures that are not available until after the project has closed. Similarly, business
managers may assess the project from the perspective of the value the outcome brings to the
organization. Business measures might include the increase in market share, increase in profit,
or decrease in cost per unit. The Measurement Performance Domain addresses measures and
metrics that are used during the project.

2.7.1 E S TA BLIS HIN G E FFE CTIVE MEA SU RES
Establishing effective measures helps to ensure the right things are measured and reported
to stakeholders. Effective measures allow for tracking, evaluating, and reporting information that
can communicate project status, help improve project performance, and reduce the likelihood
of performance deterioration. These measures allow the project team to use information to make
timely decisions and take effective actions.

2.7.1.1 Key Performance Indicators
Key performance indicators (KPIs) for projects are quantifiable measures used to evaluate the
success of a project. There are two types of KPIs: leading indicators and lagging indicators.
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▶

Leading indicators. Leading indicators predict changes or trends in the project. If the
change or trend is unfavorable, the project team evaluates the root cause of the leading
indicator measurement and takes actions to reverse the trend. Used in this way, leading
indicators can reduce performance risk on a project by identifying potential performance
variances before they cross the tolerance threshold.
Leading indicators may be quantifiable, such as the size of the project or the number of
items that are in progress in the backlog. Other leading indicators are more difficult to
quantify, but they provide early warning signs of potential problems. The lack of a risk
management process, stakeholders who are not available or engaged, or poorly defined
project success criteria are all examples of leading indicators that project performance
may be at risk.

▶

Lagging indicators. Lagging indicators measure project deliverables or events. They
provide information after the fact. Lagging indicators reflect past performance or
conditions. Lagging indicators are easier to measure than leading indicators. Examples
include the number of deliverables completed, the schedule or cost variance, and the
amount of resources consumed.
Lagging indicators can also be used to find correlations between outcomes and
environmental variables. For example, a lagging indicator that shows a schedule variance
may show a correlation with project team member dissatisfaction. This correlation can
assist the project team in addressing a root cause that may not have been obvious if the
only measure was schedule status.

In and of themselves, KPIs are simply measures that have no real use unless and until they
are used. Discussing leading and lagging indicators and identifying areas for improvement, as
appropriate, can have a positive impact on performance.
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2.7.1.2 Effective Metrics
Measuring takes time and effort, which could otherwise be spent on other productive work;
therefore, project teams should only measure what is relevant and should ensure that the metrics
are useful. Characteristics of effective metrics (or SMART criteria) include:
▶

Specific. Measurements are specific as to what to measure. Examples include the number
of defects, the defects that have been fixed, or the average time it takes to fix defects.

▶

Meaningful. Measures should be tied to the business case, baselines, or requirements.
It is not efficient to measure product attributes or project performance that do not lead to
meeting objectives or improving performance.

▶

Achievable. The target is achievable given the people, technology, and environment.

▶

Relevant. Measures should be relevant. The information provided by the measure should
provide value and allow for actionable information.

▶

Timely. Useful measurements are timely. Information that is old is not as useful as fresh
information. Forward-looking information, such as emerging trends, can help project teams
change direction and make better decisions.

The SMART acronym described previously can use alternative terms. For example, some people
prefer “measurable” instead of meaningful, “agreed to” instead of achievable, “realistic” or
“reasonable” instead of relevant, and “time bound” instead of timely.
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2.7.2 W H AT TO ME AS UR E
What is measured, the parameters, and the measurement method depend on the project
objectives, the intended outcomes, and the environment in which the project takes place. Common
categories of metrics include:
▶

Deliverable metrics,

▶

Delivery,

▶

Baseline performance,

▶

Resources,

▶

Business value,

▶

Stakeholders, and

▶

Forecasts.

A balanced set of metrics helps to provide a holistic picture of the project, its performance, and
its outcomes.
Sections 2.7.2.1 through 2.7.2.7 provide a brief description of these categories.

2.7.2.1 Deliverable Metrics
By necessity, the products, services, or results being delivered determine the useful measures.
Customary measures include:
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▶

Information on errors or defects. This measure includes the source of defects, number
of defects identified, and number of defects resolved.

▶

Measures of performance. Measures of performance characterize physical or functional
attributes relating to the system operation. Examples include size, weight, capacity,
accuracy, reliability, efficiency, and similar performance measures.

▶

Technical performance measures. Quantifiable measures of technical performance are
used to ensure system components meet technical requirements. They provide insights
into progress in achieving the technical solution.
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2.7.2.2 Delivery
Delivery measurements are associated with work in progress. These measures are frequently
used in projects using adaptive approaches.
▶

Work in progress. This measure indicates the number of work items that are being worked
on at any given time. It is used to help the project team limit the number of items in progress
to a manageable size.

▶

Lead time. This measure indicates the amount of elapsed time from a story or chunk
of work entering the backlog to the end of the iteration or the release. Lower lead time
indicates a more effective process and a more productive project team.

▶

Cycle time. Related to lead time, cycle time indicates the amount of time it takes the
project team to complete a task. Shorter times indicate a more productive project team.
A consistent time helps predict the possible rate of work in the future.

▶

Queue size. This measure tracks the number of items in a queue. This metric can be
compared to the work in progress limit. Little’s Law states that queue size is proportional
to both the rate of arrival in the queue and the rate of completion of items from the queue.
One can gain insights into completion times by measuring work in progress and developing
a forecast for future work completion.

▶

Batch size. Batch size measures the estimated amount of work (level of effort, story points,
etc.) that is expected to be completed in an iteration.

▶

Process efficiency. Process efficiency is a ratio used in lean systems to optimize the flow
of work. This measure calculates the ratio between value-adding time and non-value-adding
activities. Tasks that are waiting increase the non-value-adding time. Tasks that are in
development or in verification represent value-adding time. Higher ratios indicate a more
efficient process.
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2.7.2.3 Baseline Performance
The most common baselines are cost and schedule. Projects that track a scope or technical
baseline can use information in the deliverable measures.
Most schedule measures track actual performance to planned performance related to:
▶

Start and finish dates. Comparing the actual start dates to the planned start dates and
the actual finish dates to the planned finish dates can measure the extent to which work is
accomplished as planned. Even if work is not on the longest path through the project (the
critical path), late start and finish dates indicate that the project is not performing to plan.

▶

Effort and duration. Actual effort and duration compared to planned effort and duration
indicates whether estimates for the amount of work and the time the work takes are valid.

▶

Schedule variance (SV). A simple schedule variance is determined by looking at
performance on the critical path. When used with earned value management, it is the
difference between the earned value and the planned value. Figure 2-24 shows an earned
value graph illustrating the schedule variance.

▶

Schedule performance index (SPI). Schedule performance index is an earned value
management measure that indicates how efficiently the scheduled work is being performed.

▶

Feature completion rates. Examining the rate of feature acceptance during frequent
reviews can help assess progress and estimate completion dates and costs.

Common cost measures include:
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▶

Actual cost compared to planned cost. This cost measure compares the actual cost for
labor or resources to the estimated cost. This term may be referred to as the burn rate.

▶

Cost variance (CV). A simple cost variance is determined by comparing the actual cost
of a deliverable to the estimated cost. When used with earned value management, it is
the difference between the earned value and the actual cost. Figure 2-24 shows an earned
value graph illustrating the cost variance.

▶

Cost performance index (CPI). An earned value management measure that indicates
how efficiently the work is being performed with regard to the budgeted cost of the work.
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SPI = EV / PV

Planned Value (PV)
Actual Costs (AC)
Earned Value (EV)

Time
Figure 2-24. Earned Value Analysis Showing Schedule and Cost Variance

2.7.2.4 Resources
Resource measurements may be a subset of cost measurements since resource variances
frequently lead to cost variances. The two measures evaluate price variance and usage variance.
Measures include:
▶

Planned resource utilization compared to actual resource utilization. This
measurement compares the actual usage of resources to the estimated usage. A usage
variance is calculated by subtracting the planned usage from the actual usage.

▶

Planned resource cost compared to actual resource cost. This measurement compares
the actual cost of resources to the estimated cost. Price variance is calculated by subtracting
the estimated cost from the actual cost.
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2.7.2.5 Business Value
Business value measurements are used to ensure the project deliverable stays aligned to the
business case and the benefits realization plans. Business value has many aspects—both financial
and nonfinancial. Metrics that measure financial business value include:
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▶

Cost-benefit ratio. This is a measure of the expected present value of an investment with
the initial cost. The cost-benefit ratio is used to determine if the costs of a project outweigh
its benefits. If the costs are greater than the benefits, the result will be greater than 1.0. In this
case, the project should not be considered unless there are regulatory, social good, or other
reasons to do the project. A similar measure is a benefit-cost ratio. The same measures are
used, but the benefits are in the numerator and the costs are in the denominator. For this
measure, if the ratio is greater than 1.0, the project should be considered.

▶

Planned benefits delivery compared to actual benefits delivery. As part of a business
case, organizations may identify value as the benefit that will be delivered as a result of
doing the project. For projects that expect to deliver benefits during the project life cycle,
measuring the benefits delivered and the value of those benefits, then comparing that
information to the business case, provides information that can justify the continuation
of the project, or in some cases, the cancellation of the project.

▶

Return on investment (ROI). A measure of the amount of financial return compared to
the cost, ROI is generally developed as an input to the decision to undertake a project. There
may be estimates of ROI at different points in time across the project life cycle. By measuring
ROI throughout the project, the project team can determine if it makes sense to continue the
investment of organizational resources.

▶

Net present value (NPV). The difference between the present value of inflows of
capital and the present value of outflows of capital over a period of time, NPV is generally
developed when deciding to undertake a project. By measuring the NPV throughout the
project, the project team can determine if it makes sense to continue the investment of
organizational resources.
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2.7.2.6 Stakeholders
Stakeholder satisfaction can be measured with surveys or by inferring satisfaction, or lack
thereof, and by looking at related metrics, such as:
▶

Net Promoter Score® (NPS®). A Net Promoter Score measures the degree to which a
stakeholder (usually the customer) is willing to recommend a product or service to others.
It measures a range from -100 to +100. A high Net Promoter Score not only measures
satisfaction with a brand, product, or service, it is also an indicator of customer loyalty.

▶

Mood chart. A mood chart can track the mood or reactions of a group of very important
stakeholders—the project team. At the end of each day, project team members can use
colors, numbers, or emojis to indicate their frame of mind. Figure 2-25 shows a mood chart
using emojis. Tracking the project team’s mood or individual project team member’s moods
can help to identify potential issues and areas for improvement.

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Figure 2-25. Mood Board
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▶

Morale. Since mood boards can be subjective, another option is to measure project team
morale. This can be done by surveys, asking project team members to rate their agreement
on a scale of 1 to 5 to statements such as:

▹
▹
▹
▶

I feel my work contributes to the overall outcomes.
I feel appreciated.
I am satisfied with the way my project team works together.

Turnover. Another way to track morale is by looking at unplanned project team turnover.
High rates of unplanned turnover may indicate low morale.

2.7.2.7 Forecasts
Project teams use forecasts to consider what might happen in the future so they can consider
and discuss whether to adapt plans and project work accordingly. Forecasts can be qualitative, such
as using expert judgment about what the future will hold. They can also be causal when seeking to
understand the impact a specific event or condition will have on future events. Quantitative forecasts
seek to use past information to estimate what will happen in the future. Quantitative forecasts include:
▶

Estimate to complete (ETC).3 An earned value management measure that forecasts
the expected cost to finish all the remaining project work. There are many different ways
to calculate the estimate to complete. Assuming past performance is indicative of future
performance, a common measurement is calculation of the budget at completion minus
the earned value, then dividing by the cost performance index. For more calculations to
determine the ETC, see The Standard for Earned Value Management [2].

▶

Estimate at completion (EAC). This earned value management measure forecasts the
expected total cost of completing all work (see Figure 2-26). There are many different
ways to calculate the estimate at completion. Assuming past performance is indicative of
future performance, a common measurement is the budget at completion divided by the
cost performance index. For more calculations to determine the EAC, see The Standard for
Earned Value Management [2].

Quantitative forecasts associated with earned value management are often used for very large projects. Some
deliverables in those projects may use adaptive development methods. However, the forecasting metrics in
earned value management are predominantly used in predictive environments.
3
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Estimate at Completion (EAC)

Estimate to
Complete
(ETC)

Budget at Completion (BAC)

PV

Cost

AC
EV

Status Date

Planned Value (PV) Curve
Actual Costs (AC) Curve
Earned Value (EV) Curve

Time
Figure 2-26. Forecast of Estimate at Completion and Estimate to Complete

▶

Variance at completion (VAC). An earned value management measure that forecasts the
amount of budget deficit or surplus. It is expressed as the difference between the budget
at completion (BAC) and the estimate at completion (EAC).

▶

To-complete performance index (TCPI). An earned value management measure that
estimates the cost performance required to meet a specified management goal. TCPI is
expressed as the ratio of the cost to finish the outstanding work to the remaining budget.

▶

Regression analysis. An analytical method where a series of input variables are examined
in relation to their corresponding output results in order to develop a mathematical or
statistical relationship. The relationship can be used to infer future performance.

▶

Throughput analysis. This analytical method assesses the number of items being
completed in a fixed time frame. Project teams that use adaptive practices use throughput
metrics such as features complete vs. features remaining, velocity, and story points to
evaluate their progress and estimate likely completion dates. Using duration estimates
and burn rates of stable project teams can help verify and update cost estimates.
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2.7.3 P R E SE N TIN G IN FOR MAT IO N
The measures being collected are important, but what is done with the measures is just as
important. For information to be useful, it has to be timely, accessible, easy to absorb and digest,
and presented so that it correctly conveys the degree of uncertainty associated with the information.
Visual displays with graphics can help stakeholders absorb and make sense of information.

2.7.3.1 Dashboards
A common way of showing large quantities of information on metrics is a dashboard. Dashboards
generally collect information electronically and generate charts that depict status. Often, dashboards
offer high-level summaries of data and allow drill-down analysis into contributing data. Figure 2-27
provides an example of a dashboard.
Dashboards often include information displayed as stoplight charts (also known as RAG charts
where RAG is an abbreviation for red-amber-green), bar charts, pie charts, and control charts. A text
explanation can be used for any measures that are outside the established thresholds.
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Organization Project Name
Project Name and
High-Level
Description
Exec Sponsor:

PM:

Start Date:
Status:

Report Period:

End Date:
Resources

Schedule

Key Activities

Budget

Recent Accomplishments

Upcoming Key Deliverables

Status

Activity #1

Concern

Activity #2

On Track

Activity #3

Issue

On Track

Complete

Concern

Current Key Risks – Threats and opportunities;
Mitigation

Issue

On Hold

Canceled

Not Started

Current Key Issues – Description

Figure 2-27. Dashboard Example
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2.7.3.2 Information Radiators
Information radiators, also known as big visible charts (BVCs), are visible, physical displays
that provide information to the rest of the organization, enabling timely knowledge sharing. They
are posted in a place where people can see the information easily, rather than having information
in a scheduling or reporting tool. BVCs should be easy to update, and they should be updated
frequently. They are often “low tech and high touch” in that they are manually maintained rather
than electronically generated. Figure 2-28 shows an information radiator associated with work
completed, work remaining, and risks.

Burndown Chart

Burnup Chart

Combined Burn Chart

Shows how much
work has been
completed
and how much
remains

Shows how
much work
has been
completed

Shows how
much work is
yet to be
completed

Reference

Risk Description

Date

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Rating

Response

Owner

1

The main supplier cannot
deliver on time because of
other commercial commitments

03/21

Likely

High

High

Include financial penalties in
contract; build contingency into
the schedule; monitor
contractor performance

Annie

2

The lead time for the leased
line exceeds 90 days

03/21

Unlikely

Medium

Medium

3

Release of the new system
is delayed because user
acceptance testing commences
after the planned start

03/21

Very
likely

High

High

Employ temporary staff
to free up resources for testing;
revise project schedule

Mark

4

There is insufficient capacity to
create additional database
instances for data migration
and testing

04/18

Very
unlikely

Medium

Low

Prioritize projects; temporarily
remove alternative development
instance

Jim

Order leased line earlier than
necessary; incur additional
rental fees

Jim

Risk Log

Figure 2-28. Information Radiator
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2.7.3.3 Visual Controls
In lean environments, information radiators are known as visual controls. Visual controls
illustrate processes to easily compare actual against expected performance. Visual controls show a
process using visual cues. Visual controls can be present for all levels of information from business
value delivered to tasks that have started. They should be highly visible for anyone to see.
▶

Task boards. A task board is a visual representation of the planned work that allows
everyone to see the status of the tasks. A task board can show work that is ready to be
started (to do), work in progress, and work that is completed (see Figure 2-29).
A task board allows anyone to see at a glance the status of a particular task or the number
of tasks in each stage of work. Different color sticky notes can represent different types of
work, and dots can be used to show how many days a task has been in its current position.
Flow-based projects, such as those that use kanban boards, can use these charts to limit
the amount of work in progress. If a column is approaching the work in progress limit,
project team members can “swarm” around the current work to help those working on
tasks that are slowing the flow.

▶

Burn charts. Burn charts, such as a burnup or burndown charts, can show project team
velocity. Velocity measures the productivity rate at which the deliverables are produced,
validated, and accepted within a predefined interval. A burnup chart can track the amount
of work done compared to the expected work that should be done (see Figure 2-30).
A burndown chart can show the number of story points remaining or the amount of risk
exposure that has been reduced.

▶

Other types of charts. Visual charts can also include information such as an impediment
list that shows a description of the impediment to getting work done, the severity, and the
actions being taken to resolve the impediment.
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Kanban Board
Develop and
Unit Test

Ready

8

3

Dev-Done

System
Test

Done

2

Cycle time: from
the time you start
a task until you
complete it.

Deliver to Customer
Lead time: from the time you
put it on the board until you
deliver it. Because you can
change the order of the items
in the Ready column, this can
be unpredictable.

There is a limit
on this column.
You can swap
out something
and swap something else in at
any time.

Figure 2-29. Task Board or Kanban Board
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Figure 2-30. Burnup Chart

2.7.4 M E ASUR E M E N T P ITFALL S
Project measures help the project team meet the project objectives. However, there are
some pitfalls associated with measurement. Awareness of these pitfalls can help minimize their
negative effect.
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▶

Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect states that the very act of measuring something
influences behavior. Therefore, take care in establishing metrics. For example, measuring
only a project team's output of deliverables can encourage the project team to focus on
creating a large volume of deliverables rather than focusing on deliverables that would
provide higher customer satisfaction.

▶

Vanity metric. A vanity metric is a measure that shows data but does not provide useful
information for making decisions. Measuring pageviews of a website is not as useful as
measuring the number of new viewers.

▶

Demoralization. If measures and goals are set that are not achievable, project team
morale may fall as they continuously fail to meet targets. Setting stretch goals and
aspirational measures is acceptable, but people also want to see their hard work
recognized. Unrealistic or unachievable goals can be counterproductive.

▶

Misusing the metrics. Regardless of the metrics used to measure performance, there
is the opportunity for people to distort the measurements or focus on the wrong thing.
Examples include:

▹
▹
▹

Focusing on less important metrics rather than the metrics that matter most,
Focusing on performing well for the short-term measures at the expense of long-term
metrics, and
Working on out-of-sequence activities that are easy to accomplish in order to improve
performance indicators.

▶

Confirmation bias. As human beings, we tend to look for and see information that
supports our preexisting point of view. This can lead us to false interpretations of data.

▶

Correlation versus causation. A common mistake in interpreting measurement data
is confusing the correlation of two variables with the idea that one causes the other.
For example, seeing projects that are behind schedule and over budget might infer that
projects that are over budget cause schedule issues. This is not true, nor is it true that
projects that are behind schedule cause budget overruns. Instead, there are likely other
correlating factors that are not being considered, such as skill in estimating, the ability
to manage change, and actively managing risk.

Being aware of the pitfalls associated with metrics can help with establishing effective metrics
in addition to being vigilant regarding the dangers associated with inappropriate measures.
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2.7.5 T R O U BLE SHOOTIN G P ERF O RMA NC E
Part of measurement is having agreed to plans for measures that are outside the threshold
ranges. Thresholds can be established for a variety of metrics such as schedule, budget, velocity, and
other project-specific measures. The degree of variance will depend on stakeholder risk tolerances.
Figure 2-31 shows an example of a budget threshold set at +10% (orange) and -20% (green) of
the predicted spend rate. The blue line is tracking the actual spend, and in January, it exceeded the
+10% upper tolerance that would trigger the exception plan.

Planned and Actual Spend with Tolerances
$300,000

$250,000

$200,000

$150,000
Planned
Upper + 10%
Lower – 20%
Actuals

$100,000

$50,000

$0
Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Figure 2-31. Planned and Actual Spend Rates

Ideally, project teams should not wait until a threshold has been breached before taking action.
If a breach can be forecasted via a trend or new information, the project team can be proactive in
addressing the expected variance.
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An exception plan is an agreed-upon set of actions to be taken if a threshold is crossed or
forecast. Exception plans do not have to be formal; they can be as simple as calling a stakeholder
meeting to discuss the matter. The importance of the exception plan is to discuss the issue
and develop a plan for what needs to be done. Then follow through to make sure the plan is
implemented and determine if the plan is working.

2.7.6 G R OWIN G AN D IMP R OV ING
The intent in measuring and displaying data is to learn and improve. To optimize project
performance and efficiency, only measure and report information that will:
▶

Allow the project team to learn,

▶

Facilitate a decision,

▶

Improve some aspect of the product or project performance,

▶

Help avoid an issue, and

▶

Prevent performance deterioration.

Applied appropriately, measurements facilitate the project team’s ability to generate business
value and achieve the project objectives and performance targets.

2.7.7 I NTE R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
The Measurement Performance Domain interacts with the Planning, Project Work, and
Delivery Performance Domains as plans form the basis for comparing the deliveries to plan.
The Measurement Performance Domain can support the activities that are part of the Planning
Performance Domain by presenting up-to-date information so that lessons learned can reflect
favorable or unfavorable information for updating plans. The Team and Stakeholder Performance
Domains interact as project team members develop the plans and create the deliverables and
deliveries that are measured.
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As unpredictable events occur, both positive and negative, they have an impact on the project
performance and therefore on the project measurements and metrics. Responding to changes
caused by uncertain events that have occurred includes updating measurements that have been
impacted due to the change. Activities in the Uncertainty Performance Domain, such as identifying
risks and opportunities, can be initiated based on performance measurements.
Part of the project work is working with the project team and other stakeholders to establish
the metrics, gather the data, analyze the data, make decisions, and report on project status.

2.7.8 C H E C KIN G R E SULTS
Table 2-9 identifies the outcomes from effective application of the Measurement Performance
Domain on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-9. Checking Outcomes—Measurement Performance Domain

Outcome

Check

A reliable understanding of the
status of the project

Audit measurements and reports demonstrate if data is reliable.

Actionable data to facilitate
decision making

Measurements indicate whether the project is performing as expected or if
there are variances.

Timely and appropriate actions to
keep project performance on track

Measurements provide leading indicators and/or current status leads to
timely decisions and actions.

Achieving targets and generating
business value by making informed
and timely decisions based on
reliable forecasts and evaluations

Reviewing past forecasts and current performance demonstrates if previous
forecasts reflect the present accurately. Comparing the actual performance to
the planned performance and evaluating business documents will show the
likelihood of achieving intended value from the project.
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2.8 UNCE RTAIN T Y P E RFO R M A NC E DO M A I N

UNCERTAINTY PERFORMANCE DOMAIN
The Uncertainty
Performance Domain
addresses activities and
functions associated with
risk and uncertainty.

Effective execution of this performance domain results in the
following desired outcomes:
An awareness of the environment in which projects occur,
including, but not limited to, the technical, social, political,
market, and economic environments.
Proactively exploring and responding to uncertainty.
An awareness of the interdependence of multiple variables
on the project.
The capacity to anticipate threats and opportunities and
understand the consequences of issues.
Project delivery with little or no negative impact from
unforeseen events or conditions.
Opportunities are realized to improve project performance
and outcomes.
Cost and schedule reserves are utilized effectively to
maintain alignment with project objectives.

Figure 2-32. Uncertainty Performance Domain

Projects exist in environments with varying degrees of uncertainty. Uncertainty presents threats
and opportunities that project teams explore, assess, and decide how to handle.
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The following definitions are relevant to the Uncertainty Performance Domain:
Uncertainty. A lack of understanding and awareness of issues, events, paths to follow,
or solutions to pursue.
Ambiguity. A state of being unclear, having difficulty in identifying the cause of events, or
having multiple options from which to choose.
Complexity. A characteristic of a program or project or its environment that is difficult to
manage due to human behavior, system behavior, and ambiguity.
Volatility. The possibility for rapid and unpredictable change.
Risk. An uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on one
or more project objectives.

Uncertainty in the broadest sense is a state of not knowing or unpredictability. There are many
nuances to uncertainty, such as:
▶

Risk associated with not knowing future events,

▶

Ambiguity associated with not being aware of current or future conditions, and

▶

Complexity associated with dynamic systems having unpredictable outcomes.
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Successfully navigating uncertainty begins with understanding the larger environment within
which the project is operating. Aspects of the environment that contribute to project uncertainty
include, but are not limited to:
▶

Economic factors such as volatility in prices, availability of resources, ability to borrow
funds, and inflation/deflation;

▶

Technical considerations such as new or emerging technology, complexity associated with
systems, and interfaces;

▶

Legal or legislative constraints or requirements;

▶

Physical environment as it pertains to safety, weather, and working conditions;

▶

Ambiguity associated with current or future conditions;

▶

Social and market influences shaped by opinion and media; and,

▶

Political influences, either external or internal to the organization.

This performance domain addresses the various aspects of uncertainty, implications of
uncertainty, such as project risk, as well as options for navigating the various forms of uncertainty.
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2.8.1 G E N E R AL UN CE RTAIN TY
Uncertainty is inherent in all projects. For this reason, the effects of any activity cannot be
predicted precisely, and a range of outcomes can occur. Potential outcomes that benefit the project
objectives are known as opportunities; potential outcomes that have a negative effect on objectives
are called threats. Together, the set of opportunities and threats comprise the set of project risks.
There are several options for responding to uncertainty:
▶

Gather information. Sometimes uncertainty can be reduced by finding out more
information, such as conducting research, engaging experts, or performing a market
analysis. It is also important to recognize when further information collection and analysis
exceed the benefit of having the additional information.

▶

Prepare for multiple outcomes. In situations where there are only a few possible
outcomes from an area of uncertainty, the project team can prepare for each of those
outcomes. This entails having a primary solution available, as well as having backup or
contingency plans in case the initial solution is not viable or effective. Where there is a large
set of potential outcomes, the project team can categorize and assess the potential causes
to estimate their likelihood of occurrence. This allows the project team to identify the most
likely potential outcomes on which to focus.

▶

Set-based design. Multiple designs or alternatives can be investigated early in the project
to reduce uncertainty. This allows the project team to look at trade-offs, such as time versus
cost, quality versus cost, risk versus schedule, or schedule versus quality. The intention is to
explore options so the project team can learn from working with the various alternatives.
Ineffective or suboptimal alternatives are discarded throughout the process.

▶

Build in resilience. Resilience is the ability to adapt and respond quickly to unexpected
changes. Resilience applies to both project team members and organizational processes.
If the initial approach to product design or a prototype is not effective, the project team
and the organization need to be able to learn, adapt, and respond quickly.
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2.8.2 A M B IG UITY
There are two categories of ambiguity: conceptual ambiguity and situational ambiguity.
Conceptual ambiguity—the lack of effective understanding—occurs when people use similar terms
or arguments in different ways. For example, the statement, “The schedule was reported on track
last week,” is not clear. It isn’t clear whether the schedule was on track last week or whether it was
reported on last week. In addition, there could be some question as to what “on track” means.
Ambiguity of this type can be reduced by formally establishing common rules and definitions of
terms, such as what does “on track” mean.
Situational ambiguity surfaces when more than one outcome is possible. Having multiple
options to solve a problem is a form of situational ambiguity. Solutions for exploration of ambiguity
include progressive elaboration, experimentation, and the use of prototypes.
▶

Progressive elaboration. This is the iterative process of increasing the level of detail
in a project management plan as greater amounts of information and more accurate
estimates become available.

▶

Experiments. A well-designed series of experiments can help identify cause-and-effect
relationships or, at least, can reduce the amount of ambiguity.

▶

Prototypes. Prototypes can help distinguish the relationships between different variables.

2.8.3 C O MP LE XITY
Complexity is a characteristic of a program, project, or its environment, which is difficult to
manage due to human behavior, system behavior, or ambiguity. Complexity exists when there are
many interconnected influences that behave and interact in diverse ways. In complex environments,
it is not uncommon to see an aggregation of individual elements leading to unforeseen or
unintended outcomes. The effect of complexity is that there is no way of making accurate predictions
about the likelihood of any potential outcome or even of knowing what outcomes might emerge.
There are numerous ways to work with complexity; some of them are systems-based, some entail
reframing, and others are based on process.
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2.8.3.1 Systems-Based
Examples of working with complexity that is systems based include:
▶

Decoupling. Decoupling entails disconnecting parts of the system to both simplify the
system and reduce the number of connected variables. Determining how a piece of a
system works on its own reduces the overall size of the problem.

▶

Simulation. There may be similar though unrelated scenarios that can be used to
simulate components of a system. A project to build a new airport that includes an area
with shopping and restaurants can learn about consumer buying habits by seeking out
analogous information on shopping malls and entertainment establishments.

2.8.3.2 Reframing
Examples of working with complexity that entail reframing are:
▶

Diversity. Complex systems require viewing the system from diverse perspectives. This
can include brainstorming with the project team to open up divergent ways of seeing the
system. It can also include Delphi-like processes to move from divergent to convergent
thinking.

▶

Balance. Balancing the type of data used rather than only using forecasting data or data
that report on the past or lagging indicators provides a broader perspective. This can
include using elements whose variations are likely to counteract each other's potential
negative effects.

2.8.3.3 Process-Based
Examples of working with complexity that is process based include:
▶

Iterate. Build iteratively or incrementally. Add features one at a time. After each
iteration, identify what worked, what did not work, customer reaction, and what the
project team learned.

▶

Engage. Build in opportunities to get stakeholder engagement. This reduces the number
of assumptions and builds learning and engagement into the process.

▶

Fail safe. For elements of a system that are critical, build in redundancy or elements that can
provide a graceful degradation of functionality in the event of a critical component failure.
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2.8.4 V OL ATILITY
Volatility exists in an environment that is subject to rapid and unpredictable change. Volatility
can occur when there are ongoing fluctuations in available skill sets or materials. Volatility usually
impacts cost and schedule. Alternatives analysis and use of cost or schedule reserve address volatility.
▶

Alternatives analysis. Finding and evaluating alternatives, such as looking at different
ways to meet an objective, such as using a different mix of skills, resequencing work,
or outsourcing work. Alternatives analysis may include identifying the variables to be
considered in evaluating options, and the relative importance or weight of each variable.

▶

Reserve. Cost reserve can be used to cover budget overruns due to price volatility. In some
circumstances, schedule reserve can be used to address delays due to volatility associated
with resource availability.

Effectively navigating uncertainty, ambiguity, complexity, and volatility improves the ability
to anticipate situations, make good decisions, plan, and solve problems.

2.8.5 R I S K
Risks are an aspect of uncertainty. A risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has
a positive or negative effect on one or more project objectives. Negative risks are called threats, and
positive risks are called opportunities. All projects have risks since they are unique undertakings with
varying degrees of uncertainty.
Project team members should proactively identify risks throughout the project to avoid or
minimize the impacts of threats and trigger or maximize the impacts of opportunities. Both threats
and opportunities have a set of possible response strategies that can be planned for implementation
should the risk occur.
In order to navigate risk effectively, the project team needs to know what level of risk exposure
is acceptable in pursuit of the project objectives. This is defined by measurable risk thresholds that
reflect the risk appetite and attitude of the organization and project stakeholders. Risk thresholds
express the acceptable variation around an objective that reflects the risk appetite of the organization
and stakeholders. Thresholds are typically stated and communicated to the project team and reflected
in the definitions of risk impact levels for the project.
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Overall Project Risk
Overall project risk is the effect of uncertainty on the project as a whole, arising from all sources
of uncertainty. This includes individual risks and the exposure to the implications of variation
in project outcome, both positive and negative. Overall risk is often a function of complexity,
ambiguity, and volatility. Responses to overall project risk are the same as for individual threats and
opportunities, though responses are applied to the overall project rather than to a specific event.
If the overall risk on the project is too high, the organization may choose to cancel the project.

2.8.5.1 Threats
A threat is an event or condition that, if it occurs, has a negative impact on one or more
objectives. Five alternative strategies may be considered for dealing with threats, as follows:
▶

Avoid. Threat avoidance is when the project team acts to eliminate the threat or protect
the project from its impact.

▶

Escalate. Escalation is appropriate when the project team or the project sponsor agrees
that a threat is outside the scope of the project or that the proposed response would
exceed the project manager’s authority.

▶

Transfer. Transfer involves shifting ownership of a threat to a third party to manage the
risk and to bear the impact if the threat occurs.

▶

Mitigate. In threat mitigation, action is taken to reduce the probability of occurrence and/
or impact of a threat. Early mitigation action is often more effective than trying to repair the
damage after the threat has occurred.

▶

Accept. Threat acceptance acknowledges the existence of a threat, but no proactive
action is planned. Actively accepting a risk can include developing a contingency plan that
would be triggered if the event occurred; or it can include passive acceptance, which means
doing nothing.
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A response to a specific threat might include multiple strategies. For example, if the threat
cannot be avoided, it may be mitigated to a level at which it becomes viable to transfer or to accept it.
The goal of implementing threat responses is to reduce the amount of negative risk. Risks that
are accepted sometimes are reduced simply by the passage of time or because the risk event does
not occur. Figure 2-33 shows how risks are tracked and reduced over time.
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Figure 2-33. Risk Reduction over Time
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2.8.5.2 Opportunities
An opportunity is an event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive impact on one or more
project objectives. An example of an opportunity could be a time and materials-based subcontractor
who finishes work early, resulting in lower costs and schedule savings.
Five alternative strategies may be considered for dealing with opportunities, as follows:
▶

Exploit. A response strategy whereby the project team acts to ensure that an opportunity
occurs.

▶

Escalate. As with threats, this opportunity response strategy is used when the project team
or the project sponsor agrees that an opportunity is outside the scope of the project or that
the proposed response would exceed the project manager’s authority.

▶

Share. Opportunity sharing involves allocating ownership of an opportunity to a third party
who is best able to capture the benefit of that opportunity.

▶

Enhance. In opportunity enhancement, the project team acts to increase the probability
of occurrence or impact of an opportunity. Early enhancement action is often more
effective than trying to improve the opportunity after it has occurred.

▶

Accept. As with threats, accepting an opportunity acknowledges its existence but no
proactive action is planned.

Once a set of risk responses has been developed, it should be reviewed to see whether the
planned responses have added any secondary risks. The review should also assess the residual risk
that will remain once the response actions have been carried out. Response planning should be
repeated until residual risk is compatible with the organization's risk appetite.
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Taking an economic view of work prioritization allows the team to prioritize threat avoidance
and reduction activities.
Comparing the expected monetary value (EMV) of a risk to the anticipated return on investment
(ROI) of a deliverable or feature allows the project manager to have conversations with sponsors
or product owners about where and when to incorporate risks responses into the planned work
(see Figure 2-34).

ROI

20%

Risk
Impact

0%
–5%

Best
Case

EMV of
Impact

Worst
Case

Figure 2-34. Risk-Adjusted ROI Curve
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2.8.5.3 Management and Contingency Reserve
Reserve is an amount of time or budget set aside to account for handling risks. Contingency
reserve is set aside to address identified risks should they occur. Management reserve is a budget
category used for unknown events such as unplanned, in-scope work.

2.8.5.4 Risk Review
Establishing a frequent rhythm or cadence of review and feedback sessions from a broad
selection of stakeholders is helpful for navigating project risk and being proactive with risk responses.
Daily standup meetings can be used in any project and are a source for identifying potential
threats and opportunities. Reports of blockers or impediments could become threats if they continue
to delay progress. Likewise, reports of progress and breakthroughs might point toward opportunities
to be further leveraged and shared.
Frequent demonstrations of increments of the product or service, interim designs, or proof
of concepts can surface threats and opportunities. Negative feedback from demonstrations or
design reviews can be an early indicator of threats related to dissatisfaction from stakeholders if
not corrected. Positive feedback helps inform the project team regarding the areas of development
highly valued by the business representatives.
Addressing risk at weekly status meetings ensures that risk management remains relevant.
These meetings can be used to identify new risks as well as identify changes to existing risks.
Retrospectives and lessons learned meetings can be used to identify threats to performance,
project team cohesion, etc., and to seek improvements. They can also help identify practices to try
different ways to exploit and enhance opportunities.
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2.8.6 I NTE R ACTION S WITH O T HER PERF O RMA NC E DO MA INS
The Uncertainty Performance Domain interacts with the Planning, Project Work, Delivery, and
Measurement Performance Domains from the product or deliverable perspective. As planning is
conducted, activities to reduce uncertainty and risks can be built into the plans. These are carried out
in the Delivery Performance Domain. Measurements can indicate if the risk level is changing over time.
Project team members and other stakeholders are the main sources of information regarding
uncertainty. They can provide information, suggestions, and assistance in working with all the various
forms of uncertainty.
The choice of life cycle and development approach impact how uncertainty will be addressed.
On a predictive project where the scope is relatively stable, reserve in the schedule and budget
can be used to respond to risks. On a project using an adaptive approach where the requirements
are likely to evolve and where there may be ambiguity around how systems will interact or how
stakeholders will react, the project team can adjust plans to reflect evolving understanding or use
reserves to offset the impacts of realized risks.
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2.8.7 C H E C KIN G R E SULTS
Table 2-10 identifies the outcomes on the left and ways of checking them on the right.

Table 2-10. Checking Outcomes—Uncertainty Performance Domain

Outcome

Check

An awareness of the environment in
which projects occur, including, but
not limited to, the technical, social,
political, market, and economic
environments

The team incorporates environmental considerations when evaluating
uncertainty, risks, and responses.

Proactively exploring and
responding to uncertainty

Risk responses are aligned with the prioritization of project constraints, such
as budget, schedule, and performance.

An awareness of the interdependence of multiple variables on the
project

Actions to address complexity, ambiguity, and volatility are appropriate for
the project.

The capacity to anticipate threats
and opportunities and understand
the consequences of issues

Systems for identifying, capturing, and responding to risk are appropriately
robust.

Project delivery with little or no
negative impact from unforeseen
events or conditions

Scheduled delivery dates are met, and the budget performance is within the
variance threshold.

Realized opportunities to improve
project performance and outcomes

Teams use established mechanisms to identify and leverage opportunities.

Cost and schedule reserves used
effectively to maintain alignment
with project objectives

Teams take steps to proactively prevent threats, thereby limiting use of cost
or schedule reserve.
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3
Tailoring
3.1 OVERV IE W
Tailoring is the deliberate adaptation of the project management approach, governance, and
processes to make them more suitable for the given environment and the work at hand.
In a project environment, tailoring considers the development approach, processes, project
life cycle, deliverables, and choice of people with whom to engage. The tailoring process is driven by
the guiding project management principles in The Standard for Project Management [1], organizational
values, and organizational culture. For instance, if a core organizational value is “customer centricity,”
then the activities selected for requirements elicitation and scope validation favor customer-centered
approaches. This aligns with the principle of “Effectively engage with stakeholders.” Likewise, an
organization with a low appetite for risk may have many processes and procedures to guide projects
throughout their life cycles. A similar company operating in the same market—but with a high tolerance
for risk—may have fewer processes and procedures. In both of these examples, the organizations
are aligned with the principle of “Optimize risk responses” even though their appetite, processes, and
procedures are different.
Tailoring entails the mindful selection and adjustment of multiple project factors, regardless
of whether the label of “tailoring” is used.
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The alternative to tailoring is using an unmodified framework or methodology. There are many
methodologies available that provide descriptions of processes, phases, methods, artifacts, and
templates to be used in projects. These methodologies and their components are not customized
to the organizational context.
Most of these methodologies have clear instructions stating they should not be applied rigorously
but should be subject to a process of tailoring to determine which elements are most useful
given the particular type, size, and complexity of the project. Some inexperienced practitioners
try to apply the methodology verbatim without regard to project size, complexity, duration, or
organizational context.

Tailoring involves understanding the project context, goals, and operating environment. Projects
operate in complex environments that need to balance potentially competing demands that include,
but are not limited to:
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▶

Delivering as quickly as possible,

▶

Minimizing project costs,

▶

Optimizing the value delivered,

▶

Creating high-quality deliverables and outcomes,

▶

Providing compliance with regulatory standards,

▶

Satisfying diverse stakeholder expectations, and

▶

Adapting to change.
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These factors need to be understood, evaluated, and balanced to create a practical operating
environment for the project.
There may be situations that limit the degree to which project teams can tailor their approach,
for example, when organizational policies mandate the use of a specific approach or a contract
specifies a mandated approach.

3.2 WHY TAIL O R?
Tailoring is performed to better suit the organization, operating environment, and project needs.
Many variables factor into the tailoring process, including the criticality of the project and the number
of stakeholders involved. Using these variables as an example, it is evident that the rigor, checks
and balances, and reporting required for a critical project (e.g., building a nuclear reactor) are much
greater than those for building a new office building.
Likewise, the communication and coordination of work necessary for a project team of
10 people is insufficient for a project team of 200 people. Too few processes can omit key activities
that support effective project management, while employing more processes than required is costly
and wasteful. Thus, tailoring facilitates appropriate management for the operating environment and
the project needs.
The structure used to deliver projects can be extensive or minimal, rigorous or lightweight,
robust or simple. There is no single approach that can be applied to all projects all of the time.
Instead, tailoring should reflect the size, duration, and complexity of each individual project and
should be adapted to the industry, organizational culture, and level of project management maturity
of the organization.
Tailoring produces direct and indirect benefits to organizations. These include, but are not
limited to:
▶

More commitment from project team members who helped to tailor the approach,

▶

Customer-oriented focus, as the needs of the customer are an important influencing factor
in its development, and

▶

More efficient use of project resources.
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3.3 WHAT T O TAIL O R
Project aspects that can be tailored include:
▶

Life cycle and development approach selection,

▶

Processes,

▶

Engagement,

▶

Tools, and

▶

Methods and artifacts.

Sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.4 explore each of these in more detail.

3.3.1 L I F E CY CLE AN D DE VE LO PMENT A PPRO A C H SELEC T IO N
Deciding on a life cycle and the phases of the life cycle is an example of tailoring. Additional
tailoring can be done when selecting the development and delivery approach for the project. Some
large projects may use a combination of development and delivery approaches simultaneously.
For instance, building a new data center could involve (a) the use of predictive approaches for the
physical building construction and finishing and (b) an iterative approach for understanding and
establishing the computing capabilities required. Viewed from a project level, this combination of
approaches represents a hybrid approach, but the construction team and the computing team may
only experience a predictive or iterative development approach.
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3.3.2 P R OCE S S E S
Process tailoring for the selected life cycle and development approach includes determining
which portions or elements should be:
▶

Added, to bring required rigor, coverage, or address unique product or operating environment
conditions, etc. (e.g., adding independent inspections for safety-critical projects);

▶

Modified, to better suit the project or project team requirements (e.g., modifying
the format of project documents to accommodate project team members with
vision limitations);

▶

Removed, to reduce cost or effort since it is no longer required or is not economical
for the value it adds (e.g., removing the creation of meeting minutes for a small, colocated
project team with good communications);

▶

Blended, to bring additional benefits or value by mixing or combining elements (e.g., adding
appreciative inquiry methods from organizational management to the lessons learned
meetings of predictive project management to help foster better collaboration); and

▶

Aligned, to harmonize elements so there is consistent definition, understanding, and
application (e.g., many disciplines have standards and practices associated with risk
management that are sufficiently different from each other that would need to be aligned).
For example, on multidisciplinary project teams, different disciplines may have specific
elements, such as their own language, tools, and practices related to the same area of focus.
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3.3.3 E N GAGE M E N T
Tailoring engagement for the people involved in the project includes:
▶

People. This entails evaluating the skills and capabilities of the project leadership and the
project team; then selecting who should be involved and in what capacities based on the
project type and operating conditions. For example, on a challenging or time-constrained
project, assigning very experienced project team members is more logical than using
inexperienced project team members.

▶

Empowerment. Empowerment involves choosing which responsibilities and forms of
local decision making should be deferred to the project team. Some environments and
team member capabilities support high levels of empowerment. In other situations, less
empowerment with more supervision and direction might be preferable.

▶

Integration. Project teams can include contributors from contracted entities, channel
partners, and other external entities in addition to staff from inside the sponsoring
organization. Tailoring considers how to create one project team from a diverse
collection of contributors to facilitate optimal project team performance and realization
of project outcomes.

3.3.4 T OOLS
Selecting the tools (e.g., software or equipment) the project team will use for the project
is a form of tailoring. Often, the project team has the best insight into the most suitable tools for
the situation, but those choices might need tempering based on the associated costs. Additionally,
organizational leaders can impose constraints that the project team cannot change.

3.3.5 M E TH OD S AN D ARTIFAC T S
Tailoring the means that will be used to achieve the project outcomes is performed so that the
methods are suited for the environment and the culture. Tailoring the documents, templates, and
other artifacts that will be used on the project helps to make sure the artifacts are appropriate for the
project and the organization. Section 4 contains numerous examples of methods and artifacts that
can be considered when tailoring methods and artifacts.
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3.4 THE TAIL O RIN G P RO C E S S
As noted in Section 2.5 of The Standard for Project Management [1], projects exist in environments
that may have an influence on them. Prior to tailoring, the project environment needs to be analyzed
and understood. Tailoring typically begins by selecting a development and delivery approach, tailoring
it for the organization, tailoring it for the project, and then implementing its ongoing improvement.
These steps in the process are shown in Figure 3-1 and described in more detail in Sections 3.4.1
through 3.4.4 of this guide.

Choose a
development
approach best
suited for
the endeavor

1) Select Initial
Development
Approach

4) Implement
Ongoing
Improvement

2) Tailor for
Organization
Modify based on
organizational
modifications

Adjust based on
size, criticality,
and other factors

Inspect
and adapt

3) Tailor for
Project

Figure 3-1. Details of the Steps in the Tailoring Process
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3.4.1 S E L ECT IN ITIAL DE VE LO PMENT A PPRO A C H
This step determines the development approach that will be used for the project. Project teams
apply their knowledge of the product, delivery cadence, and awareness of the available options to
select the most appropriate development approach for the situation. Selecting the initial approach is
depicted in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Selecting the Initial Development Approach

A suitability filter tool helps project teams consider whether a project has characteristics
that lend themselves toward a predictive, hybrid, or adaptive approach. The suitability filter is an
informational tool that combines its assessment with other data and decision-making activities so
that the tailored approach is appropriate for each project. By evaluating criteria based on culture,
project team, and project factors, a suitability filter generates a diagnostic visual that can be helpful
in discussing and deciding on the initial approach.
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3.4.2 TA I L O R FOR THE OR G ANIZAT IO N
While project teams own and improve their processes, organizations often require some level
of approval and oversight. Many organizations have a project methodology, general management
approach, or general development approach that is used as a starting point for their projects.
These guides are intended to support such things as repeatable processes, consistent measures
of the organization’s project capabilities, and continuous improvement of those capabilities.
Organizations that have established process governance need to ensure tailoring is aligned to policy.
To demonstrate that the project team’s tailoring decisions do not threaten the organization’s larger
strategic or stewardship goals, project teams may need to justify using a tailored approach.
Additional constraints for tailoring for the organization include large, safety-critical projects and
projects performed under contract. Large, safety-critical project tailoring suggestions may require
additional oversight and approval to help prevent errors, loss, or subsequent issues. Projects that
are performed under contract may have contract terms that specify the use of a particular life cycle,
delivery approach, or methodology.
The tailoring process shown in Figure 3-3 uses factors such as project size, criticality,
organizational maturity, and other considerations.

Figure 3-3. Tailoring the Approach for the Organization
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Tailoring for the organization involves adding, removing, and reconfiguring elements of the
approach to make it more suitable for the individual organization. This process is shown in Figure 3-4.

A General
Project
Management
Methodology

Organization’s
Methodology for
Large/Sensitive
Projects

Organization’s
Methodology for
Small Projects

Tailoring at the
Organizational
Level

Environmental
Factors

A General
Development
Approach

General
Guides
Models,
Methods,
and
Artifacts

Tailoring at the
Project Level

Methodology for
Project A

Methodology for
Project B

Methodology for
Project C

Methodology for
Project D

Methodology for
Project E

Figure 3-4. Assessing the Organizational and Project Factors When Tailoring

Organizations with a project management office (PMO) or value delivery office (VDO) may play
a role in reviewing and approving tailored delivery approaches.
Tailoring that only impacts the project team (e.g., when they hold internal meetings, who works
where, etc.) requires less oversight than tailoring that impacts external groups (e.g., how and when
other departments are engaged, etc.). Therefore, internal project tailoring might be approved by the
project manager while tailoring changes that impact external groups may require approval by the
PMO or VDO. The PMO or VDO can assist project teams as they tailor their approaches by providing
ideas and solutions from other project teams.
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A VDO may be found in organizations that use more adaptive delivery approaches. The VDO
serves an enabling role, rather than a management or oversight function. It focuses on coaching
project teams; building adaptive skills and capabilities throughout the organization; and
mentoring sponsors and product owners to be more effective in those roles.

3.4.3 TA I L O R FOR THE P R OJ EC T
Many attributes influence tailoring for the project. These include, but are not limited to:
▶

Product/deliverable,

▶

Project team, and

▶

Culture.

The project team should ask questions about each attribute to help guide them in the tailoring
process. Answers to these questions can help identify the need to tailor processes, delivery approach,
life cycle, tools, methods, and artifacts.
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3.4.3.1 Product/Deliverable
Attributes associated with the product or deliverable include, but are not limited to:
▶

Compliance/criticality. How much process rigor and quality assurance is appropriate?

▶

Type of product/deliverable. Is the product well known and physical, for example,
something easy to recognize and describe like a building? Or something intangible like
software or the design of a new drug?

▶

Industry market. What market does the project, product, or deliverable serve? Is that market
highly regulated, fast moving, or slow to evolve? What about competitors and incumbents?

▶

Technology. Is the technology stable and well established or rapidly evolving and at risk
of obsolescence?

▶

Time frame. Is the project time frame short as in weeks or months, or long as in
several years?

▶

Stability of requirements. How likely are there to be changes to core requirements?

▶

Security. Are elements of the product business confidential or classified?

▶

Incremental delivery. Is this something the project team can develop and get stakeholder
feedback on incrementally, or something that is hard to evaluate until near completion?

3.4.3.2 Project Team
Project team considerations include:
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▶

Project team size. How many full-time and part-time people will be working on the project?

▶

Project team geography. Where are the team members predominantly located
geographically? Will some or all of the team be remote or colocated?

▶

Organizational distribution. Where are the team’s supporting groups and other
stakeholders located?

▶

Project team experience. Do the project team members have any experience in the
industry, in the organization, or working with each other? Do they have the skills, tools,
and technology required for the project under consideration?

▶

Access to customer. Is it practical to get frequent and timely feedback from customers
or customer representatives?
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3.4.3.3 Culture
Evaluating the culture includes considerations regarding:
▶

Buy-in. Is there acceptance, support, and enthusiasm for the proposed delivery approach?

▶

Trust. Are there high levels of trust that the project team is capable of and committed to
delivering the project outcomes?

▶

Empowerment. Is the project team trusted, supported, and encouraged to own and
develop its working environment, agreements, and decisions?

▶

Organizational culture. Do the organizational values and culture align with the project
approach? This includes empowering versus specifying and checking, trusting local decision
making versus requesting external decision making, etc.

Through the evaluation of these attributes, tailoring decisions around engagement, process,
and tools can be made for the project. These removals and additions are depicted in Figure 3-5 with
an “X” for removals and dotted boxes for the addition of trial processes

Figure 3-5. Tailoring the Approach for the Project
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3.4.3.4 Implement Ongoing Improvement
The process of tailoring is not a single, one-time exercise. During progressive elaboration,
issues with how the project team is working, how the product or deliverable is evolving, and other
learnings will indicate where further tailoring could bring improvements. Review points, phase
gates, and retrospectives all provide opportunities to inspect and adapt the process, development
approach, and delivery frequency as necessary.
Keeping the project team engaged with improving its process can foster pride of ownership and
demonstrate a commitment to implement ongoing improvements and quality. Engaging the project
team to find and implement improvements also demonstrates trust in their skills and suggestions
along with empowerment. Project team engagement with tailoring demonstrates a mindset of
innovation and improvement rather than settling for the status quo.
The concept of adding, removing, and changing processes is shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6. Implement Ongoing Improvement

How organizations tailor can itself be tailored. However, most organizations undertake some
or all of the four steps described. They use elements of selecting an initial approach, tailoring for the
organization, tailoring for the project, and implementing ongoing improvement as shown in Figure 3-7.
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Tailoring Steps

1) Select Approach

2) Tailor for the Organization

3) Tailor for the Project

4) Implement Ongoing
Improvement

Figure 3-7. The Tailoring Process

3.5 TAIL O RIN G T H E P E RFO R M A N C E DO M A I N S
The work associated with each performance domain can also be tailored, based on the
uniqueness of the project. As shown in Figure 3-8, the principles for project management provide
guidance for the behavior of project practitioners as they tailor the performance domains to meet
the unique needs of the project context and the environment.
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Principles of Project Management
Be a diligent, respectful,
and caring steward

Create a collaborative
team environment

Effectively engage
with stakeholders

Focus on value

Recognize, evaluate,
and respond to
system interactions

Demonstrate leadership
behaviors

Tailor based on context

Build quality into
processes and deliverables

Navigate complexity

Optimize risk responses

Embrace adaptability
and resiliency

Enable change to achieve
the envisioned future state

Guide Behavior

Stakeholders
Uncertainty

Team

Development
Approach
and
Life Cycle

Project
Performance
Domains

Measurement

Delivery

Planning
Project Work

Tailor to fit the project context
Figure 3-8. Tailoring to Fit the Project Context

Some tailoring considerations related to each of the performance domains include, but are not
limited to:
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3.5.1 S TA KE H OLD E R S
▶

Is there a collaborative environment for stakeholders and suppliers?

▶

Are the stakeholders internal or external to the organization, or both?

▶

What technologies are most appropriate and cost effective for communicating
to stakeholders? What communication technology is available?

▶

Is one language used with stakeholders? Have allowances been made to adjust
to stakeholders from diverse language groups?

▶

How many stakeholders are there? How diverse is the culture within the stakeholder
community?

▶

What are the relationships within the stakeholder community? The more networks
in which a stakeholder or stakeholder group participates, the more complex the
networks of information and misinformation the stakeholder may receive.

3.5.2 P R OJ E CT TE AM
▶

What is the physical location of project team members? Is the project team colocated?
Is the project team in the same geographical area? Is the project team distributed across
multiple time zones?

▶

Does the project team reflect diverse viewpoints and cultural perspectives?

▶

How will project team members be identified for the project? Are project team members
full time or part time on the project? Are there available contractors capable of performing
the work?

▶

Does the project team have an established culture? How will tailoring be influenced by the
existing culture, and how will the existing culture be influenced by tailoring?

▶

How is project team development managed for the project? Are there organizational tools
to manage project team development or will new ones need to be established?

▶

Are there project team members who have special needs? Will the project team need
special training to manage diversity?
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3.5.3 D E V E LOP ME N T AP P R OAC H A ND LIF E C YC LE
▶

Which development approach is appropriate for the product, service, or result? If adaptive,
should the project be developed incrementally or iteratively? Is a hybrid approach best?

▶

What is an appropriate life cycle for this specific project? What phases should comprise
the project life cycle?

▶

Does the organization have formal or informal audit and governance policies, procedures,
and guidelines?

3.5.4 P L A NN IN G
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▶

How might internal and external environmental factors influence the project and its
deliverable?

▶

What are the factors influencing durations (such as the correlation between available
resources and their productivity)?

▶

Does the organization have formal or informal policies, procedures, and guidelines related
to cost estimating and budgeting?

▶

How does the organization estimate cost when using adaptive approaches?

▶

Is there one main procurement or are there multiple procurements at different times
with different sellers that add to the complexity of the procurement processes?

▶

Are local laws and regulations regarding procurement activities integrated with the
organization’s procurement policies? How does this affect contract auditing requirements?
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3.5.5 P R OJ E CT WOR K
▶

What management processes are most effective based on the organizational culture,
complexity, and other project factors?

▶

How will knowledge be managed in the project to foster a collaborative working
environment?

▶

What information should be collected throughout and at the end of the project? How will
the information be collected and managed? What technology is available to develop,
record, transmit, retrieve, track, and store information and artifacts?

▶

Will historical information and lessons learned be made available to future projects?

▶

Does the organization have a formal knowledge management repository that a project
team is required to use, and is it readily accessible?

3.5.6 D E L IVE RY
▶

Does the organization have formal or informal requirements management systems?

▶

Does the organization have existing formal or informal validation and control-related
policies, procedures, and guidelines?

▶

What quality policies and procedures exist in the organization? What quality tools,
techniques, and templates are used in the organization?

▶

Are there any specific quality standards in the industry that need to be applied? Are there
any specific governmental, legal, or regulatory constraints that need to be taken into
consideration?

▶

Are there areas of the project with unstable requirements? If so, what is the best approach
for addressing the unstable requirements?

▶

How does sustainability factor into the elements of project management or product
development?
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3.5.7 U NCE RTAIN TY
▶

What is the risk appetite and risk tolerance for this endeavor?

▶

How are threats and opportunities best identified and addressed within the selected
development approach?

▶

How will the presence of project complexity, technological uncertainty, product novelty,
cadence, or progress tracking impact the project?

▶

Does the project’s size in terms of budget, duration, scope, or project team size require
a more detailed approach to risk management? Or is the project small enough to justify
a simplified risk management process?

▶

Is a robust risk management approach demanded by high levels of innovation, new
technology, commercial arrangements, interfaces, or other external dependencies?
Or is the project simple enough that a reduced risk management process will suffice?

▶

How strategically important is the project? Is the level of risk increased for this project
because it aims to produce breakthrough opportunities, addresses significant blocks to
organizational performance, or involves major product innovation?

3.5.8 M E ASUR E M E N T
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▶

How is value measured?

▶

Are there measures for financial value and nonfinancial value?

▶

How will the project enable data capture and reporting related to benefits realization,
both during the project and after the project is complete?

▶

What are the project status reporting requirements?
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3.6 DIAGN O S T IC S
Periodic reviews such as retrospectives or lessons learned are effective ways to determine
if approaches are working well and if improvements can be made by tailoring. Project teams that
do not use retrospectives can look to issues, threats, quality assurance statistics, and stakeholder
feedback for signs that further tailoring or adaptation might be required or useful.
This section is intended as general guidance and does not address every possible situation
that could surface within a project. Table 3-1 lists some common situations and suggested tailoring
solutions for commonly encountered situations.

Table 3-1. Common Situations and Tailoring Suggestions

Situation

Tailoring Suggestion

Poor quality deliverables

Add more feedback verification loops and quality
assurance steps.

Team members unsure of how to proceed or undertake
their work

Add more guidance, training, and verification steps.

Long delays waiting for approvals

Try streamlining approval decisions through fewer
people authorized to make decisions up to certain
value thresholds.

Too much work in progress or high rates of scrap

Use techniques like value stream mapping and kanban
boards to visualize the work, identify the issues, and
propose solutions.

Stakeholders are not engaged or share negative
feedback

Evaluate whether sufficient information is being shared
with stakeholders; feedback loops are present and
working; and deeper engagement may work better than
simply communicating.

Lack of visibility and understanding of project progress

Check to ensure appropriate measures are being
collected, analyzed, shared, and discussed during team
and stakeholder meetings; validate agreement with the
measures within the team and with stakeholders.

Issues and/or risks for which the team is unprepared
continue to surface, requiring the team to react rather
than progress work

Explore root causes to identify whether there are
related gaps in project processes or activities.
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3.7 SUMM ARY
Tailoring involves the considered adaptation of approach, governance, and processes to make
them more suitable for the given environment and the project at hand. It involves the analysis,
design, and deliberate modification of the people elements, the processes employed, and the tools
used. The tailoring process involves four steps:
▶

Select initial approach.

▶

Tailor for the organization.

▶

Tailor for the project.

▶

Implement ongoing improvement.

While the tailoring process is often undertaken by the project stakeholders, the bounds and
approach to tailoring are usually governed by organizational guidelines. Organizational governance
helps ensure the external interfaces between project teams mesh correctly and provides guidance
in the form of tailoring considerations.
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Models, Methods,
and Artifacts

4

4.1 OVERV IE W
This section provides a high-level description of some commonly used models, methods, and
artifacts that are useful in managing projects. The items listed in this section are not intended to be
exhaustive or prescriptive, but rather to help project teams think about the options available to them.
In the context of this guide, terms are defined as follows:
▶

Model. A model is a thinking strategy to explain a process, framework, or phenomenon.

▶

Method. A method is the means for achieving an outcome, output, result, or project
deliverable.

▶

Artifact. An artifact can be a template, document, output, or project deliverable.

As project teams consider the tailoring questions in Section 3.5 and decide on specific responses
to those questions, they will start to build a framework for structuring their efforts to deliver the
project outcomes. For example, project teams select specific methods to enable capturing and sharing
the applicable information so they can track progress, improve project team performance in real time,
and engage stakeholders.
Figure 4-1 shows how tailoring includes the models and methods used to perform work in
the project performance domains. The deliverables and the artifacts are also tailored to the project,
internal environment, and external environment.
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Principles of Project Management
Create a collaborative
team environment

Effectively engage
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Focus on value

Recognize, evaluate,
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Demonstrate leadership
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and caring steward
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Tailor to fit the project context

Figure 4-1. Tailoring to Fit the Project Context and Environment
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As with any process, the use of models, methods, and artifacts has associated costs related to
time, level of expertise/proficiency in use, impact on productivity, etc. Project teams should consider
these implications when deciding which elements to use. As much as possible, project teams should
avoid using anything that:
▶

Duplicates or adds unnecessary effort,

▶

Is not useful to the project team and its stakeholders,

▶

Produces incorrect or misleading information, or

▶

Caters to individual needs versus those of the project team.

4.2 COMM O N LY US E D M O DE L S
Models reflect small-scale, simplified views of reality and present scenarios, strategies, or
approaches for optimizing work processes and efforts. A model helps to explain how something
works in the real world. Models can shape behavior and point to approaches for solving problems
or meeting needs. Some models were developed with projects and project teams in mind, others
are more general in nature. Where feasible, models in this section are presented as they apply to
projects. The content in this section does not describe how to develop or create new models.
The model descriptions presented provide a high-level view. Project team members and
other stakeholders can refer to many sources (e.g., PMI’s library of standards products and
PMIstandards+™) for more-complete descriptions and explanations of the models.

4.2.1 S I TUATION AL LE ADE R S HIP MO DELS
Situational leadership models are a subset of a vast array of leadership models. Just as
project teams tailor the processes, methods, life cycles, and development approaches, leadership
styles are also tailored. Situational leadership models describe ways to tailor one’s leadership
style to meet the needs of the individual and the project team. The following are examples of two
situational leadership models.
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4.2.1.1 Situational Leadership® II
Ken Blanchard’s Situational Leadership® II measures project team member development using
competence and commitment as the two main variables. Competence is the combination of ability,
knowledge, and skill. Commitment speaks to the confidence and motivation an individual has. As an
individual’s competence and commitment evolve, leadership styles evolve from directing to coaching
to supporting to delegating in order to meet the individual’s needs.

4.2.1.2 OSCAR Model
The OSCAR coaching and mentoring model was developed by Karen Whittleworth and Andrew
Gilbert. It helps individuals adapt their coaching or leadership styles to support individuals who have
an action plan for personal development. The model refers to five contributing factors:
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▶

Outcome. An outcome identifies the long-term goals of an individual and the desired
result from each conversation session.

▶

Situation. A situation enables conversation about the current skills, abilities, and
knowledge level of the project team member; why the person is at that level; and how
that level impacts the individual’s performance and peer relationships.

▶

Choices/consequences. Choice and/or consequences identify all the potential avenues
for attaining the desired outcome and the consequences of each choice so an individual
can choose viable avenues for reaching their long-term goals.

▶

Actions. An action commits to specific improvements by focusing on immediate and
attainable targets that an individual can work toward within a specified time frame.

▶

Review. Holding regular meetings offers support and helps to ensure that individuals
remain motivated and on track.
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4.2.2 C O MM UN ICATION M ODELS
Project success is dependent on effective communication. Communication models
demonstrate concepts associated with how sender and receiver frames of reference impact the
effectiveness of communication, how the communication medium influences the effectiveness
of communication, and the types of disconnects between end-user expectations and reality. With
the prevalence of multicultural project teams and dispersed stakeholders, these models provide
a way of viewing communication styles and methods to enhance communication efficiency and
effectiveness. There are many communication models that demonstrate different aspects of
communication. Sections 4.2.2.1 through 4.2.2.3 provide a sampling of communication models.

4.2.2.1 Cross-Cultural Communication
A communication model developed by Browaeys and Price incorporates the idea that the
message itself and how it is transmitted is influenced by the sender’s current knowledge, experience,
language, thinking, and communication styles, as well as stereotypes and relationship to the receiver.
Similarly, the receiver’s knowledge, experience, language, thinking, and communication styles, as well
as stereotypes and relationship to the sender will influence how the message is interpreted.

4.2.2.2 Effectiveness of Communication Channels
Alistair Cockburn developed a model that describes the communication channels along the
axes of effectiveness and richness. As defined by Richard Daft and Robert Lengel, richness relates to
the amount of learning that can be transmitted through a medium. Media richness is a function of
characteristics, including the ability to:
▶

Handle multiple information cues simultaneously,

▶

Facilitate rapid feedback,

▶

Establish a personal focus, and

▶

Utilize natural language.

Richness in communication allows a broad spectrum of information to be conveyed rapidly.
Situations that entail complex, complicated, and personal information benefit from richer
communication channels, such as face-to-face communication. Situations that impart simple,
factual information can use less rich communication channels such as a note or a text message.
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4.2.2.3 Gulf of Execution and Evaluation
Donald Norman described the gulf of execution as the degree to which an item corresponds
with what a person expects it to do. Said another way, it is the difference between the intention of
a user and what the item allows them to do or supports them in doing. A car that has the ability to
parallel park itself would have a gulf of execution if the driver expected to push a button labeled
“park” and have the car park itself, and the car did not park itself.
The gulf of evaluation is the degree to which an item supports the user in discovering how to
interpret the item and interact with it effectively. The same parking example would show a gulf of
evaluation if the controls were not designed in such a way that the driver could easily determine how
to initiate the self-parking function.

4.2.3 M O TIVATION M ODE LS
People perform better when they are motivated, and people are motivated by different things.
Understanding what motivates project team members and other stakeholders helps to tailor rewards
to the individual, thereby eliciting more effective engagement. There are a significant number of
models that illustrate how people are motivated. Four models are described in Sections 4.2.3.1
through 4.2.3.4, though these are a small representation of available models.

4.2.3.1 Hygiene and Motivational Factors
Frederick Herzberg conducted a study of motivational factors in working life. He believed that
job satisfaction and dissatisfaction stem from conditions called motivational factors. Motivational
factors include matters that relate to the content of the work, such as achievement, growth, and
advancement. Insufficient motivational factors lead to dissatisfaction. Sufficient motivational factors
lead to satisfaction.
Herzberg also identified hygiene factors related to the work, such as company policies, salary,
and the physical environment. If hygiene factors are insufficient, they cause dissatisfaction. However,
even if they are sufficient, they do not lead to satisfaction.
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4.2.3.2 Intrinsic versus Extrinsic Motivation
Daniel Pink published several books about the intrinsic factors that motivate people. He stated
that while extrinsic rewards, such as salary, are motivators to a certain extent, once a person is paid
fairly for their work, the motivational power of extrinsic rewards ceases to exist. For complicated and
challenging work, such as much of the work on projects, intrinsic motivators are far longer lasting and
more effective. Pink identifies three types of intrinsic motivators: autonomy, mastery, and purpose:
▶

Autonomy. Autonomy is the desire to direct one’s own life. This is aligned with being able
to determine how, where, and when to accomplish work. Autonomy includes flexible work
hours, working from home, and work on self-selecting and self-managing project teams.

▶

Mastery. Mastery is about being able to improve and excel. The desire to do excellent
work, learn, and achieve goals are aspects of mastery.

▶

Purpose. Purpose speaks to the need to make a difference. Knowing the project vision
and how work contributes to achieving that vision allows people to feel like they are making
a difference.

4.2.3.3 Theory of Needs
David McClellan’s model states that all people are driven by needs of achievement, power, and
affiliation. The relative strength of each need depends on an individual’s experiences and culture.
▶

Achievement. People who are motivated by achievement, such as reaching a goal,
are motivated by activities and work that is challenging, but reasonable.

▶

Power. People who are motivated by power like to organize, motivate, and lead others.
They are motivated by increased responsibility.

▶

Affiliation. People who are motivated by affiliation seek acceptance and belonging.
They are motivated by being part of a team.
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4.2.3.4 Theory X, Theory Y, and Theory Z
Douglas McGregor devised the Theory X and Theory Y models, which represent a spectrum
of employee motivation and corresponding management styles. This was later expanded to
include Theory Z.
▶

Theory X. The X side of the spectrum assumes individuals work for the sole purpose of
income. They are not ambitious or goal oriented. The corresponding management style to
motivate these individuals is a hands-on and top-down approach. This management style
is often seen in a production or labor-intensive environment, or one with many layers of
management.

▶

Theory Y. The Y side of the spectrum assumes that individuals are intrinsically motivated
to do good work. The corresponding management style has a more personal coaching feel.
The manager encourages creativity and discussion. This management style is often seen in
creative and knowledge worker environments.

▶

Theory Z. Abraham Maslow saw Theory Z as a transcendent dimension to work where
individuals are motivated by self-realization, values, and a higher calling. The optimal
management style in this situation is one that cultivates insight and meaning.
William Ouchi’s version of Theory Z focuses on motivating employees by creating a job
for life where the focus is on the well-being of employees and their families. This style of
management seeks to promote high productivity, morale, and satisfaction.

4.2.4 C H AN GE M ODE LS
Many projects contain an aspect of changing systems, behaviors, activities, and sometimes,
cultures. Managing this type of change requires thinking about how to transition from the current to
the future desired state. There are many models that describe the activities necessary for successful
change management. Sections 4.2.4.1 through 4.2.4.5 provide a sampling of the change models.
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4.2.4.1 Managing Change in Organizations
Managing Change in Organizations: A Practice Guide [3] is an iterative model that is based
on common elements across a range of change management models. The framework has five
associated elements interconnected through a series of feedback loops:
▶

Formulate change. This element focuses on building the rationale to help people
understand why change is needed and how the future state will be better.

▶

Plan change. The identification of activities helps people prepare for the transition from
the current to the future state.

▶

Implement change. This iterative element focuses on demonstrating the future state
capabilities, checking to ensure the capabilities are having the intended impact, and making
necessary improvements or adaptations in response.

▶

Manage transition. This element considers how to address needs related to the change
that may surface once the future state is achieved.

▶

Sustain change. This element seeks to ensure that the new capabilities continue and
previous processes or behaviors cease.

4.2.4.2 ADKAR® Model
Jeff Hiatt developed the ADKAR® Model which focuses on five sequential steps that individuals
undergo when adapting to change:
▶

Step 1: Awareness. This step identifies why the change is necessary.

▶

Step 2: Desire. Once people know why the change is necessary, there needs to be a desire
to be part of and support the change.

▶

Step 3: Knowledge. People need to understand how to change. This includes
understanding new processes and systems in addition to new roles and responsibilities.
Knowledge can be imparted through training and education.

▶

Step 4: Ability. In this step, knowledge is supported with hands-on practice and access to
expertise and help as needed.

▶

Step 5: Reinforcement. Reinforcement supports the sustainment of the change. This can
include rewards, recognition, feedback, and measurement.
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4.2.4.3 The 8-Step Process for Leading Change
John Kotter introduced the 8-Step Process for Leading Change for transforming organizations.
It is a top-down approach where the need for and approach to change originates at the top levels of
the organization, and then is promoted down through the organization’s layers of management to
the change recipients. The eight steps are:
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▶

Step 1: Create urgency. Identify potential threats and opportunities that drive the need
for change.

▶

Step 2: Form a powerful coalition. Identify the change leaders. Change leaders are not
necessarily based on hierarchy. The change leaders should be influential people from
a variety of roles, expertise, social, and political importance.

▶

Step 3: Create a vision for change. Identify the values that are central to the change.
Then create a brief vision statement that summarizes the change. Next, identify a strategy
to realize the vision.

▶

Step 4: Communicate the vision. Communicate the vision throughout the change
process. Apply the vision throughout all aspects of the organization. Senior management
and the change coalition should consistently communicate the vision and demonstrate
the urgency and benefits of the change.

▶

Step 5: Remove obstacles. All change comes with obstacles. Sometimes the obstacles
are outdated processes, sometimes they are based on the organizational structure,
and sometimes they are people resistant to change. Regardless, all obstacles need
to be addressed.

▶

Step 6: Create short-term wins. Identify quick and easy wins to build momentum
and support for the change.

▶

Step 7: Build on the change. Once the short-term wins are complete, the organization
needs to set goals for continued improvement.

▶

Step 8: Anchor the changes in corporate culture. Ensure the change becomes ingrained
into the culture: continue to communicate the vision, tell success stories, recognize people
in the organization who embody and empower the change, and continue to support the
change coalition.
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4.2.4.4 Virginia Satir Change Model
Virginia Satir developed a model of how people experience and cope with change. Its purpose
is to help project team members understand what they are feeling and enable them to move through
change more efficiently.
▶

Late status quo. This initial stage is when everything feels familiar and can be
characterized as “business as usual.” For some people, business as usual may be good
because they know what to expect. For others, this status may feel a bit stale or boring.

▶

The foreign element. Something happens that shifts the status quo in this stage. This may
include initiating a project that introduces change to people’s usual way of working. There
is often a period of resistance and reduction in performance after the change is introduced.
People may ignore the change or dismiss its relevance.

▶

Chaos. People are in unfamiliar territory. They are no longer comfortable, and performance
drops to its lowest level. Feelings, actions, and behaviors are unpredictable. Some people
feel anxious, others may shut down, and some individuals may feel excited. Chaos can
make people very creative as they try to find ways to make sense of the situation. They try
various ideas and behaviors to see which of these has a positive outcome.

▶

The transforming idea. People come to a point where they come up with an idea that
helps them make sense of the situation. They begin to see how they can find a way out of
the chaos and cope with the new reality. Work performance begins to increase.

▶

Practice and integration. People try to implement their new ideas or behaviors. There
may be setbacks and a period of trial and error, but eventually they learn what works and
what doesn’t. This leads to improved performance. Often performance is at a higher level
than it was before the foreign element was introduced.

▶

New status quo. People get used to the new environment, and their performance
stabilizes. Eventually, the new status quo becomes the normal way of working.
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4.2.4.5 Transition Model
William Bridges’ Transition Model provides an understanding of what occurs to individuals
psychologically when an organizational change takes place. This model differentiates between change
and transition. Change is situational and happens whether or not people transition through it.
Transition is a psychological process where people gradually accept the details of the new situation
and the changes that come with it.
The model identifies three stages of transition associated with change:
▶

Ending, losing, and letting go. The change is introduced in this stage. It is often
associated with fear, anger, upset, uncertainty, denial, and resistance to the change.

▶

The neutral zone. The change is happening in this stage. In some instances, people may
feel frustration, resentment, confusion, and anxiety about the change. Productivity may
drop as people learn new ways of doing work. In other instances, people may become very
creative, innovative, and passionate about trying new ways of working.

▶

The new beginning. At this point, people accept and even embrace the change. They are
becoming more adept at the new skills and the new ways of working. People are often
open to learning and are energized by the change.

4.2.5 C O MP LE XITY M ODE LS
Projects exist in a state of ambiguity and require interactions among multiple systems, often
with uncertain outcomes. Complexity is a challenge to work with. The two models described in
Sections 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.2 provide a framework to understand complexity and determine how to
make decisions in a complex environment.

4.2.5.1 Cynefin Framework
The Cynefin framework, created by Dave Snowden, is a conceptual framework used to diagnose
cause-and-effect relationships as a decision-making aid. The framework offers five problem and
decision-making contexts:
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▶

Where there is an obvious cause-and-effect relationship, best practices are used to make
decisions.

▶

Complicated relationships exist when there is a set of known unknowns or a range
of correct answers. In these situations, it is best to assess the facts, analyze the situation,
and apply good practices.

▶

Complex relationships include unknown unknowns. There is no apparent cause and effect,
and there are no obvious right answers. In complex environments, one should probe the
environment, sense the situation, and respond with action. This style uses emergent practices
that allow for repeated cycles of probe-sense-respond as complex environments change in
reaction to multiple stimuli, and what worked once may not be effective the next time.

▶

In chaotic environments, the cause and effects are unclear. There is too much confusion
to wait to understand the situation. In these situations, the first step is to take action to try
and stabilize the situation, then sense where there is some stability, and respond by taking
steps to get the chaotic situation to a complex situation.

▶

Disordered relationships lack clarity and may require breaking them into smaller parts
whose context links with one of the other four contexts.

The Cynefin framework helps identify behaviors, such as probing, sensing, responding, acting,
and categorizing, which can help impact the relationships between variables and guide actions.

4.2.5.2 Stacey Matrix
Ralph Stacey developed the Stacey matrix which is similar to the Cynefin framework, but it looks
at two dimensions to determine the relative complexity of a project: (a) the relative uncertainty of the
requirements for the deliverable, and (b) the relative uncertainty of the technology that will be used to
create the deliverable. Based on the relative uncertainty of these dimensions, a project is considered
simple, complicated, complex, or chaotic. The degree of complexity is one factor that influences
tailoring methods and practices for the project.
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4.2.6 P R OJ E CT TE AM D E VE LO PMENT MO DELS
Project teams move through different stages of development. Understanding the stage of the
team in its development helps project managers support the project team and its growth. The two
models presented in Sections 4.2.6.1 and 4.2.6.2 illustrate how project teams move through different
stages to become high-performing project teams.

4.2.6.1 Tuckman Ladder
Bruce Tuckman articulated the stages of team development as forming, storming, norming, and
performing. Many people add a fifth stage, adjourning.
▶

Forming. The project team first comes together. Members get to know each other’s name,
position on the project team, skill sets, and other pertinent background information. This
might occur in the kickoff meeting.

▶

Storming. Project team members jockey for position on the team. This phase is where
people’s personalities, strengths, and weaknesses start to come out. There might be some
conflict or struggle as people figure out how to work together. Storming might go on for
some time or pass relatively quickly.

▶

Norming. The project team starts to function as a collective body. At this point, project team
members know their places on the team and how they relate to and interface with all the
other members. They are starting to work together. There might be some challenges as work
progresses, but these issues are resolved quickly, and the project team moves into action.

▶

Performing. The project team becomes operationally efficient. This is the mature project
team stage. Project teams that have been together for a while are able to develop a
synergy. By working together, project team members accomplish more and produce
a high-quality product.

▶

Adjourning. The project team completes the work and disperses to work on other things.
If the project team has formed good relationships, some project team members might be
sad about leaving the project team.

The project team culture in this model starts in the forming stage and evolves throughout the
rest of the development stages. While this model shows a linear progression, project teams can move
back and forth between theses stages. In addition, not all project teams achieve the performing or
even the norming stages.
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4.2.6.2 Drexler/Sibbet Team Performance Model
Allan Drexler and David Sibbet developed a team performance model with seven steps. Steps
1 through 4 describe the stages in creating a project team, and steps 5 through 7 cover project team
sustainability and performance.
▶

Step 1: Orientation. Orientation answers the question of why. In this stage, the project
team learns the purpose and mission for the project. This usually occurs at a kickoff
meeting, or is documented in a business case, project charter, or lean start-up canvas.

▶

Step 2: Trust building. Trust building answers the question of who. This stage sheds light
on who is on the project team and the skills and abilities each person brings. It can also
include information about key stakeholders who may not be part of the project team but
can influence the project team.

▶

Step 3: Goal clarification. Goal clarification answers what. In this stage, the project team
elaborates the high-level project information. This may include finding out more about
stakeholder expectations, requirements, assumptions, and deliverable acceptance criteria.

▶

Step 4: Commitment. Commitment addresses the question of how. In this stage, the
project team starts to define plans to achieve the goals. This can include milestone
schedules, release plans, high-level budgets, resource needs, and so forth.

▶

Step 5: Implementation. High-level plans are decomposed into greater levels of detail,
such as a detailed schedule or backlog. The project team starts working together to
produce deliverables.

▶

Step 6: High performance. After the project team has worked together for some time,
project team members reach a high level of performance. They work well together, don’t
need much oversight, and experience synergies within the project team.

▶

Step 7: Renewal. Renewal is the stage of working through changes on the project team or
the project. The deliverables, stakeholders, environment, project team leadership, or team
membership may change. This causes the project team to consider if the past behavior
and actions are still sufficient, or if the project team needs to go back to a previous stage
to reset the expectations and ways of working together.
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4.2.7 O T HE R MOD E LS
The models described in Sections 4.2.7.1 through 4.2.7.5 cover a wide range of topics, including
conflict management, negotiation, planning, Process Groups, and salience.

4.2.7.1 Conflict Model
Conflict is common on projects. Conflict can be healthy and productive when handled well.
It can result in greater trust among project team members and a deeper commitment to the
outcomes. Fear of conflict can restrict communication and creativity. However, conflict can be
unhealthy as well. Addressing conflict inappropriately can lead to dissatisfaction, lack of trust, and
reduced morale and motivation. The model based on work by Ken Thomas and Ralph Kilmann
describes six ways of addressing conflict by focusing on the relative power between the individuals
and the desire to maintain a good relationship as follows:
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▶

Confronting/problem solving. Confronting a conflict treats the conflict as a problem to
be solved. This style of conflict resolution is used when the relationship between parties is
important, and when each person has confidence in the other party’s ability to problem-solve.

▶

Collaborating. Collaborating involves incorporating multiple views about the conflict.
The objective is to learn about the various views and see things from multiple perspectives.
This is an effective method when there is trust among the participants and when there is
time to come to consensus. A project manager may facilitate this type of conflict resolution
between project team members.

▶

Compromising. There are some conflicts in which all parties will not be fully satisfied. In
those instances, finding a way to compromise is the best approach. Compromise entails
a willingness to give and take. This allows all parties to get something they want, and it
avoids escalating the conflict. This style is often used when the parties involved have equal
“power.” A project manager may compromise with a technical manager regarding the
availability of a project team member to work on the project.
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▶

Smoothing/accommodating. Smoothing and accommodating are useful when reaching
the overarching goal is more important than the disagreement. This approach maintains
harmony in the relationship and can create good will between the parties. This approach
is also used when there is a difference in the relative authority or power of the individuals.
For example, this approach may be appropriate when there is a disagreement with the
sponsor. Since the sponsor outranks the project manager or project team member,
and there is a desire to maintain a good relationship with the sponsor, adopting an
accommodating posture may be appropriate.

▶

Forcing. Forcing is used when there is not enough time to collaborate or problem-solve.
In this scenario, one party forces their will on the other. The party forcing has more power
than the other party. A forcing style may be used if there is a health and safety conflict that
needs to be resolved immediately.

▶

Withdrawal/avoiding. Sometimes a problem will go away on its own, or sometimes
discussions get heated and people need a cooling-off period. In both scenarios,
withdrawing from the situation is appropriate. Withdrawal is also used in a no-win
scenario, such as complying with a requirement imposed by a regulatory agency instead
of challenging the requirement.

4.2.7.2 Negotiation
There are many models for negotiation. One model is Steven Covey’s principle of “Think Win-Win.”
This principle applies to all interactions, not just negotiations, but it is described here in the context
of negotiation. In negotiations, there are different possible outcomes:
▶

Win-win. This is the optimal outcome, where each person is satisfied with the outcome.

▶

Win-lose/lose-win. This describes a competition perspective where in order to win,
someone else loses. It may also come from a martyr perspective where someone chooses
to lose so that others can win.

▶

Lose-lose. This outcome can occur when win-win outcomes may have been possible, but
competition overwhelms collaboration. In this scenario, everyone ends up worse off.
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A win-win perspective is generally found when the following aspects are present:
▶

Character. The parties involved are mature, demonstrate integrity, and share the
perspective that there is enough value for everybody.

▶

Trust. The parties trust each other, establish agreements on how to operate, and are
accountable.

▶

Approach. Each party is willing to look at the situation from the other’s point of view. The
parties work together to identify key issues and concerns. They identify what an acceptable
solution looks like and identify options to achieve an acceptable solution.

4.2.7.3 Planning
Barry Boehm developed a model that compares the time and effort invested in developing
plans to reduce risk, including the delay and other costs associated with overplanning. By taking
more time to plan up front, many projects can reduce uncertainty, oversights, and rework. However,
the longer the time spent planning, the longer it takes to get a return on investment, the more
market share could be lost, and the more circumstances can change by the time the output is
delivered. The intent of this model is to help identify the optimum amount of planning, sometimes
called the sweet spot. The sweet spot is different for every project; therefore, there is no correct
answer for the right amount of planning overall. This model demonstrates that there is a point
where additional planning becomes counterproductive.

4.2.7.4 Process Groups
Project management processes can be organized into logical groupings of project management
inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs that are tailored to meet the needs of the organization,
stakeholders, and the project.
Groups of processes are not project phases. The Process Groups interact within each phase
of a project life cycle. It is possible that all of these processes could occur within a single phase.
Processes may be iterated within a phase or life cycle. The number of iterations and interactions
between processes varies based on the needs of the project.
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Projects that follow a process-based approach may use the following five process groupings
as an organizing structure:
▶

Initiating. Those processes performed to define a new project or a new phase of an
existing project by obtaining authorization to start the project or phase.

▶

Planning. Those processes required to establish the scope of the project, refine the
objectives, and define the course of action required to attain the objectives that the project
was undertaken to achieve.

▶

Executing. Those processes performed to complete the work defined in the project
management plan to satisfy the project requirements.

▶

Monitoring and Controlling. Those processes required to track, review, and regulate the
progress and performance of the project; identify any areas in which changes to the plan
are required; and initiate the corresponding changes.

▶

Closing. Those processes performed to formally complete or close a project, phase,
or contract.

These Process Groups are independent of the delivery approach, application areas (such as
marketing, information services, and accounting), or industry (such as construction, aerospace, and
telecommunications). In a process-based approach, the output of one process generally becomes
an input to another process or is a deliverable of the project or project phase. For example, a project
management plan and project documents, such as the risk register, assumption log, etc., which are
produced in the planning process grouping, are inputs to the executing process grouping where
updates are made to associated artifacts.

4.2.7.5 Salience Model
The Salience Model is about stakeholders. Salience means prominent, noticeable, or perceived
as important. This model was proposed by Ronald K. Mitchell, Bradley R. Agle, and Donna J. Wood.
The authors denoted a stakeholder identification based on three variables: power to influence,
legitimacy of the stakeholders’ relationships with the project, and the urgency of the stakeholders'
claim on the project for stakeholder engagement.
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4.3 MODE L S AP P L IE D AC R O S S P E R F O R M A N C E DO M A I N S
Different models are more likely to be useful in different project performance domains. While
the needs of the project, stakeholders, and organizational environment will determine which models
are most applicable for a specific project, there are some performance domains that are more likely
to make use of each model. Table 4-1 suggests the performance domain(s) where each model is most
likely to be of use; however, the project manager and project team have the ultimate responsibility
for selecting the right models for their project.
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Table 4-1. Mapping of Models Likely to Be Used in Each Performance Domain

Situational Leadership Models:
Situational Leadership® II
OSCAR
Communication Models:
Cross-cultural communication
Effectiveness of communication channels
Gulf of execution and evaluation
Motivation Models:
Hygiene and motivation factors
Intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation
Theory of needs
Theory X, Theory Y, and Theory Z
Change Models:
Managing Change in Organizations
ADKAR®
8-Step Process for Leading Change
Transition
Complexity Models:
Cynefin framework
Stacey matrix
Project Team Development Models:
Tuckman Ladder
Drexler/Sibbet Team Performance
Other Models:
Conflict
Negotiation
Planning
Process Groups
Salience
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4.4 COMM O N LY US E D M ET HO DS
A method is a means for achieving an outcome, output, result, or project deliverable. The
methods described here are a sampling of those commonly used to support project work. There are
many methods that are not described here, either because they are used in project management the
same way they are in other disciplines, such as interviewing, focus groups, checklists, and so forth,
or because they are not frequently used across a broad spectrum of projects (i.e., the methods are
industry specific).
Many of the methods are related by the purpose they serve, such as estimating or data gathering,
and therefore, are presented in a group. Others are related by the type of activity involved, such as
those in the meetings and analysis groups.
The content in this section is not meant to describe how a method is performed. The
descriptions are presented at a high level with more detailed information available from many
sources, including PMIstandards+.

4.4.1 D ATA G ATH E R IN G AN D A NA LYSIS
Data gathering and analysis methods are used to collect, assess, and evaluate data and
information to gain a deeper understanding of a situation. The outputs of data analysis may be
organized and presented as one of the artifacts shown in Section 4.6.6. The data gathering and
analysis methods described here, coupled with the artifacts described in Section 4.6.6, are often
used to inform decisions.
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▶

Alternatives analysis. Alternatives analysis is used to evaluate identified options in order
to select the options or approaches to perform the work of the project.

▶

Assumption and constraint analysis. An assumption is a factor that is considered to
be true, real, or certain, without proof or demonstration. A constraint is a limiting factor
that affects the execution of a project, program, portfolio, or process. This form of analysis
ensures that assumptions and constraints are integrated into the project plans and
documents, and that there is consistency among them.
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▶

Benchmarking. Benchmarking is the comparison of actual or planned products, processes,
and practices to those of comparable organizations, which identifies best practices,
generates ideas for improvement, and provides a basis for measuring performance.

▶

Business justification analysis methods. This group of analysis methods is associated
with authorizing or justifying a project or a decision. The outcomes of the following analyses
are often used in a business case that justifies undertaking a project:

▹

Payback period. The payback period is the time needed to recover an investment,
usually in months or years.

▹

Internal rate of return (IRR). The internal rate of return is the projected annual yield
of a project investment, incorporating both initial and ongoing costs into an estimated
percentage growth rate a given project is expected to have.

▹

Return on investment (ROI). Return on investment is the percent return on an initial
investment, calculated by taking the projected average of all net benefits and dividing
them by the initial cost.

▹

Net present value (NPV). Net present value is the future value of expected benefits,
expressed in the value those benefits have at the time of investment. NPV considers
current and future costs and benefits and inflation.

▹

Cost-benefit analysis. A cost-benefit analysis is a financial analysis tool used to determine
the benefits provided by a project against its costs.

▶

Check sheet. A check sheet is a tally sheet that can be used as a checklist when gathering
data. Check sheets can be used to collect and segregate data into categories. Check sheets
can also be used to create histograms and matrices as described in Section 4.6.6.

▶

Cost of quality. The cost of quality includes all costs incurred over the life of the product
by investment in preventing nonconformance to requirements, appraisal of the product or
service for conformance to requirements, and failure to meet requirements.

▶

Decision tree analysis. A decision tree analysis is a diagramming and calculation method
for evaluating the implications of a chain of multiple options in the presence of uncertainty.
Decision trees can use the information generated from an expected monetary value
analysis to populate the branches of the decision tree.
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▶

Earned value analysis. Earned value analysis is a method that utilizes a set of measures
associated with scope, schedule, and cost to determine the cost and schedule performance
of a project.

▶

Expected monetary value (EMV). The expected monetary value is the estimated value
of an outcome expressed in monetary terms. It is used to quantify the value of uncertainty,
such as a risk, or compare the value of alternatives that are not necessarily equivalent. The
EMV is calculated by multiplying the probability that an event will occur and the economic
impact the event would have should it occur.

▶

Forecast. A forecast is an estimate or prediction of conditions and events in the project’s
future, based on information and knowledge available at the time of the forecast.
Qualitative forecasting methods use the opinions and judgments of subject matter experts.
Quantitative forecasting uses models where past information is used to predict future
performance. Causal or econometric forecasting, such as regression analysis, identifies
variables that can have significant impact on future outcomes.

▶

Influence diagram. This diagram is a graphical representation of situations showing
causal influences, time ordering of events, and other relationships among variables
and outcomes.

▶

Life cycle assessment. This assessment is a tool used to evaluate the total environmental
impact of a product, process, or system. It includes all aspects of producing a project
deliverable, from the origin of materials used in the deliverable to its distribution and
ultimate disposal.

▶

Make-or-buy analysis. A make-or-buy analysis is the process of gathering and organizing
data about product requirements and analyzing them against available alternatives such
as the purchase versus internal manufacture of the product.

▶

Probability and impact matrix. A probability and impact matrix is a grid for mapping the
probability of occurrence of each risk and its impact on project objectives if that risk occurs.

▶

Process analysis. This analysis is a systematic review of the steps and procedures to
perform an activity.

▶

Regression analysis. A regression analysis is an analytical technique where a series of
input variables are examined in relation to their corresponding output results in order to
develop a mathematical or statistical relationship.
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▶

Reserve analysis. This analytical technique is used to evaluate the amount of risk on
the project and the amount of schedule and budget reserve to determine whether the
reserve is sufficient for the remaining risk. The reserve contributes to reducing risk to an
acceptable level.

▶

Root cause analysis. This analytical technique is used to determine the basic underlying
cause of a variance, defect, or a risk. A root cause may underlie more than one variance,
defect, or risk.

▶

Sensitivity analysis. This analytical technique is used to determine which individual project
risks or other sources of uncertainty have the most potential impact on project outcomes by
correlating variations in project outcomes with variations in elements of a quantitative risk
analysis model.

▶

Simulations. This analytical technique uses models to show the combined effect of
uncertainties in order to evaluate their potential impact on objectives. A Monte Carlo
simulation is a method of identifying the potential impacts of risk and uncertainty using
multiple iterations of a computer model to develop a probability distribution of a range of
outcomes that could result from a decision or course of action.

▶

Stakeholder analysis. This technique involves systematically gathering and analyzing
quantitative and qualitative information about stakeholders to determine whose interests
should be taken into account throughout the project.

▶

SWOT analysis. A SWOT analysis assesses the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats of an organization, project, or option.

▶

Trend analysis. A trend analysis uses mathematical models to forecast future outcomes
based on historical results.

▶

Value stream mapping. Value stream mapping is a lean enterprise method used to
document, analyze, and improve the flow of information or materials required to produce
a product or service for a customer.

▶

Variance analysis. Variance analysis is used to determine the cause and degree of
difference between the baseline and actual performance.

▶

What-if scenario analysis. This analytical technique evaluates scenarios in order to
predict their effect on project objectives.
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4.4.2 E S T I M ATIN G
Estimating methods are used to develop an approximation of work, time, or cost on a project.
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▶

Affinity grouping. Affinity grouping involves classifying items into similar categories or
collections on the basis of their likeness. Common affinity groupings include T-shirt sizing
and Fibonacci numbers.

▶

Analogous estimating. Analogous estimating assesses the duration or cost of an activity
or a project using historical data from a similar activity or project.

▶

Function point. A function point is an estimate of the amount of business functionality in
an information system. Function points are used to calculate a functional size measurement
(FSM) of a software system.

▶

Multipoint estimating. Multipoint estimating assesses cost or duration by applying an
average or weighted average of optimistic, pessimistic, and most likely estimates when
there is uncertainty with the individual activity estimates.

▶

Parametric estimating. Parametric estimating uses an algorithm to calculate cost or
duration based on historical data and project parameters.

▶

Relative estimating. Relative estimating is used to create estimates that are derived from
performing a comparison against a similar body of work, taking effort, complexity, and
uncertainty into consideration. Relative estimating is not necessarily based on absolute units
of cost or time. Story points are a common unitless measure used in relative estimating.

▶

Single-point estimating. Single-point estimating involves using data to calculate a single
value that reflects a best-guess estimate. A single-point estimate is opposed to a range
estimate, which includes the best- and worst-case scenario.

▶

Story point estimating. Story point estimating involves project team members assigning
abstract, but relative, points of effort required to implement a user story. It tells the project
team about the difficulty of the story considering the complexity, risks, and effort involved.

▶

Wideband Delphi. Wideband Delphi is a variation of the Delphi estimating method where
subject matter experts complete multiple rounds of producing estimates individually, with
a project team discussion after each round, until a consensus is achieved. For Wideband
Delphi, those who created the highest and lowest estimates explain their rationale,
following which everyone reestimates. The process repeats until convergence is achieved.
Planning poker is a variation of Wideband Delphi.
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4.4.3 M E E TIN GS AN D E VE N TS
Meetings are an important means for engaging the project team and other stakeholders. They
are a primary means of communication throughout the project.
▶

Backlog refinement. At a backlog refinement meeting, the backlog is progressively
elaborated and (re)prioritized to identify the work that can be accomplished in an
upcoming iteration.

▶

Bidder conference. Meetings with prospective sellers prior to the preparation of a bid
or proposal to ensure all prospective vendors have a clear and common understanding
of the procurement. This meeting may also be known as contractor conferences, vendor
conferences, or pre-bid conferences.

▶

Change control board. A change control board meeting includes the group of people
who are accountable for reviewing, evaluating, approving, delaying, or rejecting changes
to the project. The decisions made at this meeting are recorded and communicated to the
appropriate stakeholders. This meeting may also be referred to as a change control meeting.

▶

Daily standup. A standup is a brief collaboration meeting during which the project team
reviews its progress from the previous day, declares intentions for the current day, and
highlights any obstacles encountered or anticipated. This meeting may also be referred to
as a daily scrum.

▶

Iteration planning. An iteration planning meeting is used to clarify the details of the
backlog items, acceptance criteria, and work effort required to meet an upcoming iteration
commitment. This meeting may also be referred to as a sprint planning meeting.

▶

Iteration review. An iteration review is held at the end of an iteration to demonstrate the
work that was accomplished during the iteration. This meeting may also be referred to as a
sprint review.

▶

Kickoff. A kickoff meeting is a gathering of project team members and other key
stakeholders at the outset of a project to formally set expectations, gain a common
understanding, and commence work. It establishes the start of a project, phase,
or iteration.
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▶

Lessons learned meeting. A lessons learned meeting is used to identify and share the
knowledge gained during a project, phase, or iteration with a focus on improving project
team performance. This meeting can address situations that could have been handled
better in addition to good practices and situations that produced very favorable outcomes.

▶

Planning meeting. A planning meeting is used to create, elaborate, or review a plan or
plans and secure commitment for the plan(s).

▶

Project closeout. A project closeout meeting is used to obtain final acceptance of the
delivered scope from the sponsor, product owner, or client. This meeting indicates that
the product delivery is complete.

▶

Project review. A project review meeting is an event at the end of a phase or a project
to assess the status, evaluate the value delivered, and determine if the project is ready to
move to the next phase, or transition to operations.

▶

Release planning. Release planning meetings identify a high-level plan for releasing
or transitioning a product, deliverable, or increment of value.

▶

Retrospective. A retrospective is a regularly occurring workshop in which participants
explore their work and results in order to improve both process and product.
Retrospectives are a form of lessons learned meeting.

▶

Risk review. A meeting to analyze the status of existing risks and identify new risks.
This includes determining if the risk is still active and if there have been changes to the
risk attributes (such as probability, impact, urgency, etc.). Risk responses are evaluated
to determine if they are effective or should be updated. New risks may be identified
and analyzed and risks that are no longer active may be closed. Risk reassessment is an
example of a risk-review meeting.

▶

Status meeting. A status meeting is a regularly scheduled event to exchange and analyze
information about the current progress of the project and its performance.

▶

Steering committee. A meeting where senior stakeholders provide direction and support
to the project team and make decisions outside of the project team’s authority.
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4.4.4 O T HE R ME THOD S
The methods described in this section don’t fit into a specific category; however, they are
common methods that are used for a variety of purposes on projects.
▶

Impact mapping. Impact mapping is a strategic planning method that serves as a visual
roadmap for the organization during product development.

▶

Modeling. Modeling is the process of creating simplified representations of systems,
solutions, or deliverables such as prototypes, diagrams, or storyboards. Modeling can
facilitate further analysis by identifying gaps in information, areas of miscommunication,
or additional requirements.

▶

Net Promoter Score (NPS®). An index that measures the willingness of customers to
recommend an organization’s products or services to others. The score is used as a proxy
for gauging the customer’s overall satisfaction with an organization’s product or service
and the customer’s loyalty to the brand.

▶

Prioritization schema. Prioritization schema are methods used to prioritize portfolio,
program, or project components, as well as requirements, risks, features, or other product
information. Examples include a multicriteria weighted analysis and the MoSCoW (must
have, should have, could have, and won’t have) method.

▶

Timebox. A timebox is a short, fixed period of time in which work is to be completed,
such as 1 week, 2 weeks, or 1 month.

4.5 METHO D S AP P L IE D AC R O S S P E R F O R M A NC E DO M A I NS
Different methods are more likely to be useful in each of the performance domains. While
the needs of the delivery approach, product, and organizational environment will determine which
methods are most applicable for a specific project, there are some performance domains that are
more likely to make use of specific methods. Table 4-2 suggests the performance domain(s) where
each method is most likely to be of use; however, the project manager and/or project team have the
ultimate responsibility for selecting the right methods for their project.
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Table 4-2. Mapping of Methods Likely to Be Used in Each Performance Domain

Data Gathering and Analysis Methods:
Alternatives analysis
Assumptions and constraints analysis
Benchmarking
Business justification analysis
Payback period
Internal rate of return
Return on investment
Net present value
Cost-benefit ratio
Check sheet
Cost of quality
Decision tree analysis
Earned value analysis
Expected monetary value
Forecasting
Influence diagram
Life cycle assessment
Make-or-buy analysis
Probability and impact matrix
Process analysis
Regression analysis
Root cause analysis
Sensitivity analysis
Simulation
Stakeholder analysis
SWOT analysis
Trend analysis
Value stream mapping
Variance analysis
What-if scenario analysis
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Table 4-2. Mapping of Methods Likely to Be Used in Each Performance Domain (cont.)

Estimating Methods:
Affinity grouping
Analogous estimating
Function points
Multipoint estimating
Parametric estimating
Relative estimating
Single-point estimating
Story point estimation
Wideband Delphi
Meeting and Event Methods:
Backlog refinement
Bidder conference
Change control board
Daily standup
Iteration review
Iteration planning
Kickoff
Lessons learned
Planning
Project closeout
Project review
Release planning
Retrospective
Risk review
Status
Steering committee
Other Methods:
Impact mapping
Modeling
Net Promoter Score®
Prioritization schema
Timebox
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4.6 COMM O N LY US E D ARTI FA C T S
An artifact is a template, document, output, or project deliverable. There are many documents
or deliverables that are not described here, either because (a) they are somewhat generic, such as
updates; (b) they are industry specific; or (c) they are a result of a specific method that was used to
create it, for example, while cost estimates are an important artifact, they are the result of various
estimating methods.
The content in this section is not meant to describe how to develop or create an artifact.
The descriptions are presented at a high level as project managers and/or project team members are
expected to tailor the use of these artifacts to meet the needs of their particular project. There is more
detailed information on these and other artifacts from many sources, including PMIstandards+.

4.6.1 S TR ATE G Y ARTIFACTS
Documents that are created prior to or at the start of the project that address strategic, business,
or high-level information about the project. Strategy artifacts are developed at the start of a project and
do not normally change, though they may be reviewed throughout the project.
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▶

Business case. A business case is a value proposition for a proposed project that may
include financial and nonfinancial benefits.

▶

Business model canvas. This artifact is a one-page visual summary that describes the
value proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances. These are often used in lean
start-up situations.

▶

Project brief. A project brief provides a high-level overview of the goals, deliverables, and
processes for the project.

▶

Project charter. A project charter is a document issued by the project initiator or sponsor
that formally authorizes the existence of a project and provides the project manager with
the authority to apply organizational resources to project activities.

▶

Project vision statement. This document is a concise, high-level description of the project
that states the purpose, and inspires the project team to contribute to the project.

▶

Roadmap. This document provides a high-level time line that depicts milestones, significant
events, reviews, and decision points.
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4.6.2 L O GS AN D R E GIS TE R S
Logs and registers are used to record continuously evolving aspects of the project. They are
updated throughout the project. The terms log and register are sometimes used interchangeably.
It is not uncommon to see the term risk register or risk log referring to the same artifact.
▶

Assumption log. An assumption is a factor that is considered to be true, real, or certain,
without proof or demonstration. A constraint is a factor that limits the options for managing
a project, program, portfolio, or process. An assumption log records all assumptions and
constraints throughout the project.

▶

Backlog. A backlog is an ordered list of work to be done. Projects may have a product
backlog, a requirements backlog, impediments backlog, and so forth. Items in a backlog are
prioritized. The prioritized work is then scheduled for upcoming iterations.

▶

Change log. A change log is a comprehensive list of changes submitted during the
project and their current status. A change can be a modification to any formally controlled
deliverable, project management plan component, or project document.

▶

Issue log. An issue is a current condition or situation that may have an impact on the
project objectives. An issue log is used to record and monitor information on active issues.
Issues are assigned to a responsible party for follow up and resolution.

▶

Lessons learned register. A lessons learned register is used to record knowledge gained
during a project, phase, or iteration so that it can be used to improve future performance
for the project team and/or the organization.

▶

Risk-adjusted backlog. A risk-adjusted backlog is a backlog that includes work and actions
to address threats and opportunities.

▶

Risk register. A risk register is a repository in which outputs of risk management
processes are recorded. Information in a risk register can include the person responsible
for managing the risk, probability, impact, risk score, planned risk responses, and other
information used to get a high-level understanding of individual risks.

▶

Stakeholder register. A stakeholder register records information about project
stakeholders, which includes an assessment and classification of project stakeholders.
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4.6.3 P L A NS
A plan is a proposed means of accomplishing something. Project teams develop plans for
individual aspects of a project and/or combine all of that information into an overarching project
management plan. Plans generally are written documents but may also be reflected on visual/
virtual whiteboards.
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▶

Change control plan. A change control plan is a component of the project management
plan that establishes the change control board, documents the extent of its authority, and
describes how the change control system will be implemented.

▶

Communications management plan. This plan is a component of the project, program,
or portfolio management plan that describes how, when, and by whom information about
the project will be administered and disseminated.

▶

Cost management plan. This plan is a component of a project or program management
plan that describes how costs will be planned, structured, and controlled.

▶

Iteration plan. This plan is a detailed plan for the current iteration.

▶

Procurement management plan. This plan is a component of the project or program
management plan that describes how a project team will acquire goods and services from
outside of the performing organization.

▶

Project management plan. The project management plan is a document that describes
how the project will be executed, monitored and controlled, and closed.

▶

Quality management plan. This plan is a component of the project or program
management plan that describes how applicable policies, procedures, and guidelines
will be implemented to achieve the quality objectives.

▶

Release plan. This plan sets expectations for the dates, features, and/or outcomes
expected to be delivered over the course of multiple iterations.

▶

Requirements management plan. This plan is a component of the project or program
management plan that describes how requirements will be analyzed, documented,
and managed.

▶

Resource management plan. This plan is a component of the project management plan
that describes how project resources are acquired, allocated, monitored, and controlled.

▶

Risk management plan. This plan is a component of the project, program, or portfolio
management plan that describes how risk management activities will be structured
and performed.
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▶

Scope management plan. This plan is a component of the project or program
management plan that describes how the scope will be defined, developed, monitored,
controlled, and validated.

▶

Schedule management plan. This plan is a component of the project or program
management plan that establishes the criteria and the activities for developing,
monitoring, and controlling the schedule.

▶

Stakeholder engagement plan. This plan is a component of the project management
plan that identifies the strategies and actions required to promote productive involvement
of stakeholders in project or program decision making and execution.

▶

Test plan. This document describes deliverables that will be tested, tests that will be
conducted, and the processes that will be used in testing. It forms the basis for formally
testing the components and deliverables.

4.6.4 H I E RAR CHY CHARTS
Hierarchy charts begin with high-level information that is progressively decomposed into
greater levels of detail. The information at the upper levels encompasses all the information at the
lower or subsidiary levels. Hierarchy charts are often progressively elaborated into greater levels of
detail as more information is known about the project.
▶

Organizational breakdown structure. This chart is a hierarchical representation of the
project organization, which illustrates the relationship between project activities and the
organizational units that will perform those activities.

▶

Product breakdown structure. This chart is a hierarchical structure reflecting a product’s
components and deliverables.

▶

Resource breakdown structure. This chart is a hierarchical representation of resources
by category and type.

▶

Risk breakdown structure. This chart is a hierarchical representation of potential
sources of risks.

▶

Work breakdown structure. This chart is a hierarchical decomposition of the total
scope of work to be carried out by the project team to accomplish the project objectives
and create the required deliverables.
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4.6.5 B AS ELIN E S
A baseline is the approved version of a work product or plan. Actual performance is compared
to baselines to identify variances.
▶

Budget. A budget is the approved estimate for the project or any work breakdown
structure (WBS) component or any schedule activity.

▶

Milestone schedule. This type of schedule presents milestones with planned dates.

▶

Performance measurement baseline. Integrated scope, schedule, and cost baselines
are used for comparison to manage, measure, and control project execution.

▶

Project schedule. A project schedule is an output of a schedule model that presents
linked activities with planned dates, durations, milestones, and resources.

▶

Scope baseline. This baseline is the approved version of a scope statement, work
breakdown structure (WBS), and its associated WBS dictionary that can be changed using
formal change control procedures and is used as the basis for comparison to actual results.

4.6.6 V I S U AL DATA AN D IN FORMAT IO N
Visual data and information are artifacts that organize and present data and information in
a visual format, such as charts, graphs, matrices, and diagrams. Visualizing data makes it easier to
absorb data and turn it into information. Visualization artifacts are often produced after data have
been collected and analyzed. These artifacts can aid in decision making and prioritization.
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▶

Affinity diagram. This diagram shows large numbers of ideas classified into groups for
review and analysis.

▶

Burndown/burnup chart. This chart is a graphical representation of the work remaining
in a timebox or the work completed toward the release of a product or project deliverable.

▶

Cause-and-effect diagram. This diagram is a visual representation that helps trace an
undesirable effect back to its root cause.

▶

Cumulative flow diagram (CFD). This chart indicates features completed over time,
features in development, and those in the backlog. It may also include features at
intermediate states, such as features designed but not yet constructed, those in quality
assurance, or those in testing.
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▶

Cycle time chart. This diagram shows the average cycle time of the work items completed
over time. A cycle time chart may be shown as a scatter diagram or a bar chart.

▶

Dashboards. This set of charts and graphs shows progress or performance against
important measures of the project.

▶

Flowchart. This diagram depicts the inputs, process actions, and outputs of one or more
processes within a system.

▶

Gantt chart. This bar chart provides schedule information where activities are listed on the
vertical axis, dates are shown on the horizontal axis, and activity durations are shown
as horizontal bars placed according to start and finish dates.

▶

Histogram. This bar chart shows the graphical representation of numerical data.

▶

Information radiator. This artifact is a visible, physical display that provides information
to the rest of the organization, enabling timely knowledge sharing.

▶

Lead time chart. This diagram shows the trend over time of the average lead time of the
items completed in work. A lead time chart may be shown as a scatter diagram or a bar chart.

▶

Prioritization matrix. This matrix is a scatter diagram where effort is shown on the
horizontal axis and value on the vertical axis, divided into four quadrants to classify items
by priority.

▶

Project schedule network diagram. This graphical representation shows the logical
relationships among the project schedule activities.

▶

Requirements traceability matrix. This matrix links product requirements from their
origin to the deliverables that satisfy them.

▶

Responsibility assignment matrix (RAM). This matrix is a grid that shows the project
resources assigned to each work package. A RACI chart is a common way of showing
stakeholders who are responsible, accountable, consulted, or informed and are associated
with project activities, decisions, and deliverables.

▶

Scatter diagram. This graph shows the relationship between two variables.

▶

S-curve. This graph displays cumulative costs over a specified period of time.

▶

Stakeholder engagement assessment matrix. This matrix compares current and
desired stakeholder engagement levels.
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▶

Story map. A story map is a visual model of all the features and functionality desired for
a given product, created to give the project team a holistic view of what they are building
and why.

▶

Throughput chart. This chart shows the accepted deliverables over time. A throughput
chart may be shown as a scatter diagram or a bar chart.

▶

Use case. This artifact describes and explores how a user interacts with a system to
achieve a specific goal.

▶

Value stream map. This is a lean enterprise method used to document, analyze, and
improve the flow of information or materials required to produce a product or service for
a customer. Value stream maps can be used to identify waste.

▶

Velocity chart. This chart tracks the rate at which the deliverables are produced, validated,
and accepted within a predefined interval.

4.6.7 R E P ORTS
Reports are formal records or summaries of information. Reports communicate relevant
(usually summary level) information to stakeholders. Often reports are given to stakeholders who are
interested in the project status, such as sponsors, business owners, or PMOs.
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▶

Quality report. This project document includes quality management issues,
recommendations for corrective actions, and a summary of findings from quality control
activities. It may include recommendations for process, project, and product improvements.

▶

Risk report. This project document is developed progressively throughout the risk
management processes and summarizes information on individual project risks and the
level of overall project risk.

▶

Status report. This document provides a report on the current status of the project.
It may include information on progress since the last report and forecasts for cost and
schedule performance.
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4.6.8 A G R E E M E N TS AN D CONT RA C T S
An agreement is any document or communication that defines the intentions of the parties.
In projects, agreements take the form of contracts or other defined understandings. A contract is
a mutually binding agreement that obligates the seller to provide the specified product, service, or
result and obligates the buyer to pay for it. There are different types of contracts, some of which fall
within a category of fixed-price or cost-reimbursable contracts.
▶

Fixed-price contracts. This category of contract involves setting a fixed price for a
well-defined product, service, or result. Fixed-price contracts include firm fixed price (FFP),
fixed-price incentive fee (FPIF), and fixed price with economic price adjustment (FP-EPA),
among others.

▶

Cost-reimbursable contracts. This category of contracts involves payments to the seller
for actual costs incurred for completing the work plus a fee representing seller profit. These
contracts are often used when the project scope is not well defined or is subject to frequent
change. Cost-reimbursable contracts include cost plus award fee (CPAF), cost plus fixed fee
(CPFF), and cost plus incentive fee (CPIF).

▶

Time and materials (T&M). This contract establishes a fixed rate, but not a precise
statement of work. It can be used for staff augmentation, subject matter expertise,
or other outside support.

▶

Indefinite delivery indefinite quantity (IDIQ). This contract provides for an indefinite
quantity of goods or services, with a stated lower and upper limit, and within a fixed
time period. These contracts can be used for architectural, engineering, or information
technology engagements.

▶

Other agreements. Other types of agreements include memorandum of understanding
(MOU), memorandum of agreement (MOA), service level agreement (SLA), basic ordering
agreement (BOA), among others.
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4.6.9 O T HE R ARTIFACTS
The documents and deliverables described here do not fit into a specific category; however,
they are important artifacts that are used for a variety of purposes.
▶

Activity list. This document provides a tabulation of schedule activities that shows the
activity description, activity identifier, and a sufficiently detailed scope of work description
so project team members understand what work is to be performed.

▶

Bid documents. Bid documents are used to request proposals from prospective sellers.
Depending on the goods or services needed, bid documents can include, among others:

▹
▹
▹

Request for information (RFI),
Request for quotation (RFQ), and
Request for proposal (RFP).

▶

Metrics. Metrics describe an attribute and how to measure it.

▶

Project calendar. This calendar identifies working days and shifts that are available
for scheduled activities.

▶

Requirements documentation. This document is a record of product requirements and
relevant information needed to manage the requirements, which includes the associated
category, priority, and acceptance criteria.

▶

Project team charter. This document records the project team values, agreements,
and operating guidelines, and establishes clear expectations regarding acceptable behavior
by project team members.

▶

User story. A user story is a brief description of an outcome for a specific user, which
is a promise of a conversation to clarify details.

4.7 ARTIFAC T S AP P L IE D A C R O S S P E R F O R M A NC E DO M A I NS
Different artifacts are more likely to be useful in different performance domains. While the
delivery approach, product, and organizational environment will determine which artifacts are most
applicable for a specific project, there are some performance domains that are more likely to make
use of specific artifacts. Table 4-3 suggests the performance domain(s) where each artifact is more
likely to be of use; however, the project manager and/or project team has the ultimate responsibility
for selecting and tailoring the artifacts for their project.
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Table 4-3. Mapping of Artifacts Likely to Be Used in Each Performance Domain

Strategy Artifacts:
Business case
Project brief
Project charter
Project vision statement
Roadmap
Log and Register Artifacts:
Assumption log
Backlog
Change log
Issue log
Lessons learned register
Risk-adjusted backlog
Risk register
Stakeholder register
Plan Artifacts:
Change control plan
Communications management plan
Cost management plan
Iteration plan
Procurement management plan
Project management plan
Quality management plan
Release plan
Requirements management plan
Resource management plan
Risk management plan
Scope management plan
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Table 4-3. Mapping of Artifacts Likely to Be Used in Each Performance Domain (cont.)
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Schedule management plan
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Test plan
Hierarchy Chart Artifacts:
Organizational breakdown structure
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Baseline Artifacts:
Budget
Milestone schedule
Performance measurement baseline
Project schedule
Scope baseline
Visual Data and Information Artifacts:
Affinity diagram
Burn chart
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Flow chart
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Table 4-3. Mapping of Artifacts Likely to Be Used in Each Performance Domain (cont.)
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Agreements and Contracts:
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Appendix X2
Sponsor
X2.1 INTRO D UC T IO N
Research shows that an active project sponsor is a critical success factor in achieving positive
outcomes from projects. This appendix describes the actions and impacts of sponsors and how these
factors contribute to the overall success of the project.

X2.2 THE S P O N S O R RO L E
Depending on the organization, a project typically has a sponsor. The project sponsor provides
decision leadership that is outside of the authority and position power of the project manager and
project team. Active engagement and oversight by a project sponsor supports the project manager,
the project team, and ultimately drives project outcomes. The sponsor also links the project team
with the strategy and big-picture view at the executive level of the organization.
Sponsors perform the following functions, among others:
▶

Communicate the vision, goals, and expectations to the team.

▶

Advocate for the project and the team.

▶

Facilitate executive-level decisions.

▶

Help secure resources.

▶

Keep projects aligned to business objectives.

▶

Remove obstacles.

▶

Address issues outside the project team’s authority.

▶

Bring opportunities that arise within the project to senior management.

▶

Monitor project outcomes after closure to ensure intended business benefits are realized.
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The sponsor’s position within the organization and the perspective from that level enable the
sponsor to provide key support to the team in the following areas:
▶

Vision. Establish and/or communicate the vision and direction for the project.

▶

Business value. Work with the team consistently to maintain alignment with the
strategic and business objectives. When the market, competition, and strategy are volatile
and evolving, this may require frequent interactions to adjust project work to meet the
evolving direction.

▶

Customer focus. Balance various stakeholder needs and priorities. When there are
multiple stakeholders, especially stakeholders with conflicting needs, it may be necessary
to prioritize stakeholder needs and make trade-offs.

▶

Decisions. Make decisions or direct decisions to the appropriate individual or group when
there are decisions to be made that are outside of the project team’s authority. If the team
cannot come to a decision or if the team is in conflict, sponsors can mediate conflict and
facilitate the decision-making process.

▶

Motivation. Sponsors serve as a source of motivation for the project team by actively
engaging with and supporting them.

▶

Accountability. Depending on the authority level of the role, sponsors are often
accountable for the project outcomes. In this role, they may accept or reject the
deliverables for the project.

X2.3 L A C K O F E N GAGE M ENT
When the sponsor is not engaged or when that role is vacant, many of the benefits associated
with the activities listed in Section X2.2 are missing. This may have a negative impact on project
effectiveness. Project performance suffers because there are often longer decision time frames and
conflicting priorities. If the sponsor is not helping to secure resources, that gap can impact access
to necessary team members or acquisition of physical resources. When there is no direct sponsor
support, team members may be removed or switched out. These changes can cause negative
impacts to scope, quality, schedule, and budget and diminish the probability of achieving intended
outcomes and stakeholder satisfaction.
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X2.4 SPO N S O R BE H AV IO R S
There are certain behaviors that sponsors display that can help teams perform effectively and
thus improve project outcomes:
▶

Resource. Liaise with the organization to ensure the team has the necessary skill sets
and the physical resources needed to deliver the project.

▶

Guide. Provide a motivating vision around which the team can rally.

▶

Align. Maintain alignment between the organization’s strategic goals and the project
outcomes. If the market changes or the organization’s goals shift, work with the project
team to pivot the direction of the project to meet the current needs.

▶

Tailor. Work alongside the team to tailor the structure, culture, processes, roles, and work
to optimize outcomes.

▶

Influence. Enable the needed changes for adoption to the post-project operations.
This includes leadership, engagement, and collaboration with stakeholders throughout
the organization.

▶

Communicate. Provide an ongoing exchange of information from the organization
to the team and from the team to the organization.

▶

Partner. Partner with the team in achieving success. This can include coaching, mentoring,
and demonstrating a personal commitment to the project goal.

▶

Check. Engage with the team to stimulate critical thinking by asking questions, challenging
assumptions, and fostering innovation.

▶

Unblock. Remove impediments and barriers and resolve issues that are outside the team’s
authority or ability to address.
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X2.5 CON CL US IO N
The strategic link that the sponsor provides both empowers and enables the project team
to optimize its performance by maintaining alignment with the organization’s strategy. The sponsor
facilitates engagement and decision making and ensures that the skills and resources needed
are available. These activities and behaviors increase the likelihood of achieving the desired
project outcomes.
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Empirical life cycle stage investigations. Project Management Journal, 45(1), 9–20.
https://doi.org/10.1002/pmj.21396
Project Management Institute (PMI). 2012. Executive engagement: The role of the sponsor. Retrieved
from https://www.pmi.org/business-solutions/white-papers/executive-engagement-sponsor-role.
Project Management Institute. 2014. Pulse of the Profession® Report, Executive sponsor engagement:
Top driver of project and program success. Retrieved from https://www.pmi.org/-/media/pmi/documents/
public/pdf/learning/thought-leadership/pulse/executive-sponsor-engagement.pdf?v=411b7196-1cb44b29-b8d2-2764513bd175&sc_lang_temp=en
Zwikael, O. 2008. Top management involvement in project management: Exclusive support practices
for different project scenarios. International Journal of Managing Projects in Business, 1(3), 387–403.
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Appendix X3
The Project Management Office
X3.1 INTRO D UC T IO N
The acronym “PMO” can refer to a portfolio, program, or project management office. In the
context of the PMBOK® Guide – Seventh Edition, the project management office (PMO) represents
a management structure that standardizes project-related governance processes and facilitates
the sharing of resources, tools, methodologies, and techniques. Recognizing that the character
and function of a PMO varies between organizations, and even within the same organization, this
appendix outlines common attributes among PMOs and discusses how PMOs support project work.

X3.2 THE P M O VAL UE P RO P O S I T I O N — W HY HAV E O N E ?
Organizations establish PMOs for a variety of reasons but with one core benefit in mind:
improved project management in terms of schedule, cost, quality, risk, and other facets. PMOs
have many potential roles in aligning work with strategic goals: engaging and collaborating with
stakeholders, developing talent, and realizing value from investments in projects.
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PMOs can take multiple forms. Understanding how PMOs are utilized in organizations as well
as assigned roles and responsibilities sheds light on the range of benefits PMOs can deliver:
▶

Some PMOs provide project management guidance that supports consistency in how
projects are delivered. These PMOs may provide guidelines, templates, and examples
of good practices along with training and coaching. Standardized approaches and tools
promote a common business picture across projects and facilitate decisions that transcend
individual project concerns. This type of PMO often exists in organizations that are just
starting to improve their project management capabilities.

▶

A PMO may offer project support services for planning activities, risk management, project
performance tracking, and similar activities. This shared services model of a PMO often
exists in organizations with independent or diverse business units that want support with
delivery while maintaining more direct control over their projects.

▶

PMOs can be part of a department or business unit and oversee a portfolio of projects.
Oversight can include such activities as requiring a business case to initiate a project,
allocating financial and other resources to deliver the project, approving requests to change
project scope or activities, and similar functions. This type of PMO provides centralized
management of projects. This structure exists in organizations that have departments with
multiple projects and that deliver strategically important results, such as IT capabilities or
new product development.

▶

An organization may have an enterprise-level PMO (EPMO) that links implementation
of organizational strategy with portfolio-level investments in programs and projects that
deliver specific results, changes, or products. This structure exists in organizations with
well-established project management capabilities that are directly linked to achieving
organizational strategy and broad business objectives.

▶

Organizations with flatter structures, customer-centered initiatives, and more adaptive
delivery approaches may adopt an Agile Center of Excellence (ACoE) or Value Delivery
Office (VDO) structure. The ACoE/VDO serves an enabling role, rather than a management
or oversight function. It focuses on coaching teams, building agile skills and capabilities
throughout the organization, and mentoring sponsors and product owners to be more
effective in those roles. This type of structure is emerging within organizations adopting more
decentralized structures where teams need to respond quickly to changing customer needs.

PMOs may be layered. For example, an EPMO may have subordinate PMOs and VDOs that
reside within specific departments. Such layering supports strategic alignment at the EPMO level and
specific project management capabilities within the departmental PMO or VDO.
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The formation of any type of PMO or VDO is based on organizational needs. Key influencers
that help to shape the PMO or VDO include the types of projects being delivered, the size of the
organization, its structure(s), the degree of centralized/decentralized decision making, and corporate
culture. As organizational needs change over time, PMOs and VDOs evolve in response. For example,
a PMO may transform into a VDO or the PMO may be closed after fulfilling its charter.

X3.3 KEY P M O C APABIL IT I E S
The Standard for Project Management states that projects are part of a system for value delivery
within organizations. PMOs can support that system and are a part of the system. Just as project
teams need specific capabilities to deliver results, so do PMOs. Effective PMOs make three key
contributions that support value delivery:
▶

Fostering delivery and outcomes-oriented capabilities. PMOs foster project
management capabilities. They ensure that employees, contractors, partners, etc., who
are within and outside of the PMO, understand, develop, apply, and value a range of
project management skills and competencies. They focus on right-sizing processes and
governance, based on the unique characteristics of each project to produce high-quality
results efficiently, quickly, and effectively.

▶

Keeping the “big picture” perspective. Staying true to the goals of a project remains a
key element of success. Scope creep and new priorities not aligned to strategic or business
goals can allow projects to drift off course. Strong PMOs evaluate the performance of
projects with an eye toward continuous improvement. They evaluate work in the context
of the organization’s overall success rather than maximizing a specific project’s results.
They provide project teams, senior management, and business leaders with information
and guidance that help them understand current circumstances and options in support
of decision making.

▶

Continuous improvement, knowledge transfer, and change management.
Strong PMOs regularly share project results across the organization to transfer valuable
knowledge gained from each project. Learning and sharing activities inform strategic and
business objectives while improving activities that strengthen future project delivery.
Effective organizational change management builds and sustains alignment with process
updates, capability enhancements, and new skills that support project management.
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X3.4 EVO LV IN G FO R S T RO NG E R B E NE F I T S R E A L I Z AT I O N
For many businesses, greater uncertainty, an accelerated pace of change, increased
competition, and more empowered customers mean organizations produce value in an increasingly
complex environment. The ability to implement new strategic initiatives and change rapidly is becoming
a key differentiator. These changes are also exerting greater pressure on PMOs to demonstrate their
contributions to benefits realization and value creation. PMOs are evolving to meet these challenges by:
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▶

Focusing on critical initiatives. While all projects are important, strategic initiatives
can significantly impact the organization’s future, its relationship with its stakeholders,
and its capabilities. PMOs are shifting from being project watchdogs to orchestrating
conversations between senior leaders, business unit heads, product owners, and project
teams. These conversations provide accurate insights into project performance, threats,
and opportunities that can affect important strategic initiatives. Such focus promotes
clarity and course correction around emerging issues and the fullest possible realization
of business outcomes.

▶

Instituting smart and simple processes. PMOs are right sizing their organization’s
capabilities by establishing just enough process and practice discipline to enable effective
communication, collaboration, and continuous improvement without adding wasteful
steps or overriding processes that are producing value.

▶

Fostering talent and capabilities. PMOs are playing a more proactive role in recruiting
and retaining talented team members. They are developing and nurturing technical,
strategic, management, and leadership skills within project teams and across the
organization.

▶

Encouraging and enabling a culture of change. PMOs are becoming change leaders
by actively building organization-wide support for and commitment to outcomes and
benefits-focused performance and organizational change management as competitive
differentiators.
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X3.5 L EARN M O RE ABO UT P M O S
These PMI standards and guides provide additional information about the role of the PMO
from different perspectives. They may offer additional insights and useful information.
Project Management Institute. 2017. The Standard for Organizational Project Management. Newtown
Square, PA: Author.
Project Management Institute. 2017. The Standard for Portfolio Management. Newtown Square,
PA: Author.
Project Management Institute. 2017. The Standard for Program Management. Newtown Square,
PA: Author.
Project Management Institute. 2017. The Standard for Business Analysis. 2017. Newtown Square,
PA: Author.
Project Management Institute. 2017. Agile Practice Guide. Newtown Square, PA: Author.
Project Management Institute. 2016. Governance of Portfolios, Programs, and Projects: A Practice Guide.
Newtown Square, PA: Author.

X3.6 SU GGE S T E D RE S O UR C E S
Project Management Institute. 2013. Strategic Initiative Management: The PMO Imperative. Available
at https://www.pmi.org/learning/thought-leadership/pulse/strategic-initiative-management-thepmo-imperative.
Project Management Institute. 2013. The Impact of PMOs on Strategy Implementation. Available
at https://www.pmi.org/learning/thought-leadership/pulse/impact-pmo-strategy-in-depth.
Project Management Institute. 2013. PMO Frameworks. Available at https://www.pmi.org/learning/
thought-leadership/pulse/pmo-frameworks.
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Product
X4.1 INTRO D UC T IO N
There has been a gradual transition in project management concepts over the last decade.
Views such as defining success as meeting scope, schedule, and budget objectives have transitioned
to measuring value and the outcomes (not the outputs) of the project. Product management is
aligned with this value view and adds a longer time frame perspective. These concepts are shown
in Table X4-1.

Table X4-1. Views of Project and Product Management

Attribute

Project View

Product View

Focus

Outcomes

Outcomes

Typical metrics

Value

Business value

Staffing model

Temporary teams

Stable teams

Delivery emphasis

“Deliver value” accountability

“Inception to retirement” accountability
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This appendix provides information about product development that raises tailoring
considerations for teams to consider. It describes how products and services continue to develop
and evolve through their use and over their lifetime. For purposes of this appendix, products,
product management, and product life cycle are defined as:
Product. A product is an artifact that is produced, is quantifiable, and can be either an end
item in itself or a component item.
Product management. Product management is the integration of people, data, processes,
and business systems to create, maintain, and evolve a product or service throughout its life cycle.
Product life cycle. A product life cycle is a series of phases that represents the evolution
of a product, from concept through delivery, growth, maturity, and to retirement.
Given these definitions, products extend beyond a project life cycle. They operate more like
long-running programs that focus on maximizing benefits realization. For example:
▶

The Apple iPhone® product has been through multiple versions with future updates on
someone’s drawing board.

▶

Once they are finished, buildings and homes require ongoing maintenance to keep them
functioning correctly and, at specific points, they may be refurbished or expanded for
different uses.

Continuous development has impacts on many factors including, but not limited to, funding
models, staffing models, development, and sustainment practices.
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X4.2 GL O BAL M ARK E T S H I F T S
Three global trends are disrupting traditional business models and transforming products and
services (see Figure X4-1).

Customer Centricity

Software-Enhanced Value

Product Management

Ongoing Provision and Payment

Figure X4-1. Global Business Trends Influencing the Management of Products

▶

Customer centricity. Customer centricity inverts the traditional model of organizations
developing products and pushing them out to customers. Today, organizations are changing
to better understand, serve, and maintain customer loyalty (see Figure X4-2). Today’s
technology can capture a range of customer data and requirements that organizations
analyze and use for potential product enhancements, cross-selling opportunities, new
product ideas, etc.
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Organization Serving
Products Out to Customer

Organization Revolving
Around the Customer
Customer
Engagement
Customer
Loyalty

Customer
Life Cycle

Customer
Experience
Customer
Value

Customer
Relationship

Figure X4-2. The Changing Relationship Between an Organization and Its Customers

▶

Software-enhanced value. Software and the capabilities it can provide have become
key differentiators in a range of products and services today. Thirty years ago, software
ran predominantly on dedicated computers. Ten years ago, software was embedded
in control systems for vehicles and homes as a result of enhanced wireless and satellite
communication systems. Now, even the most mundane appliances run software that
adds new capabilities and captures usage data.
Most organizations conduct at least some portion of their transactional business
electronically through websites and applications. Due to the ongoing need to upgrade
and maintain these systems, these services are only truly finished with development
when the product or service is retired.

▶
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Ongoing provision and payment. Changes to established economic models are
transforming many organizations. Single-transaction services are being replaced with
continuous provision and payment. Examples include:
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▹

Publishing. Self-publishing, direct distribution, and electronic books that allow ongoing
refinement and development after publication.

▹

Finance. The shift away from local branches and toward microlending with funding
in smaller batches is based on evaluation of value delivered.

▹

Start-ups. With the increase in the gig economy and custom markets, there are more
start-ups and small businesses today than ever. Work is more distributed, fragmented,
and fluid than with traditional models.

▹

Media. A move away from buying DVDs and CDs from centralized outlets; instead,
a rise in subscription services with ongoing funding and delivery of benefits.

X4.3 IMPAC T O N P RO J E C T DE L I V E RY P R A C T I C E S
As markets shift from a single project delivery model to an ongoing delivery model, some
organizations are looking for alternatives to temporary project structures that deliver a single product,
change, or service. Instead, they are looking for delivery constructs that have a strong customer focus,
recognize the rapid evolution of technology, and align with the ongoing service and revenue streams
of loyal customers.
These factors have led to an increased interest in and shift toward product management
life cycles for value delivery. Product management takes a longer life cycle view that encompasses
support, sustainment, and ongoing evolution with the same team. Stable teams are especially valuable
in complex and unique domains, such as systems with embedded software where knowledge transfer
is time-consuming and costly. The shifting focus to product management is prompting some projectoriented organizations to adapt their delivery models.

X4.4 ORG AN IZ AT IO N AL C O N S I DE R AT I O NS
FOR P RO D UC T M AN A G E M E N T
Organizations that are shifting to long-running, product-based environments can utilize
several strategies to align and coordinate product management. Three strategies include, but are
not limited to, the following (see also Figure X4-3):
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Establish Stable Teams

Product Environment

Use Incremental Funding

Program Management

Figure X4-3. Supporting Strategies for Continuous Value Delivery

▶

Establish stable teams. Instead of disbanding the team when initial development is
complete, use that team to sustain and evolve the product with the designated product
owner or person within the team reflecting the customer perspective. This removes the
need for knowledge transfer and reduces the risk of future enhancements being delayed
due to a loss of tacit knowledge.
Long-standing teams also develop better market awareness, customer insights, and
customer empathy than short-term teams. This helps with maintaining customer focus
and customer loyalty and builds competitive advantage. When people know they will be
responsible for maintaining and enhancing a product, they are less likely to take shortcuts
to get something ready for release. As a result, quality, maintainability, and extensibility are
often improved with long-serving teams rather than with teams that develop then handover
products. These factors, in turn, contribute to creating value and sustaining value delivery.
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Partners or contractors who develop initial products for deployment on a customer
site incorporate effective change management to ensure customers have the capabilities
to maintain the product once it is transitioned. Part of transition planning can include
discussions on building a team within the receiving organization that can support and
evolve the product over its life cycle.
▶

Use incremental guidance and funding. Instead of predefined project durations or
annual budgets, consider more frequent reviews (such as quarterly) and funding for the
next quarter. With more frequent evaluations and funding, the business is in closer control
of overall progress, direction, and decision making.
Similar to venture capital funding, regular reviews of delivered value allow direct funding
toward products that are providing expected value and reduce or curtail investment in
underperforming initiatives. Such funding models enable organizations to pursue new
market opportunities and capitalize on successful endeavors while limiting exposure
to the inevitable percentage of new initiatives that fail.

▶

Utilize program management structures. Practitioners operating with stable teams
that support customer-centric products can apply program management constructs for
managing long-running initiatives. Programs align well with adjusting to market changes
and focusing on customer benefits. They are also typically much longer running than
a single project.
The Standard for Program Management addresses ongoing priority changes as follows:
“The primary difference between projects and programs is based on the recognition within
programs that the strategies for delivering benefits may need to be optimized adaptively as
the outcomes of components are individually realized. The best mechanisms for delivering
a program’s benefits may initially be ambiguous or uncertain.”
This acceptance of up-front uncertainty, need for adaptation, focus on benefits, and
longer time frames may make programs a better fit than projects for many organizations
managing product delivery.
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Many traditional product industries, such as infrastructure, aerospace, and automotive,
use program management guides and frameworks. These industries utilize programs
for directional alignment and integration of component activities, such as programs,
subprograms, and project activities. For example, an organization with a technology
platform can use program and product management to prioritize and oversee capabilities
that will maximize the platform’s return on investment over its lifetime. A stable, continuous
development team can work on customer-focused, value-adding features and functions.
Project teams then deliver equipment upgrades and interfaces with new or enhanced
systems. Operational teams can troubleshoot user interface issues and help customers
adapt to new features. When program structures already exist in organizations, shifting to
those structures for product management does not require reorienting everyone to a new
way of thinking or working.

Table X4-2. Unique Characteristics of Projects, Programs, and Products

Characteristic
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Project

Program

Product

Duration

Short term, temporary

Longer term

Long term

Scope

Projects have defined
objectives. Scope is progressively elaborated throughout
the life cycle.

Programs produce aggregate
benefits delivered through
multiple components.

Products are customer
focused and benefits driven.

Change

Project teams expect changes
and implement processes to
address the changes, as
needed.

Program teams explore
changes and adapt to optimize
the delivery of benefits.

Product teams explore
changes to optimize the
delivery of benefits.

Success

Success is measured by
product and project quality,
time lines, budget, customer
satisfaction, and achievement
of intended outcomes.

Success is measured by the
realization of intended benefits
and the efficiency and
effectiveness of delivering
those benefits.

Success is measured by the
ability to deliver intended
benefits and ongoing viability
for continued funding.

Funding

Funding is largely determined
up front based on ROI
projections and initial
estimates. Funding is updated
based on actual performance
and change requests.

Funding is up front and
ongoing. Funding is updated
with results showing how
benefits are being delivered.

Product teams engage in
continuous development via
funding, development blocks,
and reviews of value delivery.
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Organizations taking an integrated view of project and product management can benefit
from examining program management frameworks as a stepping stone. Programs are much better
aligned with product thinking through their acceptance of up-front uncertainty, need for adaptation,
focus on benefits, and longer time frames.

X4.5 SU M M ARY
Global markets, increased diversification, and the addition of software to more products are
resulting in extended support, sustainment, and time frames for realization of value. Customer-centric
and digitally focused organizations are finding advantages in forming stable teams for the lifetime
support and growth of these new classes of products.
Product life cycles may appear at odds with traditional project delivery constructs such as
the temporary nature of projects. However, they have many overlaps with the evolution of project
thinking that includes focusing on customer value.
Organizations in such environments can find alignment and additional resources in creating
long-running stable teams, staged funding, and program management constructs.

X4.6 SU GGE S T E D RE S O UR C E S
Kelly, A. 2018. Continuous Digital: An Agile Alternative to Projects for Digital Business. Columbus, OH:
Allan Kelly Associates.
Leybourn, E. and Hastie, S. 2019. #noprojects: A Culture of Continuous Value. Toronto, Ontario,
Canada: C4Media.
Kersten, M. 2018. Project to Product: How to Survive and Thrive in the Age of Digital Disruption with the
Flow Framework. Portland, OR: IT Revolution Press.
Project Management Institute. 2017. The Standard for Program Management – Fourth Edition.
Newtown Square, PA: Author.
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Research and Development for
The Standard for Project Management
X5.1 INTRO D UC T IO N
The purpose of this appendix is to provide insight into how the update to The Standard for
Project Management was developed. Content includes:
▶

Rationale for a move to a principle-based standard,

▶

Overview of the research conducted prior to the development of the standard,

▶

Description of how the standard was developed, and

▶

Information on how the content in the standard was validated.

X5.2 THE M O V E T O A P RIN C I P L E - B A S E D S TA NDA R D
Since 2010, PMI’s standards program has included research in addition to practitioner
experience to develop standards. Academic research, market research, focus groups, and
practitioner experience have been inputs when updating many of the standards documents,
including The Standard for Project Management.
As early as 2012, research suggested a move away from a prescriptive, process-oriented standard
toward one that requires reflection to apply in practice. Since that time, many of PMI’s standards have
moved to a principle-based format, such as The Standard for Program Management – Third Edition
and The Standard for Portfolio Management – Fourth Edition. In addition, as part of supporting the
development of ISO standards, PMI participated in discussions within ISO TC2581 regarding the need
to shift to a narrative- or principle-based approach and away from a process-based approach.

1
International Organization for Standardization Technical Committee 258, Project, Programme,
and Portfolio Management.
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Comments by the review teams and exposure draft participants collectively affirmed the shift
of The Standard for Project Management away from a process-based approach to a principle-based
standard in keeping with research findings and practitioner need.

X5.3 R ES E ARC H FO R T H E S TA N DA R D
FOR P RO J E C T M AN A G E M E NT
Prior to updating The Standard for Project Management, significant research and review were
conducted, including:
▶

International project management standards or standards-like documents along with lean,
agile, and design thinking principles and some of the mostly commonly used frameworks.
This research helped to identify common practice areas and themes that served as inputs
into developing the principles in the The Standard for Project Management.

▶

PMI research, such as Pulse of the Profession®, which indicated that more organizations
and practitioners are embracing agile and hybrid models along with new ways of working
(i.e., tools, frameworks, technologies, etc.).

▶

Review of published white papers, thought leadership articles, and related documents
to elicit underlying principles.

▶

Focus groups and workshops to gather stakeholder input for improving the usability
of The Standard for Project Management.

Analysis of the research led to the conclusion that more organizations are embracing a variety
of project management approaches. Some organizations are moving toward a hybrid approach
which mixes predictive and adaptive practices. Organizations and project teams are tailoring their
approaches to the needs of the industry, organization, and project. These findings indicated that the
PMI standard needed to reflect a more holistic and inclusive view of project management applicable
to predictive, hybrid, and adaptive approaches.
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All of this information contributed insights to the development process for exploring:
▶

A shift from a process- to a principle-based focus that would reflect the full spectrum
of the various ways that projects are managed.

▶

Potential new content areas for inclusion, such as benefits realization management,
organizational change management, and complexity, in alignment with the practice guides
in those areas.

▶

Moving any “how to” content to a more interactive and adaptive medium and adapting that
content to better reflect a range of considerations based on industry, type of project, and
other important characteristics.

▶

Broadening the focus of the standard to be inclusive of all projects and placing more
emphasis on the desired outcomes from the project.

X5.4 STA N D ARD D E V E L O PM E NT P R O C E S S
Developing the standard included ensuring global stakeholder representation from a broad
range of industries and the various approaches to managing projects.

X5.4.1 D E V E LOP ME N T AN D REVIEW T EA MS
Prior to developing the content for the standard, a Development Team and two review teams
were formed. Approximately 450 individuals applied to participate on the teams. Twelve people were
selected for the Development Team and approximately 70 were selected to participate in one of
two review teams. The Development Team and review teams were comprised of stakeholders from
around the globe and across industry segments and roles (e.g., government, practitioners, academic,
consulting, and organizational providers). The teams included expertise in delivering projects using
predictive, hybrid, and adaptive approaches.
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X5.4.2 C O NTENT
The standard is comprised of three sections: Introduction, A System for Value Delivery, and
Project Management Principles.
The Introduction includes key terms and concepts associated with project management. Much
of this information is consistent with previous editions.
Content in the section on A System for Value Delivery draws on content from PMI foundational
standards2 as well as research on benefits realization management and organizational agility. The
content is presented with a focus on delivering value and is inclusive of the various ways in which
value is created.
The Project Management Principles section evolved throughout the development and validation
process. The initial concepts for the principles were identified through the research discussed
previously. The Development Team worked individually and collaboratively to identify potential
principles and then grouped them into affinity categories. Each category was further analyzed and
decomposed to include a list of keywords associated with each category. The potential categories and
keywords were composed into an initial draft, which was then reviewed and commented on by the
entire Development Team to ensure the intent of the principles was reflected in the draft.
It is important to note that the principles are intended to be broadly based. Nothing in the
principles is intended to be dogmatic, restrictive, or prescriptive. The principles are aligned with,
but not duplicative of, the content in the PMI Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct.
It is not possible to generate the “right principles” as each project and organization is different.
Therefore, the principles are designed as a guide for people working on projects. Project professionals
and others working on projects can seek to be aligned with the principles, but they are not intended
to provide instructions for managing projects.

X5.5 VA L ID AT IN G T H E S TA N DA R D
Content in the standard was validated using three main approaches: global workshops,
iterative development, and public exposure draft.

2
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X 5 . 5 . 1 G LOBAL WOR KSHOP S
Throughout the development process, global workshops were held where the move to a
principle-based standard was presented and workshop participants were asked to explore guiding
principles for project management. Workshops were presented in Dublin, Ireland (PMI Global
Congress – EMEA); Bangalore, India; Brazilia, Brazil; Ottawa, Canada (PMI Global Executive Council
meeting); Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (PMI Global Conference); and Beijing, China.
These workshops served as input into the Development Team’s work and as validation checkpoints
during development.

X5.5.2 I T E R ATIVE D E VE LOP MENT
The Development Team worked in pairs and small teams to develop the initial content for
each of the three sections that comprise The Standard for Project Management. Once the initial drafts
were integrated, the Development Team and Review Team 1 reviewed and commented on the drafts
of each section of the standard. These reviews produced over a thousand comments which the
Development Team analyzed and addressed to produce a second draft of the full standard. Review
Team 2 reviewed the entire draft standard and provided comments with a fresh perspective to the
Development Team. Those comments were analyzed and integrated into the content, as appropriate.

X5.5.3 E X P OS UR E D R AFT
The draft standard was made available for public review and comment from 15 January to
14 February 2020. Almost 600 individuals submitted comments on the exposure draft. In response
to the exposure draft comments, the content was reorganized and edited for clarity. Most comments
indicated agreement with the intent of the principle-based standard. The Development Team then
reviewed the draft of the standard and gave approval for the draft to go to the Standards Consensus
Committee for consensus ballot per PMI’s Policy for the Development and Coordination of American
National Standards.
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X5.6 SU M M ARY
Continuing changes in the project management profession and the ways in which projects are
managed support a less prescriptive standard. Industry research, global participation with broad
industry representation, and an iterative review process shaped and validated the move from a
process-based standard to a principle-based standard. Future teams can evaluate the impact of the
shift in presentation of The Standard for Project Management and use that information to enhance or
revise future editions.
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Glossary
1. INCL U S IO N S AN D E X C L U S I O N S
This combined glossary includes definitions of terms and acronyms from the following:
▶

The Standard for Project Management

▶

A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Seventh Edition

This glossary includes terms that are:
▶

Unique or nearly unique to project management (e.g., minimum viable product, work
breakdown structure, Gantt chart), and

▶

Not unique to project management but used differently or with a narrower meaning
in project management than in general everyday usage (e.g., release planning,
contingency reserve).

This glossary generally does not include:
▶

Application-area-specific terms,

▶

Terms used in project management that do not differ in any material way from everyday
use (e.g., calendar day, delay),

▶

Compound terms whose meanings are clear from the meanings of the component parts,

▶

Variants when the meaning of the variant is clear from the base term, and

▶

Terms that are used only once and are not critical to understanding the point of the
sentence. This can include a list of examples that would not have each term defined
in the glossary.
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2. COMMO N AC RO N YM S
AC

actual cost

IDIQ

indefinite delivery indefinite quantity

BAC

budget at completion

LCA

life cycle assessment

CCB

change control board

MVP

minimum viable product

CFD

cumulative flow diagram

NPS®

Net Promotor Score®

COQ

cost of quality

OBS

organizational breakdown structure

CPAF

cost plus award fee

OPA

organizational process assets

CPFF

cost plus fixed fee

PMB

performance measurement baseline

CPI

cost performance index

PMBOK Project Management Body of Knowledge

CPIF

cost plus incentive fee

PMO

project management office

CPM

critical path method

PV

planned value

CV

cost variance

RAM

responsibility assignment matrix

DoD

definition of done

RBS

risk breakdown structure

EAC

estimate at completion

SOW

statement of work

EEF

enterprise environmental factors

SPI

schedule performance index

EMV

expected monetary value

SV

schedule variance

ETC

estimate to complete

EV

earned value

SWOT	strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats

EVA

earned value analysis

T&M

time and materials contract

FFP

firm fixed price

VAC

variance at completion

VDO

value delivery office

WBS

work breakdown structure

FPEPA	fixed price with economic
price adjustment
FPIF
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3. DEFIN IT IO N S
Many of the words defined here have broader, and in some cases, different dictionary definitions.
In some cases, a single glossary term consists of multiple words (e.g., root cause analysis).
Acceptance Criteria. A set of conditions that is required to be met before deliverables are accepted.
Accuracy. Within the quality management system, accuracy is an assessment of correctness.
Activity List. A documented tabulation of schedule activities that shows the activity description,
activity identifier, and a sufficiently detailed scope of work description so project team members
understand what work is to be performed.
Actual Cost (AC). The realized cost incurred for the work performed on an activity during a specific
time period.
Adaptive Approach. A development approach in which the requirements are subject to a high level
of uncertainty and volatility and are likely to change throughout the project.
Affinity Diagram. A diagram that shows large numbers of ideas classified into groups for review
and analysis.
Affinity Grouping. The process of classifying items into similar categories or collections on the basis
of their likeness.
Agile. A term used to describe a mindset of values and principles as set forth in the Agile Manifesto.
Alternatives Analysis. A method used to evaluate identified options in order to select the options
or approaches to use to perform the work of the project.
Ambiguity. A state of being unclear, having difficulty in identifying the cause of events, or having
multiple options from which to choose.
Analogous Estimating. A method for estimating the duration or cost of an activity or a project using
historical data from a similar activity or project.
Artifact. A template, document, output, or project deliverable.
Assumption. A factor in the planning process that is considered to be true, real, or certain, without
proof or demonstration.
Assumption and Constraint Analysis. An assessment that ensures assumptions and constraints
are integrated into the project plans and documents, and that there is consistency among them.
Assumption Log. A project document used to record all assumptions and constraints throughout
the project.
Authority. The right to apply project resources, expend funds, make decisions, or give approvals.
Backlog. An ordered list of work to be done.
Backlog Refinement. Progressive elaboration of the content in the backlog and (re)prioritization
of it to identify the work that can be accomplished in an upcoming iteration.
Baseline. The approved version of a work product, used as a basis for comparison to actual results.
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Basis of Estimates. Supporting documentation outlining the details used in establishing project
estimates such as assumptions, constraints, level of detail, ranges, and confidence levels.
Benchmarking. The comparison of actual or planned products, processes, and practices to those
of comparable organizations to identify best practices, generate ideas for improvement, and provide
a basis for measuring performance.
Benefits Management Plan. The documented explanation defining the processes for creating,
maximizing, and sustaining the benefits provided by a project or program.
Bid Documents. All documents used to solicit information, quotations, or proposals from
prospective sellers.
Bidder Conference. The meetings with prospective sellers prior to the preparation of a bid
or proposal to ensure all prospective vendors have a clear and common understanding of the
procurement. Also known as contractor conferences, vendor conferences, or pre-bid conferences.
Blocker. See impediment.
Budget. The approved estimate for the project or any work breakdown structure (WBS) component
or any schedule activity.
Budget at Completion (BAC). The sum of all budgets established for the work to be performed.
Burn Chart. A graphical representation of the work remaining in a timebox or the work completed
toward the release of a product or project deliverable.
Business Case. A value proposition for a proposed project that may include financial and
nonfinancial benefits.
Business Model Canvas. A one-page, visual summary that describes the value proposition,
infrastructure, customers, and finances. These are often used in Lean Startup situations.
Business Value. The net quantifiable benefit derived from a business endeavor that may be tangible,
intangible, or both.
Cadence. A rhythm of activities conducted throughout the project.
Cause-and-Effect Diagram. A visual representation that helps trace an undesirable effect back to its
root cause.
Change. A modification to any formally controlled deliverable, project management plan component,
or project document.
Change Control. A process whereby modifications to documents, deliverables, or baselines
associated with the project are identified, documented, approved, or rejected.
Change Control Board (CCB). A formally chartered group responsible for reviewing, evaluating,
approving, delaying, or rejecting changes to the project, and for recording and communicating
such decisions.
Change Control Plan. A component of the project management plan that establishes the change
control board, documents the extent of its authority, and describes how the change control system
will be implemented.
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Change Control System. A set of procedures that describes how modifications to the project
deliverables and documentation are managed and controlled.
Change Log. A comprehensive list of changes submitted during the project and their current status.
Change Management. A comprehensive, cyclic, and structured approach for transitioning individuals,
groups, and organizations from a current state to a future state with intended business benefits.
Change Request. A formal proposal to modify a document, deliverable, or baseline.
Charter. See project charter.
Check Sheet. A tally sheet that can be used as a checklist when gathering data.
Closing Process Group. The process(es) performed to formally complete or close a project, phase,
or contract.
Communications Management Plan. A component of the project, program, or portfolio
management plan that describes how, when, and by whom information about the project will be
administered and disseminated.
Complexity. A characteristic of a program or project or its environment that is difficult to manage
due to human behavior, system behavior, and ambiguity.
Confirmation Bias. A type of cognitive bias that confirms preexisting beliefs or hypotheses.
Conformance. The degree to which the results meet the set quality requirements.
Constraint. A limiting factor that affects the execution of a project, program, portfolio, or process.
Contingency. An event or occurrence that could affect the execution of the project, which may be
accounted for with a reserve.
Contingency Reserve. Time or money allocated in the schedule or cost baseline for known risks with
active response strategies.
Continuous Delivery. The practice of delivering feature increments immediately to customers, often
through the use of small batches of work and automation technology.
Contract. A mutually binding agreement that obligates the seller to provide the specified product,
service, or result and obligates the buyer to pay for it.
Control. The process of comparing actual performance with planned performance, analyzing
variances, assessing trends to effect process improvements, evaluating possible alternatives, and
recommending appropriate corrective action as needed.
Control Chart. A graphic display of process data over time and against established control limits,
which has a centerline that assists in detecting a trend of plotted values toward either control limit.
Cost Baseline. The approved version of the time-phased project budget, excluding any management
reserves, which can be changed only through formal change control procedures and is used as a basis
for comparison to actual results.
Cost-Benefit Analysis. A financial analysis method used to determine the benefits provided by
a project against its costs.
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Cost Management Plan. A component of a project or program management plan that describes
how costs will be planned, structured, and controlled.
Cost of Quality (COQ). All costs incurred over the life of the product by investment in preventing
nonconformance to requirements, appraisal of the product or service for conformance to requirements,
and failure to meet requirements.
Cost Performance Index (CPI). A measure of the cost efficiency of budgeted resources expressed
as the ratio of earned value to actual cost.
Cost Plus Award Fee Contract (CPAF). A category of contract that involves payments to the seller for
all legitimate actual costs incurred for completed work, plus an award fee representing seller profit.
Cost Plus Fixed Fee Contract (CPFF). A type of cost-reimbursable contract where the buyer
reimburses the seller for the seller’s allowable costs (allowable costs are defined by the contract)
plus a fixed amount of profit (fee).
Cost Plus Incentive Fee Contract (CPIF). A type of cost-reimbursable contract where the buyer
reimburses the seller for the seller’s allowable costs (allowable costs are defined by the contract),
and the seller earns its profit if it meets defined performance criteria.
Cost-Reimbursable Contract. A type of contract involving payment to the seller for the seller’s
actual costs, plus a fee typically representing the seller’s profit.
Cost Variance (CV). The amount of budget deficit or surplus at a given point in time, expressed
as the difference between the earned value and the actual cost.
Crashing. A method used to shorten the schedule duration for the least incremental cost by
adding resources.
Criteria. Standards, rules, or tests on which a judgment or decision can be based or by which
a product, service, result, or process can be evaluated.
Critical Path. The sequence of activities that represents the longest path through a project, which
determines the shortest possible duration.
Critical Path Method (CPM). A method used to estimate the minimum project duration and
determine the amount of schedule flexibility on the logical network paths within the schedule model.
Cumulative Flow Diagram (CFD). A chart indicating features completed over time, features in other
states of development, and those in the backlog.
Cycle Time. The total elapsed time from the start of a particular activity or work item to its completion.
Cycle Time Chart. A diagram that shows the average cycle time of the work items completed
over time.
Daily Standup. A brief, daily collaboration meeting in which the team reviews progress from the
previous day, declares intentions for the current day, and highlights any obstacles encountered
or anticipated.
Dashboard. A set of charts and graphs showing progress or performance against important
measures of the project.
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Data Gathering and Analysis Methods. Methods used to collect, assess, and evaluate data and
information to gain a deeper understanding of a situation.
Decision Tree Analysis. A diagramming and calculation method for evaluating the implications
of a chain of multiple options in the presence of uncertainty.
Decomposition. A method used for dividing and subdividing the project scope and project
deliverables into smaller, more manageable parts.
Definition of Done (DoD). A checklist of all the criteria required to be met so that a deliverable can
be considered ready for customer use.
Deliverable. Any unique and verifiable product, result, or capability to perform a service that is
required to be produced to complete a process, phase, or project.
Delivery Performance Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and functions
associated with delivering the scope and quality that the project was undertaken to achieve.
Development Approach. A method used to create and evolve the product, service, or result during
the project life cycle, such as a predictive, iterative, incremental, agile, or hybrid method.
Development Approach and Life Cycle Performance Domain. The performance domain that
addresses activities and functions associated with the development approach, cadence, and life cycle
phases of the project.
DevOps. A collection of practices for creating a smooth flow of deliveries by improving collaboration
between development and operations staff.
Digital Product. A product or service that is delivered, used, and stored in an electronic format.
Discretionary Dependency. A relationship that is based on best practices or project preferences.
Duration. The total number of work periods required to complete an activity or work breakdown
structure component, expressed in hours, days, or weeks. Contrast with effort.
Earned Value (EV). The measure of work performed expressed in terms of the budget authorized
for that work.
Earned Value Analysis (EVA). An analysis method that uses a set of measures associated with scope,
schedule, and cost to determine the cost and schedule performance of a project.
Effort. The number of labor units required to complete a schedule activity or work breakdown
structure component, often expressed in hours, days, or weeks. Contrast with duration.
Emotional Intelligence. The ability to identify, assess, and manage the personal emotions of oneself
and other people, as well as the collective emotions of groups of people.
Enterprise Environmental Factors (EEF). Conditions, not under the immediate control of the team,
that influence, constrain, or direct the project, program, or portfolio.
Epic. A large, related body of work intended to hierarchically organize a set of requirements and
deliver specific business outcomes.
Estimate. A quantitative assessment of the likely amount or outcome of a variable, such as project
costs, resources, effort, or durations.
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Estimate at Completion (EAC). The expected total cost of completing all work expressed as the sum
of the actual cost to date and the estimate to complete.
Estimate to Complete (ETC). The expected cost to finish all the remaining project work.
Estimating Methods. Methods used to develop an approximation of work, time, or cost on a project.
Executing Process Group. Those processes performed to complete the work defined in the project
management plan to satisfy the project requirements.
Expected Monetary Value (EMV). The estimated value of an outcome expressed in monetary terms.
Explicit Knowledge. Knowledge that can be codified using symbols such as words, numbers,
and pictures.
External Dependency. A relationship between project activities and non-project activities.
Fast Tracking. A schedule compression method in which activities or phases normally done
in sequence are performed in parallel for at least a portion of their duration.
Feature. A set of related requirements or functionalities that provides value to an organization.
Firm Fixed Price Contract (FFP). A type of fixed-price contract where the buyer pays the seller a set
amount (as defined by the contract), regardless of the seller’s costs.
Fixed Duration. A type of activity where the length of time required to complete the activity remains
constant regardless of the number of people or resources assigned to the activity.
Fixed-Price Contract. An agreement that sets the fee that will be paid for a defined scope of work
regardless of the cost or effort to deliver it.
Fixed Price Incentive Fee Contract (FPIF). A type of contract where the buyer pays the seller a set
amount (as defined by the contract), and the seller can earn an additional amount if the seller meets
defined performance criteria.
Fixed Price with Economic Price Adjustment Contract (FPEPA). A fixed-price contract, but with
a special provision allowing for predefined final adjustments to the contract price due to changed
conditions, such as inflation changes, or cost increases (or decreases) for specific commodities.
Flow. The measure of how efficiently work moves through a given process or framework.
Flowchart. The depiction in a diagram format of the inputs, process actions, and outputs of one
or more processes within a system.
Forecast. An estimate or prediction of conditions and events in the project’s future based on
information and knowledge available at the time of the forecast.
Function Point. An estimate of the amount of business functionality in an information system,
used to calculate the functional size measurement of a software system.
Gantt Chart. A bar chart of schedule information where activities are listed on the vertical axis,
dates are shown on the horizontal axis, and activity durations are shown as horizontal bars placed
according to start and finish dates.
Governance. The framework for directing and enabling an organization through its established
policies, practices, and other relevant documentation.
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Grade. A category or rank used to distinguish items that have the same functional use but do not
share the same requirements for quality.
Hierarchy Chart. A chart that begins with high-level information that is progressively decomposed
into lower levels of detail.
Histogram. A bar chart that shows the graphical representation of numerical data.
Hybrid Approach. A combination of two or more agile and nonagile elements, having a nonagile
end result.
Impact Mapping. A strategic planning method that serves as a visual roadmap for the organization
during product development.
Impediment. An obstacle that prevents the team from achieving its objectives. Also known
as a blocker.
Incremental Approach. An adaptive development approach in which the deliverable is produced
successively, adding functionality until the deliverable contains the necessary and sufficient capability
to be considered complete.
Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ). A contract that provides for an indefinite quantity
of goods or services, with a stated lower and upper limit, within a fixed time period.
Influence Diagram. A graphical representation of situations showing causal influences, time ordering
of events, and other relationships among variables and outcomes.
Information Radiator. A visible, physical display that provides information to the rest of the
organization, enabling timely knowledge sharing.
Initiating Process Group. Those processes performed to define a new project or a new phase
of an existing project by obtaining authorization to start the project or phase.
Internal Dependency. A relationship between two or more project activities.
Interpersonal Skills. Skills used to establish and maintain relationships with other people.
Issue. A current condition or situation that may have an impact on the project objectives.
Issue Log. A project document where information about issues is recorded and monitored.
Iteration. A timeboxed cycle of development on a product or deliverable in which all of the work
that is needed to deliver value is performed.
Iteration Plan. A detailed plan for the current iteration.
Iteration Planning. A meeting to clarify the details of the backlog items, acceptance criteria, and
work effort required to meet an upcoming iteration commitment.
Iteration Review. A meeting held at the end of an iteration to demonstrate the work that was
accomplished during the iteration.
Iterative Approach. A development approach that focuses on an initial, simplified implementation
then progressively elaborates adding to the feature set until the final deliverable is complete.
Kanban Board. A visualization tool that shows work in progress to help identify bottlenecks and
overcommitments, thereby allowing the team to optimize the workflow.
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Kickoff Meeting. A gathering of team members and other key stakeholders at the outset of a project
to formally set expectations, gain a common understanding, and commence work.
Knowledge. A mixture of experience, values and beliefs, contextual information, intuition,
and insight that people use to make sense of new experiences and information.
Lag. The amount of time whereby a successor activity will be delayed with respect to
a predecessor activity.
Last Responsible Moment. The concept of deferring a decision to allow the team to consider
multiple options until the cost of further delay would exceed the benefit.
Lead. The amount of time whereby a successor activity can be advanced with respect to
a predecessor activity.
Lead Time. The time between a customer request and the actual delivery.
Lead Time Chart. A diagram showing the trend over time of the average lead time of the items
completed in work.
Lean Startup Canvas. A one-page template designed to communicate a business plan with key
stakeholders in an efficient and effective manner.
Lessons Learned. The knowledge gained during a project, which shows how project events were
addressed or should be addressed in the future, for the purpose of improving future performance.
Lessons Learned Register. A project document used to record knowledge gained during a project,
phase, or iteration so that it can be used to improve future performance for the team and the
organization.
Life Cycle. See project life cycle.
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). A tool used to evaluate the total environmental impact of a product,
process, or system.
Log. A document used to record and describe or denote selected items identified during execution
of a process or activity. Usually used with a modifier, such as issue, change, or assumption.
Make-or-Buy Analysis. The process of gathering and organizing data about product requirements
and analyzing them against available alternatives including the purchase or internal manufacture
of the product.
Management Reserve. An amount of the project budget or project schedule held outside of the
performance measurement baseline for management control purposes that is reserved for unforeseen
work that is within the project scope.
Mandatory Dependency. A relationship that is contractually required or inherent in the nature
of the work.
Measurement Performance Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and
functions associated with assessing project performance and taking appropriate actions to maintain
acceptable performance.
Measures of Performance. Measures that characterize physical or functional attributes relating
to system operation.
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Method. A means for achieving an outcome, output, result, or project deliverable.
Methodology. A system of practices, techniques, procedures, and rules used by those who work
in a discipline.
Metric. A description of a project or product attribute and how to measure it.
Milestone. A significant point or event in a project, program, or portfolio.
Milestone Schedule. A type of schedule that presents milestones with planned dates.
Minimum Viable Product (MVP). A concept used to define the scope of the first release of a solution
to customers by identifying the fewest number of features or requirements that would deliver value.
Modeling. Creating simplified representations of systems, solutions, or deliverables, such as prototypes,
diagrams, or storyboards.
Monitor. Collect project performance data, produce performance measures, and report and
disseminate performance information.
Monitoring and Controlling Process Group. Those processes required to track, review, and regulate
the progress and performance of the project; identify any areas in which changes to the plan are
required; and initiate corresponding changes.
Monte Carlo Simulation. A method of identifying the potential impacts of risk and uncertainty using
multiple iterations of a computer model to develop a probability distribution of a range of outcomes
that could result from a decision or course of action.
Mood Chart. A visualization chart for tracking moods or reactions to identify areas for improvement.
Multipoint Estimating. A method used to estimate cost or duration by applying an average
or weighted average of optimistic, pessimistic, and most likely estimates when there is uncertainty
with the individual activity estimates.
Net Promoter Score®. An index that measures the willingness of customers to recommend
an organization’s products or services to others.
Network Path. A sequence of activities connected by logical relationships in a project schedule
network diagram.
Objective. Something toward which work is to be directed, a strategic position to be attained,
a purpose to be achieved, a result to be obtained, a product to be produced, or a service
to be performed.
Opportunity. A risk that would have a positive effect on one or more project objectives.
Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS). A hierarchical representation of the project
organization, which illustrates the relationship between project activities and the organizational
units that will perform those activities.
Organizational Process Assets (OPA). Plans, processes, policies, procedures, and knowledge bases
that are specific to and used by the performing organization.
Osmotic Communication. Means of receiving information without direct communication
by overhearing and through nonverbal cues.
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Outcome. An end result or consequence of a process or project.
Parametric Estimating. An estimating method in which an algorithm is used to calculate cost
or duration based on historical data and project parameters.
Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB). Integrated scope, schedule, and cost baselines used
for comparison to manage, measure, and control project execution.
Phase Gate. A review at the end of a phase in which a decision is made to continue to the next phase,
to continue with modification, or to end a project or program.
Plan. A proposed means of accomplishing something.
Planned Value (PV). The authorized budget assigned to scheduled work.
Planning Performance Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and functions
associated with the initial, ongoing, and evolving organization and coordination necessary for
delivering project deliverables and results.
Planning Process Group. Those processes required to establish the scope of the project, refine
the objectives, and define the course of action required to attain the objectives that the project was
undertaken to achieve.
Portfolio. Projects, programs, subsidiary portfolios, and operations managed as a group to achieve
strategic objectives.
Portfolio Management. The centralized management of one or more portfolios to achieve
strategic objectives.
Precision. Within the quality management system, precision is an assessment of exactness.
Predictive Approach. A development approach in which the project scope, time, and cost are
determined in the early phases of the life cycle.
Prioritization Matrix. A scatter diagram that plots effort against value so as to classify items
by priority.
Prioritization Schema. Methods used to prioritize portfolio, program, or project components,
as well as requirements, risks, features, or other product information.
Probabilistic Estimating. A method used to develop a range of estimates along with the associated
probabilities within that range.
Probability and Impact Matrix. A grid for mapping the probability of occurrence of each risk
and its impact on project objectives if that risk occurs.
Procurement Management Plan. A component of the project or program management plan
that describes how a project team will acquire goods and services from outside of the performing
organization.
Product. An artifact that is produced, is quantifiable, and can be either an end item in itself
or a component item.
Product Breakdown Structure. A hierarchical structure reflecting a product’s components
and deliverables.
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Product Life Cycle. A series of phases that represent the evolution of a product, from concept
through delivery, growth, maturity, and to retirement.
Product Management. The integration of people, data, processes, and business systems to create,
maintain, and evolve a product or service throughout its life cycle.
Product Owner. A person responsible for maximizing the value of the product and accountable
for the end product.
Product Scope. The features and functions that characterize a product, service, or result.
Program. Related projects, subsidiary programs, and program activities that are managed in
a coordinated manner to obtain benefits not available from managing them individually.
Program Management. The application of knowledge, skills, and principles to a program to
achieve the program objectives and obtain benefits and control not available by managing program
components individually.
Progressive Elaboration. The iterative process of increasing the level of detail in a project management plan as greater amounts of information and more accurate estimates become available.
Project. A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result.
Project Brief. A high-level overview of the goals, deliverables, and processes for the project.
Project Calendar. A calendar that identifies working days and shifts that are available for
scheduled activities.
Project Charter. A document issued by the project initiator or sponsor that formally authorizes the
existence of a project and provides the project manager with the authority to apply organizational
resources to project activities.
Project Governance. The framework, functions, and processes that guide project management
activities in order to create a unique product, service, or result to meet organizational, strategic,
and operational goals.
Project Lead. A person who helps the project team to achieve the project objectives, typically
by orchestrating the work of the project. See also project manager.
Project Life Cycle. The series of phases that a project passes through from its start to its completion.
Project Management. The application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities
to meet the project requirements.
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). A term that describes the knowledge within
the profession of project management.
Project Management Office (PMO). A management structure that standardizes the project-related
governance processes and facilitates the sharing of resources, methodologies, tools, and techniques.
Project Management Plan. The document that describes how the project will be executed,
monitored and controlled, and closed.
Project Management Process Group. A logical grouping of project management inputs, tools and
techniques, and outputs. The Project Management Process Groups include Initiating processes,
Planning processes, Executing processes, Monitoring and Controlling processes, and Closing processes.
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Project Management Team. The members of the project team who are directly involved in project
management activities.
Project Manager. The person assigned by the performing organization to lead the team that
is responsible for achieving the project objectives. See also project lead.
Project Phase. A collection of logically related project activities that culminates in the completion
of one or more deliverables.
Project Review. An event at the end of a phase or project to assess the status, evaluate the value
delivered, and determine if the project is ready to move to the next phase or transition to operations.
Project Schedule. An output of a schedule model that presents linked activities with planned dates,
durations, milestones, and resources.
Project Schedule Network Diagram. A graphical representation of the logical relationships among
the project schedule activities.
Project Scope. The work performed to deliver a product, service, or result with the specified features
and functions.
Project Scope Statement. The description of the project scope, major deliverables, and exclusions.
Project Team. A set of individuals performing the work of the project to achieve its objectives.
Project Vision Statement. A concise, high-level description of the project that states the purpose
and inspires the team to contribute to the project.
Project Work Performance Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and
functions associated with establishing project processes, managing physical resources, and fostering
a learning environment.
Prototype. A working model used to obtain early feedback on the expected product before actually
building it.
Quality. The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements.
Quality Management Plan. A component of the project or program management plan that
describes how applicable policies, procedures, and guidelines will be implemented to achieve the
quality objectives.
Quality Metrics. A description of a project or product attribute and how to measure it.
Quality Policy. The basic principles that should govern the organization’s actions as it implements
its system for quality management.
Quality Report. A project document that includes quality management issues, recommendations
for corrective actions, and a summary of findings from quality control activities and may include
recommendations for process, project, and product improvements.
Register. A written record of regular entries for evolving aspects of a project, such as risks,
stakeholders, or defects.
Regression Analysis. An analytical method where a series of input variables are examined in relation
to their corresponding output results in order to develop a mathematical or statistical relationship.
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Regulations. Requirements imposed by a governmental body. These requirements can establish
product, process, or service characteristics, including applicable administrative provisions that have
government-mandated compliance.
Relative Estimating. A method for creating estimates that are derived from performing a comparison
against a similar body of work, taking effort, complexity, and uncertainty into consideration.
Release. One or more components of one or more products, which are intended to be put into
production at the same time.
Release Plan. The plan that sets expectations for the dates, features, and/or outcomes expected
to be delivered over the course of multiple iterations.
Release Planning. The process of identifying a high-level plan for releasing or transitioning a product,
deliverable, or increment of value.
Report. A formal record or summary of information.
Requirement. A condition or capability that is necessary to be present in a product, service, or result
to satisfy a business need.
Requirements Documentation. A record of product requirements and other product information,
along with whatever is recorded to manage it.
Requirements Management Plan. A component of the project or program management plan that
describes how requirements will be analyzed, documented, and managed.
Requirements Traceability Matrix. A grid that links product requirements from their origin to the
deliverables that satisfy them.
Reserve. A provision in the project management plan to mitigate cost and/or schedule risk, often
used with a modifier (e.g., management reserve, contingency reserve) to provide further detail on
what types of risk are meant to be mitigated.
Reserve Analysis. A method used to evaluate the amount of risk on the project and the amount
of schedule and budget reserve to determine whether the reserve is sufficient for the remaining risk.
Resource Breakdown Structure. A hierarchical representation of resources by category and type.
Resource Management Plan. A component of the project management plan that describes how
project resources are acquired, allocated, monitored, and controlled.
Responsibility. An assignment that can be delegated within a project management plan such that
the assigned resource incurs a duty to perform the requirements of the assignment.
Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM). A grid that shows the project resources assigned to each
work package.
Result. An output from performing project management processes and activities. See also deliverable.
Retrospective. A regularly occurring workshop in which participants explore their work and results
in order to improve both the process and product.
Rework. Action taken to bring a defective or nonconforming component into compliance with
requirements or specifications.
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Risk. An uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on one or more
project objectives.
Risk Acceptance. A risk response strategy whereby the project team decides to acknowledge the risk
and not take any action unless the risk occurs.
Risk-Adjusted Backlog. A backlog that includes product work and actions to address threats and
opportunities.
Risk Appetite. The degree of uncertainty an organization or individual is willing to accept in
anticipation of a reward.
Risk Avoidance. A risk response strategy whereby the project team acts to eliminate the threat
or protect the project from its impact.
Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS). A hierarchical representation of potential sources of risks.
Risk Enhancement. A risk response strategy whereby the project team acts to increase the
probability of occurrence or impact of an opportunity.
Risk Escalation. A risk response strategy whereby the team acknowledges that a risk is outside
of its sphere of influence and shifts the ownership of the risk to a higher level of the organization
where it is more effectively managed.
Risk Exploiting. A risk response strategy whereby the project team acts to ensure that an
opportunity occurs.
Risk Exposure. An aggregate measure of the potential impact of all risks at any given point in time
in a project, program, or portfolio.
Risk Management Plan. A component of the project, program, or portfolio management plan that
describes how risk management activities will be structured and performed.
Risk Mitigation. A risk response strategy whereby the project team acts to decrease the probability
of occurrence or impact of a threat.
Risk Register. A repository in which outputs of risk management processes are recorded.
Risk Report. A project document that summarizes information on individual project risks and the
level of overall project risk.
Risk Review. The process of analyzing the status of existing risks and identifying new risks. May also
be known as risk reassessment.
Risk Sharing. A risk response strategy whereby the project team allocates ownership of an opportunity
to a third party who is best able to capture the benefit of that opportunity.
Risk Threshold. The measure of acceptable variation around an objective that reflects the risk appetite
of the organization and stakeholders. See also risk appetite.
Risk Transference. A risk response strategy whereby the project team shifts the impact of a threat
to a third party, together with ownership of the response.
Roadmap. A high-level time line that depicts such things as milestones, significant events, reviews,
and decision points.
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Role. A defined function to be performed by a project team member, such as testing, filing,
inspecting, or coding.
Rolling Wave Planning. An iterative planning method in which the work to be accomplished in the
near term is planned in detail, while the work in the future is planned at a higher level.
Root Cause Analysis. An analytical method used to determine the basic underlying reason that
causes a variance or a defect or a risk.
Scatter Diagram. A graph that shows the relationship between two variables.
Schedule. See project schedule.
Schedule Baseline. The approved version of a schedule model that can be changed using formal
change control procedures and is used as the basis for comparison to actual results.
Schedule Compression. A method used to shorten the schedule duration without reducing
the project scope.
Schedule Forecasts. Estimates or predictions of conditions and events in the project’s future based
on information and knowledge available at the time the schedule is calculated.
Schedule Management Plan. A component of the project or program management plan that
establishes the criteria and the activities for developing, monitoring, and controlling the schedule.
Schedule Model. A representation of the plan for executing the project’s activities including durations,
dependencies, and other planning information, used to produce a project schedule along with other
scheduling artifacts.
Schedule Performance Index (SPI). A measure of schedule efficiency expressed as the ratio
of earned value to planned value.
Schedule Variance (SV). A measure of schedule performance expressed as the difference between
the earned value and the planned value.
Scope. The sum of the products, services, and results to be provided as a project. See also project
scope and product scope.
Scope Baseline. The approved version of a scope statement, work breakdown structure (WBS),
and its associated WBS dictionary that can be changed using formal change control procedures and
is used as the basis for comparison to actual results.
Scope Creep. The uncontrolled expansion to product or project scope without adjustments to time,
cost, and resources.
Scope Management Plan. A component of the project or program management plan that describes
how the scope will be defined, developed, monitored, controlled, and validated.
S-Curve. A graph that displays cumulative costs over a specified period of time.
Self-Organizing Team. A cross-functional team in which people assume leadership as needed
to achieve the team’s objectives.
Sensitivity Analysis. An analysis method to determine which individual project risks or other
sources of uncertainty have the most potential impact on project outcomes by correlating variations
in project outcomes with variations in elements of a quantitative risk analysis model.
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Servant Leadership. The practice of leading the team by focusing on understanding and
addressing the needs and development of team members in order to enable the highest possible
team performance.
Simulation. An analytical method that models the combined effect of uncertainties to evaluate their
potential impact on objectives.
Single-Point Estimating. An estimating method that involves using data to calculate a single value
which reflects a best guess estimate.
Specification. A precise statement of the needs to be satisfied and the essential characteristics that
are required.
Sponsor. A person or group who provides resources and support for the project, program, or portfolio
and is accountable for enabling success.
Sprint. A short time interval within a project during which a usable and potentially releasable
increment of the product is created. See also iteration.
Stakeholder. An individual, group, or organization that may affect, be affected by, or perceive itself
to be affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a project, program, or portfolio.
Stakeholder Analysis. A method of systematically gathering and analyzing quantitative and qualitative
information to determine whose interests should be taken into account throughout the project.
Stakeholder Engagement Assessment Matrix. A matrix that compares current and desired
stakeholder engagement levels.
Stakeholder Engagement Plan. A component of the project management plan that identifies the
strategies and actions required to promote productive involvement of stakeholders in project or
program decision making and execution.
Stakeholder Performance Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and
functions associated with stakeholders.
Stakeholder Register. A project document that includes information about project stakeholders
including an assessment and classification of project stakeholders.
Standard. A document established by an authority, custom, or general consent as a model or example.
Statement of Work (SOW). A narrative description of products, services, or results to be delivered
by the project.
Status Meeting. A regularly scheduled meeting to exchange and analyze information about the current
progress of the project and its performance.
Status Report. A report on the current status of the project.
Steering Committee. An advisory body of senior stakeholders who provide direction and support
for the project team and make decisions outside the project team’s authority.
Story Map. A visual model of all the features and functionality desired for a given product, created
to give the team a holistic view of what they are building and why.
Story Point. A unit used to estimate the relative level of effort needed to implement a user story.
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Strategic Plan. A high-level document that explains an organization’s vision and mission plus the
approach that will be adopted to achieve this mission and vision, including the specific goals and
objectives to be achieved during the period covered by the document.
Strategy Artifacts. Documents created prior to or at the start of the project that address strategic,
business, or high-level information about the project.
Swarm. A method in which multiple team members focus collectively on resolving a specific problem
or task.
SWOT Analysis. Analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of an organization,
project, or option.
Tacit Knowledge. Personal knowledge that can be difficult to articulate and share such as beliefs,
experience, and insights.
Tailoring. The deliberate adaptation of approach, governance, and processes to make them more
suitable for the given environment and the work at hand.
Task Board. A visual representation of the progress of the planned work that allows everyone to see
the status of the tasks.
Team Charter. A document that records the team values, agreements, and operating guidelines,
as well as establishes clear expectations regarding acceptable behavior by project team members.
Team Performance Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and functions
associated with the people who are responsible for producing project deliverables that realize
business outcomes.
Technical Performance Measures. Quantifiable measures of technical performance that are used
to ensure system components meet the technical requirements.
Template. A partially complete document in a predefined format that provides a defined structure
for collecting, organizing, and presenting information and data.
Test Plan. A document describing deliverables that will be tested, tests that will be conducted, and
the processes that will be used in testing.
Threat. A risk that would have a negative effect on one or more project objectives.
Threshold. A predetermined value of a measurable project variable that represents a limit that
requires action to be taken if it is reached.
Throughput. The number of items passing through a process.
Throughput Chart. A diagram that shows the accepted deliverables over time.
Time and Materials Contract (T&M). A type of contract that is a hybrid contractual arrangement
containing aspects of both cost-reimbursable and fixed-price contracts.
Timebox. A short, fixed period of time in which work is to be completed.
Tolerance. The quantified description of acceptable variation for a quality requirement.
Trend Analysis. An analytical method that uses mathematical models to forecast future outcomes
based on historical results.
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Triple Bottom Line. A framework for considering the full cost of doing business by evaluating
a company’s bottom line from the perspective of profit, people, and the planet.
Uncertainty. A lack of understanding and awareness of issues, events, path to follow, or solutions
to pursue.
Uncertainty Domain. The performance domain that addresses activities and functions associated
with risk and uncertainty.
Use Case. An artifact for describing and exploring how a user interacts with a system to achieve
a specific goal.
User Story. A brief description of an outcome for a specific user, which is a promise for a conversation
to clarify details.
Validation. The assurance that a product, service, or result meets the needs of the customer and
other identified stakeholders. See also verification.
Value. The worth, importance, or usefulness of something.
Value Delivery Office (VDO). A project delivery support structure that focuses on coaching teams;
building agile skills and capabilities throughout the organization; and mentoring sponsors and
product owners to be more effective in those roles.
Value Delivery System. A collection of strategic business activities aimed at building, sustaining,
and/or advancing an organization.
Value Proposition. The value of a product or service that an organization communicates
to its customers.
Value Stream Map. A display of the critical steps in a process and the time taken in each step used
to identify waste.
Value Stream Mapping. A lean enterprise method used to document, analyze, and improve the flow
of information or materials required to produce a product or service for a customer.
Vanity Metric. A measure that appears to show some result but does not provide useful information
for making decisions.
Variance. A quantifiable deviation, departure, or divergence away from a known baseline
or expected value.
Variance Analysis. A method for determining the cause and degree of difference between the
baseline and actual performance.
Variance at Completion (VAC). A projection of the amount of budget deficit or surplus, expressed
as the difference between the budget at completion and the estimate at completion.
Velocity. A measure of a team’s productivity rate at which the deliverables are produced, validated,
and accepted within a predefined interval.
Velocity Chart. A chart that tracks the rate at which the deliverables are produced, validated, and
accepted within a predefined interval.
Verification. The evaluation of whether or not a product, service, or result complies with a regulation,
requirement, specification, or imposed condition. See also validation.
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Virtual Team. A group of people with a shared goal who work in different locations and who engage
with each other primarily through phone and other electronic communications.
Vision Statement. A summarized, high-level description about the expectations for a product such as
target market, users, major benefits, and what differentiates the product from others in the market.
Visual Data and Information. Artifacts that organize and present data and information in a visual
format, such as charts, graphs, matrices, and diagrams.
Voice of the Customer. A planning method used to provide products, services, and results that truly
reflect customer requirements by translating those customer requirements into the appropriate
technical requirements for each phase of project or product development.
Volatility. The possibility for rapid and unpredictable change.
Waste. Activities that consume resources and/or time without adding value.
WBS Dictionary. A document that provides detailed deliverable, activity, and scheduling information
about each component in the work breakdown structure.
What-If-Scenario Analysis. The process of evaluating scenarios in order to predict their effect on
project objectives.
Wideband Delphi. An estimating method in which subject matter experts go through multiple
rounds of producing estimates individually, with a team discussion after each round, until
a consensus is achieved.
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). A hierarchical decomposition of the total scope of work
to be carried out by the project team to accomplish the project objectives and create the required
deliverables.
Work Package. The work defined at the lowest level of the work breakdown structure for which cost
and duration are estimated and managed.
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A
Accountability, sponsors and, 208
Accuracy
definition, 52
estimating and, 55
Achievement, theory of needs and, 159
Active listening, 12, 21
Activity list, 192
Actual cost compared to planned cost, 100
Adaptability, high-performing project teams
and, 22
Adaptive development approach, 38, 45, 49, 53
Adaptive schedule planning, 81, 82
ADKAR® Model, 161
Affiliation, theory of needs and, 159
Affinity diagram, 188
Affinity grouping, 178
Agile approaches, 38
Agile Center of Excellence (ACoE), 212
Agile charter, 84
Agile methods
adaptive approach and, 50
development approach and, 49
flow-based scheduling and, 45
organization and, 41
Agreements. See also Contract(s); Service level
agreement
contracts and, 191
Alignment
Planning Performance Domain, 67
Alternatives analysis, 122, 174
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Ambiguity
definition, 117
solutions for, 120
types of, 120
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 120
Analogous estimating, 178
Analytical techniques, 176–177
Appraisal costs, 88
Approach, win-win perspective and, 170
Artifacts, 184–195
agreements, 191
applied across performance domains, 192–195
baselines, 188
communication, 79
contracts, 191
definition, 153
hierarchy charts, 187
logs and registers, 185
other important, 192
overview, 153–155
plans, 186–187
reports, 190
strategy, 184
tailoring, 136
visual data and information, 188–190
Assignment matrix, 189
Assumption and constraint analysis, 174
Assumption log, 185
Assumption(s), 20, 24, 121
Attribute(s), tailoring and, 141
Audits, 115
process, 72, 79, 87
procurement, 79
quality, 88
Autonomy, 159
Avoidance, threat, 123, 126
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B
BAC. See Budget at completion
Backlog, 45, 62, 76, 96, 185
Backlog refinement meeting, 179
Balance
competing constraints and, 72
reframing and, 111
Bar chart, 106
Baseline(s), 188. See also Cost baseline; Scope
baseline
definition, 93
Baseline performance, 100–101
Basic ordering agreement (BOA), 191
Basis of estimates, 20, 54
Behavior
project management principles and, 146
sponsors, 209
Benchmarking, 175
Benefit-cost ratio, 102
Benefits realization, PMO and, 214
Best practices, benchmarking and, 175
Bias(es)
confirmation bias, 112
conscious and unconscious, 20
Bidder conferences, 70, 75, 179
Bid documents, 70, 75, 192
Bid process, 75
Big picture perspective, 207, 213
Big visible charts (BVCs), 108
Bottlenecks, 71
Brainstorming, 13, 22, 121
Budget
budget build up, 62–63
definition, 52, 188
Planning Performance Domain, 62–63
Budget at completion (BAC), 104–105
Burn charts, 108, 109, 111
Burndown/burnup chart, 188
Burndown chart, 108, 109
Burnup chart, 108, 109, 111
“Business as usual,” 163
Business case
business value and, 102
definition, 184
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delivery cadence and, 50
description of, 82
feasibility phase and, 42
outcomes and, 175
planning and, 54
as strategy artifact, 184
value and, 82
Business case document, 22
Business justification analysis methods, 175
Business model canvas, 184
Business value, 82
Business value measurements, 82
Buyer
agreements, contracts and, 191
bid process and, 75

C
Cadence
definition, 33
delivery, 33–34
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 33–34, 46–48
life cycle, development and, 33, 55
Calendar, project, 192
Capabilities, PMO and, 213, 214
Cause-and-effect diagram, 188
Celebrating success, 21
Change(s)
cost of, 90–91
culture of, 214
ease of, 40
8-Step Process for Leading, 162, 173
monitoring new work and, 76–77
Planning Performance Domain, 66
transitions associated with, 164
Change control
changes and, 66
checking results and, 68
Change control board (CCB), 68, 77, 169, 183, 186
Change control plan, 186
Change control system, 107
Change log, 185
Change management, 213
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Change models, 160–164
8-Step Process for Leading Change, 162
ADKAR® Model, 161
Transition Model, 164
Virginia Satir Change Model, 163
Change request(s), 77
Chaos, 163
Character, win-win perspective and, 170
Chart(s)
big visible charts (BVCs), 108
burn, 108, 109
burndown, 108
burnup, 108
types of, other, 109
Check, sponsor and, 209
Checking outcomes
Delivery Performance Domain, 92
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 50
Measurement Performance Domain, 115
Planning Performance Domain, 68
Project Work Performance Domain, 79
Stakeholder Performance Domain, 15
Team Performance Domain, 31
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 129
Checklists, 174
Check sheet, 175
Close phase, 47
Closing Process Group, 171
Collaboration
distributed project teams and, 30
high-performing project teams and, 22
Colocated teams, 135, 142, 147
Combined burn chart, 108
Common situations, tailoring and, 151
Communication
channels, 157
conversation, 14, 156, 192
cross-cultural, 157
discourse, positive, 21
engagement and, 73
high-performing project teams and, 22
interactive, 13
nonverbal, 26
open, 22
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Planning Performance Domain, 64
Project Work Performance Domain, 73
sponsors and, 209
styles, 157
types of, 13
written, 72, 73
Communication artifacts, 79
Communication models, 157–158
communication channels, effectiveness of, 157
cross-cultural communication, 157
gulf of evaluation, 158
gulf of execution, 158
Communication planning, 64
Communications management plan, 79, 186
Community action patrol (CAP) training, 45
Community center
development approaches, 36, 38, 39
life cycle, 48
Competence, 156, 213
Complaints, 89
Completion, moving targets of, 85–87
Completion criteria, 85
Complexity, 120–121
definition, 117
process-based, 121
reframing, 121
systems-based, 121
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 120–121
Complexity models, 164–165
Cynefin framework, 164–165
Stacey matrix, 165
Compliance
product/deliverable and, 142
Conceptual ambiguity, 120
Confidence, 55
Confirmation bias, 112
Conflict management, 29
Conflict model, 168–169
Conformance
appraisal and, 88
cost of quality and, 81, 175
process, 71
Constraints, balancing competing, 72
Contingency plans, 119, 123
Contingency reserve, 62, 63, 127. See also
Reserve analysis
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Continuous delivery
description of, 34
supporting strategies for, 222
Continuous development, 218
Continuous digital approach, 34
Continuous improvement, 139, 213, 214
Contracting processes, 75–76
Contractor conferences. See Bidder conferences
Contracts, 191. See also Agreements
Control chart, 106
Controlling, monitoring and, 171
Conversation, 14, 156, 192
COQ. See Cost of quality
Corrective action, 190
Correlation versus causation, 112
Cost(s)
actual, 100
appraisal, 88
change and, 90–91
external failure, 89
failure, 88, 89
internal failure, 89
prevention, 88
Cost baseline, 62, 63, 188
Cost-benefit analysis, 175
Cost-benefit ratio, 102
Cost estimates, 62, 63, 105
Cost management plan, 186
Cost of change, 90–91
Cost of quality (COQ), 88–89
appraisal, 88
data gathering and analysis, 175
definition, 81
Delivery Performance Domain, 88–89
external failure, 89
internal failure, 89
prevention, 88
Cost performance index (CPI), 100, 104
Cost plus award fee (CPAF), 191
Cost plus fixed fee (CPFF), 191
Cost plus incentive fee (CPIF), 191
Cost-reimbursable contracts, 191
Cost reserve, 122
Cost variance (CV), 80
Courage, 21
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CPAF. See Cost plus award fee
CPFF. See Cost plus fixed fee
CPI. See Cost performance index
CPIF. See Cost plus incentive fee
Crashing, 52
Criteria
acceptance, 42, 82, 85
completion, 85
entry, 46
exit, 42, 46, 50
requirements elicitation and, 83
Critical path, 100
Critical success factor, 207
Critical thinking, 24
Cross-cultural communication model, 157
Culture
organization and, 41, 143
tailoring for project, 143
team, 20
Cumulative flow diagram (CFD), 188
Customer centricity, 131, 219, 225
Customer-centric organizations, 225
Customer focus, 208
Customer requests, 66
Customer satisfaction, 95, 112
CV. See Cost variance
Cycle time chart, 189
Cynefin framework, 164–165

D
Daily scrum, 179
Daily standup, 127, 179
Dashboards, 106–107
definition, 93,
visual data and, 189
Data analysis, outputs of, 174
Data gathering and analysis, 174–177
Decision making, 27–28
group-based, 28
sponsors and, 208
Decision tree analysis, 175
Decomposition. See also Work breakdown
structure (WBS)
scope, 84
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Decoupling, 121
Defect(s)
external failure costs and, 89
integrity and, 20
internal failure costs and, 89
metrics and, 97, 98
prevention of, 68
reputation and, 69
Definition of done (DoD), 81, 85
Deliverable(s)
completion of, 85
definition, 33, 82
degree of innovation and, 39
Delivery Performance Domain, 82–87
development approach for, 50
hybrid approach and, 36
lagging indicators and, 96
project, 54
requirements, 82–83
tailoring for project, 142
Delivery cadence, 32–34, 46–50
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 46–48
Delivery/deliveries
continuous, 34
measurements of, 99
models, 221
multiple, 34
ongoing delivery model and, 221
options for, 40
periodic, 34
Planning Performance Domain, 54
project management office (PMO) and, 213
single delivery, 34
Delivery Performance Domain, 80–92
definitions relevant to, 81
deliverables, 82–87
interactions with other performance
domains, 91
outcomes, checking, 92
outcomes, desired, 80
outcomes, suboptimal, 91
overview, 80–81
quality, 87–91
tailoring considerations, 149
value, delivery of, 81–82
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Demoralization, 112
Dependencies, types of, 60
Deploy phase, 47
Design, set-based, 119
Design reviews, 127
Desired outcomes
Measurement Performance Domain, 93
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 116
Development and delivery approach, tailoring
and, 137
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 32–50
aligning delivery cadence, development
approach, and life cycle, 46–49
definitions relevant to, 33
delivery cadence, 33–34
development, cadence, and life cycle
relationship, 33
development approaches, 35–41
interactions with other performance domains,
49–50
life cycle and phase definitions, 42–45
outcomes and, 32, 50
overview, 32
tailoring and, 148, 150
Development approaches, 35–39
adaptive approach, 38
community center and, 36, 38, 39
considerations for selection of, 39–41
hybrid approach, 36
incremental development, 37
iterative development, 37
planning variables and, 53
predictive approach, 35–36
spectrum view of, 35
tailoring process and, 138
Development life cycle, 89
Development phase, 47
DevOps approach, 34
Diagnostics, tailoring and, 151
Discourse, positive, 21
Discretionary dependency, 60
Diversion shield, 18
Diversity, reframing and, 121
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Document(s)
bid, 70, 75, 192
business, 82
business case document, 82
project, 62
project-authorizing, 82
Documentation
requirements, 83, 192
written communication, 73
Domains. See Performance domains; Project
performance domains
Drexler/Sibbet Team Performance Model, 167
Duration, 52, 62, 224
effort and, 100
Duration estimates, 105

E
EAC. See Estimate at completion
Earned value (EV), 100, 101
Earned value analysis (EVA)
definition, 176
schedule and cost variance, 101
Earned value management (EVM), 100, 104, 105
Effort, 100
8-Step Process for Leading Change, 162, 173
Emotional intelligence (EI), 25–27
components of, 27
key areas, 26
Empowerment
culture and, 143
high-performing project teams and, 22
tailoring engagement and, 136
EMV. See Expected monetary value (EMV)
Encouragement, development opportunities
and, 18
Engage, 121
Engagement. See also Stakeholder engagement
communication and, 73
lack of, sponsor and, 208
Project Work Performance Domain, 73
tailoring, 136
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Enterprise-level PMO (EPMO), 212
Environment
product, 222
tailoring and, 154
Environmental considerations, 53, 129
Escalation
threats and, 123
Estimate(s). See also Basis of estimates
analogous, 178
definition, 52
parametric, 178
Estimate at completion (EAC), 104, 105
Estimate to complete (ETC), 104, 105
Estimating, 55–58
absolute, 57
adjusting estimates for uncertainty, 58
deterministic, 57
flow-based, 58
life cycle phase and, 55
low accuracy, high precision, 56
Planning Performance Domain, 55–58
probabilistic, 57
range decreasing over time, 56
relative, 57, 58
Estimating methods, 178
EVA. See Earned value analysis
EVM. See Earned value management
Exception plan
definition, 114
triggering of, 113
Executing Process Group, 171
Expected monetary value (EMV), 116, 126, 176
Expert judgment, 104. See also Subject matter
experts (SMEs)
Explicit knowledge, 70, 77–78
External dependency, 60
External failure costs, 89
Extrinsic motivation, 159
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F

G

Fail safe, 121
Failure analysis, 89
Failure costs
internal and external, 89
noncompliance and, 88
Fast tracking, 52, 59, 60
Feasibility, 42, 43
Feature completion rates, 100
Feedback loops, 13, 161
Fees, contracts and, 91
FFP. See Firm fixed price
Finance, 221
Finish date, 100
Finish-to-finish relationship, 59
Finish-to-start relationship, 59
Firm fixed price (FFP), 191
Fist of five voting, 28
Fixed-price contracts, 191
Fixed price incentive fee (FPIF), 191
Fixed price with economic price adjustment
(FPEPA), 191
Flow-based estimating, 58
Flow-based projects, 109
Flow-based scheduling, 45
Flowchart, 189
Focus groups, 83, 174
Forecasting, 104–105
data gathering and analysis, 176
methods, 32, 160–161
Forming, storming, norming, performing,
adjourning, 166
FPIF. See Fixed price incentive fee
FFP. See Firm fixed price
Function point, 178
Funding, 224
availability of, 41
incremental, 222, 223
limitations, 62
project processes and, 71
requirements, 46

Gantt chart, 189
Globalization/global environment
cross-cultural communication, 157
distributed project teams, 30
Global market shifts, 219–221
Good practices, 165, 180, 212
Governance. See also Organizational governance
development approach and, 148
project, 87
tailoring, and, 131, 139
Group(s).
external, 140
Process Groups, 170–171
Growth, 19
Guidance, 19
Gulf of evaluation, 158
Gulf of execution, 158
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H
Hawthorne effect, 112
Hierarchical charts, 187
High-level requirements, 39
High-performing project teams, 22
Histogram, 175, 189
Historical information, 149
Holistic thinking approach, 51, 68, 89
Holistic view, 98, 190
Hybrid development approach, 33, 36
Hygiene factors, 158

I
ID. See Activity identifier
Idea, transforming, 163
Identified risks, 127
Identify step, stakeholder engagement, 11
IDIQ. See Indefinite delivery indefinite quantity
Impact mapping, 181
Improvement, continuous, 139, 213, 214
Incremental development approach, 37, 44
Incremental guidance and funding, 223
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Indefinite delivery indefinite quantity (IDIQ), 191
Indicators. See Key performance indicators (KPIs)
Individual project risk, 177, 190
Industry/industries
market and, 142
traditional product, 224
Influence
development approach and, 39, 40, 41
leadership and, 29
sponsors and, 209
Influence diagram, 176
Information
gathering, 119
historical, 149
Measurement Performance Domain, 106–111
presenting, 106–111
Information radiator, 108, 109
Initiating Process Group, 171
Initiatives, critical, 214
Innovation
degree of, 39
Input(s)
flow of deliveries and, 45
Process Groups and, 171
Inputs, tools/techniques, and outputs (ITTOs), 6
Inspection, 42, 47, 88, 89
Integration
practice and, 163
tailoring engagement and, 136
Integrity, 20
Intellectual property, 75
Interactions, performance domains
Delivery Performance Domain, 91
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 49–50
Measurement Performance Domain, 114–115
Planning Performance Domain, 67
Project Work Performance Domain, 78
Stakeholder Performance Domain, 14
Team Performance Domain, 31
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 128
Internal dependency, 60
Internal failure costs, 89
Internal rate of return (IRR), 175
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Interpersonal skills, 25–29
soft skills, 12
stakeholder engagement and, 12
types of, 23–29
Intrinsic motivation, 159
IRR. See Internal rate of return
Issue log, 185
Iterate, 121
Iteration, 44–45, 53
Iteration plan, 61, 186
Iteration planning meeting, 179
Iteration review, 179
Iterative development, 37
Iterative process, 120
ITTOs. See Inputs, tools/techniques, and outputs

J
Job shadowing, 78
Judgment. See Expert judgment
Just-in-time scheduling approach, 45

K
Kanban boards, 109, 110
Kanban scheduling system, 45
Key performance indicators (KPIs), 95–96
Key stakeholders, 11, 23, 44, 167, 179
Kickoff meeting, 179, 183
Knowledge
explicit, 70, 77–78
tacit, 77–78
Knowledge management, 77
Knowledge management repository, 149
Knowledge transfer, 213
KPIs. See Key performance indicators

L
Lagging indicators, 96
Lags, leads and, 59
Late start and finish dates, 100
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Leadership
centralized management and, 17
distributed management and, 17–18
styles and, 30
team, 17–19
Leadership skills, 23–29
critical thinking, 24
interpersonal skills, 25–29
motivation, 24–25
team, 23–29
vision, establishing and maintaining, 23
Leadership styles, tailoring, 30
Leading indicators, 96
Leads, lags and, 59
Lead time chart, 189
Lean production methods, 71
Lean scheduling approach, 45
Learning throughout project
explicit and tacit knowledge, 77–78
knowledge management, 77
Legal requirements, 118, 149
Legal restrictions, 54
Lessons learned. See also Retrospectives
meetings, 127, 180
retrospectives or, 71
tailoring and, 151
Lessons learned register, 185
Life cycle. See also Predictive life cycle; Product
life cycle; Project life cycle
adaptive development approach, 45
community center, 48
development, 89
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 42–45
incremental development approach, 44
phase definitions and, 42–45
phases in, 42, 46–48
predictive, 43, 49
tailoring and, 150
Life cycle and development approach, tailoring
and, 134
Life cycle assessment, 176
Logs and registers, 185
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M
Make-or-buy analysis, 65, 176
Management
change, 213
conflict, 29
project team, leadership and, 17–19
requirements and, 83
self-management, 26, 27
Management reserve, 127
Mandatory dependency, 60
Market conditions, 54
Market shifts, global, 219–221
Master project schedule, 74
Mastery, 159
Materials, environment and, 53
Measurement(s). See also Metrics
baseline performance, 100–101
business value, 102
delivery, 99
effective, establishment of, 95–105
forecasts, 104–105
key performance indicators (KPIs), 95–96
pitfalls, 111–112
resources, 101
stakeholders, 103–104
what to measure, 98–105
Measurement Performance Domain, 93–115
checking results, 115
definitions relevant to, 93
effective measures, establishment of, 95–105
establishing effective measures, 95–105
growing and improving, 114
interactions with other performance
domains, 114–115
measurement pitfalls, 111–112
outcomes, checking, 115
outcomes, desired, 93
overview, 93–95
presenting information, 106–111
tailoring considerations, 150
troubleshooting performance, 113–114
what to measure, 98–105
Media richness, 157
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Meetings
bidder conference, 70, 179
change control, 179
events and, 179–180
retrospectives/lessons learned, 71, 127, 179
risk review and, 127
standup, 127, 179
types of, 179–180
Memorandum of agreement (MOA), 191
Memorandum of understanding (MOU), 191
Methods, 174–181
applied across performance domains, 181–183
data gathering and analysis, 174–177
definition, 153
estimating, 178
impact mapping, 181
meetings and events, 179–180
modeling, 181
Net Promoter Score® (NPS®), 181
overview, 153–155
prioritization schema, 181
tailoring, 136
timebox, 181
Metrics. See also Measurement Performance
Domain; Measurement(s)
definition, 93, 192
deliverable, 98
effective, 97
misuse of, 112
Planning Performance Domain, 66
SMART criteria, 97
vanity metric, 112
work performance, 66
Milestones, roadmap and, 184
Milestone schedule, 188. See also Master
project schedule
Modeling, 181
Models. See also Change models; Communication
models; Complexity models; Motivation
models; Negotiation models
applied across performance domains, 112–113
commonly used, 95–98
conflict, 168–169
definition, 153
mapping of, performance domains and, 173
OSCAR model, 156
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overview, 153–155
planning, 170
Process Groups, 170–171
project team development, 166–167
Salience Model, 171
situational leadership, 155–156
win-win perspective and, 169, 170
Monitoring
controlling and, 171
new work and changes, 76–77
Monitoring and Controlling Process Group, 171
Monte Carlo simulation, 177
Mood chart, 103
Morale, 104, 112
MoSCoW, 181
Motivation
emotional intelligence and, 27
leadership skills and, 24–25
sponsors and, 210
Motivation models, 158–160
hygiene and motivational factors, 158
intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation, 159
theory of needs, 159
Theory X, Theory Y, and Theory Z, 160
MOA. See Memorandum of agreement
MOU. See Memorandum of understanding
Multicriteria weighted analysis, 181
Multipoint estimating, 178

N
Negative risks (threats), 121, 122
Negotiation models, 169–171
planning, 170
Process Groups, 170–171
win-win perspective and, 169, 170
Net present value (NPV), 102, 175
Net Promoter Score® (NPS®), 103, 181
Networking, 78
Network logic, 59
Network path, 59
Nonconformance, prevention of, 81, 175
Non-value-added work, 71, 72, 99
Nonverbal communication, 26
NPV. See Net present value
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O

P

Objectives, vision and, 18
OBS. See Organizational breakdown structure
Obstacle removal, 18
Ongoing provision and payment, 220–221
Opportunities
development, 18
strategies for, 125
Organization(s)
customer-centric, 225
customers and, relationship between, 220
tailoring for, 139–140
Organizational breakdown structure (OBS), 187
Organizational capability, 41
Organizational culture, 41, 143. See also Culture
Organizational factors, tailoring and, 140
Organizational governance
structures, 30
tailoring and, 152
Organizational requirements, 54
Organizational strategy, 212
Organizational structure(s). See also Project
management office (PMO)
description of, 41
governance, 30
OSCAR model, 156
Outcome(s). See also Checking outcomes;
Desired outcomes
checking results and, 68
multiple, preparing for, 119
outcomes-oriented capabilities, 213
project management office (PMO) and, 213
suboptimal, 91
Output(s). See also Inputs, tools/techniques,
and outputs
data analysis and, 174
Process Groups and, 171
Overall project risk, 122
Overlapping project phases, 50
Ownership, shared, 22

Parameters, 98, 178
Parametric estimating, 178
Partner, sponsor as, 209
Payback period, 175
Payment, ongoing provision and, 220–221
PBP. See Payback period
People, tailoring engagement and, 136
Performance. See also Key performance
indicators (KPIs)
baseline, 100–101, 188
Measurement Performance Domain, 113–114
reviews, 68
Performance domains. See also Project
performance domains
artifacts applied across, 192–195
Delivery Performance Domain, 80–92
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 32–50
mapping of artifacts and, 193–195
mapping of methods and, 182–183
mapping of models used in each, 173
Measurement Performance Domain, 93–115
methods applied across, 181–183
models applied across, 172–173
Planning Performance Domain, 51–68
project management principles and, 4
Project Work Performance Domain, 69–79
Stakeholder Performance Domain, 8–15
Team Performance Domain, 16–31
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 116–129
Perspective, project management office (PMO)
and, 213
Phase. See Project phase(s)
Phase definitions, life cycle and, 42–45
Phase gate reviews, 42, 46, 47
Physical resources
management of, 73–74
planning for, 65
Planning Performance Domain, 65
Project Work Performance Domain, 73–74
Pie charts, 106
Plan(s), 186–187
exception plan, 113, 114
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Planned benefits delivery compared to actual
benefits delivery, 102
Planned resource cost compared to actual
resource cost, 101
Planned resource utilization compared to actual
resource utilization, 101
Planned value (PV), 100, 101
Planning
high-level, 52
negotiation models and, 170
Planning meeting, 180
Planning Performance Domain, 51–68
alignment, 67
changes, 66
checking results, 68
communication, 64
definitions relevant to, 52
interactions with other performance
domains, 67
metrics, 66
outcomes, checking, 68
outcomes, desired, 51
physical resources, 65
planning overview, 52–53
planning variables, 53–63
procurement, 65
project team composition and structure, 63–64
tailoring considerations, 148
Planning Process Group, 171
Planning overview, 52–53
Planning variables, 53–63
budget, 62–63
delivery and, 54
estimating and, 55–58
schedules, 58–62
PM. See Project manager
PMIstandards+, 6, 174
PMO. See Project management office (PMO)
Portfolio leaders, 95
Positive risks (opportunities), 122
Power, theory of needs and, 159
Pre-bid conferences, 70, 179
Precision
definition, 52
description of, 55
level of, 56

266

Predecessor, 59
Predictive developmental approach, 35–36
Predictive life cycle, 43, 49
Presentations, 73
Presenting information, 106–111
dashboards, 106–107
information radiators, 108
visual controls, 109–111
Prevention costs, 88
Prioritization matrix, 189
Prioritization schema, 181
Prioritize, stakeholder engagement, 12
Probabilistic estimating, 57
Probability and impact matrix, 176
Probability distributions, 57, 177
Problem solving, 21, 29, 168
Process analysis, 176
Process-based approach, 171
Process-based complexity, 121
Process(es)
adding, removing and changing, 144
conformance and, 71
environment and, 53
groups of, 170
project, 71–72
smart and simple, 214
tailoring, 137–145
Process Groups, negotiation models and, 170
Process tailoring, 71, 135
Procurement(s)
bid process, 75
contracting, 75–76
Planning Performance Domain, 65
Project Work Performance Domain, 74–76
working with, 74–76
Procurement audit, 79
Procurement management plan, 186
Procurement strategy, 46
Product(s)
definition, 218
development approach and, 39–40
digital, 34
final, 82
global market shifts, 219–221
organizational considerations and, 221–225
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project delivery practices and, 221
software addition to more, 225
tailoring for project, 142
transition, views and, 217–218
unique characteristics of, 224
value views and, 217
Product backlog, 76, 185
Product breakdown structure, 187
Product environment, continuous value delivery
and, 222
Product life cycle
definition, 218
Product management
definition, 218
global business trends and, 219
organizational considerations, 221–225
views of, 218
Product owner, 76
Product requirements
elicitation of, 50
make-or-buy analysis and, 176
requirements documentation and, 192
requirements traceability matrix and, 189
Product reviews, 14
Product roadmap, 61
Product scope, 54
Product vision, 61
Program management
continuous value delivery and, 222
plans and, 186–187
structures, utilization of, 223–225
Program manager, 14
Programs, unique characteristics of, 224
ongoing improvement and, 144
Project(s)
development approach and, 40–41
Development Approach and Life Cycle
Performance Domain, 40–41
experience with type of, 30
learning throughout, 77–78
performance domains and, 7
process-based approach, 171
tailoring for, 141–144
uniqueness and, 224
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Project-authorizing documents, 82
Project brief, as strategy artifact, 184
Project budget component, 62, 63
Project calendar, 192
Project charter
close phase and, 47
start up and, 46
as strategy artifact, 184
Project closeout meeting, 180
Project communications, engagement and, 73
Project communications management plan,
79, 186
Project context, tailoring to fit, 146, 154
Project deliverables, 54
Project delivery practices, 221
Project documents, 52
Project execution. See Executing Process Group
Project factors, tailoring and, 140
Project life cycle
business value and, 102
definition, 33
deliverables and, 81
developmental approaches and, 32, 35, 148
outcomes, checking, 50
Process Groups and, 170
products extending beyond, 218
project phases and, 42
tailoring and, 131
Project management office (PMO), 211–215
benefits realization and, 214
key capabilities of, 213
learning more about, 215
value delivery office (VDO), and, 140
value proposition for, 211–213
Project management plan
definition, 186
executing process and, 171
integrated, large projects and, 67
as overarching plan, 186
progressive elaboration and, 120
Project management principles
performance domains and, 4
tailoring to fit project, 154
Project management team, 16. See also Project
team(s)

267

Project manager (PM). See also Competencies;
Leadership skills
conflict models and, 168, 169
definition, 16
location and, 64
monitoring new work and, 76, 77
project charter and, 184
project processes and, 71
project team formation and, 17
risk responses and, 126
sponsor role and, 207
tailoring and, 140
team culture and, 20–21
Project performance domains. See also
Performance domains
definition, 7
delivery, 80–82
development approach and life cycle, 32–50
measurement, 93–115
number of, 7
overview, 5, 7
planning, 51–68
project context and, 146
project management and, 5, 146
project work, 69–79
stakeholder, 8–15
tailoring and, 145–150, 154
team, 16–31
uncertainty, 116–129
Project phase(s)
definition, 33
examples of, 42
life cycle and, 42–45
phase-gate review, 42
Process Groups and, 170
Project processes, 71–72
Project requirements, 71
Project review meeting, 180
Project risk, uncertainty and, 119
Project schedule, 188
Project schedule network diagram, 189
Project scope, 54
Project size, 132, 139
Project sponsor, 123, 125, 207. See also Sponsor

268

Project stakeholder(s)
examples of, 9
internal, 39
scope and, 82
tailoring and, 152
Project statement of work. See Statement of work
Project success
communication and, 157
key performance indicators (KPIs) and, 95
sponsors and, 207
Project team(s). See also Team(s)
definition, 16
distributed, 30
focus, maintaining, 73
high-performing, 22
maturity and, 30
operations and, 19
Planning Performance Domain, 63–64
size and location of, 41
tailoring and, 142, 147
Project team charter, 19, 192
Project team culture, 20–21
Project team development models, 166–167
Drexler/Sibbet Team Performance Model, 167
Tuckman Ladder, 166
Project team management and leadership, 17–19
centralized, 17
distributed, 17–18
team development, 18–19
Project vision statement, 184
Project Work Performance Domain, 69–79
checking results, 79
communications and engagement, project, 73
competing constraints, balancing, 72
definitions relevant to, 70
interactions with other performance domains, 78
learning throughout project, 77–78
monitoring new work and changes, 76–77
outcomes, checking, 79
outcomes, desired, 69
overview, 69–70
physical resources, managing, 73–74
procurements, working with, 74–76
project processes, 71–72
project team focus, maintaining, 73
tailoring considerations, 149
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Project work performance domain, 69–79
Proposals, 70. See also Request for proposal (RFP)
bid documents and, 192
Provision and payment, ongoing, 220–221
Pull communication, 13
Purpose, 159
Push communication, 13
PV. See Planned value

Q
Quality. See also Cost of quality (COQ)
definition, 81
Delivery Performance Domain, 87–91
Quality assurance, 88
Quality audits, 88
Quality management plan, 186
Quality management system, 52, 88
Quality planning, 88
Quality policy, 87
Quality report, 190
Quality requirements
alignment and, 67
appraisal costs and, 87
cost of quality and, 88
processes and, 72
Quotations, 70, 192

R
RACI chart, 189
Radiators, information, 108
RAG (red-amber-green) charts, 106
RAM. See Responsibility assignment matrix
Range
description of, 55
time and material, 56
RBS. See Resource breakdown structure; Risk
breakdown structure
RCA. See Root cause analysis
Recognition, high-performing project teams
and, 22
Reframing, 121
Regression analysis, 105, 176
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Regulations, 40
Regulatory restrictions, 54
Relative estimating, 178
Release and iteration plan, 61
Release plan, 61, 186
Release planning meetings, 180
Repairs, 89
Report(s), 190. See also Quality report; Risk report
Reputation, 89
Request for information (RFI), 75, 192
Request for proposal (RFP), 75, 192
Request for quotation (RFQ), 75, 192
Requirement(s). See also Quality requirements
definition, 81
deliverables and, 82–83
elicitation of, 111
evolving and discovering, 83
funding, 46
high-level, 39
management of, 83
organizational, 54
product, 50, 176, 189, 192
project, 171
safety, 40
stakeholder, 54, 72
well-documented, 83
Requirement elicitation, 83
Requirements certainty, 39
Requirements documentation, 192. See also
Contract(s)
Requirements elicitation, 83
Requirements management, 83
Requirements management plan, 186
Requirements traceability matrix, 189
Reserve, 122. See also Management reserve
Reserve analysis, 177. See also Contingency
reserve
Residual risk, 125
Resilience
building in, 119
high-performing project teams and, 22
Resource(s). See also Physical resources
measurement of, 101
sponsors and, 209
Resolution of conflicts, 29
Resource breakdown structure, (RBS), 187
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Resource management plan, 186
Resource requirements, 46
Respect, 21
Responsibility assignment matrix (RAM), 189
Result(s). See also Checking outcomes;
Deliverable(s)
development approach and, 39–40
internal failure and, 89
Retrospectives, 127, 180. See also Lessons learned
project processes and, 71
tailoring and, 151
Return on investment (ROI), 102, 175
Returns, 89
Reviews
design, 127
performance, 68
phase gate, 42, 46, 47
product, 14
project, 180
risk, 127
tailoring and, 151
Rewards, 24, 158, 159
Rework, 89
RFI. See Request for information
RFP. See Request for proposal
RFQ. See Request for quotation
Risk(s), 122–127.
definition, 117
identification of, 122, 127
levels of, 127, 128
negative (threats), 121, 122
opportunities, 122, 125
overall project, 122
products and, 40
reduction of, over time, 124
reserves for, 127
residual, 125
secondary, 125
threats, 123–124
uncertainty and, 119, 122
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 122–127
Risk-adjusted backlog, 185
Risk-adjusted ROI curve, 126

270

Risk appetite
response planning and, 125
risk thresholds and, 122
uncertainty and, 150
Risk breakdown structure (RBS), 187
Risk exposure, 109, 122. See also Risk report
Risk impact. See Probability and impact matrix
Risk log, 108
Risk management
risk register and, 185
uncertainty and, 150
Risk management plan, 186
Risk register, 185
Risk report, 190
Risk review, 127, 180
Roadmap, 184
ROI curve, risk-adjusted, 126
Rolling wave planning, 49
Roman voting, 28
Root cause, 24, 96, 177, 188
Root cause analysis, 177

S
Safety requirements, 40
Salience Model, 171
Scatter diagrams, 189
Schedule(s), 58–62. See also Project schedule;
Schedule model
adaptive schedule planning, 61, 62
fast tracking, 59, 60
master project, 74
Planning Performance Domain, 58–62
predictive approaches, 58
release and iteration plan, 61
Schedule compression techniques, 52, 59
Schedule constraints, 41
Schedule management plan, 187
Schedule model, 59, 188
Schedule performance index (SPI), 100
Schedule variance (SV), 100
Scheduling
adaptive methodologies and, 45
effort, duration and, 62
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Scope, 224. See also Product scope; Project scope
definition, 84–85
Scope baseline
definition, 188
predictive projects and, 77
Scope change, 84
Scope creep, 12, 83, 87, 213
Scope decomposition, 84
Scope definition, 84–85
Scope management plan, 187
Scope of work, WBS and, 81, 84
Scope stability, 40
Scope validation, 131
Scrap, 89
Scrum, daily, 179
S-curve, 189
Secondary risks, 125
Self-awareness, 26, 27
Self-management, 26, 27
Sensitivity analysis, 177
Servant leaders, 18
Service(s)
development approach and, 39–40
global market shifts, 219–221
Service level agreement (SLA), 191
Set-based design, 119
Shared ownership, 22
Shared understanding, 22
Sharing, opportunity and, 125
Simulation(s), 121, 177
Single-point estimating, 178
Situational ambiguity, 120
Situational Leadership® II, 156
Situational leadership models, 155–156
Skills. See also Interpersonal skills
leadership, 10, 23–29
social, 26, 27
soft, 12
SLA. See Service level agreement
SMART criteria, metrics and, 97
Smart watch development, 86
SMEs. See Subject matter experts
Social awareness, 26, 27
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Social impact, 53
Social skill, 26, 27
Soft skills, 12
Software
addition to more products, 225
development projects, 85
enhanced value, 220
SOW. See Statement of work
Spend rates, planned and actual, 113
SPI. See Schedule performance index
Sponsor, 207–210. See also Project sponsor
behaviors, 209
lack of engagement and, 208
role of, 207–208
Sponsoring organization, 87, 116
Sprint, 45. See also Iteration
Sprint planning meeting, 179
SS. See Start-to-start relationship
Stacey matrix, 165
Stage gate, 14, 42
Stakeholder(s). See also Project stakeholder(s)
definition, 8
examples of project, 9
internal, 39
key, 11, 23, 44, 167, 179
Salience Model and, 171
Stakeholder analysis, 8, 177
Stakeholder engagement
communication methods and, 13
engage, 12–14
identify, 11
monitor, 14
navigating effective, 10
prioritize, 12
project performance domain and, 10–14
Stakeholder Performance Domain, 10–14
steps in, 10, 11
understand and analyze, 11–12
Stakeholder engagement assessment matrix,
189, 190
Stakeholder engagement plan, 187
Stakeholder expectations, 28, 51, 68, 132
Stakeholder identification, 10, 11, 63, 64, 171

271

Stakeholder Performance Domain, 8–15
checking results, 15
definitions relevant to, 8
interactions with other domains, 14
outcomes, desired, 8
overview, 8–10
project stakeholders, examples of, 9
stakeholder engagement, 10–14
tailoring considerations, 147
Stakeholder register, 185
Stakeholder requirements, 54, 72
Stakeholder satisfaction
measurement of, 103–104
mood chart, 103
Standup meetings, 127, 179
Start date, 100
Start-to-start relationship, 59
Start up, 46
Start-ups, 221
Statement of work (SOW), 74, 87, 191
Status meeting, 180
Status quo, 163
Status report, 190
Steering committee, 180
Stoplight charts, 106
Story map, 190
Story point estimating, 178
Story points, 58, 119, 121. See also User stories
Strategy artifacts, 184
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats. See SWOT analysis
Subject matter experts (SMEs), 6, 176. See also
Expert judgment
Success, 224. See also Project success
celebrating, 21
Successor, 59
Suitability filter, 138
Supplier rating, 88
Support, project manager and, 21
Surveys, 103, 104
Sustainability, 53
SV. See Schedule variance
SWOT analysis, 177
Systems-based complexity, 120–121
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T
T&M. See Time and materials
Tacit knowledge, 70, 77–78
Tailoring
alternative to, 132
benefits, direct and indirect, 133
common situations and suggestions, 151
competing demands and, 132
definition, 6, 131
diagnostics, 151
leadership styles, 30
life cycle and development approach
selection, 150
organization and, 139–140
overview, 131–132
performance domains and, 145–150
process, 71, 137–145
process tailoring, 135
for the project, 141–144
project artifacts, 136
project context and, 146, 154
project factors and, 140
reasons for, 133
sponsors and, 209
steps involved in, 145, 152
summary, 152
tool selection, 136
what to tailor, 134–136
Tailoring for project, 141–145
attributes and, 141
culture and, 143
ongoing improvement, 144
product/deliverable, 142
project team, 142
Tailoring performance domains, 145–150
delivery, 149
development approach and life cycle, 148
diagnostics, 151
measurement, 150
planning, 148
project context and, 146
project team, 147
project work, 149
stakeholders, 147
uncertainty, 150
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Tailoring process, 137–145
initial development approach, selecting, 138
steps in, details of, 137
tailoring for the organization, 139–140
tailoring for the project, 141–144
Talent, 214
Task boards, 109, 110
Team(s). See also Project management team;
Project team(s)
colocation of, 135, 142, 147
high-performing project, 22
stable, 222–223, 225
Team charter, project, 19, 192
Team development, common aspects of, 18–19
Team management, 17–19
Team Performance Domain, 16–31
checking results, 31
definitions relevant to, 16
high-performing project teams, 22
interactions with other domains, 31
leadership skills, 23–29
outcomes, desired, 16
overview, 16
project team culture, 20–21
project team management and leadership,
17–19
tailoring leadership styles, 30
Technical performance measures, 85
Technology. See also Software
automation, 34
deliverables and, 142
distributed project teams and, 30
Email, 13
platform, in industry, 224
trends, 85
Templates, 35, 132, 136, 153, 184
Test phase, 47
Test plan, 187
Theory of needs, 159
Theory X, Theory Y, and Theory Z, 160
Thinking, critical, 24
Threat(s)
definition, 123
strategies for, 123
threat profile, 124
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Threshold
budget, 113–114
tolerance, 96
Throughput analysis, 105
Throughput chart, 190
Time and materials (T&M), 191
Timeboxes, 62, 181
Time fragmentation, 18
To-complete performance index (TCPI), 105
Tools. See also Software
methods and artifacts, 136
suitability filter, 138
tailoring and, 136
Traceability matrices, 83
Training, 88
Transforming idea, 163
Transition Model, 164
Transparency, 20
Trend(s)
global business, 219–221
leading indicators and, 96
technology, 85
Trend analysis, 177
Triple bottom line, 53
Troubleshooting performance, 113–114
Trust
culture and, 143
high-performing project teams and, 22
win-win perspective and, 170
Tuckman Ladder, 166
Turnover, 104

U
Unblock, sponsor and, 209
Uncertainty
adjusting estimates for, 58
definition, 117
general, 119
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 116–129
ambiguity, 120
complexity, 120–121
definitions relevant to, 117
interactions with other performance
domains, 128
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outcomes, checking, 129
outcomes, desired, 116
overview, 116–118
risk, 122–127
tailoring considerations, 150
uncertainty, general, 119
volatility, 122
Understand and analyze, stakeholders and,
11–12
Understanding, shared, 22
Update(s)
artifacts and, 171
generic, 183
Use case, 190
User stories
customer value and, 84
decomposition and, 54
definition, 192
iteration plan and, 61
story point estimating and, 178

V
VAC. See Variance at completion
Value. See also Business value
delivery of, 81–82
software-enhanced, 220
Value analysis. See Earned value analysis (EVA)
Value delivery
continuous, 222
Delivery Performance Domain, 81–82
Value delivery office (VDO), 140, 141, 212
Value stream map, 190
Value stream mapping, 177
Vanity metric, 112
Variance(s), 68, 72, 94, 96, 101, 115, 188
Variance analysis, 177
Variance at completion (VAC), 105

274

Variations, 121, 123, 177
Velocity chart, 190
Vendor conferences. See Bidder conferences
Verification, 88
Virginia Satir Change Model, 163
Vision
defining and sharing, 11
establishing and maintaining, 23
objectives and, 18
sponsors and, 208
Visual controls, 109–111. See also Chart(s)
kanban boards, 110
task boards, 110
Visual data and information, 188–190
Volatility, 117
Uncertainty Performance Domain, 122
Voting, 28

W
Warranty claims, 89
Waste, 89
Waterfall approach, 15, 49
WBS. See Work breakdown structure (WBS)
WBS dictionary, 85, 188
What-if scenario analysis, 177
Wideband Delphi, 28, 178
Win-win perspective, 169, 170
Work
new work effort, 58
non-value-added, 72
Work breakdown structure (WBS)
decomposition and, 54, 84
definition, 81, 187
Work packages, 85, 189
Work performance. See Project Work
Performance Domain
Written communication, 72. See also Email
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PMBOK® Guide – Seventh Edition
AND The Standard for Project Management

With this in mind, A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) –
Seventh Edition takes a deeper look into the fundamental concepts and constructs of the
profession.
Including both The Standard for Project Management and the PMBOK® Guide, this edition
presents 12 principles of project management and eight project performance domains
that are critical for effectively delivering project outcomes.
This edition of the PMBOK® Guide:
•

Reflects the full range of development approaches (predictive, traditional, adaptive,
agile, hybrid, etc.);

•

Devotes an entire section to tailoring development approaches and processes;

•

Expands the list of tools and techniques in a new section, “Models, Methods, and
Artifacts”;

•

Focuses on project outcomes, in addition to deliverables; and

•

Integrates with PMIstandards+™, giving users access to content that helps them apply
the PMBOK® Guide on the job.

The result is a modern guide that better enables project team members to be proactive,
innovative, and nimble in delivering project outcomes.

A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Seventh Edition
and The Standard for Project Management

Over the past few years, emerging technology, new approaches, and rapid market changes
disrupted our ways of working, driving the project management profession to evolve. Each
industry, organization and project face unique challenges, and team members must adapt
their approaches to successfully manage projects and deliver results.
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